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Dates: circa 1940-1981
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Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): George E. Allen, Clarissa P. Allen, Robert A. Hall, Steve McCutcheon, Phyllis McCutcheon, Robert Matsen, Cliff Collins, Sidney Hamilton, Howard Robinson

Administrative/Biographical History:
As related by his cousin, and from an obituary published in the Anchorage Daily News, George E. Allen was a landscape architect who came to Alaska aboard the S.S. Yukon in 1941 on a contract with the Civil Aeronautics Administration. He later continued employment in Alaska with the FAA until retirement. During the FAA years, he served as a building inspector for major housing projects at Kotzebue and Annette Island. Mr. Allen was very interested in photography. In 1956, Allen and his wife, Clarissa Peters, accompanied Alaska Territorial legislator and professional photographer, Steve McCutcheon and his wife on a canoe trip down the Yukon River. Several trays of slides of this trip are included in this collection.


Scope and Content Description:
The collection consists of 5596 color transparencies; 396 black-and-white prints and 18 color prints; 225 black-and-white negatives; 59 reels of moving image film; and 7 audio reels
created or collected by George and Clarissa Allen. In addition, there are 11 handwritten letters between Allen family members as well as documents and ephemera relating to general photography.

Most images depict various Alaska locations and scenery. A large number of slides show the Alaska Railroad in the 1940s (.1-340). Other large groups depict the Anchorage/Matanuska area; trips and scenes along the Alaska road system; travels along various sections of the Alaska Highway; several separate water trips aboard various ferries and, later, of the Alaska Marine Highway system; and a number of subjects dealing with various Alaska villages, both along the Yukon River and elsewhere, including Anaktuvuk Pass, Ketchikan, Kodiak, Kotzebue, McGrath, Metlakatla, Nome, Seldovia, Shaktoolik, St. Paul, and other villages in both the Arctic and Southeast Alaska.

For more information, see Detailed Description of Collection.

Arrangement: Arranged by format. All slides have been re-organized generally in date order, with extra dividers indicating location or subject matter. Subject matter organization in the first boxes in some cases includes a mixture of dates from the mid-1940s through the mid to late 1950s (e.g., ‘Matanuska Glacier’ contains similar pictures of the glacier for a 12-year period from 1945 through 1957). Beginning in early 1958, slides developed by Kodak began including date of development on the slide mounts. The remaining slides containing date-mount stamps have been organized mostly by these dates, with a few exceptions to include subject matter organization similar to the above example. In addition, slides taken during the Allen/McCutcheon Yukon River canoe trip are organized by location, as best as possible, to follow the trip from the Canadian border down the Yukon River to the sea.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials. A light box may be used to view transparencies.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
George E. Allen Collection, Anchorage Museum, B1995.010

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Donated by cousins Robert and Virginia Bursiel in May 1995.

Processing Note
Slides depicting trips and other interests from outside of Alaska or the United States have been deaccessioned. In addition, photographs of family and relations at homes in Alaska and elsewhere were deaccessioned, although a representative sample was kept to identify the photographer, his wife, and some of his family in the field with him on Alaska outings.

Negatives digitized and moved to freezer in 2017.

Separated Materials
Motion picture film removed to separate shelving.

RELATED MATERIALS
Steve McCutcheon Collection, B1990.014

SUBJECTS
Allen, George E., 1913-1994
Allen, Clarissa Peters, d. 1975
McCutcheon, Steve, 1911-1998
Alaska Railroad
United States. Civil Aeronautics Administration
United States. Federal Aviation Agency
United States. Federal Aviation Administration
Frontier and pioneer life—Alaska
Recreation—Alaska
Agriculture—Alaska
Gold mines and mining—Alaska
Totem poles—Alaska
Alaska Highway
Anaktuvuk Pass (Alaska)
Anchorage (Alaska)
Beaver (Alaska)
Circle (Alaska)
Cordova (Alaska)
Curry (Alaska)
Denali National Park and Preserve (Alaska)
Eagle (Alaska)
Native Village of Eagle
Eklutna (Alaska)
Elim (Alaska)
Fairbanks (Alaska)
Fort Yukon (Alaska)
Galena (Alaska)
Glenn Highway (Alaska)
Gulkana (Alaska)
Haines (Alaska)
Holikachuk (Alaska)
Holy Cross (Alaska)
Hope (Alaska)
Iliamna Lake (Alaska)
Inside Passage
Juneau (Alaska)
Kaltag (Alaska)
Kennicott (Alaska)
Ketchikan (Alaska)
Kodiak (Alaska)
Kokrines (Alaska)
Kotzebue (Alaska)
Matanuska River Valley (Alaska)
Metlakatla (Alaska)
McCarty (Alaska)
McGrath (Alaska)
Nenana (Alaska)
Ninilchik (Alaska)
Nome (Alaska)
Native Village of Paimiut
Palmer (Alaska)
Petersburg (Alaska)
Pribilof Islands (Alaska)
Rampart (Alaska)
Richardson Highway (Alaska)
Saint Lawrence Island (Alaska)
Saint Paul Island (Alaska)
Seldovia (Alaska)
Seward (Alaska)
Seward Highway (Alaska)
Sitka (Alaska)
Skagway (Alaska)
Solomon (Alaska)
Tanana (Alaska)
Tunnel (Alaska)
Unalakleet (Alaska)
Valdez (Alaska)
Whittier (Alaska)
Yakutat (Alaska)
Yukon River (Yukon and Alaska)
Dawson (Yukon)

Detailed Description of the Collection

35mm slides
B1/B1
Glass- and metal-mounted slides
.1 – 405.1. Fishhook ski slopes [ski area at Hatcher Pass, two people visible, flags in foreground. Ski area operated in the 1930s and 1940s]
.2 – 405.3. Chickaloon autumn [scenic with snow-covered mountains and fall foliage]
.3 – 405.4. Mabel Mine [gold mine complex in winter, Willow Creek area, worked intermittently 1931-1947]
.4 – 293.1. Chickaloon autumn [fall scenic overlooking valley]
.5 – 293-2. Lucky Shot schuss, 8-57 [skier near Lucky Shot Mine in Hatcher Pass]
.6 – 293-3. Cemetery wonderland [gravestones and spirit house in hoar frost, Anchorage. Cf. .2196]
.7 – 293-4. Grandview in May [winter scenic]
.8 – 293-6. Mount Susitna in spring [scenic view across Cook Inlet]
.9 – 293-5. Alaskan fence [wooden fence in winter]
.10 – McKinley Park, Aug. 1, 1947 [exterior of hotel, Clarissa posed at right, soldiers in uniform near entrance]
.11 – McKinley Park, Aug. 1, 1947 [Clarissa in foreground, hotel in distance]
.12 – McKinley Park, Aug. 1, 1947 [Clarissa in foreground, hotel in distance]
.13 – 8-57 [scenic of glacier, moraine at left, fireweed in foreground]
.14 – [autumn scenic of lake, fall foliage, termination dust on mountains]
.15 – 96 [man with dogsled loading firewood, village buildings in right distance, mountains in background. Cf. .17. At AFN 2018, identified as Buckland area. At AFN 2018, identified as Baldwin Peninsula]
.16 – 94. 8-57 [fish wheel on river]
.17 – 95 [village in winter, fishing net on rack in foreground. Cf. .15, .26]
.18 – [log cabin in field of fireweed, mountains in background]
.19 – 8-57 [scenic of river with fireweed on banks, mountains in background]
.20 – [men fishing from boat in open water along shoreline in winter, low hills in background, Buckland River?]
.21 – 98. 8-57 [close-up of glacier surface]
.22 – [summer scenic of lake]
.23 – 236. 8-57 [Alaska Railroad train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter, Loop District]
.24 – 217 [probably Portage Glacier and Lake]
.25 – 84. Ketchikan, Jan. 1955 [bird’s eye view of passengers on docks, Tongass Trading Co. at left]
.26 – 216 [village cache in winter. Cf. .20]
.27 – 8-57 [scenic of lake in summer]
.28 – 1. Suzie [dog portrait]
.29 – 2. Sky high [Clarissa posed next to road in mountainous area]
.30 – 4. Tom cod fishing [Alaska Native woman wearing fur-trimmed print parka jigging for tomcod. At AFN 2017, location suggested as Shishmaref]
.31 – 5. Dahl sheep [Dall sheep on rocky cliff]
.32 – 7. Barbacued king salmon [close-up of fish being barbecued on wire mesh]
.33 – [winter scenic with hoar-frosted trees and mountains]
.34 – 234 [scenic of town on coast in winter. At AFN 2017, identified as Yakutat with Mount Saint Elias in background, Max Italio Drive in foreground, Swedish Covenant Church and Alaska Native Brotherhood Hall in center. Slide in mount backwards. Cf. .2052]
.35 – 6. Wild calla lilies [wildflowers]
.36 – [close-up of flowers, possibly squash blossoms]

Paper-mounted slides
[Alaska Railroad, Loop District, circa 1940-1951. See also .888 et seq., 5752 et seq.]
.37 – [bird’s eye view of train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter, one blue-and-yellow car. Cf. .160]
.38 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.39 – [view down track in winter]
.40 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and tank cars approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.41 – [side view of locomotive, tank and other cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .51]
.42 – [wooden trestle bridges in winter]
.43 – [bird’s eye view of train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.44 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.45 – [distant view of train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.46 – [view down track to train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.47 – [locomotive and tank cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.48 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.49 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars in Loop District in winter]
.50 – [passing locomotive and box cars, wooden trestle bridge in distance in winter]
.51 – [side view of locomotive, tank and other cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .41]
.52 – [bird’s eye view of train in Loop District in winter]
.53 – [locomotive and cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.54 – [Loop District in winter]
.55 – [three locomotives coming around corner onto wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.56 – [locomotive and cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.57 – [bird’s eye view of train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.58 – [bird’s eye view of train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.59 – [bird’s eye view of train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.60 – [distant view of locomotive and cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.61 – [distant view of trains in Loop District in winter]
.62 – [locomotive and tanker cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.63 – [bird’s eye view of train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.64 – [bird’s eye view of train in Loop District in winter]
.65 – [bird’s eye view of train in Loop District in winter]
.66 – Train on Loop [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.67 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.68 – [distant view of locomotive and cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.69 – Near Grandview [railroad train on tracks in winter]
.70 – [locomotive and freight cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.71 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.72 – [view down track to locomotive and tanker cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.73 – [distant view of cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.74 – Grandview [winter scenic looking through trees and across valley to mountains]
.75 – [close-up of freight trains on tracks in winter, engineer climbing down from locomotive]
.76 – Loop [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.77 – [automobiles loaded on flatcars of train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .143]
.78 – [freight train coming around curve on railroad tracks in winter]
.79 – [locomotive and box cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.80 – [distant view of locomotive crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.81 – [Bartlett Glacier]
.82 – The Loop to left [locomotive crossing small wooden bridge in winter]
.83 – [freight cars on tracks in winter, including box car 920]
.84 – [close-up of blue-and-gold passenger cars 303 and 214 stopped on tracks in winter, passengers visible. Cf. .168, .305]
.85 – Steam train, Loop? [distant view of locomotive and freight train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter, tracks in foreground]
.86 – [view down track to receding freight train, flatcar 2235 in foreground]
.87 – Loop. Mounted backwards, this side forward [bird’s eye view of Loop District in summer]
.88 – [view down track in winter. Cf. .91]
.89 – [distant view of freight train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.90 – [distant view of freight train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.91 – [view down track in winter. Cf. .88]
.92 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.93 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.94 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.95 – [distant view of freight train in Loop District in winter]
.96 – 210. Loop [bird’s eye view of freight train in Loop District in winter]
.97 – 209. Loop [distant view of locomotive and box cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.98 – 211. Loop [distant view of locomotive and box cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.99 – [locomotive and passenger cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.100 – 213. Loop [distant view of locomotive and box cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.101 – 186. Loop [freight train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.102 – 196. Loop [bird’s eye view of train in Loop District in winter]
.103 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.104 – [bird’s eye view of freight train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.105 – [bird’s eye view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.106 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.107 – [bird’s eye view of train in Loop District in winter]
.108 – [bird’s eye view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.109 – [bird’s eye view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.110 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.111 – Loop [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.112 – [distant view of passenger train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.113 – [freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter, Loop tracks in background. Cf. .118]
.114 – [Clarissa sitting in snow, wooden trestle bridge in background. Cf. .142, 175]
.115 – [bird’s eye view of passenger train on wooden trestle bridge in winter, one blue-and-gold car]
.116 – [Bartlett Glacier?]
.117 – Loop [bird’s eye view of freight train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.118 – ARR [freight train in Loop District in winter, trestle bridge in foreground. Cf. .113]
.119 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.120 – [freight train in Loop District in winter, trestle bridge in foreground. Cf. .118]
.121 – [scenic of mountains in winter]
.122 – Loop ARR [bird’s eye view of freight train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.123 – Tres. ARR [passenger train on wooden trestle bridge in winter, one blue-and-gold car]
.124 – [freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.125 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.126 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.127 – [freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.128 – [bird’s eye view of freight train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.129 – [distant view of freight train in Loop District in winter]
.130 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter, tracks in foreground]
.131 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.132 – [view down track on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.133 – [bird’s eye view of freight train in Loop District in winter]
.134 – [wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.135 – [distant view of freight train in Loop District in winter, wooden trestle bridge in foreground]
.136 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.137 – [distant view of freight train in Loop District in winter]
.138 – [Bartlett Glacier?]
.139 – [freight train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.140 – [freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.141 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.142 – [Clarissa standing in snow, wooden trestle bridge in background. Cf. .114]
.143 – [distant view of automobiles loaded on flatcars of train crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .77]
.144 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.145 – [locomotive and box cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.146 – [freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.147 – [distant view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.148 – [locomotive and box cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.149 – [bird’s eye view of freight train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.150 – [bird’s eye view of freight train on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.151 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.152 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.153 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.154 – Part of the Loop [view down track to wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.155 – Loop [view down track in winter, wooden trestle bridge in background]
.156 – [wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.157 – [buildings at Snoring Inn in winter]
.158 – [view down track in winter]
.159 – Part of the Loop [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]

B1/B2
.160 – [bird’s eye view of train coming off wooden trestle bridge in winter, one blue-and-yellow car. Cf. .37]
.161 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars coming off wooden trestle bridge and into section house in winter, man standing next to building in foreground]
.162 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars coming off wooden trestle bridge and into section house or heating plant in winter, man standing next to building in foreground. Cf. .248]
.163 – [distant view of locomotive on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.164 – 176. RR Loop [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.165 – 152. RR Loop [distant view of locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter, track in foreground]
.166 – 174. RR Loop [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.167 – [view through trees to curve in wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.168 – [blue-and-gold passenger cars 303 and 214 stopped on tracks, passengers exploring next to tracks. Cf. .84]
.169 – [distant view of locomotive and freight cars in Loop District in winter]
.170 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, railing in foreground]
.171 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.172 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, track signal in foreground, broom and shovel stuck in snow bank. Cf. .183, .210]
.173 – [close-up of tank car on tracks in Loop District in winter]
.174 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.175 – [George Allen sitting in snow, wooden trestle bridge in background. Cf. .114]
.176 – [Clarissa Allen sitting in snow, wooden trestle bridge in background. Cf. .114]
.177 – [distant view of locomotive and passenger cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.178 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.179 – [view down track to curve in winter]
.180 – [bird’s eye view of approaching locomotive in winter]
.181 – [bird’s eye view of approaching locomotive on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.182 – [bird’s eye view of tank cars and boxcars on tracks in winter, train with freight and passenger cars on wooden trestle bridge in distance. Cf. .202, .234]
.183 – Note circular trestle, part of Loop [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, track signal in foreground, broom and shovel stuck in snow bank. Cf. .172]
.184 – Note train in distance on curved trestle [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, track signal in foreground, broom and shovel stuck in snow bank. Cf. .172]
.185 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.186 – [distant view of locomotive and freight cars in Loop District in winter, wooden trestle bridge at left]
.187 – [bird’s eye view of freight train approaching wooden trestle bridge in winter, automobiles loaded on flatcars at rear]
.188 – [view down track in winter, freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.189 – [view down track in winter]
.190 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.191 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars on track in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.192 – [view down track in summer, small shed at left]
.193 – [freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.194 – [view down track in winter, locomotive on wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.195 – [view along curve in track in winter, track signal at left. Cf. .224]
.196 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter]
.197 – [distant view of locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.198 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.199 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.200 – [view through trees to curve in wooden trestle bridge in winter, possibly roof of section house or heating shed at right. Cf. .5756, .6088]
.201 – Placer River, part of Loop, looking toward Tunnel station [view down river gorge in winter to wooden trestle bridge]
.202 – Looking toward Loop, Tunnel station in rear [bird’s eye view of tank cars and boxcars on tracks in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance. Cf. .182]
.203 – Loop District looking toward Anch., note circular trestle [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.204 – The Loop in part, looking toward Anch. [bird’s eye view, with small wooden bridge at right, curved wooden trestle bridge in distance at left. Cf. .219]
.205 – Spencer Glacier, looking toward Loop from Anch. side [winter scenic with Placer River at right]
.206 – Going downgrade off curved trestle. Mounted backwards – this side forward [view down track in summer]
.207 – Trail Glacier at Grandview [winter scenic]
.208 – Loop [distant view of passenger cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.210 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, track signal in foreground, broom and shovel stuck in snow bank. Cf. .172, .183]
.211 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter, utility pole in foreground]
.212 – The Loop [bird’s eye view of curved section of track in winter]
.213 – [section of The Loop in winter, with small section of trestle at left and wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.214 – [winter scenic with trees in foreground, wooden trestles just visible in background]
.215 – 214 [winter scenic with trees in foreground, mountains in distance]
.216 – [distant view of steel bridge over river in summer]
.217 – [winter scenic with mountains, wooden trestle bridge at right]
.218 – [winter scenic, possibly glacier]
.219 – [bird’s eye view, with small wooden bridge at right, curved wooden trestle bridge in distance at left. Cf. .204]
.220 – [close-up of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.221 – [locomotive and boxcars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.222 – Trestle A.R.R. [locomotive on wooden trestle bridge in winter, possibly Placer River below]
.223 – Loop [locomotive and tank cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .226]
.224 – [view along curve in track in winter, track signal at left. Cf. .195]
.225 – [view along wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.226 – [locomotive and tank cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter. Cf. .223]
.227 – [close-up of wooden trestle bridge in front of Bartlett Glacier in winter. Cf. .230]
.228 – [close-up of locomotive and tank cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.229 – [locomotive and boxcars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.230 – [close-up of wooden trestle bridge in front of Bartlett Glacier in winter. Cf. .227]
.231 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.232 – [distant view of freight cars on wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.233 – [close-up of wooden trestle bridge in winter]
.234 – Looking S. from Tunnel station, note train on part of Loop [bird’s eye view of tank cars and boxcars on tracks in winter, train with freight and passenger cars on wooden trestle bridge in distance. Cf. .182, .202]
.235 – [view along track out tunnel to river on far side]
.236 – [locomotive steaming through yard, buildings on both sides, Tunnel]
.237 – [bird’s eye view of cars in yard, men near rotary snowplow in background right, buildings on both sides, Tunnel]
.238 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive approaching yard, buildings on both sides, Tunnel]
.239 – At Tunnel, station left, mess hall right, snowfleets coming from Anch. [bird’s eye view of locomotive approaching yard, buildings on both sides]
.240 – Anchorage bound on circular trestle [locomotive on small wooden bridge at left, curved wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.242 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.243 – [distant view through trees of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.244 – Snow fleet in slide area, Tunnel station trip [distant view of train in Loop District in winter]
.245 – Snow fleet, 1 rotary, 2 locomotives, etc. moving 1 mi. per hr. in slide area of Loop [distant view of train through trees]
.246 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.247 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.248 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars coming off wooden trestle bridge and into section house or heating plant in winter, man standing next to building in foreground. Cf. .162, .5754]
.249 – [distant view through trees of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.250 – Snow fleet approaching curved trestle [distant view train in Loop District in winter, wooden trestle at left]
.251 – [distant view through trees of train in Loop District in winter, snow fleet]
.252 – A.R.R. Knik Arm on Anch-Sew [scenic of Turnagain Arm, with snow on mountains]
.253 – [locomotive 902 at Potter section house, passengers and boy with bicycle on platform, automobile next to building. Slide mounted backwards]
.254 – ARR [locomotive 1500 pulling freight cars through rock cut along Turnagain Arm. Cf. .261]
.255 – Turnagain Arm [bird’s eye view of train on track along Turnagain Arm, blue-and-gold locomotive. Cf. .258]
.256 – [bird’s eye view of railroad track along Kenai Lake through field of fireweed, automobile on Seward Highway at right]
.257 – [view of railroad track through fireweed on lakeshore, possibly Kenai Lake. Cf. .323]
.258 – [bird’s eye view of train on track along Turnagain Arm, blue-and-gold locomotive. Cf. .255]
.259 – [bird’s eye view of railroad track along Kenai Lake through field of fireweed. Cf. .256]
.260 – A.R.R. crossing Eklutna [locomotive 1050 at road crossing, with signal at right]
.261 – Alaska R.R. Turnagain Arm [locomotive 1500 pulling freight cars through rock cut. Cf. .254]
.262 – Alaska R.R. Turnagain Arm [locomotive 1500 pulling freight cars through rock cut]
.263 – [woman wearing red jacket and saddle shoes sitting on fence of wooden bridge or dock, train on track below, gravel embankment for Seward Highway at right, Kenai Lake?]
.264 – [Seward yard, locomotive and freight cars on wooden trestle along Resurrection Bay, tank cars on tracks in foreground]
.265 – [view down curve in railroad track along Turnagain Arm]
.266 – [view down railroad track to small snow shed along Turnagain Arm]
.267 – [view down railroad track to small building along Turnagain Arm]
.268 – Turnagain Arm, en route to Seward, June 10, 1947 [scenic with mudflats in foreground, mountains across water]
.269 – [view across Cook Inlet to Mount Susitna, freight cars on tracks along mudflats in foreground, Anchorage. Cf. .278]
.270 – [view through fireweed to railroad tracks along Cook Inlet, ship at Port of Anchorage in distance]
.271 – Mt. Susitna from Loop Road, Nov. 1, ’41 [buildings in foreground probably Emard Cannery. Cf. .280]
.272 – Cannery & ocean docks, Anch. [view through elder with berries to railroad tracks along Cook Inlet, Emard Cannery buildings and ship at Port of Anchorage in distance. Cf. .281]
.273 – View from [?], McKinley, Foraker, & Knik along Chester Creek, A.R.R. [view through trees overlooking Chester Creek drainage into Cook Inlet, railroad trestle over mouth of creek, Mount McKinley and Mount Foraker visible in distance; prior to Westchester Lagoon dike. Cf. .277]
.274 – [view through bushes to freight train on track along Cook Inlet, Emard Cannery and Port of Anchorage in distance]
.275 – [passengers on passenger car at Anchorage depot, other passengers on platform, fireweed in foreground]
.276 – [section car 1022 on track in foreground, line of buildings in distance, Anchorage?]
.277 – [view through trees overlooking Chester Creek drainage into Cook Inlet, railroad trestle over mouth of creek, Mount McKinley and Mount Foraker visible in distance; prior to Westchester Lagoon dike. Cf. .273]
.278 – [bird’s eye view through trees of houses along Cook Inlet, freight train on tracks behind buildings, Mount Susitna in distance, Anchorage. Cf. .269, .370]
.279 – Mt. Susitna & Clare [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek rail yards and Port of Anchorage, Northern Commercial Co. warehouse at left, Clarissa wearing red headscarf in foreground, Mount Susitna in distance]
.280 – Mt. Susitna from Anchorage Nov. 1, f8 1/50 [view through bushes to Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna. Cf. .271]
.281 – [view through elder with berries to railroad tracks along Cook Inlet, Emard Cannery buildings and ship at Port of Anchorage in distance. Cf. .272]
.282 – Anch. depot around curve to right [ground-level view, with rocks and railroad track in foreground, buildings in distance, water tower in center background, Government Hill houses at left]
.283 – A.R.R. at depot, Anch. [crewmen standing on tracks next to locomotive 901, Mount Susitna in background]
.284 – [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad depot, Port of Anchorage, boats in Cook Inlet]
.285 – Between Curry & McKinley [view along curve in railroad track through taiga in autumn]
.286 – N. of Curry [scenic, men looking out railroad car in foreground]
.287 – [view down railroad track, sign ‘33’ at right]
.288 – [view down track to steel bridge]
.289 – Labor Day, 1946, between Curry & McK [scenic of autumn foliage, train on track at right]
.290 – McKinley from R.R. between Talkeetna & Curry, July 1947 [scenic of Susitna River, Mount McKinley in distance]
.291 – North of Curry [scenic]
.292 – N. of Curry [railroad track at left, paralleling Susitna River]
.293 – N. of Curry [view down railroad track, possibly Susitna River at right]
.294 – [blue-and-gold passenger train on track near Anchorage]
.295 – [blue-and-gold passenger train on track near Anchorage]
.296 – [Clarissa leaning off back of railroad passenger car, signal lantern hanging at right]
.297 – [passenger cars at depot, George sitting on railing near ‘Seward’ car, station at left, other passengers on platform, Kenai Peninsula?]
.298 – Al. R.R. 99 [blue-and-gold passenger cars on steel bridge over canyon]
.299 – [speeder car 111 on track overgrown with dandelions, freight cars at left]
.300 – RR Cordova [speeder car 32 on low trestle over river, mountains in background, Copper River and Northwestern Railway track]
.301 – Grandview [skiers and passengers debarking from train in winter]
.302 – [bird’s eye view of buildings and railroad track, speeder on track in foreground, Cordova?]
.303 – Fairbanks R.R. depot [locomotive #1 and station building]
.304 – 9/2/46 [close-up of Clarissa holding Alaska Railroad tickets, Anchorage to McKinley Park]
.305 – [blue-and-gold passenger cars 303 and 214 stopped on tracks, passengers exploring next to tracks. Cf. .84, .168]
.306 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple posed next to passenger car 303 on track]
.307 – [passengers on back of observation car at station, railroad employee with passenger on platform, Curry?]
.308 – [engineer looking out locomotive 1001 on siding, woman standing at back of locomotive, freight train on track at left. Cf. .313, .315]
.309 – [speeder on track through field of fireweed]
.310 – [passenger cars on siding, locomotive approaching on track at right, people standing next to cars. Cf. .320]
.311 – [view down curve in track to steel bridge. Cf. .318, .329]
.312 – [close-up of freight car 1226]
.313 – [engineer standing next to locomotive 1001 on siding, freight train approaching on track at left. Cf. .308, .315]
.314 – [close-up of sign for boundary between Section 33 and Section 34, mountains in background]
.315 – A “meet” n. of Curry, not moose meat [view from top of locomotive to freight train approaching on same track]
.316 – [three men and woman wearing period costumes standing next to blue-and-gold passenger car, men wearing handlebar mustaches; excursion to Alaska Day 1948 at McKinley Park Hotel?]
.317 – Matanuska station, c. 1948 [Clarissa climbing ladder outside depot, sign for Railway Express Agency on eave]
.318 – [Clarissa standing on railroad bridge, man wearing military uniform and holding camera walking on tracks in background. Cf. .311]
.319 – [two handcars or velocipedes next to track in foreground, McKinley Park Hotel in distance]
.320 – Pass. [?] n. of Seward, our train at left southbound [passenger cars on siding, locomotive approaching on track at right, people standing next to cars. Cf. .310]
.321 – Fireweed by R.R. track [fireweed as seen from moving train, side of train at left]
.322 – [train pulling into station, mountains in background, Matanuska]
.323 – [view of railroad track through fireweed on lakeshore, possibly Kenai Lake. Cf. .257]
.324 – [George holding camera standing with unidentified couple posed on track behind observation car, possibly Turnagain Arm area]
.325 – [locomotive 802 and freight train on siding at station]
.326 – [freight train in yard in winter, building at right, mountains in background]
.327 – [view from speeder to approaching freight train, man standing next to track at left, buildings in background at right, near Palmer?]
.328 – [view from train down track to station, man pulling track switch at right, people on platform near freight cars on track between buildings, Matanuska?]
.329 – [view down curve in track to blue-and-gold locomotive 1070 pulling passenger cars approaching steel bridge. Cf. .311, .318]
.330 – [engineer waving from locomotive 1070]
.331 – [close-up of blue-and-gold passenger car 9 on track]
.332 – [freight train with boxcars on track in winter, possibly Turnagain Arm area]
.333 – Girdwood [view from train down track to station in winter, freight cars or equipment on siding at right, buildings at left including Girdwood Hotel]
.334 – [view down track to locomotive and passenger car approaching yard in winter, Anchorage?]
.335 – RR [section car 1022 on track, buildings in background, Anchorage?]  
.336 – [view down track to station in winter, buildings nearly buried in snow, man standing on track, Grandview?]
.337 – [scenic of mountains in winter, track in foreground]
.338 – [scenic of mountains in winter, Grandview area?]
.339 – Alaska R.R. [locomotive approaching on track in winter]
.340 – [ground-level view along track surrounded by dandelions, freight cars at left including speeder loaded on flatbed, people standing on tracks in background]

[Anchorage, mid-1940s]
.341 – Bound for Campbell Creek, Jean McG. and kids ahead [view down muddy trail through taiga, people standing on trail in distance]
.342 – [Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery, Eklutna]
.343 – [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek docks, Port of Anchorage in distance, boats in Cook Inlet]
.344 – [fireweed in foreground, bird’s eye view of mouth of Ship Creek, Port of Anchorage in distance, boats in Cook Inlet]
.345 – Canneries, Anch. [view from flats to Emard Cannery buildings in winter]
.346 – Cannery, Knik Arm, Anch., Nov. 7, ’41, f8 1/25 [bird’s eye view of Cook Inlet in winter, Emard Cannery in distance]
.347 – Cannery on Inlet, Anch. [bird’s eye view through trees to Emard Cannery and Cook Inlet]
.348 – Nov. 21, 1941, cannery, Anchorage, f11 1/25 [view along frosty flats to Emard Cannery on Cook Inlet]
.349 – Cannery, Anchorage [view along shore of Cook Inlet to Emard Cannery, smoke from steam locomotive in foreground]
.350 – 4th Ave [Fourth Avenue street scene in winter, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including H. Seidenverg Clothiers, Food Center, Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Son, Lois Beauty Salon; before 1953]
.351 – Chugach Mts. from ARR, Anchorage, Nov. 9, ’41 [winter scenic]
.352 – S.E. Anch., Nov. 9 [bird’s eye view of Cook Inlet in winter, floatplanes parked on flats in foreground, small boats and buildings at right]
.353 – [distant view of Anchorage railroad yards in winter, yard limit sign at left, Chugach Mountains in background]
.354 – Mt. McKinley over 150 mi. n. [view across Cook Inlet, Mount McKinley in distance]
.355 – Mt. McKinley from Anchorage, Nov. ’41 [view across Cook Inlet, Mount McKinley in distance]
.356 – Cook Inlet, Anchorage, Alaska R.R. train for boat at Seward [bird’s eye view of train traveling south along Cook Inlet]
.357 – Chugach Mts., Anch., f3.5, 1/200 [winter scenic]
.358 – A fella & a salmon (silver) at Campbell Creek [man standing on bank holding fish, mountains in background]
.359 – Campbell Creek, just had a strike! [woman fishing from riverbank, mountains in background]
.360 – Russia cross in Anch. cemetery, hoar frost [close-up of Russian Orthodox cross]
.361 – [Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery, buildings in distance, Anchorage. Cf. .736]
.362 – [close-up of church steeple in winter, Anchorage]
.363 – [house in winter, Anchorage]
.364 – [log church building in winter, Tenth Avenue, Anchorage]
.365 – [Clarissa and dog standing in front of log house in Anchorage in winter]
.366 – 3rd hse. Native Hosp. [residence in foreground, Native Health Service hospital in background, winter, 3rd Avenue, Anchorage]
.367 – [log cabin in winter, Anchorage]
.368 – [log cabin in summer with flower garden, greenhouse at right, Anchorage]
.369 – [house in winter, hoar frost on trees, Cook Inlet in background, Anchorage]
.370 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage residential area along bluff, Mount Susitna across Cook Inlet in background. Cf. .278]
.371 – [Anchorage street view in winter, houses in foreground, sign in center for ‘East G. Street’, Chugach Mountains in background]
.372 – [Clarissa standing on deck on bluff overlooking Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in background]
.373 – [Anchorage street view in summer, child in yard next to construction materials at right, fireweed in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.374 – [close-up of boats on Ship Creek flats in winter, including Alasco 3. Cf. .384]
.375 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat, kneeling down to touch ice on Ship Creek flats in winter, Alaska Railroad yards in background, photographer’s shadow in foreground. Cf. .379]
.376 – AK Cleaners where? [Clarissa standing next to sign for Alaska Cleaners in winter, Chugach Mountains in background, 205 East Fourth Avenue]
.377 – Parade [Orchid Beauty Salon float on Fourth Avenue passing businesses including Reliance Grocery & Market, Kennedy Hardware, KFQD]
.378 – [house with picket fence, Anchorage]
.379 – Ship Creek area [ice on Ship Creek flats in winter, water tower and buildings on bluff in background. Cf. .375]
.380 – RR yards, Anch. [view northeast from road overlooking Ship Creek and Alaska Railroad yards in winter, hoar frost on trees, railroad water tower in distance]
.381 – [view from road northwest overlooking Ship Creek and Alaska Railroad yards in summer, Emard Cannery in distance]
.382 – [log cabin with picket fence and flower garden, Anchorage]
.383 – [Clarissa sitting on back of observation car in railroad yard at Ship Creek flats, boats and Emard Cannery in background]
.384 – [boats on Ship Creek flats in spring, Alaska Railroad headquarters in background. Cf. .374]
.385 – Govt Hill/Ship Creek [view from bluff across Alaska Railroad yards and Ship Creek docks to Government Hill, Emard Cannery at left, steamship at dock, Ketchikan Spruce Mill in center]

**B1/B3**
.386 – [house in winter, Anchorage]
.387 – [log cabin in winter, Anchorage]
.388 – [winter view from bluff of houses along Cook Inlet, possibly Bootlegger’s Cove, Anchorage]
.389 – 3rd Ave, Anch [view looking west down dirt road, automobiles parked in front of house, greenhouse at right, boardwalk at left]
.390 – Below 3rd Ave [bird’s eye view of houses on bluff above Ship Creek in winter, smoke rising from Alaska Railroad yards, Emard Cannery at left, possibly taken from Elks building looking north]
.391 – It’s still a true story! Mounted backwards, this side forward [man wearing suit and tie standing in Ship Creek holding two large fish, Alaska Railroad tanker cars on track in background. Cf. .2404, .6029]
.392 – [Clarissa standing in front of entrance to Providence Hospital on L Street]
.393 – Providence Hosp. 1947 [exterior in winter]
.394 – [Clarissa standing in field next to Providence Hospital]
.395 – [Clarissa and dog standing on winter road, looking down to frozen water and mountains, possibly Turnagain Arm area of Seward Highway]
.396 – [Clarissa standing next to tall snowbank alongside plowed winter road, mountains in distance, possibly Turnagain Pass area of Seward Highway]
.397 – [Clarissa and dog standing on winter road, mountains on right, possibly Turnagain Pass area of Seward Highway]
.398 – [Clarissa standing next to tall snowbank alongside plowed winter road, automobile at left, possibly Turnagain Pass area of Seward Highway]
.399 – [two crewmen with Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser in winter, possibly on Fifth Avenue, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.400 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser in winter, possibly on Fifth Avenue, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.401 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser on Fifth Avenue in winter, spectators and automobiles on street, sign for Anchorage Laundry & Cleaners, Fur Rendezvous]
.402 – [bird’s eye view looking west, Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser on Fifth Avenue in winter, automobiles on street, signs for Typewriter SOS and Arnold Air Service, tractor at left, Cook Inlet in distance, Fur Rendezvous. Cf. .407-408]
.403 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1, possibly on Fifth Avenue with Anchorage Grade School at left, Fur Rendezvous]
.404 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1, possibly on Fifth Avenue with Anchorage Grade School at left, Fur Rendezvous]
.405 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1, possibly on Fifth Avenue, woman and child next to automobile at right, Fur Rendezvous]
.406 – [bird’s eye view looking east, Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser on Fifth Avenue in winter, automobiles on street, Anchorage Cold Storage across street, sign for Footwear at left, Chugach Mountains in distance, Fur Rendezvous]
.407 – [bird’s eye view looking west, Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser on Fifth Avenue in winter, passing Hoyt Motor Co. with tractor in yard, Kimball’s Store and Anchorage Grade School at right, photographer with camera standing in street]
.408 – [bird’s eye view looking west, Alaska Railroad locomotive No. 1 pulling Kiwanis Moose Gooser on Fifth Avenue in winter, automobiles on street, with Hoyt Motor Co., Kimball’s Store, Anchorage Grade School, Typewriter SOS, Arnold Air Service, Phillips Funeral, 5th Avenue Exchange, Fur Rendezvous]
.409 – [Fourth Avenue street scene taken from lawn of federal building, with City Transit System bus parked in front, passengers and pedestrians on sidewalk, military truck at left, city hall and fire station across street, Alta Club sign in background, circa 1945]
.410 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from H Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including The Club, Merchants Café, OK Cleaners, 4th Avenue Theatre, 1st National Bank, Northern Commercial Co., circa 1947]
.411 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near E Street in winter, Fur Rendezvous Mining Congress banner over street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs, Cheechako Tavern]
.412 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west near C Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Pay’N Takit Meats, Walt’s Transfer, Koslosky’s Menswear, D & D Café, Sourdough Bar, circa 1945. Cf. .418]
.413 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near F Street in winter, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Dr. Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Art’s Liquor Store, 515 Club, Rexall Drugs, Hewitt’s Drugs]
.414 – Prov. Hosp. in left background [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking west in winter, taken from roof of federal building, 4th Avenue Theatre under construction at left, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Eckmann’s Furniture, 1st National Bank, Bert’s Drugs, Northern Commercial Co., Providence Hospital and Cook Inlet in distance, circa 1945]
.415 – Aleutian Range in background [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking west in winter, taken from roof of federal building, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Bert’s Drugs, Northern Commercial Co., Crocker’s, Ed Coffey, Yellow Cab, Cook Inlet and Alaska Range mountains in distance, circa 1945]
.416 – Chugach Mt. background of Anch. [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue looking east in winter, taken from roof of federal building, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Gitchell Hotel, Food Center, Coca-Cola, Hoyt Motor Co. at right behind city hall, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.417 – 4th Ave looking west from B St [Fourth Avenue street scene in winter, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including City Mike’s Hotel, Willow Creek Bus Line, Arcade, Hotel Traveler, Terminal Hotel, Hotel Lane, Davis Liquor Store, Anchorage Dairy, N. Salo Shoe Repairing, circa 1945]
.418 – 4th Ave. [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west near C Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Reliance Grocery & Market, KFQD, Engebreth Hardware, Walt’s Transfer, Koslosky’s Menswear, D & D Cafe, Club Esquire, circa 1945. Cf. .412]
.419 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near I Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Paddock Paint Shop, Alaskan Publishing Co., Hawver Apartment Hotel, smoke from federal building at left, Chugach Mountains in background, circa 1945]
.420 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west at E Street in winter, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Rexall Drugs, Lois Beauty Salon, Sears, J. Vic Brown & Sons, The Gitchell, Crocker’s, smoke coming from federal building at right, circa 1945]
.421 – Anch PO [Fourth Avenue street scene, with pedestrians and automobiles outside federal building, taken from city hall lawn]
.422 – 4th & B [bird’s eye view of city hall and fire station in winter, taken from federal building, Chugach Mountains in background]
.423 – 4th & B/C [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west in winter, Willow Creek Bus Line bus parked in foreground, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including City Mike’s Hotel, Arcade, Hotel Traveler, Terminal Hotel, Hotel Lane, Davis Liquor Store, Anchorage Dairy, Big Dipper Liquor Store, N. Salo Shoe Repairing, circa 1945]
.424 – 4th, 1940s [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near K Street in winter, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, White House]
.425 – 4th, Lane Hotel, C St. [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near C Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Sourdough Bar, Schodde’s, Lane Hotel across street, Chugach Mountains in background]
.426 – 4th [Fourth Avenue street scene near F Street in winter, taken from in front of fire station, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Ship Creek Meat Co., Hines Optometrist, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs].
.427 – 4 & F [Fourth Avenue street scene at F Street in winter, taken from in front of fire station, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including M & M Lunch, The Gitchell Hotel, Friedman's Jewelry, H. Seidenverg, Food Center].
.428 – 3rd & F Anchorage [bird’s eye view of F Street looking northwest to Ship Creek, sign for Betty Faris Apparel across street].
.429 – [Fourth Avenue street scene, taken from city hall lawn, dandelions in foreground, with automobiles and signs for businesses including Lois Beauty Salon].
.430 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east at E Street in winter, Clarissa with tripod and dog in right foreground, with pedestrians, automobiles, and signs for businesses including Bevers & Pfeil Building, Cheechako Tavern, Alaska Airlines, Logemann Building, Anchorage Grill, Anchorage Photo Supply, O'Harras Bus Terminal, D & D Café].
.432 – [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east near K Street, automobiles parked in street in foreground, circus parade passing Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska, McKinley Apartments in distance, 1954. Cf. .531].
.433 – Ship Creek [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek, small boat harbor, and Port of Anchorage, building under construction along railroad tracks in foreground, Emard Cannery at left].
.434 – [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek, small boat harbor, and Port of Anchorage, railroad tracks in foreground, Emard Cannery at left, Ketchikan Spruce Mills at right, Government Hill in distance].
.435 – [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek and Alaska Railroad yards looking northeast, Government Hill in distance].
.436 – [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek, railroad tracks in foreground, Ketchikan Spruce Mills in center, Government Hill in distance].
.437 – [view from end of dock back across mud flats and towards Ship Creek, railroad car in foreground, Emard Cannery in background right].

[Allens’ house, Fairview neighborhood]
.438 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat and carrying package walking along picket fence next to open area in Anchorage in winter, houses in distance, Chugach Mountains in background. Cf. .439].
.439 – 628 E 9th, Anch [Clarissa wearing fur coat and carrying package standing in front of house, other houses and Chugach Mountains in background].
.440 – [log house in Anchorage, East 9th Avenue. Cf. .441-442].
.441 – [two women standing in yard of log house, Chugach Mountains in background, East 9th Avenue].
.442 – [woman and dog in yard of log house, log shed at right, other houses and Chugach Mountains in background, East 9th Avenue].
.443 – [residential area in Anchorage in winter, two log houses in foreground, one with stone chimney, other houses and Chugach Mountains in background, East 9th Avenue].
.444 – [log house in Anchorage in winter, water barrels piled next to house, other houses in background, East 9th Avenue]
.445 – 628 E 9th, Anch, Fairview [Clarissa standing in snow next to tree in yard, log house and other houses in background with Chugach Mountains]
.446 – [log house in Anchorage in autumn, other houses in background, East 9th Avenue]
.447 – [view down residential street in winter, probably East 9th Avenue, fuel wood piled next to houses. Cf. .856]
.448 – [log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.449 – E 9th looking w. from in front of our "nest" [view down road in winter]
.450 – [log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.451 – [aerial view of Anchorage looking northwest up G Street, CAA housing on H and I Streets south of park strip in foreground, Providence Hospital at left, federal building in background at right, Cook Inlet and Denali in distance, circa 1945]
.452 – [view out window in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area, Chugach Mountains in background. Cf. .483]
.453 – [house in Anchorage in winter]
.454 – [log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.455 – [Clarissa in yard of log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.456 – [George with dog in field of fireweed, houses along East 9th Avenue in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.457 – [view from yard in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area, Chugach Mountains in background]
.458 – [field of fireweed in foreground, houses along East 9th Avenue in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.459 – [view from yard in winter, possibly of Providence Hospital, across park strip to houses and Chugach Mountains in background]
.460 – [view from yard in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area, Chugach Mountains in background]
.461 – [view from yard in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area, Chugach Mountains in background]
.462 – [field of fireweed in foreground, houses along East 9th Avenue in background, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.463 – [view from yard in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area]
.464 – [man walking across open area in winter, slide at right, hoar frost on trees, houses in background]
.465 – [Clarissa hanging laundry on clothesline in yard, East 9th Avenue, Chugach Mountains in background]
.466 – [Clarissa using hoe to turn the ground in yard, houses along East 9th Avenue and Chugach Mountains in background]
.467 – [three men building log shed in yard of Allen’s house, East 9th Avenue, Chugach Mountains in background]
.468 – Walk to house on 9th Ave [flower garden along walkway]
.469 – Looking n. @ 628 E 9th, Anch., Suzie, 12-48 [dog sitting on walkway in winter]
.470 – Looking n., 628 E 9th, Anch. [Clarissa and dog on walkway, 1948]
.471 – Anchorage, 55 [view down residential street in winter, East Anchorage, 1955]
.472 – [Clarissa standing next to house under construction, with “Keep Off the Grass” sign, Chugach Mountains in background]
.473 – Looking n. @ curve in walk, Suzie @ P.L., 628 E. 9th Anch. [dog sitting on walkway at edge of street, 1948]
.474 – Looking n.w., 628 E 9th Anch. [trees in yard in winter, 1948]
.475 – [trees in yard in winter, 1948]
.476 – Suzie & 628 E 9th Anch., 12-48 [dog sitting in yard in winter]
.477 – [hoar frost on trees in yard in winter]
.478 – [Anchorage residential area in winter, houses in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background]
.479 – [Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage residential area in winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.480 – [view from yard in winter, probably of Allen’s house on E 9th Avenue, of houses in Fairview area, Chugach Mountains in background]
.481 – Home [Clarissa standing in field of hoar frosted bushes in foreground, houses along East 9th Avenue and Chugach Mountains in background]
.482 – Out the front window [view across fireweed and taiga to Chugach Mountains, Fairview]
.483 – Mtn. thru front window [view out window in winter, table lamp and trinkets on window sills in foreground, Chugach Mountains in background. Cf. .452]
.484 – [log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.485 – [Clarissa and dog in yard of log house in winter, woman standing in doorway, East 9th Avenue]
.486 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat standing in yard of log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.487 – [log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.488 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat standing in yard of log house in winter, East 9th Avenue]
.489 – [house on Cook Inlet in winter, with log arctic entry]
.490 – [Clarissa wearing fur parka and knit mittens posed next to wall of log house in winter]
.491 – [white woman wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing on porch of log house in winter]
.492 – [Clarissa wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing with dog on porch of log house in winter. Cf. .5915]
.493 – [still life inside house, with letters, ashtray, matchbox, blanket]
.494 – [house interior, with photographs and clock on table next to armchair]
.495 – [house interior, with photographs and clock on table next to armchair]
.496 – [house interior, with photographs and clock on table next to armchair and small bookshelf, bear skin on wall]
.497 – [house interior, with coffee cups on dining table, calendar on wall]
.498 – [house interior, with radio on small bookshelf, maps and calendar on wall]
.499 – [house interior, with lamp lit next to radio on small bookshelf, maps and calendar on wall]
.500 – [house interior, with lamp lit next to radio on small bookshelf, maps and calendar on wall]
.501 – [house interior, with photographs and clock on table next to armchair and small bookshelf, bear skin on wall]
.502 – [house interior, with lamp and chair next to cabinets with counter top, globe at left]
.503 – [house interior, with chairs, lamp, and small bookshelf]
.504 – [house interior, with chairs and small bookshelf, small Christmas tree on counter above cabinets, presents and house plants on counter]
.505 – [people sitting in living room, with couch and chairs in front of stone fireplace]
.506 – [interior of kitchen, with sink, cabinets, coffee pot on counter, refrigerator at left]
.507 – [interior of bedroom, with bed, dresser, mirror, hurricane lamp]
.508 – [Clarissa seated next to small Christmas tree on counter above cabinets]
.509 – [interior of kitchen, with sink and cabinets]
.510 – [house interior, with chairs, couch, radio on small bookshelf, cabinets with counter top, globe at right]
.511 – [interior of kitchen, with sink and cabinets]

[Anchorage]
.512 – [view down railroad tracks on Anchorage dock to aircraft carrier ‘92’ at dock, USS Windham Bay?]
.513 – [close-up of bow of aircraft carrier ‘92’ at Anchorage dock]
.514 – [visitors near conning tower on deck of aircraft carrier ‘92’ at Anchorage dock]
.515 – [view from conning tower of visitors on deck of aircraft carrier ‘92’ at Anchorage dock, Ship Creek industrial area in background, Government Hill at left, downtown Anchorage at right, circa 1955?]
.520 – [USAF Douglas C-124 Globemaster airplane in Cook Inlet, January 27, 1957, helicopter on flats in foreground]
.527 – Circus, Anch, 1954 [elephant and performers in outdoor circus ring, mountains and storm clouds in background]
.528 – [three elephants entering outdoor circus ring, Anchorage, 1954]
.529 – [women performing on elephants in outdoor circus ring, Anchorage, 1954]
.530 – [trapeze artists performing in outdoor circus ring, Anchorage, 1954]
.531 – [elephants in parade passing Columbia Lumber Company of Alaska on Fourth Avenue near K Street, automobiles parked in street in foreground, McKinley Apartments in distance, 1954. Cf. .431]

.532 – [musher wearing bib #4 leading dog team down road through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.533 – On Dowling Rd., Spenard, 1947 [musher wearing bib #2 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.534 – [musher wearing bib #9 leading dog team on trail, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.535 – [musher wearing bib #6 leading dog team on trail, automobiles parked along Tudor Road in background, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.536 – [musher leading dog team down road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.537 – [dog team on road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.538 – [musher wearing bib #1 leading dog team down road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.539 – [musher leading dog team down road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.540 – [musher wearing bib #12 leading dog team down road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.541 – [musher leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.542 – [musher wearing bib #2 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.543 – Dog races, 9th, Wolhoy Bldg. [dog team racing past spectators on park strip, Wolhoy Apartments at 9th Avenue and D Street in background, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1950s]

.544 – Dog team [musher wearing bib #1 leading dog team on trail, second musher in background, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.545 – [musher leading dog team on trail, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous, 1950s]

.546 – [musher leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.547 – [musher leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.548 – [musher wearing bib #6 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.549 – [musher leading dog team on trail through trees, one spectator sitting in snow, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.550 – Dog team [musher wearing bib #6 leading dog team down road, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

.551 – [musher wearing bib #2 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]
[musher leading dog team on trail, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog team [Clarissa with camera taking photograph of musher leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher wearing bib #4 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher wearing bib #10 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher wearing bib #6 leading dog team on trail through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races [musher leading dog team on trail, automobiles parked on Tudor Road in background, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races [musher leading dog team on trail, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races, 1956 [musher wearing bib #10 leading dog team on trail across street, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races, Anchorage, ’57 [musher leading dog team down street, past spectators, automobiles, and businesses, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races, ’57, Anchorage [musher leading dog team down street, past spectators, automobiles, and businesses, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races, Anchorage, ’57 [musher wearing bib #17 leading dog team down street, past spectators, automobiles, and businesses, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

Dog races, ’57, Anchorage [musher leading dog team down street, past spectators, automobiles, and businesses, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher wearing bib #1 leading dog team down road through trees, second musher on trail in background, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher leading dog team down road through trees, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[musher leading dog team on trail, three spectators watching, World Championship Sled Dog Race, Fur Rendezvous]

--

[low aerial looking north over Anchorage International Airport, with Lake Hood and Lake Spenard in middle ground, downtown in distance]

--

[low aerial looking northeast over Anchorage International Airport, with Lake Hood in middle ground, downtown in background]

--

[low aerial over Anchorage International Airport, with Lake Hood in center, Cook Inlet above. Cf. .639 et seq.]

--

[low aerial over Anchorage International Airport, with Lake Hood and Lake Spenard above]

--

International Airport [low aerial over Anchorage International Airport, with Lake Hood in center, Cook Inlet above]
.595 – Int. Airport looking south [Anchorage aerial looking southwest, with Anchorage International Airport, Cook Inlet, and Alaska Range]
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.596 – [Anchorage aerial looking east, airplane wing in foreground]
.597 – Aerial, Anchorage [low aerial looking northeast, with Inlet Tower in lower right, Ship Creek in center, Elmendorf Air Force Base above, airplane wing in foreground]
.598 – Aerial, Anchorage [low aerial looking northeast, with McKinley Apartments in center, Elmendorf Air Force Base above, airplane wing in foreground]
.599 – [Anchorage aerial looking east, Ship Creek at left, airplane wing in foreground]
.600 – Anch [low aerial looking north, with Inlet Tower in lower right, Port of Anchorage in center, Elmendorf Air Force Base above, airplane wing in foreground]
.601 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking northwest, with park strip, federal building, Anchorage Grade School, and Port of Anchorage, airplane wing in foreground]
.602 – [Anchorage aerial looking northeast, with Merrill Field at upper right, McKinley Apartments in left center, Ship Creek above, airplane wing in foreground]
.603 – Anchorage showing Merrill Field, 1947 [aerial looking northwest, with Merrill Field at lower right, Cook Inlet and Alaska Range in distance, airplane wing in foreground]
.604 – Anchorage, c. 1947 [aerial looking north, with Port of Anchorage in center, Elmendorf Air Force Base above, airplane wing in foreground]
.605 – Anchorage, L St. Apts. (14) [aerial looking northwest, with McKinley Apartments in center, airplane wing in foreground]
.606 – A.H.S. in foreground, Anchorage [aerial looking north, with West Anchorage High School and Westchester in foreground, downtown and Elmendorf Air Force Base above]
.607 – Anchorage, McKinley & A.N. Service H. [aerial looking northwest, with McKinley Apartments and Alaska Native Service Hospital in middle ground, Denali barely visible at right]
.608 – [Anchorage aerial looking east, with Elmendorf Air Force Base, airplane wing in foreground]
.609 – [low aerial of Anchorage International Airport, with terminal and control tower]
.610 – [low aerial of Anchorage, with West Anchorage High School at left, Westchester in center]
.611 – [low aerial of Anchorage International Airport, with terminal and control tower]
.612 – 380. Anchorage, ARR depot in center. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial, with Fourth Avenue and E Street in center, Alaska Railroad Headquarters above]
.613 – 374. Anchorage, Knik Arms Apts. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial with Knik Arms Apartments at 6th Avenue and L Street in center, after 1952]
.614 – 367. Anchorage, Alaska, from the air. Mac’s Foto Service [aerial looking east, with Knik Arms Apartments in lower right, Alaska Railroad yards at left, Alaska Native Service Hospital and McKinley Apartments in center]
.615 – 366. Anchorage, Alaska, downtown area. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial looking east down 3rd and Fourth Avenue, with McKinley Apartments in upper left]
.616 – 373. Anchorage, federal bldg. center. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial, with federal building and 4th Avenue Theatre in center]
.617 – 380. Anchorage. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial, with Fourth Avenue and E Street in center, Alaska Railroad Headquarters above]
.618 – 365. Anchorage, Alaska. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial looking east down 3rd and Fourth Avenue, with McKinley Apartments and Alaska Native Service Hospital in upper left]
.619 – [view down Government Hill road in winter, possibly East Loop Road, automobiles on street, hoar frost on trees, downtown Anchorage in distance]
.620 – [exterior of West Anchorage High School in winter, hoar frost on trees, Clarissa standing at right]
.621 – [exterior of West Anchorage High School in winter, hoar frost on trees]
.622 – [exterior of West Anchorage High School in winter, hoar frost on trees]
.623 – [exterior of house in winter, hoar frost on trees]
.624 – [exterior of house in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground. Cf. .626, .645]
.625 – [view of Chugach Mountains in winter, houses in middle ground, Clarissa in foreground, probably Fairview]
.626 – [exterior of house in winter. Cf. .624]
.627 – [winter view from yard across street to houses, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably Fairview]
.628 – [exterior of house in winter, automobile in right foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably Fairview]
.629 – [houses in winter, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably Fairview]
.630 – [exterior of house in winter, probably Fairview]
.631 – [exterior of house in winter, hoar frost on trees, probably Fairview]
.632 – [view down residential street in winter, Clarissa in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably Fairview]
.633 – Alaska Native Hospital, Chugach Mts. [winter view of Alaska Native Service Hospital from Government Hill, mountains in background]
.634 – McKinley Apts., 14 stories [distant view of McKinley Apartments in winter, Chugach Mountains in background]
.635 – Anch from Govt Hill, circa 1952 [winter view from Government Hill, with Alaska Railroad yards in foreground, Alaska Native Service Hospital in distance, mountains in background]
.636 – Anchorage [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek in winter, with Alaska Railroad headquarters in foreground, Port of Anchorage at left]
.637 – [unidentified motel in Anchorage, view of parking area from second level]
.638 – [unidentified motel in Anchorage, view of parking area from second level]
.639 – [aerial of Anchorage International Airport, Lake Hood and Lake Spenard. Cf. .570 et seq.]
.640 – [Anchorage aerial looking north, with Anchorage International Airport in foreground, Lake Hood and Lake Spenard in middle ground, downtown in distance]
.641 – [Anchorage aerial looking north, with downtown and Elmendorf Air Force Base in center]
.642 – [Anchorage aerial looking west, with Anchorage International Airport in foreground, Lake Hood and Lake Spenard in middle ground, downtown at right]
.643 – [Anchorage aerial looking north, with Anchorage International Airport in foreground, Lake Hood and Lake Spenard in middle ground, downtown in distance]
.644 – Duplex, Anchorage, ’55 [woman and child standing next to house in winter, mostly obscured by deep snow, number on house 2707]
.645 – [exterior of house in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground. Cf. .624]
.646a-b – [two exposures creating a panorama of houses in winter, Chugach Mountains in background, probably Fairview]
.647 – Aleutian Range & Mt. Susitna, Anch from ski jump, fall 1948 [scenic of sunset over Cook Inlet]
.648 – Cook Inlet toward Seward, SE Anch, Nov. 9, f9 1/50 [cabin in winter, floatplane tied at left, fuel wood piled next to building, Cook Inlet in background. Cf. B1989.016.359.9]
.649 – Susitna in frost frame [scenic of Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance, hoar frost on trees in foreground]
.650 – [scenic of ice in Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna and Alaska Range in distance]
.651 – [scenic of Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance, berries on elder in foreground]
.652 – Aleutian Range from Anch on the bluff where we picnicked [scenic of Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance, berries on elder in foreground]
.653 – [scenic of ice in Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance]
.654 – [view of mountains from water, lower Cook Inlet?]
.655 – [view of termination dust on mountains from water, lower Cook Inlet?]
.656 – Ice floes on inlet, Susitna in background [scenic of ice in Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance]
.657 – [aerial of small glacier in mountains, mud flats in distance, Cook Inlet?]
.658 – [aerial of mountains, mud flats in distance, Cook Inlet?]
.659 – [view across open fields to coastline, mountains in distance across broad expanse of water, buildings along shore, metal barrels in foreground, unidentified location]
.660 – [scenic of sunset with dry docked boat silhouetted in foreground, Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna in background]
.661 – [scenic of Cook Inlet in winter, Mount Susitna in distance]
.662 – [scenic of Cook Inlet mud flats in autumn, dock in foreground, dry grasses along shoreline, termination dust on Mount Susitna in distance]
.663 – [scenic of Cook Inlet, trees and roofs of houses in foreground, boat in inlet, Mount Susitna in distance]
.664 – [scenic of Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance, berries on elder in foreground]
.665 – [scenic of sunset on Cook Inlet]
.666 – Aleutian Range from ANC [scenic of Cook Inlet with Alaska Range in distance]
.667 – [flower gardens along walkway to log cabin, greenhouse at right, house number 611 or 511, Cunningham garden at 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]
.668 – Cunningham garden, Anch. [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]
.669 – Cun. garden [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]
.670 – Class in Cunningham flower garden, 7th & K Streets, Anchorage, Alaska, 7/25/45 [Clarissa in flower garden]
.671 – Cunningham garden [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]
Cunningham garden, 8-48, Anch [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street]

Cunningham garden, Anch [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[log cabin, with flower gardens along walkway, greenhouse at right, house number 611 or 511, Cunningham garden at 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]

[lilies in flower garden]

[peonies in flower garden]

[peonies in flower garden]

[close-up of flower in flower garden]

[flower gardens along walkway, Allens’ house? Cf. .469]

[flower gardens along walkway, Allens’ house? Cf. .469]

[close-up of flowers in flower garden]

[woman tending flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[log cabin, with flower gardens along walkway, greenhouse at right, house number 611 or 511, Cunningham garden at 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]

[log cabin, with flower gardens along walkway, greenhouse at right, Chugach Mountains in background, probably George squatting on sidewalk taking photograph, Cunningham garden at 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]


[Mrs. W.C. Cunningham’s garden, Aug. 1948 [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[Clarissa in flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[Mrs. W.C. Cunningham’s garden, Anch, Aug. ’48 [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street]

[Looking E in Mrs. W.C. Cunningham’s garden, Anch, Aug. 1948 [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street]

[Looking NE in Mrs. W.C. Cunningham’s garden, Anch, Aug. 1948 [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street]

[Clarissa in flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[Cunningham garden, Anch [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[log cabin, with flower gardens along walkway, greenhouse at right, house number 611 or 511, Cunningham garden at 7th Avenue and K Street, Anchorage, 1940s]

[close-up of flowers in flower garden]

[flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]
.702 – [flower gardens behind house, 7th Avenue and K Street, 1940s]

[Southcentral]
.703 – [large group of skiers at Arctic Valley]
.704 – Arctic Valley [scenic with ski poles in snow in foreground]
.705 – Arctic Valley [large group of skiers on mountain, Anchorage area in background]
.706 – Arctic Valley [scenic with ski poles in snow in foreground, Cook Inlet in distance]
.707 – Arctic Valley showing Anchorage in distance [scenic with man on skis in foreground, Cook Inlet in distance]
.708 – Arctic Valley [scenic with dead wood in foreground, building through trees in distance]
.709 – Arctic Valley [scenic with ski poles in snow in foreground]
.710 – Arctic Valley [scenic with tow rope terminus in foreground]
.711 – Arctic Valley [scenic with ski poles in snow in foreground]
.712 – [Arctic Valley scenic with ski poles in snow in foreground]
.713 – Arctic Valley [scenic]
.714 – [Arctic Valley scenic]
.715 – [woman, possibly Clarissa, riding bicycle on gravel road, bike trip to Eklutna]
.716 – [George on bicycle next to Eklutna Lake]
.717 – [George on bicycle next to log cabin with stone chimney, Eklutna bike trip]
.718 – [man, possibly George, on bicycle next to Eklutna Lake]
.719 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.720 – [Clarissa standing next to cow parsnip along Eklutna Lake. Cf. .2587]
.721 – [man, possibly George, riding bicycle on gravel road next to Eklutna Lake]
.722 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.723 – [woman, possibly Clarissa, riding bicycle on gravel road, bike trip to Eklutna]
.724 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.725 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.726 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.727 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.728 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.729 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake, autumn leaves in foreground]
.730 – [scenic of Eklutna Lake]
.731 – Shooting stars at Eklutna [field of wildflowers]
.732 – [close-up of shooting stars wildflowers]
.733 – [close-up of shooting stars wildflowers]
.734 – Shooting stars, M. Valley [wildflowers in Matanuska Valley. Cf. .837, .2341]
.735 – Lake Eklutna [scenic of Eklutna Lake, autumn leaves in foreground]
.736 – [field of lupine at Anchorage Cemetery, with grave markers and Dena’ina spirit house, houses in background. Cf. .361]
.737 – Abt. ‘47 [close-up of Dena’ina spirit house in cemetery in snow. Cf. .747]
.738 – Eklutna RO Church [exterior of old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church with sign ‘Eklutna Russian Orthodox Church’, spirit houses in cemetery in background]
.739 – [exterior of old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church, spirit houses in cemetery in background]
.740 – [close-up of Russian Orthodox cross in cemetery, old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in background]
.741 – [roses in cemetery with Dena’ina spirit houses, old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in background]
.742 – Russian church, Eklutna [distant view of old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church, roses in foreground, cemetery at left]
.743 – Russian burial ground [Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery, old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in background, Eklutna]
.744 – Russian burial ground, 1947 [woman standing next to Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery, Eklutna]
.745 – Graves & chapel, Eklutna ’55 [Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery, old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in background]
.746 – Indian graves at Eklutna, ’55 [Dena’ina spirit houses in cemetery]
.747 – Native grave marker, R.O. cross [close-up of Dena’ina spirit house in cemetery in snow. Cf. .737]
.748 – Russian crosses in cemetery, Chugach Range in background [Anchorage Cemetery, with Dena’ina spirit houses, mountains in background. Cf. .361]
.749 – [Dena’ina spirit houses in Eklutna cemetery, old St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in foreground. Slide overexposed on half of image]
.750 – 390. Palmer R. Mac’s Foto Service [low aerial of the road leading into downtown Palmer, water tower in center distance, Matanuska River in upper left]
.751 – Palmer, showing Matterhorn of valley. Brush that dust off your clothes!! [view down dirt street with automobiles at Co-Op, houses in background, lumber on flatcar on railroad tracks in foreground, Pioneer Peak in distance. Cf. .1337. Slide mounted backwards]
.752 – M. Valley [winter view down railroad tracks to buildings in distance, large pile of fuel wood in foreground, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.753 – Palmer [winter street view as seen from train, with automobiles and Greyhound bus outside of businesses including Palmer Cocktail Bar, Bakery Fountain Lunches, Schenley Liquor, Photo Shop]
.754 – [cabins on homesteads, picket fence and fireweed in foreground, Butte area. Cf. .755]
.755 – Potato farm, Butte area [view across field to homestead at base of Bodenburg Butte, fireweed in foreground]
.756 – [potato farm, view across field to homestead, Bodenburg Butte at left, Pioneer Peak in distance at right]
.757 – Colony farm near Butte [potato farm, view across field to homestead, Bodenburg Butte at left, Pioneer Peak in distance at right]
.758 – Colony farm on Fishhook Rd, orig. Arvid Johnson’s [homestead in middle ground, clover in foreground, Pioneer Peak in background]
.759 – Arvid Johnson from Mat. Valley [Johnson homestead in middle ground, Clarissa standing in foreground, Pioneer Peak in background]
.760 – [woman standing next to fence along cultivated field, homestead in distance, road at right, Matanuska Valley]
.761 – [sheep on farm, Matanuska Valley]
.762 – [turkey farm, Matanuska Valley]
.763 – [cattle on farm, Matanuska Valley]
.764 – [cattle on farm, Matanuska Valley]
.765 – [cattle in field, homestead in distance, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.766 – [sheep in foreground, Bodenburg Butte and Knik Glacier in background. Cf. .782, .979]
.767 – M. Valley, 1940s [cattle in field, homestead in distance, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.768 – [Clarissa crouching in potato field, homestead in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.769 – [cattle in field, homestead in distance, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.770 – [cattle in field, utility poles at left, pond in foreground, termination dust on mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.771 – Dairy cows, M. Valley, Pioneer Peak [cattle in field]
.772 – [cattle in field, Pioneer Peak in background. Cf. .805]
.773 – [Clarissa with unidentified couple standing in foreground next to field of yellow flowers, homesteads in middle ground, Bodenburg Butte at left]
.774 – [Clarissa in foreground, homestead in middle ground, Pioneer Peak in background. Cf. .814]
.775 – [Clarissa in foreground, homestead in middle ground, Pioneer Peak in background]
.776 – Mat. Valley [view across field to homestead at base of Bodenburg Butte, fireweed in foreground]
.777 – Class, Mat. Valley [Clarissa in foreground next to haystack in hay field, buildings in middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.778 – Mat. Valley nr Butte [view across field to homestead at base of Bodenburg Butte, fireweed in foreground]
.779 – Nr. Butte [view across field to homestead, fireweed in foreground, Bodenburg Butte at left, Pioneer Peak in background]
.780 – [cattle on farm, Pioneer Peak in background]
.781 – [Clarissa in foreground, homestead in middle ground, Pioneer Peak in background]
.782 – [sheep in foreground, Bodenburg Butte and Knik Glacier in background. Cf. .766, .979]
.783 – M. Valley top of the Butte [bird’s eye view of homesteads and cultivated fields taken from top of Bodenburg Butte, Clarissa and unidentified woman in foreground. Cf. .806, .860 et seq., .2423]
.784 – [scenic of Chugach Mountains in winter, houses in middle ground, possibly from park strip or cemetery, Anchorage]
.785 – [Anchorage cemetery in winter, with grave markers in snow in foreground, Dena’ina spirit houses in middle ground, Chugach Mountains in distance]
.786 – [scenic of Pioneer Peak in winter, with homestead in middle ground, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .802]
.787 – Palmer farm [log cabin with flower gardens at right, barn at left. Half of image overexposed]
.788 – Mat. Valley [Matanuska Valley homestead with cattle and poultry in front of barn, log outbuildings, Bodenburg Butte in background]
.789 – [Matanuska Valley homestead, with fireweed in foreground, homestead and cultivated fields in middle ground, mountains in background]
.790 – [log cabin and cache in foreground, river in middle ground, termination dust on mountains in background, Mentasta Lake. Cf. .791, .832, .1444, .2234, .2889]
.791 – [log cabin and cache in foreground, river in middle ground, termination dust on mountains in background, Mentasta Lake. Cf. .790]
.792 – [autumn scenic, with field in foreground, snow on mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.793 – [scenic of hay stacks in hay field on rolling hills. Cf. .795, .1113]
.794 – [view down winter road past homesteads to mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.795 – [scenic of hay stacks in hay field on rolling hills, homestead in background. Cf. .793, .1113]
.796 – [view across field to dilapidated homestead next to stand of pine trees, more buildings in far left background, mountains in distance]
.797 – [view across winter field to homestead barn, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley]
.798 – [view across winter field to homestead barn, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley]
.799 – M. Valley [view across winter field to homestead barn, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley]
.800 – [view across winter field to homestead barn, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley]
.801 – M. Valley [view across winter field to homestead barn, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley]
.802 – [scenic of Pioneer Peak in winter, with homestead in middle ground, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .786]
.803 – [Matanuska Valley homestead in winter, with barn and pile of fuel wood in foreground, other outbuildings in background, mountains in distance]
.804 – [Matanuska Valley homestead in winter, with log cabin at left, possibly hay drying barn at right, trees in background, mountains at left]
.805 – [cattle in field, Pioneer Peak in background. Cf. .772]
.806 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains, Clarissa in foreground. Cf. .783, .860]
.807 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads below, Knik Arm in distance, unidentified woman in foreground. Cf. .783]
.808 – [display of agricultural products with sign for PH Grange, Patrons of Husbandry]
.809 – [display of agricultural products with sign for PH Grange, Patrons of Husbandry]
.810 – Cabbage at fair [cabbage with prize ribbons, seen through chicken wire]
.811 – Cauliflower [woman’s hand holding leaves aside to show head of cauliflower in field]
.812 – [cattle in field, Pioneer Peak in background. Cf. .772]
.813 – [scenic with fireweed in foreground, homestead in middle ground, Pioneer Peak in background]
.814 – [Clarissa in foreground, homestead in middle ground, Pioneer Peak in background. Cf. .774]
.815 – [view across field to homestead and barn, Pioneer Peak in background]
.816 – Matterhorn of Matanuska Valley in background [winter view of Pioneer Peak, log building with sign for Matanuska Valley Children’s Home in foreground]
.817 – Mat. Valley Children’s Home [winter view of Pioneer Peak, log building with sign for Matanuska Valley Children’s Home in foreground]
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.818 – [dandelions in cemetery, with gravestones in middle ground, buildings in background, Palmer Pioneer Cemetery?]
.819 – [winter scenic of mountains, buildings nearly buried in snow in foreground, Palmer? Cf. .823]
.820 – [view across winter fields to homestead in right middle ground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.821 – Palmer [winter view across railroad tracks to Palmer school auditorium and lodge, mountains in background]
.822 – [view through bare trees to homesteads on rolling hills, smoke coming from distant field]
.823 – [winter scenic of mountains, buildings in foreground, three-story structure at left, Palmer?]
.824 – [man walking next to Alaska Railroad boxcar behind depot at Palmer, buildings visible in background]
.825 – [winter street view looking downhill to houses, Palmer?]
.826 – [cabin and small houses in winter, boy walking on street in middle ground, utility poles lining streets, Fairview area of Anchorage?]
.827 – [Clarissa crouched down with two dogs next to pile of lumber, houses in background, clouds obscuring mountains in distance, Fairview area of Anchorage?]
.828 – [scenic of river canyon in autumn, cabin in trees at left, unidentified location]
.829 – [view across broad river mouth at outlet, buildings across water, large amounts of driftwood on far shore. Cf. .836, .853]
.830 – [view down track past homestead, with fireweed and buildings in foreground, mountains in distance, Matanuska Valley]
.831 – [view down gravel road, old Glenn Highway heading around curve down to Eagle River]
.832 – [scenic looking across valley to termination dust on mountains in background, gravel road in foreground, Mentasta Lake. Cf. .790, .1444]
.833 – [scenic of valley, with woman, possibly Clarissa, sitting in foreground about small lake, mountains in distance]
.834 – [view down gravel road in autumn, woman, possibly Clarissa, standing next to automobile at right, mountains in distance]
.835 – Lake on road to Palmer [lake in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.836 – [view of broad river mouth, buildings in background, large amounts of driftwood on shore, mountains in distance. Cf. .829, .853]
.837 – [field of shooting stars, mountains in background. Cf. .734]
.838 – [winter scenic of Pioneer Peak, small building in deep snow in foreground. Cf. .839]
.839 – [winter scenic of mountains, building in deep snow in foreground. Cf. .838]
.840 – [view through bare trees to two-tone house on homestead, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .855]
.841 – [dilapidated homestead cabin, Matanuska Valley? Cf. .842]
.842 – [dilapidated homestead cabin, mountains in left background, Matanuska Valley? Cf. .841]
.843 – [homestead cabin, possibly front of house seen in .841-842]
.844 – [man wearing hip waders standing next to small building, “Montana Hotel” written on wall in chalk, fishing pole propped against building, creels hanging from wall, trees in background, possibly Montana, Alaska. Cf. .994-995]
.845 – [dilapidated log cabin in field, ladder leading up to sod roof]
.846 – [new log cabin, with moose antlers mounted over arctic entry door, Fairview area of Anchorage?]
.847 – [two log cabins side-by-side, fenced area at right, gravel drive in front]
.848 – [view across fenced yard to homestead cabin at base of mountain. Cf. .849-850]
.849 – [view across fenced yard to homestead cabin at base of mountain. Cf. .848]
.850 – [view across fenced yard to homestead cabin at base of mountain. Cf. .848]
.851 – [George with surveyor’s tripod in road, second man with rod behind, log cabin across road with automobile next to garage, other houses and mountains at left, Fairview area of Anchorage?]
.852 – [log barn in small field, wildflowers in foreground, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.853 – [view across broad river mouth at ocean outlet to homestead with junk in front, driftwood on shore at right. Cf. .829, .836, .1182]
.854 – [view along fence line, two small log cabins at left, possibly campground or lodge?]
.855 – [two-tone house on homestead, utility pole and mailboxes at left, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .840]
.856 – [view down residential street in winter, probably East 9th Avenue, fuel wood piled next to houses. Cf. .447]
.857 – [small log outbuilding on homestead, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.858 – [winter scenic of mountains, log cabin behind wire fence in foreground]
.859 – [five men cutting ice on frozen lake in winter, mountains in background]
.860 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains. Cf. .783]
.861 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains, George in foreground. Cf. .783]
.862 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains, Clarissa in foreground. Cf. .783]
.863 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains, unidentified woman in foreground. Cf. .783]
.864 – [view from top of Bodenburg Butte, with homesteads, Matanuska River, and mountains, unidentified woman in foreground. Cf. .783]
.865 – [man and woman standing next to automobile on gravel road in foreground, Matanuska River in middle ground, King Mountain in distance, old Glenn Highway]
.866 – [King Mt., Glenn Hwy, E. of Palmer [scenic of King Mountain, Matanuska River in foreground]
.867 – [automobile on gravel road in foreground, Matanuska River in middle ground, King Mountain in distance, old Glenn Highway]
.868 – [view of homesteads from top of Bodenburg Butte. Cf. .783]
.869 – [scenic of Matanuska Glacier, fireweed in foreground]
.870 – [Clarissa standing next to Chugach National Forest sign in foreground, Turnagain Arm near Kern Creek, looking down arm to mountains and hanging glacier]
.871 – [wildflowers in field, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.872 – [scenic of hay flats in winter, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.873 – [scenic of mountain in winter, flats in foreground]
.874 – [woman and two men on skis, two with snow goggles, one man wearing sunglasses and short-sleeved shirt, one man with patch on jacket possibly ski patrol, Hatcher Pass area?]
.875 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine in winter]
.876 – [distant view of Independence Mine in winter]
.877 – [view down winter road, Matanuska Valley in distance, Hatcher Pass]
.878 – [scenic of Hatcher Pass in winter, woman carrying snowshoes walking in foreground]
.879 – [small mine building in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.880 – [miner’s cabin in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.881 – [miners’ cabins in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.882 – [man on skis going over small jump, Hatcher Pass area]
.883 – [scenic of Hatcher Pass area in winter, looking back down tracks made by skis]
.884 – [Independence Mine in winter]
.885 – [woman and two men on skis, Independence Mine in background]
.886 – [six skiers resting in snow, Hatcher Pass area. Cf. .892]
.887 – [miner’s cabin in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.888 – [distant view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad. Cf. .37 et seq.]
.889 – [distant view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad]
.890 – [scenic of mountains in winter]
.891 – [distant view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad]
.892 – [three skiers resting in snow, Hatcher Pass area. Cf. .886]
.893 – [scenic of mountains in winter]
.894 – [distant view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad]
.895 – [skiers on mountain, several people standing next to flags in snow in foreground, Arctic Valley?]
.896 – [Clarissa on skis in wooded area, skis and poles in snow at left]
.897 – [scenic of mountain valley in winter, pine trees in foreground]
.898 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine in winter]
.899 – [racer wearing bib #13 skiing around flags, Arctic Valley?]
.900 – [man on skis in foreground, Independence Mine in background]
.901 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine, looking back down tracks made by skis]
.902 – [winter scenic, Matanuska Valley as seen from Hatcher Pass]
.903 – [winter scenic in mountains]
.904 – [miner’s cabin in winter, Independence Mine]
.905 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine in winter, two skiers in foreground]
.906 – [six skiers resting next to building, Hatcher Pass area?]
.907 – [winter scenic, with mine building at upper right, Hatcher Pass area]
.908 – [mine building in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.909 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine in winter]
.910 – [scenic of Independence Mine in winter, mine building in middle ground]
.911 – [Independence Mine in winter]
.912 – [Independence Mine buildings in winter]
.913 – [mine building in winter, Hatcher Pass area]
.914 – [woman and young boy standing on roadside in winter, overlooking valley in distance]
.915 – [wagon wheels and log cabin in deep snow in winter, mountains in background]
.916 – [five skiers standing on mountain, another skier using tow rope in background, Hatcher Pass area?]
.917 – [musher leading dog team past spectators in open area, swing set in center, houses in background, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous]
.918 – [musher leading dog team past spectators in open area, houses in background, probably World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous]
.919 – [musher leading dog team past spectators in open area, houses in background, Chugach Mountains in distance, probably World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous]
.920 – [musher leading dog team past spectators in open area, houses in background, probably World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous]
.921 – [musher leading dog team past spectators in open area, swing set in center, houses in background, probably World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous]
.922 – [musher stopped with dog team in trail through trees in winter, woman in background possibly Clarissa]
.923 – [musher with passenger in basket stopped with dog team next to open area in winter, possibly west end of Chester Creek, Chugach Mountains in background]
.924 – [terminus of Matanuska Glacier, with fireweed along gravel road in foreground]
.925 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska Glacier through trees]
.926 – [autumn scenic of Matanuska Glacier looking up river, Clarissa and unidentified person standing in foreground]
.927 – [winter scenic in mountains]
.928 – [scenic of mountains, with fireweed in foreground]
.929 – [Matanuska Glacier moraine, with fireweed in foreground]
.930 – [terminus of Matanuska Glacier]
.931 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska Glacier]
.932 – Matanuska Glacier, May ’68 [close-up of glacier surface]
.933 – Matanuska Glacier in distance, Margie & me (taken by Phyllis) [Clarissa and Margie sitting on boulder overlooking glacier. Photographer Phyllis is probably Phyllis McCutcheon]
.934 – [autumn scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.935 – [summer scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.936 – [winter scenic in mountains, Matanuska Glacier?]
.937 – [winter scenic in mountains, Matanuska Glacier?]
.938 – Matanuska Glacier [bird’s eye view of glacier in summer]
.939 – [autumn scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.980 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman with dog picnicking, Matanuska Glacier in background]
.981 – [spring scenic overlooking Matanuska River, man on hillside at right]
.982 – King Mt., Matanuska River [scenic with river in foreground, King Mountain in distance]
.983 – Matanuska River, Goat Mt. [scenic with river in foreground, Goat Mountain in distance]
.984 – Matanuska River [river in foreground, mountains in distance]
.985 – Glen Hwy [autumn scenic of Matanuska Glacier seen from Glenn Highway]
.986 – Pioneer Peak [Matanuska River in foreground]
.987 – [autumn scenic of Matanuska River, old Alaska Railroad Chickaloon Branch tracks at left]
.988 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River in autumn]
.989 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River in autumn]
.990 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River in autumn]
.991 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River]
.992 – [bird’s eye view of Matanuska River in autumn]
.993 – Little Susitna Lodge sign [three bear carcasses hanging on rack, moose antlers on ground next to sign reading ‘Welcome to Little Susitna Lodge, Meals, Cabins for Rent, Winter Sports, Hunting, Fishing’]
.994 – [man with moustache, possibly George, wearing eyeglasses and hip waders smoking cigarette while sitting on flour sack in front of small building with “Montana Hotel” written in chalk, creels and fishing pole next to building, possibly Montana, Alaska, mile 209.3 of Alaska Railroad. Cf. .844]
.995 – [man with moustache, possibly George, wearing eyeglasses and hip waders smoking cigarette while sitting on flour sack in front of small building with “Montana Hotel” written in chalk, along with names of men, times, and date “May 9, 1943”, creels and fishing pole next to building, possibly Montana, Alaska. Cf. .844]

[Denali National Park and Preserve]
.996 – [Clarissa and other women standing on platform at McKinley Park depot]
.997 – [view up gravel drive to McKinley Park Hotel, fireweed in foreground]
.998 – [women standing on platform at McKinley Park depot, young girl riding tricycle, Alaska Railroad bus parked at right]
.999 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman holding camera, possibly Phyllis McCutcheon, standing outside McKinley Park Hotel]
.1000 – [two women standing outside McKinley Park Hotel, Alaska Railroad bus at right]
.1001 – [Clarissa standing outside McKinley Park Hotel]
.1002 – [two people standing outside McKinley Park Hotel, Alaska Railroad bus parked in front, American flag on flagpole at right]
.1003 – [exterior of McKinley Park depot, with railroad tracks in foreground]
.1004 – Reading room, McKinley Pk. Hotel, Labor Day, 1948, art. It. time exp. [painting of Sitka]
.1005 – Looking S from McKinley Park Hotel [autumn scenic]
.1006 – McKinley Hotel in distance [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad bridge, McKinley Park Hotel in distance]
.1007 – Entrance to McK. Park Hotel, 1946 [Clarissa standing under portico outside McKinley Park Hotel, Alaska Railroad bus at right]
.1008 – Old McKinley Park Hotel [woman standing on platform of McKinley Park depot]
.1009 – [bird’s eye view of Alaska Railroad bridge, McKinley Park Hotel in distance]
.1010 – [distant view of McKinley Park Hotel from porch of log ranger cabin]
.1011 – [exterior of McKinley Park Hotel]
.1012 – [George standing next to sign for Mount McKinley National Park, McKinley Park Hotel in distance]
.1014 – [autumn scenic taken from window in McKinley Park Hotel]
.1015 – [Clarissa seated on porch railing in foreground, McKinley Park Hotel in distance]
.1016 – Reading room, McK. Park Hotel, L.D., 1948 [painting of Sitka in McKinley Park Hotel]
.1017 – Class in reading room, McK. Park Hotel, L.D., 1948, tung. lt. time [Clarissa sitting in chair, reading]
.1018 – 97. McCutcheon [bird’s eye view of McKinley Park Hotel]
.1019 – [Alaska Railroad train at McKinley Park depot, African American soldiers in passenger cars, two woman standing on tracks, Alaska Railroad bus at left]
.1020 – [Alaska Railroad train at McKinley Park depot, African American soldiers in passenger cars, two woman standing on tracks, Alaska Railroad bus at left]
.1021 – [three women standing next to log ranger cabin, pile of fuel wood in front]
.1022 – [woman feeding ground squirrels next to walled tents at Camp Eielson]
.1023 – [one woman with camera taking photograph of another woman feeding ground squirrel outside log ranger cabin]
.1024 – [seagull next to corrugated metal cabins, automobile parked at left]
.1025 – [seagull next to corrugated metal cabin]
.1026 – [scenic view down park road]
.1027 – [scenic view down park road]
.1028 – [scenic view down park road]
.1029 – [park scenic]
.1030 – [park scenic]
.1031 – [park scenic]
.1032 – [park scenic]
.1033 – [park scenic]
.1034 – [park scenic]
.1035 – [park scenic of river valley, automobile on road in foreground]
.1036 – [park scenic of river valley]
.1037 – [park scenic]
.1038 – [park scenic]
.1039 – [scenic with Denali]
.1040 – [scenic with Denali]
.1041 – [scenic with Denali]
.1042 – [woman holding camera standing in field, pointing to Denali in distance]
.1043 – [scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake]
.1044 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1045 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake, two people sitting on boulder in foreground
.1046 – scenic of Denali, fireweed along road in foreground, river in middle ground
.1047 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1048 – scenic of Denali, three people in foreground next to sign ‘Muldrow Glacier’
.1049 – scenic of Denali
.1050 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1051 – scenic of Denali, river in middle ground
.1052 – Clarissa standing next to sign for Mount McKinley National Park
.1053 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1054 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1055 – scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake
.1056 – scenic of Denali, person sitting next to road in foreground, river in middle ground
.1057 – scenic of Denali, sign for Muldrow Glacier in foreground
.1058 – McKinley Park [scenic]
.1059 – Entering McKinley Park by bus [view out windshield looking down road]
.1060 – Just S of McK. Park station [park scenic]
.1061 – Horseshoe Lk. [bird’s eye view of Horseshoe Lake, river in background]
.1062 – Horseshoe Lake, McK. Park [bird’s eye view of lake, river in background]
.1063 – [bird’s eye view of Horseshoe Lake, river in background]
.1064 – 96. Horseshoe Lake, McK. Park. McCutcheon’s Foto [bird’s eye view of lake, river in background]
.1065 – scenic of lake with lily pads
.1066 – 94. Camp Eielson, Mt. McK. McCutcheon [bird’s eye view of tents at Camp Eielson, Denali in background]
.1067 – McKinley [scenic of small lake, Denali in distance]
.1068 – scenic of Denali, with fireweed along road in foreground, river in middle ground
.1069 – Clarissa standing in road, looking down road to Denali
.1070 – McKinley & Foraker from air – flight to Unalakleet [aerial of mountains, airplane wing NC91008 in foreground]
.1071 – McKinley [aerial of Denali, airplane wing N14 in foreground]
.1072 – McKinley from C.A.A. plane [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1073 – McKinley [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1074 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1075 – McKinley from south side [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1076 – Glacier from McKinley [aerial of Denali and glacier]
.1077 – [aerial of Denali and glacier]
.1078 – [aerial of mountains with airplane wing in foreground]
.1079 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1080 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1081 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing N19 in foreground]
.1082 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing N19 in foreground]
.1083 – [aerial of Denali with airplane wing in foreground]
.1084 – [aerial of Denali]
.1085 – [aerial of Denali]
.1086 – [aerial of Denali and river]
.1087 – McKinley & Foraker from air on flight to Unalakleet [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.1088 – McKinley & Foraker from air – flight to Unalakleet [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.1089 – [two images forming aerial panorama of Denali. Unmounted, in oversize envelope]
.1090 – [three images forming aerial panorama of Denali with airplane wing in foreground. Unmounted, in oversize envelope]
.1091 – #34. Mount McKinley. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall [scenic of Denali]
.1092 – Mac’s Foto plane, McKinley. Mac’s Foto Service [Steve McCutcheon with camera and tripod standing next to Taylorcraft BC-12D Twosome floatplane number N5633M, Denali in background]
.1093 – Mt. McK., Mac’s plane. Mac’s Foto Service [Steve McCutcheon with camera and tripod standing next to Taylorcraft BC-12D Twosome floatplane number N5633M, Denali in background]
.1094 – McKinley [scenic of Denali]
.1095 – 333. Mt. McKinley from south, Ruth Glacier [scenic of Denali]
.1096 – McKinley [scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake]
.1097 – McKinley [scenic of Denali]
.1098 – 90. Mac’s Foto Service [scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake, man standing in center background]
.1099 – 371. Mac’s Foto Service [scenic of Denali, lake in foreground]
.1100 – [scenic of Denali]
.1101 – 91. Mt. McKinley from Stony Point. Mac’s Foto Service [scenic of Denali]
.1102 – 90. Mount McKinley, 20,300 feet high. Mac’s Foto Service [scenic of Denali from Wonder Lake, man standing on lake shore in center]
.1103 – [scenic of Denali, river in middle ground]
.1104 – [scenic of Denali]
.1105 – [scenic of Denali]
.1106 – [scenic of Denali]
.1107 – [scenic of Denali, river in middle ground]
.1108 – [scenic of Denali, dead or burned trees in foreground]

[Fairbanks and environs]
.1109 – [George, Clarissa, and dog sitting in wagon]
.1111 – Fairbanks [view past heavy chain fence around railroad car down road paralleling Chena River bridge, with federal building, Nevada Bar, and Northern Commercial Co. in background. Cf. .1118]
.1112 – Fairbanks [farmer riding tractor pulling reaper in grain field, two men standing at right]
.1113 – Oats at Fairbanks [grain stacks in field]
.1114 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat sitting in N.C. Co. Fairbanks-Chitina wagon, log building in background probably Copper Center Roadhouse]
.1115 – [Clarissa posed next to large billboard, ‘Fairbanks Business Directory’, with advertisements for many local businesses]
.1116 – [view across Chena River to Model Café, Nevada Bar, and Northern Commercial Co., Wien Airlines floatplane parked along shore, possibly Piper J-3 Cub]
.1117 – [Fairbanks street scene looking down Second Avenue, with pedestrians, automobiles, and businesses including Peerless Bakery, Cottage Bar, Lomen Equipment, Daily News Miner, Wien Alaska Airlines]
.1118 – [view across Chena River to federal building and Northern Commercial Co., heavy equipment in foreground. Cf. .1111]
.1119 – [view across Chena River to federal building and Model Café, Chena River bridge at right]
.1120 – [Alaska Railroad depot at Fairbanks, automobile parked at left, man standing on platform, view down tracks to Chena River bridge, federal building in distance]
.1121 – 10th & Cushman, Fairbanks [log house with stone chimney]
.1122 – [whitewashed log cabin with birdbath in yard, Fairbanks]
.1123 – Highway to FBX [scenic view down gravel road, George crouched in foreground]
.1124 – [scenic view down gravel highway to Alaska Range]
.1125 – 167. Mining near Fairbanks. Photo by McCutcheon [Bucyrus excavator at mining operation]
.1126 – Creamer’s Dairy [view across field to dairy buildings]
.1127 – [aerial of campus of University of Alaska, Fairbanks]
.1128 – [aerial of campus of University of Alaska, Fairbanks, airplane wing in foreground]
.1129 – [aerial of campus of University of Alaska, Fairbanks]
.1130 – [aerial of campus of University of Alaska, Fairbanks, airplane wing in foreground]
.1131 – [aerial of Fairbanks]
.1132 – [aerial of Fairbanks]
.1133 – [aerial of campus of University of Alaska, Fairbanks, airplane wing in foreground]
.1134 – [aerial of Fairbanks]
.1135 – [passengers debarking from Pacific Northern Airlines Lockheed Constellation airplane number N86524 at airport]
.1136 – [passengers debarking from Pacific Northern Airlines Lockheed Constellation airplane, man in foreground with camera taking photographs. Cf. .1147]
.1137 – PNA plane [Pacific Northern Airlines Douglas DC-3 airplane NC34970 on tarmac. Cf. .2183]
.1138 – [man standing next to Beech Bonanza 35 airplane number N626D at Fairbanks International Airport, control tower and Wien Alaska Airlines hangar at right, between 1951-1957]
.1139 – [Byers Airways Beech Bonanza 35 airplane number N626D at Fairbanks International Airport, control tower and Wien Alaska Airlines hangar in background]
.1140 – [Clarissa with camera in foreground, taking photograph of Wien Alaska Airlines hangar at Fairbanks International Airport, control tower at right]
.1141 – [George and Clarissa standing in front of terminal at Fairbanks International Airport, automobiles parked in background]
.1142 – [terminal at Fairbanks International Airport, woman sitting in foreground]
.1143 – [terminal at Fairbanks International Airport, Wien Alaska Airlines moveable stairway and gas canisters in foreground]
.1144 – [Northwest Airlines DC-6 airplane N34956 on tarmac, maintenance vehicles and equipment around airplane]
.1145 – [man standing on wing of Byers Airways Beech Bonanza 35 airplane number N626D at Fairbanks International Airport, control tower and Wien Alaska Airlines hangar in background]
.1146 – [passengers debarking from Northwest Airlines Douglas DC-4 airplane number N95411]
.1147 – [passengers debarking from Pacific Northern Airlines Lockheed Constellation airplane, man in foreground with camera taking photographs. Cf. .1136]
.1148 – [Clarissa with camera in foreground, taking photograph of Wien Alaska Airlines hangar at Fairbanks International Airport, control tower at right]
.1149 – [man standing next to Byers Airways Beech Bonanza 35 airplane number N626D at Fairbanks International Airport, baggage on truck at left, control tower and Wien Alaska Airlines hangar in background]
.1150 – [Fairbanks International Airport, with Wien Alaska Airlines hangar at left, terminal at right, automobiles parked in foreground]
.1151 – [view along ground of tailings pile past ground-thawing rods to dredge in background]
.1152 – [dredge at mining operation, Ester?]
.1153 – [close-up of bow gantry on dredge, man in pilothouse at right]
.1154 – [close-up of buckets on dredge, man on small boat behind bucket ladder]
.1155 – [dredge at mining operation, Ester?]
.1156 – Gold dredge near Fairbanks [close-up looking up bucket ladder]
.1157 – [close-up of dredge looking up bucket ladder, Clarissa wearing fur coat standing in left foreground, men standing on dredge]
.1158 – Dredge buckets [two men in small boat working on bucket ladder]
.1159 – [close-up of dredge, with man working on bucket ladder]
.1160 – [close-up of shovel with gold dust. Cf. .1180]
.1161 – [view from dredge conveyor to edge of tailings pile in pond]
.1162 – [Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1163 – [Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1164 – [Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1165 – [diagram illustrating dredge operation and ground thawing at mining operation]
.1166 – [Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1167 – [Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1168 – [close-up of gantry on Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1169 – [close-up of bucket ladder, Goldstream Dredge No. 8, probably after 1959]
.1170 – [close-up of dredge gantry]
.1171 – [close-up of dredge bucket ladder]
.1172 – [view from dredge conveyor to edge of tailings pile in pond]
.1173 – [view along dredge conveyor to tailings pile and vegetation]
.1174 – [view up rope line to top of stern gantry on dredge]
.1175 – [close-up of stern gantry on dredge]
.1176 – [interior of dredge pilothouse]
.1177 – [close-up of dredge conveyor]
.1178 – [close-up of dredge bucket line]
.1179 – 166. Gold dredge near Fairbanks. McCutcheon’s Foto [dredge in pond]
.1180 – [man wearing hip waders, visor, and eyeglasses holding shovel coated with gold dust. Cf. .1160]
.1181 – [close-up of shovel with gold dust. Cf. .1160]
.1182 – [miner using sluice box on beach, driftwood in background, Yakutat area? Cf. .853]
.1183 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman panning for gold on silty beach]
.1184 – Flume, Davidson Ditch, Fbks [Clarissa wearing saddle shoes and red culottes standing on top of Davidson Ditch]

[Glenn Highway]
.1185 – [close-up of geologic formations on Sheep Mountain]
.1186 – [close-up of geologic formations on Sheep Mountain]
.1187 – 106. Mccutcheon’s Foto [Dall sheep ram]
.1188 – 134. McCutcheon’s Foto [Dall sheep]
.1189 – Sheep [Dall sheep]
.1190 – [distant view of Dall Sheep]
.1191 – [distant view of Dall Sheep]
.1192 – [distant view of Dall Sheep]
.1193 – Sheep [Dall sheep]
.1194 – [scenic of mountain, Sheep Mountain?]
.1195 – [scenic of Sheep Mountain]
.1196 – Tazlina Lodge, Glenn Hwy [exterior, with log roadhouse and log cabins, automobile parked next to gasoline pump at right, mountains in distance]
.1197 – [scenic of Gunsight Mountain]
.1198 – Gunsight [view down winter road to Gunsight Mountain]
.1199 – Gunsight Mtn [view down winter road to Gunsight Mountain]
.1200 – [view down winter road to Gunsight Mountain]
.1201 – [view down gravel road to Gunsight Mountain]
.1202 – [scenic of Lions Head Mountain]
.1203 – [Clarissa and dog standing on gravel Glenn Highway in foreground, Lions Head Mountain in background. Cf. .1216]
.1204 – [scenic of mountain, fireweed in foreground]
.1205 – [scenic of mountain]
.1206 – [bird’s eye view of river valley, mountains beyond]
.1207 – [Clarissa in foreground, Knik River Bridge in distance. Cf. .1215]
.1208 – Matanuska canyon [Clarissa standing on gravel Glenn Highway in foreground, Lions Head Mountain in background]
.1209 – [Clarissa and dog standing on gravel highway in foreground, automobile in distance, mountains in background]
.1210 – Lucky Shot Pass, 1954 [fireweed in foreground, Clarissa on road in middle ground, Hatcher Pass]
.1211 – [scenic overlooking road over rolling hills, Clarissa in foreground]
.1212 – [scenic overlooking creek through flats, Clarissa and dog standing above road in foreground, mountains in distance, Turnagain Pass? Cf. .1231]
.1213 – [Clarissa sitting on yellow guardrail along Glenn Highway, Long Lake below at right]
.1214 – [Clarissa and dog next to yellow guardrail along Glenn Highway, Long Lake below at right]
.1215 – [Clarissa in foreground, Knik River Bridge in distance. Cf. .1207]
.1216 – [Clarissa and dog standing on gravel Glenn Highway in foreground, Lions Head Mountain in background. Cf. .1203]
.1217 – Class on Glenn Highway [Clarissa standing on gravel Glenn Highway in foreground, Lions Head Mountain in background]
.1218 – Knik River Bridge [winter view of Knik River Bridge, Clarissa in foreground]
.1219 – Knik R. Bridge [view across bridge, Clarissa sitting on yellow guardrail next to sign for Knik River in foreground]
.1220 – [Clarissa in foreground, Knik River Bridge in distance. Cf. .1207]
.1221 – [scenic of mountain, Sheep Mountain?]
.1222 – [bird’s eye view of road bridge over wide gravel river, possibly Nizina River Bridge, tripod in foreground]
.1223 – [Clarissa on paved Glenn Highway in foreground, Knik River Bridge in distance]
.1224 – [unidentified couple on rocks above Matanuska River Valley. Cf. .978]
.1225 – [autumn scenic of Tern Lake]
.1226 – [autumn scenic of Tern Lake]
.1227 – [winter view looking down Glenn Highway to Knik River Bridge]
.1228 – [autumn scenic of Kenai Lake, gravel highway in foreground, automobile in distance, termination dust on mountains]
.1229 – [autumn scenic, possibly Matanuska Glacier at far left]
.1230 – [winter scenic of Knik River Bridge]
.1231 – [scenic overlooking creek through flats, Clarissa standing above road in foreground, mountains in distance, Turnagain Pass? Cf. .1212]
.1232 – Glenn Hwy near Palmer [dilapidated log cabin]
.1233 – [view down gravel Glenn Highway to Mount Drum in winter]

[Richardson Highway]
.1234 – [Clarissa standing on gravel highway]
.1235 – [Clarissa standing in rain on gravel highway next to Worthington Glacier, wires on tripods along road]
.1236 – [Clarissa wearing rain bonnet, standing with bicycle on gravel highway along river]
.1237 – Richardson High, Aaa. [scenic of mountains]
.1238 – [scenic of waterfall and Lower River in Keystone Canyon, Clarissa standing at far left]
.1239 – [view looking down gravel highway grade, Clarissa with bicycle in distance, Thompson Pass?]
.1240 – [Clarissa drinking from coffee cup on side of gravel highway, Thompson Pass?]
.1241 – [view looking down gravel highway to Alaska Range mountains]
.1242 – [scenic of wetlands, mountains in distance, Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge on Alaska Highway?]
.1243 – [scenic view down gravel highway to mountains]
.1244 – [scenic of mountains, with lake in foreground]
.1245 – [Wilds P. Richardson monument in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1246 – Richardson monument [close-up of plaque on Wilds P. Richardson monument]
.1247 – [scenic view down gravel highway]
.1248 – [Clarissa standing with bicycle on gravel highway]
.1249 – Keystone [view down gravel highway through narrow cut between rocks, automobile in background]
.1250 – [Clarissa standing in brush next to road signs for Tonsina Lodge, Chitina, and Valdez, automobile on gravel highway at right]
.1251 – [scenic of mountains, automobile on curve in gravel highway at right]
.1252 – [view down gravel road to small bridge over river through narrow canyon, Richardson Highway. Cf. .1466]
.1253 – [Clarissa standing next to automobile on gravel highway, low bridge and tunnel on road in distance, possibly old road tunnel near mile 16 of the Richardson Highway]
.1254 – [waterfall]
.1255 – [scenic view down gravel highway]
.1256 – [Clarissa standing on gravel highway near waterfall]
.1257 – [waterfall]
.1258 – [view down gravel highway in Keystone Canyon, wooden tripods along road]
.1259 – [distant view, possibly of waterfall]
.1260 – Valdez Glacier [glacier terminus, with woman and dog in left foreground]
.1261 – To Valdez [view down highway in winter, with river at left]
.1262 – [Clarissa standing on gravel highway next to waterfall]
.1263 – [Clarissa standing on gravel highway next to waterfall]
.1264 – [waterfall]

**B2/B1**
.1265 – [scenic view of broad river valley, Clarissa sitting on yellow guardrail under sign “16” in foreground, probably mile 16 of the Richardson Highway over the Lowe River. Cf. .1414]
.1266 – Mile 81 on Copper River Hwy [sic] [scenic with cabin on lake in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.1267 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains from gravel highway, lake in foreground]
.1268 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, lake in middle ground]
.1269 – [Clarissa and dog on gravel highway through pass]
.1270 – [George and Clarissa on gravel highway near frozen waterfall]
.1271 – [Clarissa sitting on dock next to bicycle, passenger steamship under way in bay, Valdez]
.1272 – Near Valdez, Alaska [scenic of coastal mountains]
.1273 – [scenic of mountains from ship, Prince William Sound]
.1274 – Sugarloaf, Valdez, 7/48 [scenic of mountain]
.1275 – Sugarloaf, Valdez, 7/48 [scenic of mountains]
.1276 – Valdez, Ala., high tide [view of Valdez waterfront from ship, Valdez Glacier at left]
.1277 – Valdez Arm [ship under way]
.1278 – Valdez [scenic of mountains]
.1279 – [sign on warehouse at Valdez port, reading “Valdez Coastal Terminus of Alaska’s Highway System, Distribution Center to Interior Alaska”, with mileages to various locations. Cf. .1282]
.1280 – Valdez, Alaska [view along dock back to waterfront]
.1281 – Valdez, 7-48 [scenic of Valdez Glacier]
.1282 – [automobile being loaded onto ship at dock, passengers and University Bus Lines bus on dock in front of warehouse with sign “Valdez Coastal Terminus of Alaska’s Highway System”, buildings of town in background]
.1283 – [winter aerial of Valdez]
.1284 – Valdez [view of waterfront from ship approaching dock]
.1285 – [scenic of mountains, spool from Leschen Wire Rope on dock in foreground. Cf. .1288, .1295, .1920]
.1286 – Valdez [scenic with Valdez Glacier in distance, old skiff amid fireweed in field in foreground]
.1287 – Valdez Arm from SS Baranof [scenic, Clarissa standing on deck in foreground]
.1288 – [truck on dock in front of warehouse with sign “Valdez Coastal Terminus of Alaska’s Highway System”, wooden spool from Leschen Wire Rope at left. Cf. .1285]
.1289 – Valdez, Alaska [dock area, with George crouched on gravel beach in center, lumber in foreground, automobile parked at right, tugboat anchored next to shore, piers in background]
.1290 – Valdez [scenic with hanging glacier, fireweed in foreground]
.1291 – [scenic of mountains, with area of dead trees in foreground]
.1292 – [Clarissa with camera standing on dock taking photograph, steamship at dock in background]
.1293 – Class on Valdez dock, 7-48 [Clarissa sitting with back to pier, ship rigging behind her, mountains in distance]
.1294 – Valdez Arm ’48 [view from ship deck to ship under way]
.1295 – [Clarissa on dock, leaning against spool from Leschen Wire Rope, wooden pallet at right, mountains in distance]
.1296 – Between Cordova & McCarthy from air, July ’48 [aerial of mountains, glaciers, tarn, river]
.1297 – Mt. Blackburn, 16,140’, from McCarthy [scenic with wagon wheel and fireweed in foreground. Cf. .2260, .2903]
.1298 – Waxell Ridge between Cordova & McCarthy [aerial of mountains and river]
.1299 – Kennicott Glacier from McCarthy, Alaska, 7-48 [scenic with wagon wheel and fireweed in foreground. Cf. .1321]
.1300 – Mt. Donohoe, Kennicott Gl., Kennicott @ rt. of gl., & terminal moraine of gl. [scenic of Kennicott Glacier and Donoho Peak]
.1301 – Chitina fish wheel on Copper R., Mt. Blackburn 16,140’ [scenic of Mount Blackburn with fish wheel in foreground. Cf. .1355, .2229]
.1302 – Flume @ Kennicott [overgrown vegetation around flume outlet]
.1303 – Class looking S on Richardson Hwy, Alaska, July 1948, at junction of Richardson & Chitina Hwys, 12 mi. S of Copper Center w/10 mi. more before (?) at Tonsina [Clarissa standing with bicycle on gravel highway]
.1304 – $1,000,000.00 bridge on Copper River & Northwestern R.R. at Miles Glacier [aerial of Miles Glacier Bridge, aircraft in foreground. Cf. .1375]
.1305 – McCarthy, Alaska, July ’48 [Clarissa posed, pointing, standing outside RO.G. Watsjold building, mountains in background. Cf. .1338 et seq.]
.1306 – Stewart Creek, Valdez [Clarissa standing on footbridge over creek]
.1307 – Outside Valdez [scenic of coastal mountains, seagulls following ship in foreground]
.1308 – Fish wheel, Cpr. Ctr. on Cpr. R. 7/48 [fish wheel on Copper River]
.1309 – [fish wheel on Copper River]
.1310 – Fish wheel on Copper R. at Chitina [fish wheel on Copper River, George on shore at right. Cf. .1322]
.1311 – [scenic of Mount Blackburn with fish wheel in foreground]
.1312 – 204. Fish wheel. Photo by McCutcheon [fish wheel on Copper River]
.1313 – [fish wheel on Copper River]
.1314 – McCarthy, Alaska, July ’48, Model T @ left [stand of trees, with George, holding pipe, and Clarissa posed at left with automobile. Cf. .1345]
.1315 – [scenic with dilapidated equipment in field in foreground]
.1316 – Fish wheel [fish wheel on Copper River, Alaska Native man standing at left, mountains in background]
.1317 – [scenic of river, mountains, and buildings, probably from footbridge at McCarthy]
.1318 – [view of Mount Blackburn from McCarthy, river in foreground, buildings on far shore]
.1319 – [Clarissa standing on road in McCarthy, gasoline pump in front of The Golden in foreground, Mount Blackburn in distance]
.1320 – [bird’s eye view of McCarthy from gravel road. Cf. .1326]
.1321 – [scenic with wagon wheel and fireweed in foreground, Mount Blackburn in background. Cf. .1297]
.1322 – [fish wheel on Copper River, George on shore at right. Cf. .1310]
.1323 – [view across river to automobiles parked next to Fifty Seven Mile Roadhouse at mile 57 of the Richardson Highway]
.1324 – [scenic of Kennicott Glacier, moraine in foreground]
.1325 – [bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine]
.1326 – [bird’s eye view of McCarthy from gravel road. Cf. .1320]
.1327 – [Clarissa standing next to fireweed, buildings of Kennecott Copper Mine in background]
.1328 – [close-up of McCarthy tramway]
.1329 – [two people riding tram, possibly across Kennicott River at McCarthy. Cf. .1331]
.1330 – [street view of unidentified town, signs for roadhouse in left background and hotel in right foreground, utility poles with power lines crossing street. Cf. .1332, .1334]
.1331 – [man and woman riding tram over river, men at tramway terminus on riverbank above. Cf. .1329]
.1332 – [street view of unidentified town, sign for “Hotel Magazines Pool and Bar” in right foreground, utility poles with power lines crossing street. Cf. .1330]
Noorduyn Norseman airplane number NC49979 on airstrip, automobile parked behind, possibly Copper River in background. Cf. .2167

Street view of unidentified town, dandelions in foreground, sign for Roadhouse and Liquor Store at left. Cf. .1330

Bird’s eye view of McCarthy, Clarissa standing in foreground

View across river to McCarthy

View down dirt street in Palmer, gasoline pumps outside Co-Op on left, automobiles parked and driving on street, trucks and farm equipment lined up along road at right, termination dust on Matanuska Peak in distance. Cf. .752

McCarthy street scene, with RO.G. Watsjold building at right, metal barrels and antique automobile in yard at left, mountains in background. Cf. .1305

McCarthy street scene, with buildings including RO.G. Watsjold building at right, metal barrels, fuel wood, and antique automobile in yard at center, mountains in background

Clarissa posed, pointing, standing outside RO.G. Watsjold building, mountains in background. Cf. .1305

Bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine

Clarissa with bicycle on street in McCarthy

Bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine, three people standing on rail platform at right

George sitting next to National Creek by small bridge in foreground, Kennecott Copper Mine in background

Clarissa on bicycle posed next to George in driver’s seat of antique automobile at McCarthy. Cf. .1314

Kennecott Copper Mine

Bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine, wooden truss in foreground

Bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine

Crib dam on National Creek at Kennecott Copper Mine

Scenic of Kennicott Glacier, buildings in foreground

Oil tank and power lines at Kennecott Copper Mine

Scenic with wagon wheel and fireweed in foreground, Mount Blackburn in background. Cf. .1299

Scenic of Kennicott Glacier and Mount Blackburn, Clarissa in foreground, buildings in middle ground

Close-up of fish on conveyor belt

Scenic of Mount Blackburn with Copper River fish wheel in foreground. Cf. .1301

Scenic of Mount Blackburn with Copper River fish wheel in foreground

Two people riding tram, possibly across Kennicott River at McCarthy. Cf. .1329

Scenic of Mount Blackburn with Copper River fish wheel in foreground

Clarissa crouched on glacial moraine, mountains in background, probably Kennicott. Cf. .1430

Scenic of Kennicott Glacier and Mount Blackburn, buildings in foreground

View down gravel highway with yellow guardrail in middle ground, Seward Highway?

Mt. Donohoe & mill @ Kennicott, Alaska. Moraine & power plant @ lt. [Kennecott Copper Mine, Donoho Peak in background. Cf. .1380]
1363 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1364 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1365 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1366 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1367 – [close-up of rail car at Kennecott Copper Mine]
1368 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1369 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1370 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1371 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1372 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1373 – Copper mill, Kennicott, Alaska, 7-48 [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1374 – Copper ores @ McCarthy. Blackish rock is richest – 50% copper [ore samples on table]
1375 – [aerial of Miles Glacier Bridge. Cf. .1304]
1376 – [aerial of Miles Glacier Bridge]
1377 – [aerial of Miles Glacier Bridge]
1378 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1379 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1380 – [Kennecott Copper Mine, Donoho Peak in background. Cf. .1362]
1381 – Clarissa P. Allen, George E. Allen, Alaska, Jan. 1955 [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1382 – Dredge line [bucket ladder on dredge, man in pilot house at left. Cf. .1154 et seq.]
1383 – Kennecott [bird’s eye view of Kennecott Copper Mine]
1384 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1385 – Kennecott [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1386 – [view down gravel road in pass, fireweed in foreground, Hatcher Pass?]
1387 – [Kennecott Copper Mine]
1388 – [Lucky Shot Mine in Willow Creek District]
1389 – McCarthy [bird’s eye view of McCarthy]
1390 – McCarthy [bird’s eye view of McCarthy]
1391 – Copper Center c. ’48 [two people next to automobile outside Copper Center Roadhouse and Trading Post]
1392 – Richardson, Sourdough Lodge [view through trees to log roadhouse on gravel highway, mile 147.5 Richardson Highway]
1393 – [view through grass to Sourdough Lodge]
1394 – [log cache at Sourdough Lodge]
1395 – Rapids Lodge [Clarissa wearing fur coat leaning on ‘Open for Business’ sign, two dogs in driveway, automobiles parked outside Rapids Hunting Lodge]
1396 – [Clarissa standing on gravel Glenn Highway, Mount Drum in distance]
1397 – [Clarissa standing next to automobile parked on highway, mountains in distance]
1398 – [person standing next to road sign for Alaska Highway and Valdez, mountains in distance, junction of Richardson and Glenn Highways]
1399 – [scenic of Mount Drum, Clarissa in foreground]
1400 – [Worthington Glacier]
1401 – [Clarissa standing next to automobile on gravel Richardson Highway in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1402 – [Clarissa kneeling next to icy creek, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1403 – [Clarissa and dog in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1404 – [Clarissa in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1405 – [Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1406 – [automobile steering wheel in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1407 – [Clarissa and dog in foreground, automobiles driving on gravel Richardson Highway in middle ground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1408 – [automobiles driving on gravel Richardson Highway at base of Worthington Glacier]
.1409 – [Worthington Glacier]
.1410 – [Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1411 – [buildings along Richardson Highway at base of Worthington Glacier]
.1412 – [Clarissa standing at base of waterfall]
.1413 – [view down Richardson Highway to road tunnel, Lowe River at left, Clarissa and dog in shadow in foreground]
.1414 – [Clarissa sitting on guardrail along Richardson Highway in foreground, view up Lowe River to Thompson Pass. Cf. .1265]
.1415 – [scenic of mountains, Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground]
.1416 – [autumn scenic down gravel river bed to termination dust on mountains in distance, wooden tripod in foreground, gravel highway at left]
.1417 – [autumn scenic down gravel river bed to termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1418 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground]
.1419 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, lake in foreground]
.1420 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, lake in foreground]
.1421 – Worthington [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing on Richardson Highway, Worthington Glacier in background. Cf. .1426]
.1422 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, Clarissa standing on highway in foreground]
.1423 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains]
.1424 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains, Clarissa standing on highway in foreground]
.1425 – [Clarissa and dog on Richardson Highway in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1426 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing on Richardson Highway, Worthington Glacier in background. Cf. .1421]
.1427 – [view down paved Seward Highway in winter, Turnagain Arm at right, mountains in background, near Bird. Cf. .1506]
.1428 – [scenic of Mount Blackburn, fireweed in foreground]
.1429 – [George standing on gravel highway in foreground, Worthington Glacier in background]
.1430 – [Clarissa sitting on glacial moraine, mountains in background, probably Kennicott. Cf. .1359]
.1431 – [scenic of mountains, glacial moraine in foreground]
.1432 – [scenic of glacier, moraine in foreground]
.1433 – [close-up of glacier]
.1434 – [close-up of glacier]
.1435 – [close-up of glacier]
.1436 – [close-up of glacier]
.1437 – [close-up of glacier]
.1438 – [close-up of glacier]
.1439 – Drum & Wrangell [autumn foliage in foreground, Mount Drum and Mount Wrangell in background]
.1440 – Alcan Hwy at left [autumn scenic looking through grasses to gravel highway in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1441 – Tok Cutoff from Alcan to Richardson Hgwys, 10/2/46 [autumn scenic looking across valley to termination dust on mountains]
.1442 – Tok Cutoff [autumn scenic with creek or pond in foreground, pine trees in middle ground, termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1443 – Tok Cutoff [autumn scenic looking through grasses to termination dust on mountains in distance]
.1444 – Tok Cutoff [autumn scenic across valley, log cabin and cache above creek in foreground, termination dust on mountains in distance. Cf..790, .832]
.1445 – Lake Mentasta, Tok Cutoff [autumn scenic with log roadhouse and cabins at right on gravel highway, termination dust on mountains in background, prior to 1949]
.1446 – Lake Mentasta on Tok Cutoff [autumn scenic of lake, termination dust on mountains in background, prior to 1949]

[Kenai Peninsula]
.1447 – Looking E on Kenai Lake, Kenai Road [Clarissa standing next to automobile on gravel highway in foreground, lake in distance, circa 1949]
.1448 – Little on eating at Bertha Creek, Seward Highway, 1952 [woman picnicking next to tent, automobile parked at left. Cf. .1487, .1662]
.1449 – Bird Creek, Seward Highway, 1953 [winter view down highway, Clarissa and dog in foreground, Alaska Railroad tracks at right]
.1450 – Seward Highway S of Portage looking toward [Portage], 1953 [winter view down highway, Clarissa walking next to high snowbanks in foreground. Cf. .1465]
.1451 – Summit, Seward Highway, 1953 [winter view down highway at Turnagain Pass, Clarissa and dog walking next to high snowbanks in foreground]
.1452 – Seward Highway, 1953 [winter view down highway at Turnagain Pass, Clarissa standing next to automobile parked next to high snowbanks in foreground]
.1453 – [winter view down highway at Turnagain Pass, Clarissa standing next to automobile parked next to high snowbanks in foreground, 1953]
.1454 – On Seward Highway near Kenai Lake [autumn scenic with termination dust on mountains]
.1455 – Ptarmigan tracks near summit, Seward Highway [winter scenic, with tracks in snow. Cf. .2542]
.1456 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing next to automobile stopped on Seward Highway near Turnagain Pass in winter, looking up at dog on high snowbank]
Clarissa standing next to automobile on gravel highway above river valley, Thompson Pass?

Clarissa sitting on boulder holding dog on shore of Portage Lake, iceberg from Portage Glacier behind her

winter scene of valley, Clarissa and dog in foreground

winter scenic of deep snow on mountains, dead pine tree in foreground

winter scenic of deep snow on mountains

winter view down highway, Clarissa and dog walking next to high snowbanks in foreground

Clarissa standing on gravel highway overlooking river, glacial moraine at left, probably from Worthington Glacier, wooden tripods along gravel highway below

Clarissa walking on gravel road in summer, snow-covered Mount Sanford in distance, Tok Cutoff

winter view down Seward Highway south of Portage looking north, Clarissa walking next to high snowbanks in foreground, 1953. Cf. .1450

Clarissa standing on gravel Richardson Highway in foreground, view down road to small bridge over river, Worthington Glacier in distance, Tsaina River gorge. Cf. .1252

winter view of Seward Highway near Turnagain Pass, taken from top of snowbank, truck on road below

winter view down Seward Highway at Turnagain Pass, Clarissa standing next to highway in middle ground

Clarissa on dock in foreground, view across water to Portlock Glacier, Homer

scenic of Turnagain Arm near Girdwood, with gravel highway above left, fireweed in foreground, utility pole below right. Cf. .1475

bird’s eye view of Homer Spit and Kachemak Bay, glacier at left, fireweed next to gravel Sterling Highway in foreground, automobile on road in distance

Turnagain Arm, McK. & Foraker in distance [aerial of Cook Inlet and Anchorage Bowl, Denali and Mount Foraker in background]

Turnagain Arm from air, RR tract at rt. [aerial of Turnagain Arm, southern portion of Anchorage Bowl at left, Chugach Mountains at right. Cf. .1489]

Turnagain Arm [scenic at low tide]

bird’s eye view of Turnagain Arm looking west, fireweed on steep slope in foreground, Seward Highway below right. Cf. .1470

scenic of lake, Clarissa standing in foreground, highway in distance at left, probably Upper Trail Lake

scenic of Turnagain Arm, Clarissa sitting on rocks in foreground, Seward Highway at left. Cf. .1503

Turnagain Arm. Photo by Robert Matsen [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm, with man standing on rocky point in middle ground]

Photo by Robert Matsen [autumn scenic of Turnagain Arm at low tide, man and dog in dry grass in foreground, snow on mountains in distance]

Dall sheep on rocks

winter scenic of Turnagain Arm, with man standing on rocky point in middle ground

winter view down Seward Highway, George standing on snowbank in foreground
.1483 – [winter view down Seward Highway, Clarissa and dog standing in foreground, Turnagain Arm at right]
.1484 – [winter view down Seward Highway, Clarissa standing in foreground next to sign ‘Danger Slide Area Drive with Caution Do Not Stop on Roadway’, automobile on road in middle ground, Turnagain Arm at right]
.1485 – [winter view down Seward Highway, Clarissa and dog standing in foreground, Alaska Railroad tracks at right]

B2/B2
.1486 – [winter view down Seward Highway, Clarissa and dog standing in foreground]
.1487 – [bird’s eye view of George and dog next to small gravel creek, automobile parked at right, tent in fireweed and trees in background, snow patches on mountain above, Bertha Creek? Cf. .1448]
.1488 – [bird’s eye view of George next to small gravel creek, automobile parked at right, tent in fireweed and trees in background, snow patches on mountain above]
.1489 – [aerial of Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm. Cf. .1473]
.1490 – [autumn view down gravel Seward Highway, Clarissa and unidentified woman standing next to automobile in foreground, Alaska Railroad tracks at right, snow on mountains]
.1491 – [George holding camera crouched with dog in fireweed in foreground, view down highway through broad pass to mountain]
.1492 – [autumn scenic of Seward Highway, Clarissa sitting on rocks above road in foreground, automobile on road, Turnagain Arm in distance, termination dust on mountains]
.1493 – [summer scenic of Turnagain Arm, Clarissa sitting on gravel shoulder in foreground]
.1494 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1495 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1496 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1497 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1498 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1499 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1500 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1501 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1502 – Turnagain Arm, Seward Hgy [winter scenic, with rocky outcropping in foreground]
.1503 – [summer scenic of Turnagain Arm, Clarissa sitting on rocks in foreground, Seward Highway at left. Cf. .1477]
.1504 – [summer scenic of Turnagain Arm, Clarissa sitting on automobile bumper in foreground]
.1505 – [summer scenic of Turnagain Arm, Clarissa sitting on rocks in foreground]
.1506 – Bird, looking toward Girdwood [view down paved Seward Highway in winter, Turnagain Arm at right, mountains in background. Cf. .1427]
.1507 – [Dall sheep on rocks]
.1508 – Portage Glacier [scenic]
.1509 – Portage Glacier [scenic]
.1510 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1511 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1512 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1513 – [view down gravel road through river valley to glacier in distance, log cabin in foreground, truck on road at right]
.1514 – [Clarissa with unidentified couple and dog at Portage Glacier]
.1515 – [unidentified couple at Portage Glacier, woman holding camera, man holding black bag]
.1516 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1517 – [summer scenic of hanging glacier. Cf. .1550]
.1518 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1519 – Looking N toward Portage [winter view down Seward Highway in Turnagain Pass area, Clarissa standing on snowbank in foreground]
.1520 – South of Portage [winter view of Seward Highway, Clarissa and dog sitting on snowbank in foreground]
.1521 – Portage [winter scenic of mountains, Clarissa and dog in foreground]
.1522 – [George smoking cigarette sitting on glacier, unidentified couple standing next to automobile at right]
.1523 – [view of Portage Glacier taken from automobile, steering wheel and dashboard in foreground]
.1524 – [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm. Cf. .1525]
.1525 – Near Potter [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm]
.1526 – [George standing at glacier terminus]
.1527 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1528 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1529 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1530 – Portage Gla. [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1531 – Portage Gla. [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1532 – Portage Gla. [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1533 – Whittier [scenic of Passage Canal, ship rigging in foreground, docks in left background]
.1534 – Portage Glacier, RR at left [summer view down Portage Valley to glacier, Clarissa standing next to automobile on road in foreground]
.1535 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, George standing in foreground]
.1536 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1537 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1538 – [scenic of Portage Glacier, George crouched next to camera tripod in foreground. Cf. .1827]
.1539 – [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1540 – [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1541 – [scenic of Portage Lake, Clarissa sitting in foreground in front of large iceberg]
.1542 – [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1543 – [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1544 – [icebergs in Portage Lake]
.1545 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, Clarissa standing in foreground]
.1546 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1547 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier]
.1548 – Near Whittier en route to Cordova [aerial of ice field]
.1549 – Near Whittier [aerial of glaciers and fjord]
.1550 – Hanging glacier on way to Portage, 1947 [summer scenic. Cf. .1517]
.1551 – Glacier at Whittier [aerial of glacier]
.1552 – Mts. at Whittier in background [view back through Passage Canal, termination dust on mountains]
.1553 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1554 – [scenic of mountains, ships at dock in foreground, Whittier?]
.1555 – 5,000 ft. over Whittier looking E [aerial of Passage Canal in winter]
.1556 – [winter aerial of Prince William Sound coastline]
.1557 – [winter aerial of Prince William Sound coastline]
.1559 – [person in boat in Portage Lake next to large icebergs]
.1560 – Dawn, Wells Pass, Prince William Sound [view from water of sun hitting tops of snow-covered mountains, tidewater glacier in center]
.1561 – Whittier [close-up of bow of ship at dock]
.1562 – Between Whittier & Columbia G. [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.1563 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1564 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1565 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1566 – Between Valdez and Cordova [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.1567 – [scenic of glacier, man sitting on glacier at left, possibly Portage Glacier]
.1568 – [scenic of glacier, man sitting on glacier at left, possibly Portage Glacier]
.1569 – Near Whittier [aerial of Passage Canal in winter]
.1570 – Near Whittier [aerial of Passage Canal in winter]
.1571 – [scenic of Portage Glacier]
.1572 – [aerial of sea ice or icebergs along coastline, Prince William Sound]
.1573 – [scenic, looking from Seward Highway to Twentymile Glacier]
.1574 – [scenic, looking from Seward Highway to Twentymile Glacier, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground]
.1575 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, automobile hood in foreground]
.1576 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, automobile hood in foreground]
.1577 – [winter scenic in Turnagain Arm area, four moose in middle ground. Cf. .2332]
.1578a – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, George holding camera in foreground. Unmounted]
.1578b – [George smoking cigarette on dock in Whittier, ship at dock in background. Unmounted]
.1579 – [view through fireweed to Clarissa and two unidentified women standing outside Hope post office]
.1580 – [Clarissa and two unidentified women with dogs outside Hope post office]
.1581 – Cow moose & yearling on ice near Matanuska Bridge [close-up of moose]
.1582 – [moose on ice. Cf. .1581]
.1583 – c. 1947 [two moose on ice. Cf. .1581]
.1584 – [moose on ice. Cf. .1581]
.1585 – [two moose on ice. Cf. .1581]
.1586 – Moose, Seward Hgy. [moose in winter]
.1587 – [moose in winter. Cf. .1586]
.1588 – [five moose in winter. Cf. .1600]
.1589 – [moose in winter. Cf. .1586]
.1590 – [three moose in winter. Cf. .1588]
.1591 – [five moose in winter, George in foreground taking photograph with camera. Cf. .1588]
.1592 – Grandview [large group of skiers standing next to Alaska Railroad train with locomotive 901]
.1593 – Grandview [winter scenic]
.1594 – Grandview looking toward Seward [winter scenic, ski tracks in snow]
.1595 – Grandview looking toward Seward [winter scenic]
.1596 – [Clarissa and another spectator standing behind announcer with clipboard, banner reading “KENI Covers the Dog Races and Southwest Alaska” hooked onto mailbox at left, mountains in distance, Anchorage]
.1597 – [Clarissa with camera posed next to KENI banner stretched between two mailboxes, mountains in distance, Anchorage]
.1598 – [musher leading dog team on trail, possibly Anchorage Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races]
.1599 – Ind. Pass [scenic of waterfall and fireweed in Indian Creek Pass]
.1600 – Class & 7 moose, Apr. ’49, note ARR tracks, north of 6 tunnels [Clarissa in foreground, moose in snow, railroad embankment at right. Cf. .1588]
.1601 – [Clarissa in foreground, moose in snow, railroad embankment at right]
.1602 – Moose, Apr. ’49 [distant view of four moose]
.1603 – Cow & calf moose near Tunnel, Apr. ’49, Spencer Gl. at top [three moose in trees near Spencer Glacier. Cf. .2539]
.1604 – [three moose in trees]
.1605 – [six moose in trees]
.1606 – [six moose in trees]
.1607 – [distant view of six moose]
.1608 – [distant view of six moose]
.1609 – [distant view of six moose]
.1610 – [distant view of six moose]
.1611 – 8 bull, cow & calf (1 yr.) moose [view of moose through trees]
.1612 – [distant view of six moose]
.1613 – [three moose in trees]
.1614 – [three moose in trees]
.1615 – [six moose in trees]
.1616 – [six moose in trees]
.1617 – Anch-Seward along Knik Arm, May 1945 [scenic of Turnagain Arm, looking west down Alaska Railroad tracks]
.1618 – Resurrection Bay, Harding Gateway at rt. Mounted backwards, this side forward [scenic, Clarissa in foreground]
.1619 – Resurrection Bay, Harding Gateway, Seward at left. Mounted backwards, this side forward [scenic, Clarissa in foreground]
.1620 – Looking across Resur. Bay. Mounted backwards, this side forward [scenic of Resurrection Bay]
.1621 – Dock at Seward, June 11, 1947 [view through brush to docks and Resurrection Bay]
.1622 – Me! Looking to Seward dock, June 11, 1947 [bird’s eye view of docks, Clarissa in foreground. Cf. .1626]
.1623 – At station at Seward. Mounted backwards, this side forward [passengers boarding Alaska Railroad train with locomotive 902, automobiles parked next to depot, young boy with bicycle on platform]
.1624 – Prince Wm. Sound [scenic of sun hitting tops of mountains along coast. Cf. .1558]
.1625 – [view from small dock south of town back to Seward and Alaska Railroad docks]
.1626 – [bird’s eye view of Seward docks, Clarissa in foreground. Cf. .1622]
.1627 – [bird’s eye view of Seward docks, George in foreground. Slide mounted backwards. Cf. .1908]
.1628 – [Clarissa and dog next to pile of fish nets on small dock south of town looking back toward Alaska Railroad docks, ships at dock. Cf. .1632]
.1629 – [view from small dock south of Seward out Resurrection Bay, steamship under way]
.1630 – [view from Alaska Railroad dock at Seward to ship dock, railroad equipment on track in foreground, ship at dock in background]
.1631 – Junction Seward Hwy & Sterling [view down road in summer, signs with mileages to Homer, Moose Pass, and Seward in foreground]
.1632 – Seward [view from small dock south of town looking back toward waterfront, pile of fish nets in foreground. Cf. .1628]
.1633 – Seward [view through brush to docks, ship at dock, possibly construction barge in center]
.1634 – [view through brush to Seward docks, ship at dock, possibly construction barge in center]

**[Alaska Highway]**
.1635 – Peace River Bridge, Alaska Hgy. [view down gravel highway, Clarissa and young boy standing next to guardrail in foreground, bridge in distance, between 1952-1957. Cf. .1646]
.1636 – Alaska Hgy. [scenic view down gravel highway, automobile with 1952 Alaska license plate in foreground. Cf. .1661]
.1637 – [automobile parked on paved highway lined with pine trees, valley in background, snow-covered mountains in distance]
.1638 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter]
.1639 – [Clarissa and young boy posed next to automobile stopped on gravel highway in spring]
.1640 – [scenic view down gravel highway through taiga to snow-covered mountain range. Cf. .1651]
.1641 – [scenic view down gravel highway through rolling hills in winter]
.1642 – [scenic view down gravel highway through pine forest in winter, mountains in distance]
.1643 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, low mountains in distance. Cf. .1648]
.1644 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, Clarissa standing in foreground, mountains in distance]
.1645 – [scenic view down gravel highway, Clarissa standing in foreground]
.1646 – [view down gravel highway, Clarissa and young boy standing next to guardrail in foreground, Peace River Bridge in distance. Cf. .1635]
.1647 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, low mountains in distance]
.1648 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, low mountains in distance. Cf. .1643]
.1649 – [spring scenic looking across pine trees in valley to mountain]
.1650 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, low mountains in distance. Cf. .1643]
.1651 – [scenic view down gravel highway to snow-covered mountain range. Cf. .1640]
.1652 – Alaska sign, border? [wooden sign for Alaska at Alaska-Yukon border crossing, second sign visible across gravel highway at left, prior to 1959]
.1653 – “Canada” border? [George and dog posed next to wooden sign for Canada at Alaska-Yukon border crossing]
.1654 – [George posed next to wooden sign for Canada at Alaska-Yukon border crossing]
.1655 – [Clarissa and young boy holding snowball standing next to automobile parked on shoulder of paved highway in spring, four automobiles coming up grade through mountain pass]
.1656 – [scenic view down gravel highway in spring, young boy standing next to automobile in foreground, low mountains in distance]
.1657 – [Clarissa and young boy on gravel highway next to sign “NWHS Two Lakes Creek Mile 1164.3”, short bridge in middle ground, mountains in distance, Northwest Highway System, Alberta]
.1658 – [Clarissa and young boy holding snowball sitting on bumper of automobile parked on shoulder of paved highway, road tunnel in background]
.1659 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground, low mountains in distance]
.1660 – [scenic view down gravel highway in winter, automobile in foreground, low mountains in distance]
.1661 – [scenic view down gravel highway, automobile with 1952 Alaska license plate in foreground. Cf. .1636]
.1662 – [Clarissa picnicking next to tent, automobile parked at left, Bertha Creek, Seward Highway, 1952. Cf. .1448, .1487]
.1663 – [automobile with 1952 Alaska license plate parked on shoulder of newly paved highway, tripod at left, highway climbs to mountain pass in distance]
.1664 – Alaska, Jan. 1955 [automobile parked on gravel highway next to fireweed, automobile approaching on road, Seward Highway]
.1665 – Ft. Beaver (U.S.-Canada) [entrance to Fort Beaver, with two wooden towers flanking drive, sign “Headquarters Exercise Eager Beaver 1, Combined United States-Canadian Engineer User Trial”, mountains in background, between January-July 1952, near Kluane Lake, Yukon]
.1666 – Champagne (Yukon) [road sign “Champagne Chambers & Davis Trading Post and General Merchant”, log buildings in background]
.1667 – [paddle steamers Whitehorse and Aksala in dry dock, Clarissa waving at right, Whitehorse, after 1955]
.1668 – [close-up of sternwheeler Whitehorse in dry dock, Clarissa standing next to bow, sternwheel of another riverboat in foreground, Whitehorse]
.1669 – CRN RR Cordova? [passenger car 102 from the Copper River and Northwestern Railway on track, debris in foreground]
.1670 – [view down railroad tracks to freight car loaded with ties, railroad buildings at left, man standing in middle ground, mountain in background, probably Copper River and Northwestern Railway. Cf. .2145]
.1671 – [distant view of Copper River and Northwestern Railway passenger cars in yard, driftwood in foreground, buildings in background, Mount Eyak above, Cordova]
.1672 – [view through pine trees to Copper River and Northwestern Railway cars in yard, debris along tracks in foreground, buildings in background]
.1673 – Boundary, U.S. Customs [log cabin with moose antlers mounted to walls, posted bills on exterior of building, signs for “Boundary, Alaska, Post Office & Weather Sta.” and “U.S. Customs”, American and Canadian flags flying, metal barrels in foreground]
.1674 – [Clarissa sitting in antique wagon, painted with “Prairie & St. Louis Daily Stage Line for Hunker & Dominion”]
.1675 – Robert Service’s cabin [Clarissa standing on porch, Dawson]
.1676 – Dawson [automobiles, including Mac’s Foto station wagon, parked outside the Royal Alexandra Hotel]
.1677 – [view across Yukon River to Dawson waterfront, paddle steamer at right]
.1678 – [view from automobile ferry to Dawson waterfront, paddle steamer in center]
.1679 – [Clarissa on deck of riverboat, standing in doorway marked “Captain”]
.1680 – [view of dock from river, paddle steamer sinking next to barge, buildings on shore at right]
.1681 – [bow end of dredge in pond]
.1682 – [stern end of dredge in pond]
.1683 – 414. Yukon. Mac’s Foto Service [paddle steamer Keno under way, tugboat beside her, prior to 1960]
.1684 – 408. Dawson City. Mac’s Foto Service [antique steam pumper fire engine outside Klondike Nugget and Ivory Shop]
.1685 – [young boy posed next to sternwheel of paddle steamer Casca in dry dock, Whitehorse, after 1952]
.1686 – [sterns of paddle steamers Casca, Keno, and Klondike in dry dock, Whitehorse, after 1960]
.1687 – Riverboat “Casca” [George and young boy standing on forward deck of paddle steamer Casca in dry dock, Whitehorse, after 1952]
.1688 – [number never assigned]
.1689 – [bows of paddle steamers Casca, Keno, and Klondike in dry dock, other riverboats in background, pile of fuel wood at right, Whitehorse, after 1960]
.1690 – [Clarissa and young boy standing next to paddle steamers *Casca* and *Keno* in dry dock, Whitehorse, after 1960]
.1691 – [scenic of Yukon River taken from deck of riverboat]
.1692 – [close-up of pilothouse of paddle steamer *Casca*]
.1693 – [Clarissa sitting on deck of riverboat, floatplane on Yukon River in background]
.1694 – [Clarissa on deck of paddle steamer *Casca* looking at pilothouse]
.1695 – [paddle steamer *Casca* under way on Yukon River, riverboats along shore at right, Dawson, 1951?]
.1696 – [paddle steamer *Casca* coming into dock at Dawson, passengers visible on decks, 1951?]

**[Ship travel]**
.1697 – [tugboat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage]
.1698 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage, ship bow in foreground]
.1699 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, bow in foreground]
.1700 – [fishing boats seen from ship deck, rigging in foreground]
.1701 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, bow in foreground]
.1702 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, two men on bow in foreground]
.1703 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage]
.1704 – [Clarissa and young man sitting on deck of ship under way, automobile under wraps on deck in background]
.1705 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage]
.1706 – [forward deck of ship under way in passage]
.1707 – [two men playing shuffleboard on ship deck, three spectators at left]
.1708 – [Clarissa and other passengers on ship deck, shuffleboard court at right]
.1709 – [passengers standing along railing on ship deck, shuffleboard court behind them, buildings visible on far shore]
.1710 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground]

**B2/B3**
.1711 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, lifeboat *Seattle* in foreground, probably aboard Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Denali*. Cf. .1779]
.1712 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from ship in foreground]
.1713 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage, ship bow in foreground]
.1714 – [scenic of passage from ship deck]
.1715 – [view from ship approaching town, ship deck with automobiles in foreground, tugs and barges surrounding ship, buildings of town in distance, Ketchikan?]
.1716 – [view from ship approaching town, lifeboat *Alaska* in foreground, buildings of town in distance, Ketchikan?]
.1717 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, possibly timber operation in distance]
.1718 – [scenic of passage from ship deck]
.1719 – [view from steamship Alaska approaching town, lifeboats in foreground, buildings of town in distance, Ketchikan?]
.1720 – [view from ship approaching town, passengers on forward deck in foreground, buildings of town in background, Ketchikan?]
.1721 – [view from ship approaching town, passengers on forward deck in foreground, buildings of town in background, Petersburg?]  
.1722 – [view from ship approaching town, Union warehouse in center, tugboats at dock, Ketchikan?]
.1723 – [scenic of passage from ship deck]
.1724 – [Clarissa crouched on dock in foreground, ship at dock in background]
.1725 – [view from ship approaching town, warehouses on dock]
.1726 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage. Cf. .1773]
.1727 – [distant view of lighthouse as seen from ship deck, American flag flying from ship in foreground, Cape Decision Light Station?]
.1728 – [view from ship approaching town, Petersburg?]
.1729 – [scenic of sunset from ship deck]
.1730 – [passengers on decks of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof at dock in Seward. Slide mounted backwards]
.1731 – Baranof, almost in. Mounted backwards. This side forward [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof approaching Seward dock]
.1732 – Who’s the lady in the white hat? Mounted backwards. This side forward [passengers on decks of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof at dock in Seward]
.1733 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing next to Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof at dock in Seward]
.1734 – Columbia Glacier from S.S. Baranof, 7-48 [glacier terminus seen from ship, rigging in foreground. Cf. .1737]
.1735 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof approaching Seward dock. Cf. .1738]
.1736 – [Clarissa in foreground watching Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof approaching Seward dock. Slide mounted backwards]
.1737 – [Columbia Glacier terminus seen from ship, rigging in foreground. Cf. .1734]
.1738 – Baranof approaching dock at Seward. Mounted backwards. This side forward [Clarissa in foreground watching Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof approaching Seward dock. Cf. .1735]
.1739 – [Clarissa posed with lifebuoy on Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof]
.1740 – [dockworker on Seward dock next to Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof]
.1741 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground]
.1742 – [close-up of bow of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Baranof at dock in Seward]
.1743 – Sold! The Alaska S.S. Co.! Mounted backwards. This side forward [man standing next to passenger gangway on Seward dock]
.1744 - [man standing next to passenger gangway on Seward dock. Slide mounted backwards]
.1745 – SS Alaska [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Alaska at dock in Ketchikan]
.1746 – [George sitting on bicycle on dock next to Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Aleutian]
.1747 – [Clarissa sitting on bicycle on dock next to Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Aleutian]
.1748 – SS Aleutian [Clarissa sitting on bicycle on dock next to Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Aleutian*, passengers visible on decks]
.1749 – SS Aleutian @ Columbia Glacier, June ’48 [bird’s eye view of passengers on forward deck, glacier terminus in background]
.1750 – [Clarissa on deck of ship at dock, looking down on passengers and automobiles, gas canisters at left, Standard Oil of California warehouse in center. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Ketchikan]
.1751 – [Clarissa posed with lifebuoy on Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Aleutian*]
.1752 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, forward deck in foreground]
.1753 – [close-up of tidewater glacier terminus, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1754 – [close-up of tidewater glacier terminus, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1755 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, ship rigging in foreground, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1756 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, ship rigging in foreground, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1757 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, ship rigging in foreground, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1758 – [George sitting on dock smoking cigarette, steamship at dock in background. Cf. .1724]
.1759 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on forward deck in foreground, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1760 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, ship rigging and American flag in foreground, probably Columbia Glacier]
.1761 – Port Oceania [scenic of coastline as seen from ship]
.1762 – Port Oceania [scenic of coastline as seen from ship]
.1763 – Port Oceania [scenic of coastline as seen from ship]
.1764 – Near Port Oceania [scenic of coastline as seen from ship]
.1765 – [scenic of coastline as seen from ship, rigging and seagulls in foreground]
.1766 – Early a.m., Vancouver Island on port bow [scenic of coastline as seen from ship, crew on forward deck in foreground]
.1767 – Seattle, f.4.5 1/1000 [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Alaska* at dock]
.1769 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Denali* coming into dock, cable spool of Wickwire in foreground, Ketchikan?]
.1770 – [dock worker and machinery on dock in foreground, tug *Kasilof* tied at right, grass flats in background, buildings on bluff in distance, Anchorage Ship Creek]
.1771 – Port Oceania, SS Alaska [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Alaska* at dock]
.1772 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship *Denali* at dock, tidewater glacier in background. Cf. .1774, .1830]
.1773 – [fishing boat under way as seen from ship deck en route through passage. Cf. .1726]
.1774 – [scenic of tidewater glacier. Cf. .1772]
.1775 – [close-up of tidewater glacier. Cf. .1772]
.1776 – [tugboat pulling away from dock, tidewater glacier in background. Cf. .1772]
.1777 – [Clarissa and two unidentified women standing on deck of ship at dock, Alaska Steamship Co. terminal at right, buildings in background, Seattle]
.1778 – [Clarissa and George standing on deck of ship at dock, Alaska Steamship Co. terminal at right, buildings in background, Seattle]
.1779 – [crewman on upper deck of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali under way, automobile on lower deck]
.1780 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, forward deck in foreground]
.1781 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1782 – [passengers on upper decks of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali under way, automobile on lower deck]
.1783 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1784 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passengers and automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1785 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passenger on forward deck in foreground]
.1786 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passenger and automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1787 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passenger and automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1788 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1789 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground, fishing boat under way at right]
.1790 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1791 – Inside Passage near Sitka [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground]
.1792 – On Inside Passage [scenic of passage from ship deck, passenger on forward deck in foreground]
.1793 – Inside Passage near Sitka [scenic of passage from ship deck, passengers on forward deck in foreground]
.1794 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, forward deck in foreground, fishing boat under way at right]
.1795 – Inside Passage [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground, fishing boat under way at right]
.1796 – SS Denali, Sitka in dis. [scenic of passage from ship deck, decks in foreground, Sitka barely visible in distance]
.1797 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground, fishing boat under way at left]
.1798 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching dock, sign for Standard Oil in center, small boats at anchor at left, mountains in background. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Seldovia]
.1799 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching dock, decks in foreground, mountains in background, Sitka]
.1800 – [view from ship approaching town waterfront, water tower and multistory building at right, Mount Edgecumbe school at Sitka? Cf. .1981]
.1801 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground, tidewater glacier in background]
.1802 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, rigging in foreground]
.1803 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, deck railing in foreground, lighthouse at right]
.1804 – [two young boys playing with deck chair next to shuffleboard court on deck of ship under way in passage, lighthouse in background]
.1805 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1806 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1807 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground, house on shore at right]
.1808 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, shuffleboard court on deck in foreground]
.1809 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1810 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, automobile on aft deck in foreground]
.1811 – Inside Passage near Ketchikan [scenic of passage from ship deck, American flag flying from deck in foreground]
.1812 – SS Alaska [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Alaska at dock, fishing boats docked in foreground including Pat and Good Tidings]
.1813 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, lifeboat Denali No. 8 on deck in foreground]
.1814 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, automobile on forward deck in foreground]
.1815 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passengers and automobiles on forward deck in foreground]
.1816 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passengers and automobiles on forward deck in foreground]
.1817 – SS Alaska [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Alaska at dock, military ship at right]
.1818 – [scenic of passage from ship deck, passengers and automobiles on aft deck in foreground]
.1819 – [view of Sitka waterfront from deck of ship at dock, Castle Hill in distance]
.1820 – [Clarissa holding onto handle of door of Alaska Railroad passenger car]
.1821 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock, Ketchikan. Cf. .1914]
.1822 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Juneau waterfront, lifebuoy and rigging in foreground]
.1823 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Juneau docks, crew member on deck in foreground, Alaska Steamship terminal at right, Alaska Coastal Airlines terminal at left. Cf. .1890]
.1824 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock, mountains in background]
.1825 – [Clarissa standing next to lifebuoy on deck of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Valdez, town and glaciers in background]
.1826 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, Clarissa in foreground]
.1827 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, person bending over camera tripod in foreground. Cf. .1538]
.1828 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, man with camera in foreground]
.1829 – [scenic of Portage Lake and Portage Glacier, Clarissa and dog in foreground]
.1830 – [ship at dock, tidewater glacier in background. Cf. .1772]
.1831 – [scenic view of mountains looking out from road tunnel or snow shed, sign “No Passing” in center, Alaska Highway?]
.1832 – [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock, tidewater glacier in background. Cf. .1772, .1830]
.1833 – SS Coastal Monarch [freighter Coastal Monarch at dock, Whittier?]
.1834 – SS Coastal Monarch [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing next to freighter Coastal Monarch at dock, Whittier?]
.1835 – SS Coastal Monarch [George and unidentified couple standing next to freighter Coastal Monarch at dock, Whittier?]
.1836 – [George and unidentified couple standing next to freighter Coastal Monarch at dock, Whittier?]
.1837 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing next to freighter Coastal Monarch at dock, Whittier?]
.1839 – [fishing boats Chacon and Cypress at cannery docks, Port Graham?]
.1840 – [view of small boat harbor from dock, with fishing boats and warehouses, grass flats at right, Cordova?]
.1841 – [bird’s eye view of Cordova, slough in foreground, Orca Inlet at left]
.1842 – [bird’s eye view of Cordova, Orca Inlet at right, snow on mountains in background]
.1843 – [bird’s eye view of Cordova, school at left]
.1844 – [fishing boats in small boat harbor, Mount Eyak in background, Cordova]
.1845 – [view from small dock to fishing boats in small boat harbor, mountains in background, Cordova]
.1846 – [fishing boats and dories in small boat harbor, mountains in background, Cordova]
.1847 – [fishing boats in small boat harbor, mountains in background, Cordova]
.1848 – [fishing boats in small boat harbor, Mount Eyak in background, Cordova]
.1849 – [scenic of small boat harbor, Mount Eyak in background, Cordova]
.1850 – [scenic of small boat harbor, small dock in foreground, Cordova]
.1851 – [fishing tender and dories at cannery docks, Cordova]
.1852 – [fishing tender Bobbie and dories at cannery docks, Cordova]
.1853 – July 5, 1948, Cordova sm. boat harbor [scenic of small boat harbor, small dock in foreground]
.1854 – [bird’s eye view of back of cannery buildings, with small railroad bridge in center, breakwater in background]
.1855 – Cordova [bird’s eye view of back of cannery buildings, with small railroad bridge at left, construction materials on dock on foreground, breakwater in background]
.1856 – Cordova main drag [street scene looking south on First Street, snow on mountains in background]
.1857 – Cordova [view through trees to waterfront]
.1858 – Cordova, Alaska, SS dock at rear [bird’s eye view of town, dock in distance, snow on mountains in background]
.1859 – Sheridan Glacier, Cordova [aerial with airplane wing in foreground]
.1860 – En route to Cordova from Anch., May 1945, Prince Wm. Sound [aerial of Prince William Sound]
1861 – Cordova, Alaska, from air, May 1945 [low aerial with Copper River and Northwestern Railway tracks along slough at bottom, docks at top]

1862 – [fishing boats and dories in small boat harbor, Cordova]

1863 – [street scene looking south on First Street, with flags and banner with eagle holding American flag hanging over street, wildflowers in foreground, snow on mountains in background]

1864 – Red salmon spawning. Salmon stirred glacial milk into area to obscure themselves. At Cordova [salmon spawning in shallow water]

1865 – [trucks parked outside Gulkana Roadhouse]

1866a – [two Dena’ina men in wooden skiff with outboard motor crossing bay, supplies in boat including sack of Albers Peacock Yellow Corn Meal]

1866b – [barge under way, loaded with supplies including automobile, lumber, and boat, Clarissa sitting in foreground, bluffs in background, Cook Inlet?]

1867 – Pile Bay [salmon on drying racks in foreground, barge tied to shore in background, two buildings visible, mountains in distance. Cf. .1873, .2059]

1868 – Kasilof at Iliamna Bay [crewmen visible on boat Kasilof anchored in bay. Cf. .5647 et seq.]

1869 – [crewmen loading lumber onto Kasilof. Cf. .1876]

1870 – Iliamna Bay [crewmen aboard Kasilof, buildings visible on far shore in background]

1871 – [view from dock of boat Kasilof under way in bay]

1872 – Salmon dog food drying at Pile Bay, Aug. 1945 [salmon hanging from branches of dead tree on shore of Iliamna Lake]

1873 – Fish drying, verticle rack [salmon hanging from branches of dead tree, barge visible through trees. Cf. .1867]

1874 – [salmon on drying racks, tent in background, Pile Bay?]

1875 – [scenic of bay, anchor and bow of boat in foreground]

1876 – [Clarissa aboard the Kasilof, pile of lumber at left. Cf. .1869, .1892]

1877 – [bird’s eye view of Juneau and steel truss Juneau-Douglas Bridge over Gastineau Channel]

1878 – [bird’s eye view of Juneau, with A-J Mine in distance, tailings pile in Gastineau Channel]

1879 – RO Church, Juneau [close-up of dome on St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church]

1880 – Juneau [view from water of A-J Mine docks]

1881 – [bird’s eye view of Juneau, Governor’s Mansion in center, termination dust on mountains in background]

1882 – [bird’s eye view of Juneau, Governor’s Mansion at right, termination dust on mountains in background]

1883 – [boats including Forester in Juneau small boat harbor, termination dust on mountains in background]

1884 – [boats including Forester and Lassie in Juneau small boat harbor, termination dust on mountains in background]

1885 – [bird’s eye view of boats and warehouses at docks, small islands in channel]

1886 – [bird’s eye view of fishing boats at docks, including Sidney and Reliance]
1887 – Sitka or Juneau [bird’s eye view of Juneau small boat harbor, town buildings in background]
1888 – Sitka? Juneau? [bird’s eye view of Juneau small boat harbor, boats including Anita and Rainier II, wood waste incinerator at left, town buildings in background]
1889 – [bird’s eye view of Juneau small boat harbor, boats including Anita and Washington]
1890 – Juneau [Clarissa on deck of steamship Denali approaching Juneau docks, Alaska Steamship terminal at right, Alaska Coastal Airlines terminal at left. Cf. .1823]
1891 – [Clarissa on dock in foreground, freight ship at dock in background possibly Liberty ship Charles Crocker, snow on mountains around bay, Whittier?]
1892 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman posed in doorway to berth on boat, probably the Kasilof of Juneau. Cf. .1876, .6042]
1893 – Coast Guard area, Ketchikan [bird’s eye view of ships at docks, USO building in foreground]
1894 – [bird’s eye view of ships at Ketchikan docks, USO building in foreground]
1895 – [view from dock along Ketchikan waterfront, passengers on ship at left]
1896 – Ketchikan looking N [waterfront as seen from water, Alaska Steel & Wire Co. warehouse at right, church at center]
1897 – [view from dock of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Ketchikan]
1898 – [view from dock of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Ketchikan]
1899 – [view from dock of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali approaching Ketchikan]
1900 – [Clarissa on dock in foreground with camera taking photograph of approaching steamship. Slide mounted backwards]
1901 – [scenic of inlet, wildflowers in foreground, tug under way, snow on mountains in background, Seward? Slide mounted backwards]
1902 – [scenic of inlet, wildflowers in foreground, tug under way, snow on mountains in background, Seward? Slide mounted backwards]
1903 – [Alaska Railroad yard in Ship Creek at Anchorage, truck, tractor, and railcars on track next to building in foreground, steamship in inlet in middle ground, Mount Susitna in distance]
1904 – [small boat harbor at Ship Creek in Anchorage at low tide, Ketchikan Spruce Mills in center, Government Hill in background]
1905 – [view from shore of several floatplanes at dock in middle ground, mountains in distance, Anchorage, possibly Campbell Lake]
1906 – A & P Cannery N Ketch [docks, cannery buildings, and boats at A & P Cannery, Ketchikan]
1907 – [boats in small boat harbor, Ketchikan]
1908 – [bird’s eye view of Seward docks, George in foreground. Slide mounted backwards. Cf. .1627]
1909 – [George standing on beach near Seward docks. Slide mounted backwards]
1910 – [bird’s eye view of Seward docks, Alaska Railroad depot in center]
1911 – Photo by McCutcheon [scenic of lake in mountains, possibly cabin or lodge on far shore]
1912 – [bird’s eye view of Ship Creek, Anchorage, with Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground, Cook Inlet in background, small boat harbor at left, Ketchikan Spruce Mills at right]
1913 – Ketchikan looking S [waterfront as seen from water, communications tower in center]
.1914 – SS Denali at Ketchikan [Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock, Ketchikan. Cf. .1821]
.1915 – [winter scenic, road in foreground, pier at left, floatplane taxiing away from dock, snow on mountains in background]
.1916 – [winter scenic, road in foreground, pier at left, floatplane taxiing away from dock, snow on mountains in background]
.1917 – [Ellis Air Lines Bellanca 31-42 Senior Pacemaker floatplane number NC11642 at dock covered with snow, mountains in background]
.1918 – [Ellis Air Lines Bellanca 31-42 Senior Pacemaker floatplane number NC11642 at dock covered with snow, mountains in background]
.1919 – [small boat approaching dock, mountains in background]
.1920 – [scenic of mountains, spool from Leschen Wire Rope on dock in foreground, warehouse at left. Cf. .1285, .1922]
.1921 – [Clarissa standing on dock, mountains in background]
.1922 – [boat at dock, warehouse at left, mountains in background. Cf. .1920]

[Various locations]
.1923 – [waterfront as seen from water, storage tanks in center, Russian Orthodox church at right, “Kodiak” on roof at left. Cf. .1928]
.1924 – 327. Kodiak. McCutcheon [aerial of Kodiak and Near Island]
.1925 – [close-up of dome of Russian Orthodox Church, cross on chapel roof visible in lower right, Holy Resurrection Church, Kodiak]
.1926 – Kenai [people standing outside Holy Resurrection Church, Kodiak]
.1927 – Russian Orthodox Church at Kodiak [exterior of Holy Resurrection Church]
.1928 – Kodiak [waterfront as seen from deck of steamship, storage tanks at left, Russian Orthodox church in center. Cf. .1923]
.1929 – [barge docked at river shore, George standing on barge in center, men unloading cargo at left]
.1930 – Harris Inn, Lamp Post Inn, Morris Rd Hse [McGrath street scene, with automobile and signs for Harris Inn, Lamp Post Cocktail Lounge, Morris Roadhouse, and McGrath Health Center]
.1931 – McQuire? McGrath [man walking out of McGuire Tavern next to McGrath Roadhouse]
.1932 – McGrath PO [automobiles parked outside of Quonset hut with signs for “Post Office, McGrath, Alaska” and “Alaska Airlines”, moveable stairway behind terminal, buildings at end of dirt road]
.1933 – Morris Roadhouse, McGrath [McGrath street scene, pedestrians on boardwalk outside businesses including Sally’s Bar, Morris Roadhouse, Lamp Post Cocktail Lounge, Harris Inn, automobile parked on dirt road, Kuskokwim River at left]

B2/B4
.1934 – Nome main st. [street view looking down Front Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, police car, and businesses including Nome Motor Company, Wien Alaska Airlines, Nome Liquor Store]
.1935 – [low aerial of Nome, with Snake River at top]
1936 – [low aerial of Nome, with Snake River at left]
1937 – [aerial of Nome looking southeast, airplane wing in foreground]
1938 – [low aerial of Nome, with Snake River at left]
1939 – [aerial of Nome looking northwest, airplane wing in foreground]
1940 – [aerial of Nome looking north, airplane wing in foreground]
1941 – [aerial of Nome looking east, airplane wing in foreground]
1942 – [aerial of Nome looking south, airplane wing in foreground]
1943 – [aerial of Paimiut]
1944 – [aerial of Paimiut]
1945 – [bird’s eye view of waterfront, Seldovia. Cf. .1950]
1946 – [scenic view through narrow passage between rocks to steamship at dock in distance, person on dock at right, Seldovia?]
1947 – [Seldovia waterfront, with ship at dock in foreground, Standard of California sign in center, church in left background]
1948 – [view through trees to waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship at dock, Seldovia?]  
1949 – Seldovia [Clarissa in foreground pointing down boardwalk, man walking on boardwalk, signs for Coca-Cola, Evinrude, Stop and Eat Tavern]
1950 – Seldovia [bird’s eye view of waterfront. Cf. .1945]
1951 – Seldovia [bird’s eye view of waterfront, fireweed and picket fence in foreground]
1952 – Seldovia [Clarissa sitting on shore in foreground, view across water to Seldovia in distance]
1953 – Russian church at Seldovia [view of top of St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, mountain ash and wildflowers in foreground]
1954 – Seldovia [view of waterfront from departing ship, man in rowboat in water, church at left]
1955 – At Seldovia, Kasilof in harbor [bird’s eye view of docks, military ships at docks, boat Kasilof under way at left]
1956 – [bird’s eye view of Seldovia waterfront. Cf. .1950]
1957 – Seldovia [bird’s eye view of waterfront. Cf. .1950]
1958 – [view through trees to waterfront, possibly fishing tender and dories in center, Seldovia]
1959 – Denali at Seldovia [view across water to waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock at right. Cf. .2381]
1960 – Seldovia [view through trees to waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock in center]
1961 – Seldovia [view across water to waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock at right, church at left, fireweed in foreground. Cf. .1982]
1962 – [view of Seldovia waterfront from barge or ship]
1963 – [bird’s eye view of Seldovia docks taken from St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, church bell in foreground]
1964 – Seldovia [view of Seldovia waterfront from departing boat, church at right, steamship at dock at left]
1965 – [residents and dog teams next to government airplane number N14 at village, Alaska Natives wearing white parkas with short St. Lawrence Island style ruffs]
.1966 – [dog teams next to government airplane number N14 at village]
 .1967 – [aerial of ice along shore]
 .1968 – [aerial of coastal village in winter, airplane wing in foreground. At AFN 2017, identified as St. Lawrence Island, with Gambell at left, lake at center right]
 .1969 – [aerial of coastal village in winter, airplane wing in foreground, St. Lawrence Island]
 .1970 – RO Church, Sitka [close-up of dome at St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral]
 .1971 – Sitka [Castle Hill as seen from water, prior to 1955]
 .1972 – [bird’s eye view of Ketchikan waterfront, with church in center, Harris Boathouse in left foreground, Nordby Supply Co. in center foreground]
 .1973 – Sitka sm. boat harbor [boats in small boat harbor, Pioneer Home in background]
 .1974 – Sitka Pioneer Home [exterior]
 .1975 – [boats in small boat harbor, including Susan, Chancellor, Gloria J., Eventide. Cf. .2083]
 .1976 – [boats in small boat harbor, including Home Run, Sitka, Necker Bay, man on dock with skiff]
 .1978 – [view across Crescent Bay to Sitka waterfront, with Castle Hill at left, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in center. Cf. .2004]
 .1980 – [bird’s eye view of waterfront. At AFN 2017, identified as Upper Mill Bay Road, Kodiak]
 .1981 – [Sitka waterfront as seen from water, with two water towers and multistory buildings. Cf. .1922]
 .1982 – [view across water to Seldovia waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock at right, church at left, fireweed in foreground. Cf. .1961]
 .1983 – [view across water to Seldovia waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock at right, church at left]
 .1985 – [fishing boat Virginia I in bay, three men in small boat pulling away]
 .1986 – [bird’s eye view of Seldovia waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock]
 .1987 – Sitka [view from dock of Pioneer Home at left, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in center background, Sitka Hotel and courthouse at right, floatplane in water in foreground. Cf. .2005]
 .1988 – RO Cathedral [Sitka street scene looking down Lincoln Street, with pedestrians, automobiles, Sitka Hotel at right, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in background]
 .1989 – Sitka [view from courthouse lawn to Pioneer Home, with automobiles and military vehicles on street]
 .1990 – Sitka [waterfront as seen from water, with small boat harbor in foreground, Pioneer Home in center background, Castle Hill at right. Cf. .2003]
 .1991 – Sitka Castle Hill [close-up of building on hill, prior to 1955]
 .1992 – [Sitka waterfront as seen from water, with two water towers and multistory buildings. Cf. .1981]
 .1993 – [view of Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, with people on docks, Ingersoll Hotel in background, Alaska Bottling Co. at left]
.1994 – [view up from dock to passengers on decks of Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Alaska]
.1995 – [distant view of waterfront from ship, Inside Passage?]
.1996 – [boats including Empress and Sandy K in small boat harbor, steamship at dock in background. Cf. .2007]
.1997 – [waterfront as seen from water, with multistory building at left. Cf. .1981]
.1998 – [distant view of waterfront from ship, Inside Passage?]
.1999 – [scenic of bay, Sitka?]
.2000 – [scenic of bay from church bell tower, bell in foreground, Sitka?]
.2001 – Totem pole, Sitka [Wolf Pole in trees, Sitka National Historical Park]
.2002 – Pioneers Home, Sitka [view of waterfront from dock, Pioneer Home at left, totem pole in center, courthouse at right]
.2003 – Sitka [waterfront as seen from water, with sailboat at Webb Forbes dock and small boat harbor in foreground]
.2004 – Sitka [view across Crescent Bay to Sitka waterfront, with Castle Hill at left, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in center. Cf. .1978]
.2006 – Sitka [Alaska Coastal Airlines floatplane number N2134E at dock, totem pole, Pioneer Home, cathedral, and courthouse in background, prior to 1962]
.2008 – Sitka [view from ship of Pioneer Home at left, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in center background, Sitka Hotel and courthouse at right, floatplane in water in middle ground, man on deck in foreground]
.2009 – Sitka [scenic from ship at dock, with Standard Marine Products in foreground, Cf. .2005]
.2010 – RO Church [bird’s eye view of Sitka waterfront and Crescent Bay taken from top of St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, lumber stacked at dock in foreground]
.2011 – RO Church [bird’s eye view of Sitka waterfront and Crescent Bay taken from top of St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, lumber stacked at dock in foreground]
.2012 – Sitka [scenic taken from docks, dock at right, floatplane taxiing in center]
.2013 – Sitka, note steeple of Russ. church [small boat harbor, with smoke from fires in background, church in far distance]
.2014 – [Sitka small boat harbor]
.2015 – Pioneer Home, Sitka [view from dock, with Alaska Coastal Airlines floatplane in foreground, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral at right]
.2016 – Sitka [view of waterfront from ship, with Pioneer Home, totem pole, St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, and courthouse]
.2018 – [Sitka small boat harbor]
.2019 – [Sitka waterfront as seen from ship, lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.2020 – [Sitka waterfront as seen from ship, passengers sitting in deck chairs next to shuffleboard court in foreground]
.2021 – [Sitka waterfront as seen from ship, courthouse at left, Castle Hill in center, cathedral at right]
.2022 – [bird’s eye view of Sitka, apartment building and St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral at right]
.2023 – [bird’s eye view of Sitka from St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral, looking down Lincoln Street to water]
.2024 – Dog lot [dogs in dog yard in winter, buildings and dry rack in background, Unalakleet?]
.2025 – [dogs in dog yard in winter, buildings, cache and dry rack in background, Unalakleet?]
.2026 – [scenic of village in winter, small pile of wood on frozen pond in foreground, Unalakleet. At AFN 2017, large building in background identified as church/boarding school dorms]
.2027 – [winter village scene, people jigging for tom cod in foreground, two people sitting in sled, buildings in background, Unalakleet. Cf. .2037]
.2028 – [scenic of village in winter, rack in foreground, church and other buildings in background, Unalakleet?]
.2029 – [scenic of village in winter, with boats, racks, laundry on clothesline, low hills in distance, Unalakleet?]
.2030 – [scenic of village in winter, with caches and houses, Unalakleet?]
.2031 – [people in small boat with outboard motor on open water near shore in winter]
.2032 – [scenic of village in winter, with buildings at left, low hills in distance, Unalakleet?]
.2033 – [scenic of village in winter, with drying racks in front of houses, Unalakleet?]
.2034 – [scenic of village in winter, with houses and picket fence, low hills in distance, Unalakleet?]
.2035 – Dog teams at Unalakleet [two mushers leading dog teams on winter tundra. Cf. .2040]
.2036 – Kayak on rack [one-man Yupik style kayak on wooden rack in winter]
.2037 – [people jigging for tom cod on ice, Unalakleet. Cf. .2027, .2039]
.2038 – [distant view of people ice fishing, low hills in background, Unalakleet?]
.2039 – [people jigging for tom cod on ice, Unalakleet? Cf. .2037, .2044]
.2040 – [musher with dog team stopped on winter tundra. Cf. .2035]
.2041 – [woman and two girls jigging for tom cod on ice. At AFN 2017, location confirmed as Unalakleet. Cf. .2037]
.2042 – [woman and two girls jigging for tom cod on ice, Unalakleet?]
.2043 – Eskimo women ice fishing [young Yupik girl wearing print parka and headscarf jigging for tom cod on ice, second girl holding bag at left, Unalakleet?]
.2044 – [people jigging for tom cod on ice, Unalakleet? Cf. .2039]
.2045 – [two sled dogs in harness]
.2046 – [people jigging for tom cod on ice, sled at right, Unalakleet? Cf. .2037]
.2047 – [man pulling freight sled across ice, child following, low hills in background, Unalakleet?]
.2048 – [winter scenic of bay from dock, barge CGB-54 at dock in foreground, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2049 – [winter scenic of bay from dock, barge CGB-54 at dock in foreground, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2050 – [winter scenic of bay from dock, barge CGB-54 at dock in foreground, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2051 – [winter scenic of bay from dock, barge CGB-54 under way in foreground, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2052 – [winter scenic of village on coast in narrow passage. At AFN 2017, identified as Yakutat with Mount Saint Elias in background, Max Italio Drive in foreground, Swedish Covenant Church and Alaska Native Brotherhood Hall at left. Cf. .34]
.2053 – [winter scenic of village on coast in narrow passage, possibly Mount Saint Elias in background, Yakutat?]
.2054 – [winter scenic of bay from dock, barge CGB-54 under way in foreground, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2055 – [men unloading barge CGB-54 at dock in winter, snow-covered mountain in background]
.2056 – [scenic of bay, small dock at left, mountains in distance, Turnagain Arm?]
.2057 – [bird’s eye view of waterfront, steamship at dock at left, Seldovia. Cf. .1945 et seq.]
.2058 – [distant view of Anchorage, with Ship Creek and cannery at far left, barge at right possibly at Chester Creek, water tower in center, Bear Mountain in background]
.2059 – [salmon on drying racks in foreground, barge tied to shore in background, two buildings visible, mountains in distance, Pile Bay. Cf. .1867]
.2060 – [dock workers offloading cargo from steamship at dock, woman sitting on dock in foreground]
.2061 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing next to steamship Flemish Knot at dock, railroad tracks on dock, building on dock in left background, Seward? The Flemish Knot was built in 1945 and was chartered to the Alaska Steamship Company; she carried cargo from Seattle to Alaska until 1971]
.2062 – [man standing on dock next to ship rigging in foreground, steamship approaching dock from bay, Seward?]
.2063 – [boat Valvedere of Juneau at small dock at low tide, storage tanks at left, mountains in background. Cf. .2086, .6041]
.2064 – [scenic of boats at anchor as seen from rocky shore, bluffs in background, Cook Inlet? Cf. .2065]
.2065 – [scenic of Cook Inlet, boat and barge in water, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground. Cf. .2064]
.2066 – [scenic of damaged ship in Cook Inlet, trees and grass flats in foreground, Sackett’s Harbor?]
.2067 – [scenic of clouds and water, Southeast Alaska]
.2068 – [scenic of grass flats, mountains, small islands in water in middle ground, Valdez]
.2069 – [Clarissa with bicycle on dock, steamship under way in background, Haines?]
.2070 – [Clarissa with bicycle on dock, steamship under way in background, Haines?]
.2071 – [George with bicycle on dock, steamship under way in background, Haines?]
.2072 – [George holding small halibut on dock, fishing boat under way in background, Haines?]
.2073 – [scenic with fireweed in foreground, George at right, Chilkoot Barracks of Fort William H. Seward in background, mountains in distance, Haines]
.2074 – [scenic with fireweed in foreground, Chilkoot Barracks of Fort William H. Seward in background, mountains in distance, Haines]
.2075 – [view across inlet to cannery. At AFN 2018, identified as Hawk Inlet Cannery]
.2076 – [aerial of cannery, stone breakwater in foreground. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Petersburg. Cf. .2075]
.2077 – [bird’s eye view of cannery, cow parsnip in foreground, Cordova? Cf. .2075]
.2078 – [autumn scenic of passage with several small rocky islands, dry grass in foreground. Cf. .2079]
.2079 – [autumn scenic of passage with several small rocky islands, termination dust on mountains. At AFN 2017, identified as Point Davis area of Annette Island. Cf. .2075]
.2080 – [view across river to buildings, Clarissa in foreground, metal barrel at right, Dawson? Cf. .2082]
.2081 – [bird’s eye view of river valley, Clarissa in foreground]
.2082 – [view across river to buildings, Clarissa on small dock in foreground, Dawson? Cf. .2080]
.2083 – [boats including Chancellor in small boat harbor, Sitka? Cf. .1975]
.2084 – [distant view of waterfront with docks and storage tanks, boat at dock in foreground, snow on mountains in background, Seward?]
.2085 – [view across water at low tide to buildings in distance. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Homer spit]
.2086 – [boats Valvadere and Salmora at dock at low tide. The Salmora was lost at sea in November 1949. Cf. .2063]
.2087 – [fishing boats including New Sunrise of Cordova, Yukon of Ketchikan, and Melvin II of Juneau at cannery dock. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Petersburg. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Hawk Inlet Cannery]
.2088 – [barge at dock, mountains in background, Valdez?]
.2089 – [view of docks and buildings from ship, automobile on deck in foreground. Cf. .2096. At AFN 2017, identified as Kodiak, red boat in background as skipper Ray Anderson’s crab boat Sunrise]
.2090 – [aerial of coastal town in winter. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Cordova]
.2091 – [Clarissa and dog sitting on hill high above town, with bird’s eye view of buildings, Dawson?]
.2092 – [aerial view of buildings on inlet, Southeast Alaska. At AFN 2017, identified as Ward Cove, prior to the construction of the pulp mill in 1954]
.2093 – [aerial view of construction at base of Whittier Glacier, Whittier]
.2094 – [aerial view of coastal town. At AFN 2017, identified as Ketchikan, with Gravina Island and Pennock Island in foreground]
.2095 – Lighthouse, Inside Passage [Cape Decision?]
.2096 – [view of docks, storage tanks, and buildings from ship, deck in foreground, Kodiak. Cf. .2089]
.2097 – [view of docks, storage tanks, and buildings from departing ship, stern deck in foreground, Kodiak?]
.2098 – [view of Valdez docks and buildings from ship, Valdez Glacier above town]
.2099 – [view of small boat harbor from ship. At AFN 2017, location identified as Sitka, looking towards Katlian Street, with Alaska Native Brotherhood Hall at left]
.2100 – [waterfront as seen from ship, rigging in foreground, glaciers in background. At AFN 2017, location identified as Valdez]
.2101 – [aerial of landing strip in river delta, Cordova?]
.2102 – [aerial of landing strip in river delta, Cordova?]
.2103 – [aerial of buildings in narrow passage. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Excursion Inlet]
.2104 – [aerial of coast in winter, town in foreground, snow on mountain range in background, airplane wing in foreground. At AFN 2017, location identified as Yakutat]
.2105 – [aerial of Fairbanks Airport, after 1952. Half of image overexposed]
.2106 – [aerial of village of Eagle on bend in Yukon River, airstrip at top. Cf. .2108, .2114]
.2107 – [aerial of Lake Hood and Lake Spenard with connecting canal, Mount Susitna in background]
.2108 – [aerial of Eagle, with Eagle Bluff at left, Yukon River at top, airstrip at right. Cf. .2116]
.2109 – [aerial of Eagle, with Eagle Bluff at left, Yukon River in center, airstrip at right. Cf. .216]
.2110 – [aerial of coastline in winter]
.2111 – [aerial of fjord and snow-capped mountains, town in center distance. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Excursion Inlet]
.2112 – [aerial of church and mission buildings along Yukon River, grass flats in foreground, Holy Cross. Cf. .2115]
.2113 – [aerial of Eagle, with Eagle Bluff at left, Yukon River at top, airstrip at right]
.2114 – [aerial of village of Eagle on bend in Yukon River. Cf. .2106]
.2115 – [aerial of Holy Cross, with mission at right, airplane struts in foreground. Cf. 2112]
.2116 – [floatplane number N54465[?] at small dock on river, skiff tied to bank]
.2117 – [low aerial of buildings on coastline. At AFN 2017, location identified as Paimiut]
.2118 – [aerial of coastline and snow-capped mountain range]
.2119 – [aerial of Copper River Highway in winter, with bridge over Copper River at Flag Point in foreground. Cf. .2120]
.2120 – [aerial of Copper River Highway in winter, with bridge over Copper River at Flag Point in foreground. Cf. .2120]
.2121 – [aerial of Copper River Highway in winter, with Cordova airport in center, Eyak Lake in background]
.2122 – [aerial of coastline, airplane wing in foreground. At AFN 2017, location identified as Yakutat, with Point Carew at left, Ankau Lagoon in center]

[Built environment]
.2123 – [scenic with snow-capped mountains in distance, wooden tripod in foreground]
.2124 – [scenic of lake with snow-capped mountains in distance, wooden tripod in foreground]
.2125 – [scenic with snow-capped mountains in distance, lake and highway in foreground, Richardson Highway?]
.2126 – [aerial of communications towers, river canyon at left, road at right]
.2127 – [looking up at communications tower, bird in tree in foreground]
.2128 – [R. towers [scenic of sunset, communications towers silhouetted in foreground. Cf. .3572]
.2129 – [workman suspended from communications tower, mountains in background]
.2130 – [looking up at communications towers]
.2131 – [looking up at communications tower]
.2132 – [close-up of bases of communications towers]
.2133 – [close-up of bases of communications towers]
.2134 – [two communications towers in flats]
.2135 – [nine communications towers, buildings in background, mountains and Mendenhall Glacier in distance, Juneau]
.2136 – [five communications towers, buildings in background, mountains in distance, Juneau]
.2137a – [eight communications towers, person standing at right, buildings in background, mountains in distance, Juneau]
.2137b – [scenic of sunset over body of water, with communications towers silhouetted in foreground, building at right. Cf. .3572]
.2138 – FAA towers [bird’s eye view of five communications towers on Eklutna Flats]
.2139 – Purse seine 1952 [two men on small fishing boat with deployed seine, tidewater glacier at right, possibly Grewingk Glacier on Kachemak Bay]
.2140 – [three men on purse seiner 31 F 353 working net, glacier at right]
.2141 – [two men on purse seiner pulling in net]
.2142 – [two men on purse seiner 31 F 353 with deployed net]
.2143 – Salmon fishing boat setting out nets [two men on purse seiner 31 F 353 with deployed net]
.2144 – [two men on purse seiner 31 F 353 working net]
.2145 – [scenic of building, railroad track, and dilapidated wooden dock, buildings in background, mountains in distance, probably Copper River and Northwestern Railway yards at Cordova. Cf. .1670]
.2146 – Logs [timber floating in water at lumber mill, high pier in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Prince of Wales Island]
.2147 – [man working next to log building, electrical pole in center, pond with floating timber in foreground, termination dust on mountains in background, possibly sawmill]
.2148 – [man working next to log building, electrical pole in center, pond with floating timber in foreground, termination dust on mountains in background, possibly sawmill]
.2149 – Chicken [bird’s eye view of buildings on road, Clarissa in foreground]
.2150 – [bird’s eye view of buildings at mining operation on river bluff, Chicken?]
.2151 – [bird’s eye view of buildings at mining operation on river bluff, Chicken?]
.2152 – [bird’s eye view of buildings at mining operation on river bluff, Chicken?]
.2153 – [bird’s eye view of buildings at mining operation on river bluff, Chicken?]
.2154 – [scenic with wildflowers in foreground, river bluff and rolling hills in background]
.2155 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
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.2156 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2157 – Copper ore [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2158 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2159 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2160 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2161 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2162 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2163 – [close-up of copper ore samples]
.2164 – Ski jump @ sunset, fall 1948 [scenic with C Street ski jump silhouetted in foreground, Anchorage]
.2165 – [scenic of sunset with C Street ski jump silhouetted in foreground, Anchorage]
.2166 – [scenic of C Street ski jump with fireweed in foreground, Anchorage]
.2167 – [George holding bag standing next to airplane, possibly Noorduyn Norseman airplane number NC49979, two bicycles lying on ground at left. Cf. 1333]
.2168 – [men unloading bags from Stinson Junior SM-8A airplane number NC296W on gravel airstrip next to water, second Stinson Reliant airplane at left, mountains in background]
.2169 – [maintenance worker standing underneath Pan American World Airways “Clipper” Douglas DC-3 airplane on airstrip in winter, mountains in background]
.2170 – Naval Air Transport [two men and fire engine next to Naval Air Transport Service Douglas DC-4 airplane number 56533 at airfield in winter, between 1942-1948]
.2171 – [Naval Air Transport Service Douglas DC-4 airplane number 56533 at airfield in winter, buildings and CAA tower in background, fire engine at right, between 1942-1948]
.2172 – CAA tower [tower at airfield, man walking in foreground, Pan American World Airways Douglas DC-3 airplane at right. Cf. .2184]
.2173 – Pan American Airlines [peace?] i.e. DC-3 [bird’s eye view of Pan American World Airways “Clipper” Douglas DC-3 airplane number NC33370 on airstrip in winter. Cf. .2185]
.2174 – [George standing next to several airplanes on airstrip next to water, including floatplane number NC31032, Stinson Reliant number NC13474, and airplane number NC91020, mountains in far distance. Cf. .2178]
.2175 – [10th Air Rescue Squadron Beech-18 floatplane number 121161 on lakeshore, buildings in background, airplane making approach, Lake Hood]
.2176 – [airplanes parked at Lake Hood, lake in background, buildings on far shore]
.2177 – [close-up of underside of wing of Piper Cub airplane number NC42126 tied down at airfield, other airplanes in background]
.2178 – [three airplanes on airstrip next to water, including floatplane number NC31032 and Stinson Reliant number NC13474. Cf. .2174]
.2179 – [floatplanes on Lake Hood, including Aeronca Chief airplane number NC22483]
.2180 – [three airplanes flying in formation high above snowy rooftop]
.2181 – PNA plane [passengers and flight crew on moveable stairway of Pacific Northern Airlines airplane at airport. Cf. .1135 et seq.]
.2182 – [Wien Airlines Piper J-3 Cub floatplane number NC26114 on Chena River in Fairbanks, Northern Commercial Co. in background]
.2183 – [Pacific Northern Airlines DC-3 airplane number NC34970 next to hangar at airport, Chevron fuel truck at right. Cf. .1137]
.2184 – [tower at airfield at left, Pan American World Airways Douglas DC-3 airplane at right. Cf. .2172]
.2185 – [bird’s eye view of Pan American World Airways “Clipper” Douglas DC-3 airplane number NC33370 on airstrip in winter. Cf. .2173]
.2186 – Bob Hall in Widgeon [Grumman Widgeon amphibious airplane number N68335 on beach, houses on bluff above, between 1951 and 1964, Kodiak?]
.2187 – Bob Hall’s 4th July float [Kodiak Airways parade float on trailer next to hangar]
.2188 – [U.S. Air Force Piasecki H-21 helicopter in flight]
.2189 – DC7 [Clarissa standing next to United Airlines DC-7 Mainliner airplane number N6311C, between 1953-1962]
.2190 – AK Air DC3? [Alaska Airlines Douglas DC-3 airplane number N1310M on tarmac, between 1942-1958]
.2191 – [floats in grass in foreground, airplanes parked on lakeshore in middle ground, Lake Hood]
.2192a – [scenic of passage with rocky islands, man sitting in left foreground, termination dust on mountains in background. Unmounted]
.2192b – [man looking out cockpit window of Douglas DC-3 airplane on airstrip in winter, faded paint on side of airplane reads [?]ley Freight. Unmounted]
.2193 – [grave markers with Moose Lodge emblems in cemetery, names include William St. Louis, Anna Arrola, buildings in background, Fairbanks]
.2194 – [wooden grave marker in cemetery, “In memorial Fritz Giebel who froze to death near Yost’s January 10th 1910 at the age of 64, born in Germany”, Fairbanks?]
.2195 – [log church building with short bell tower on bluff with pine trees, probably Episcopal. At AFN 2017, location identified as Eagle]
.2196 – [close-up of Russian Orthodox cross in cemetery covered with hoar frost. Cf. .6]
.2197 – [close-up of freshly painted roof of St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church in autumn, termination dust on mountains in background, Juneau]
.2198 – [close-up of roof of St. Michael the Archangel Cathedral in Sitka]
.2199 – [close-up of roof of Russian Orthodox church, possibly Holy Resurrection Russian Orthodox Church, Kodiak]
.2200 – [exterior of Holy Resurrection Russian Orthodox Church, Kodiak]
.2201 – Interior Russian Orthodox church [interior of unidentified church, with icons, gilt liturgical objects]
.2202 – [interior of unidentified Russian Orthodox church, with icons, gilt liturgical objects]
.2203 – [two totem poles in trees, Waasgo Legend Pole at left, Raven/Shark Pole at right, Sitka National Historical Park]
.2204 – [close-up of base of Frog/Raven Pole in trees, Sitka National Historical Park]
.2205 – [close-up of base of Raven/Shark Pole in trees, Sitka National Historical Park]
.2206 – [spectators watching structure fire in railroad yard or warehouse area in winter, mountains in background, Skagway?]
.2207 – [spectators watching structure fire in railroad yard or warehouse area in winter, mountains in background, Skagway?]
.2208 – [spectators watching structure fire in railroad yard or warehouse area in winter, mountains in background, Skagway?]
.2209 – [spectators watching water being poured on structure fire in railroad yard or warehouse area in winter, mountains in background, Skagway?]
.2210 – [spectators watching structure fire in railroad yard or warehouse area in winter, mountains in background, Skagway?]
.2211 – [railroad yard or warehouse area, structure burning in right background, Skagway?]
.2212 – [three people standing next to automobile on road in winter, house in trees on bluff above; print date Apr 59. Cf. .2347 et seq., .5678, .6012 et seq., 6068 et seq.]
.2213 – [view looking into house through windows, with view out windows on other wall, same house as in .2212. Cf. .2358]
.2214 – [house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2215 – [dog sitting next to house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2216 – [exterior of house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2217 – [Clarissa standing next to house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2218 – [George looking out window of house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2219 – [George looking out window of house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2220 – [exterior of house in trees, same house as in .2212]
.2221 – [village or camp scene, with walled tent at left, buildings at right, rolling hills in background, wildflowers along fence in foreground, possibly water in background right. At AFN 2017, identified as a sheep ranch on Umnak Island]
.2222 – [log cache in birch trees in summer]
.2223 – Cannery [close-up of fish on conveyor belt]
.2224 – [exterior of house with flower gardens and picket fence in front]
.2225 – [log cache in mixed forest in summer]
.2226 – [log cabin with sod roof in winter, Matanuska Peak in background. Cf. .2240]
.2227 – [three houses on residential street, one with picket fence, Clarissa standing in middle ground, fireweed in foreground, Anchorage?]
.2228 – [white crosses in Anchorage cemetery, including one for George Skidoff, mountains in background]
.2229 – [fish wheel on Copper River with Mount Blackburn in background. Cf. .1301]
.2230 – [exterior of Governor’s Mansion, Juneau]
.2231 – [rear view of exterior of Girdwood Hotel in winter, with dog kennels in back]
.2232 – Sno cat [three people standing in front of tracked vehicle in winter, log cabin in background]
.2233 – [close-up of storefront with hand-lettered signs and prices for seal meat, polar bear liver, mutton, reindeer chops, turkey, leg of lamb, et cetera, Nome? Cf. B2012.030.536]
.2234 – Cache [Clarissa standing next to log cache above river valley, possibly Mentasta Lake area. Cf. .790]
.2235 – [Clarissa standing next to log cache and log cabin above river valley, possibly Mentasta Lake area. Cf. .790]
.2236 – [log cabin with tar-paper roof in winter, mountains in background]
.2237 – [log cabin in fireweed, mountains in background]
.2238 – [log cabin in trees. Cf. .2212 et seq.]
.2239 – [log cabin on taiga, mountain range in background]
.2240 – Cabin [log cabin with sod roof in winter, mountains in background. Cf. .2226]
.2241 – 233. McCutcheon’s Foto [automobile parked outside large three-story building, Old Main Building, University of Alaska Fairbanks]
.2242 – [dock scene, with gangway to ship at right, cargo next to railroad tracks on dock, mountains in background, Seward?]
.2243 – [automobile arch bridge over river, mountains in background]
.2244 – [street scene of residential area in winter, Fairbanks?]
.2245 – [dock or other structure collapsing into water, mountains in background. Cf. .2247, .2265]
.2246 – [log cabin, with walled tent at left, snow-capped mountain in distance, McCarthy?]
.2247 – [dock or other structure collapsing into water, mountains in background. Cf. .2245]
.2248 – Cache [log cache in birch trees in summer]
.2249 – [exterior of Snoring Inn near Grandview in deep snow in winter, with sign “Black bear droses keep out – Prop.”]
.2250 – [log cabin in winter, mountains in background]
.2251 – [scenic with hoar-frosted trees in yard of two-story log cabin]
.2252 – [house in trees. Cf. .2212]
.2253 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple outside of small log cabin in winter]
.2254 – [log cabin in winter, mountains in background]
.2255 – Cache [log cabin and log cache in trees in winter, mountains in background]
.2256 – [small cabin with eave covering stacks of fuel wood, canoe at right]
.2257 – [collapsed structure, possibly dredge in pond on tundra]
.2258 – [collapsed structure, possibly dredge in pond on tundra]
.2259 – [elk between two log cabins in winter]
.2260 – [scenic with wagon wheel and fireweed in foreground, Mount Blackburn in background. Cf. .1297]
.2261 – [street scene in residential area in winter]
.2262 – [close-up of bell tower on building, with clocks and spire]
.2263 – [log cabin in winter]
.2264 – [cabin or roadhouse on gravel road, wetland in background]
.2265 – [collapsed structure next to railroad tracks along water, Copper River and Northwestern Railway? Cf. .2245]
.2266 – [street scene in residential area in winter, mountains in background, probably Fairview area of Anchorage. Unmounted]

[People]
.2267 – [Alaska Native passengers waiting for train at small station on tundra. At AFN 2017, location identified as Cantwell]
.2268 – Ugg!! [Athabascan woman with chin tattoos wearing dentalium necklace with cross pendant sitting outside log cabin. At AFN 2017, identified as Alice Esau of Nenana]
.2269 – Squaw town, Nenana [view down dirt road past log houses, three people walking in road]
.2270 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon with Alaska Native villagers gathered on riverbank, fish wheel on river in background. Cf. .3073. At AFN 2017, location identified as Circle]
.2271 – [young Athabascan girl and boy posed outdoors, log cabin and log cache in background]
.2272 – [Alaska Native man and woman next to drying rack along river. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Holikachuk, man as possibly Louis Deacon]
.2273 – [Alaska Native man holding snowshoe standing next to cache, canoe on rack at left. At AFN 2018, location tentatively identified as Chalkyitsik]

.2274 – [Alaska Native girl sitting on cache next to river, snowshoe at left. Cf. .2272]

.2275 – [Alaska Native man standing next to log cache]

.2276 – [two Alaska Native men carrying large salmon on their shoulders as they walk up path through grass, Paimiut. Cf. .3301]

.2277 – [view into two skiffs side-by-side on river, man at right covering large salmon, young boy at left]

.2278 – [four salmon in bottom of skiff]

.2279 – [Alaska Native man holding large salmon, standing on pass through grass, possibly drying rack at left, Paimiut]

.2280 – [two Alaska Native men carrying large salmon on their shoulders as they walk up path through grass, drying rack at left, Paimiut]

.2281 – [Alaska Native man carrying large salmon, walking up path through grass, Paimiut]

.2282 – [two Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulu, Paimiut?]

.2283 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2284 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon]

.2285 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2286 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon]

.2287 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2288 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2289 – [Clarissa and Alaska Native children standing at table with salmon, Clarissa holding pot]

.2290 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2291 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2292 – [close-up of salmon strips]

.2293 – [close-up of salmon strips]

.2294 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2295 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2296 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2297 – Cleaning fish [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2298 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2299 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2300 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2301 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2302 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon with ulu]

.2303 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2304 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2305 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]

.2306 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2307 – [close-up of salmon strips]

.2308 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2309 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu]

.2310 – [salmon hanging on drying rack next to water]
.2311 – [salmon hanging on drying rack next to water]
.2312 – [salmon strips hanging on drying rack, man in foreground]
.2313 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]
.2314 – [fish on drying rack in foreground, larger drying racks on bluff above]
.2315 – [white woman standing next to salmon strips hanging on drying rack]
.2316 – Skwentna? [salmon hanging on drying rack next to water]
.2317 – [salmon hanging on drying rack next to water]
.2318 – [fish on drying rack]
.2319 – [salmon strips hanging on drying rack]
.2320 – [Alaska Native women cleaning salmon with ulus]
.2321 – [close-up of glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2322 – [Clarissa sitting with three unidentified people on glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2323 – [George and Clarissa sitting on glacier terminus, George holding camera tripod, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2324 – [four people on glacier terminus, possibly George at right with tripod, unidentified man holding camera, Matanuska Glacier? Cf. .2345]
.2325 – [possibly George with camera on tripod on glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2326 – [Clarissa on glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2327 – Class on glacier, all ice underneath [Clarissa on glacier terminus, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2328 – [George and Clarissa in glacier crevasse, Clarissa with camera on tripod, George with light meter, Matanuska Glacier? Cf. .2330]
.2329 – Glacial lake & “black ice” approaching glacier proper, me, Steve, Phyllis, Margie (w/ white shirt), George took picture [Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon, Phyllis McCutcheon, and Margie on moraine, glacier terminus across lake in background]
.2330 – George & I in a crevasse [George and Clarissa in glacier crevasse, Clarissa with camera on tripod, George with light meter, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2331 – [Clarissa in glacier crevasse, camera on tripod in foreground, Matanuska Glacier?]
.2332 – [George holding camera, squatting in field in winter in Turnagain Arm area, four moose in middle ground, mountains in background. Cf. .1577]
.2333 – [scenic looking down gravel highway through tall pine trees, two men standing next to automobile in foreground, one man pointing camera at camera, mountains in distance]
.2334 – [people sitting on steep grassy bank above water, man in foreground pointing camera, mountains in background]
.2335 – [two men crouching down next to fireweed on gravel riverbank, one man possibly George, mountains in background]
.2336 – [Fowler’s?] home [man standing in front of log cabin in winter, Clarissa standing near automobile at right, mountains in background, probably Fairview area of Anchorage]
.2337 – Nov. 1945 [George sitting indoors next to table lamp]
.2338 – Nov. 1945 [Clarissa posed with dog indoors]
.2339 – [George sitting indoors, Clarissa reflected in mirror on wall at left]
.2340 – [two women standing outside log home, probably Fairview area of Anchorage]
.2341 – [George and Clarissa in field of shooting stars in Matanuska Valley. Cf. .734]
.2342 – Clarissa and puppy dog in field of lupine, mountains in background, photographer’s shadow in foreground
.2343 – George with camera on tripod reaching out to touch deer
.2344 – George holding tripod, standing on dirt road in birch trees in autumn. Cf. .2464
.2345 – Four people on glacier terminus, possibly George at right with tripod, unidentified man holding camera, Matanuska Glacier? Cf. .2324
.2346 – Clarissa with possibly Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to Mac’s Foto car parked next to river
.2347 – Man building house in trees. Cf. .2112 et seq.
.2348 – Man building house in trees
.2349 – Man sitting next to small tent in trees, house under construction at right, possibly George’s father
.2350 – Men building house in trees
.2351 – George building house in trees
.2352 – George building house in trees
.2353 – George building house in trees
.2354 – Man standing on roof of house under construction, George and unidentified woman standing in window
.2355 – Log cabin with dock on water, wooden motorboat in foreground
.2356 – Log cabin with dock on water
.2357 – House in trees in winter, hoar frost on trees
.2358 – View looking into house through windows, with view out windows on other wall. Cf. .2213
.2359 – View of trees out window of house
.2360 – Man wearing coveralls holding fish, standing outside house
.2361 – Man wearing coveralls holding fish, standing outside house
.2362 – Man wearing coveralls holding fish, standing outside house
.2363 – Man wearing coveralls holding fish, standing outside house
.2364 – Man wearing coveralls holding fish, standing outside house
.2365 – Log building in winter, Alaska Greyhound Lines station
.2366 – Skiers debarking from Alaska Greyhound bus, two men posed in foreground, one holding skis, Arctic Valley?
.2367 – Bus with Greyhound logo parked on side of gravel highway at right, Knik River Bridge at left, mountains in background
.2368 – Distant view of buildings at Curry in winter, water tower in center, bridge to hotel at right
.2369 – Curry Hotel from across river [scenic looking through truss of pedestrian bridge to hotel. Cf. .2376]
.2370 – Near shelter above Curry, 1947 [Clarissa standing in foreground next to small lake, Curry Lookout, also called Camp Regalvista, on far shore]
.2371 – At shelter above Curry, July 4th, 1947 [Clarissa standing in foreground next to small lake]
.2372 – McKinley from R.R. between Talkeetna & Curry, July 1947 [scenic of river and Denali taken from Alaska Railroad train]
.2373 – [scenic of river and Denali taken from Alaska Railroad train]
.2374 – At Curry [Clarissa standing on rear observation platform of Alaska Railroad passenger car 303 at Curry depot in rain, fireweed in background]
.2375 – XIII. Curry Hotel [bird’s eye view of Curry, with pedestrian bridge to hotel in center, Quonset huts at right, Alaska Railroad train under way at right, Clarissa standing in foreground. Slide mounted backwards]
.2376 – [bird’s eye view of pedestrian bridge to Curry Hotel, Clarissa standing in foreground. Cf. .2369]
.2377 – [Clarissa standing on pedestrian bridge to Curry Hotel, hotel in background]
.2378 – Silhouette of McKinley from shelter high above the mts. at Curry [Clarissa sitting in foreground with binoculars, Denali in distance]
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.2379 – [bird’s eye view of fishing boat under way in passage]
.2380 – [bird’s eye view of fishing boat under way in passage]
.2381 – [view across water to Seldovia waterfront, Alaska Steamship Co. steamship Denali at dock. Cf. .1959]
.2382 – [view down dirt road to three automobiles debarking from river ferry, rolling hills in background]
.2383 – [river ferry under way, rocky bluffs in background]
.2384 – [scenic of boats and barge in Cook Inlet, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground]
.2385 – [bird’s eye view of fishing boat and skiff under way out of harbor, snow on mountains in distance]
.2386 – [boats including Superior and Claire at dock in winter, mountains in distance]
.2387 – [scenic, with man standing on winter road along water in foreground. At AFN 2017, identified as Smugglers Cove on Annette Island]
.2388 – [M/V Hygiene at dock. Slide mounted backwards]
.2389 – [view of fishing boat under way from dock in winter, snow on mountain in background. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Valdez]
.2390 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, Arsenic & Old Lace float [float underneath banner on Fourth Avenue]
.2391 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, ’57 [float with model of airplane number N47590]
.2392 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, Sam Mogg & family [dancers and model kayak on float with banner reading “B.P.W.C.”]
.2393 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, Arsenic & Old Lace float, ’57 [float reading “Boris Karloff” passing 4th Avenue Theatre, Reed Building, Tom’s Radio]
.2394 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, ’57 [dog team passing spectators in front of log cabin visitor center on Fourth Avenue]
.2395 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous, ’57 [float on Fourth Avenue passing spectators and City Hall]
.2396 – Fur Rendezvous, sled dogs, ’57 [dog team resting behind spectators, two people in sled basket]
.2397 – Dog races, ’57 [musher with team at starting line on Fourth Avenue, signs for businesses including Smart Shop, Mode O’ Day, Conright’s Appliances, and Ship Creek Market, World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.2398 – Parade, Fur Rendezvous [sports car passing spectators]
.2399 – Arsenic & Old Lace stage setting [theater stage]
.2400 – Arsenic & Old Lace stage setting [theater stage]
.2401 – Dismantling stage set, Arsenic & Old Lace, 1957 [theater crew on stage]
.2402 – [woman and two children standing outside Eielson Memorial Building, University of Alaska Fairbanks]
.2403 – Mr & Mrs Boris Karloff, Anchorage, 1957 [couple on stage]
.2404 – [man wearing suit and tie standing in water holding two large fish, Alaska Railroad tanker cars on track in background. Slide mounted backwards. Cf. .391]
.2405 – [man standing in brush holding two fish. Same man as in .2404]
.2406 – Lumberjack [man hauling logs with team of horses in winter]
.2407 – [George and unidentified man holding fish]
.2408 – [Clarissa holding pot full of raspberries and bowl full of currants, probably Anchorage]
.2409 – [view down paved highway to mountains in background, small bridge in middle ground, Clarissa sitting next to fireweed in foreground, Seward Highway, probably Spokane Creek]
.2410 – [Clarissa riding bicycle on gravel road through pine trees, mountains in background]
.2411 – [Clarissa with bicycle on gravel road along water, pine trees on shores, mountains in distance. At AFN 2018, location tentatively identified as Peril Strait area]
.2412 – [white man and African American woman standing outside building with sign for Baths, fireweed in yard]
.2413 – [white man and Alaska Native girl sitting on grass with dandelions, log cabin in background]
.2414 – [children in costumes on parade, passing spectators standing on boardwalk in front of ice cream parlor, people hanging of out windows above stores]
.2415 – [view looking down into boat at dock, two men in boat with supplies including wall clock, sacks of flour and oats]
.2416 – [portrait of man wearing plaid flannel shirt and corduroy cap with fishing flies in it, man chewing grass, sitting in dry grass, water in background]
.2417 – 364. Eskimoe woman with her children [commercial image. Alaska Native woman wearing print parka with fur ruff standing with two children in front of rack holding various furs, one child sitting in caribou antlers, snowshoe propped at left]
.2418 – [woman standing next to delphinium flowers growing next to log cabin with corrugated metal roof]
.2419 – Bud White, Jean White, Dick Fawcett [three men standing on street, man at right wearing packboard backpack and holding camera, parking meters along street at right]
.2420 – [two young girls wearing headscarves and heavy coats posed in front of mountains in winter, probably taken from Lazy Mountain looking at Matanuska Peak]
.2421 – Lucky Peters, Big Lake, 1954 [man with fishing rod sitting in boat on lake]
.2422 – Class & Suzie on Pott’s lot, 1944 [portrait of Clarissa holding dog, autumn leaves of birch tree un background]
.2423 – [bird’s eye view of homesteads taken from top of Bodenburg Butte, Clarissa sitting in foreground. Cf. .783]
.2424 – Linda Nappe [young girl wearing winter clothing sitting in wooden sled. Cf. .5929 et seq.]
.2425 – Linda Nappe [young girl wearing winter clothing posed outdoors, dog at left, mountains in background, Anchorage]
.2426 – [George posed outdoors smoking cigarette, buildings in background, Anchorage?]
.2427 – ?, Harold & Lila @ Potts, Thanksgiving, 1945 [man and two women sitting at dinner table, turkey at left, candles, plates, utensils, and napkins on table. Cf. .2481]
.2428 – Christmas 1944 [George and Clarissa sitting next to small Christmas tree in corner of living room, oil lamp at left]
.2429 – [George with camera on tripod preparing to take photo portrait of unidentified couple standing outdoors, automobile at left. Cf. .2430]
.2430 – [portrait of unidentified couple. Cf. .2429, .2453]
.2431 – [man, woman, and two girls posed in front of Anchorage sign, probably at airport]
.2432 – [portrait of Clarissa and unidentified woman]
.2433 – [portrait of unidentified couple]
.2434 – [portrait of woman, same woman as in .2430]
.2435 – [portrait of man holding dog, same man as in .2430. Cf. .391]
.2436 – [portrait of three children posed outdoors in winter]
.2437 – [young girl wearing snowsuit playing outdoors in winter, log cabin and mountains in background]
.2438 – [young girl wearing snowsuit playing outdoors in winter, log cabin and mountains in background]
.2439 – [man and woman walking up hillside, woman holding camera, automobiles on road in pass below]
.2440 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple picnicking, roasting hot dogs over camp fire next to river]
.2441 – [unidentified couple sitting on rocky outcropping above pass area]
.2442 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman sitting on low stone wall above residential area, mountains in background, not Alaska]
.2443 – [Clarissa sitting on rocky outcropping above pass area, highway at left]
.2444 – [scenic view down highway in winter, Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground, Seward Highway?]
.2445 – [Clarissa sticking her hands into snowbank along side of Seward Highway in winter, mountain in background, Turnagain Pass]
.2446 – [Clarissa holding dog sitting on shore of glacial lake, icebergs in lake, Portage Lake looking toward Bear Valley]
.2447 – [Clarissa and unidentified couple sitting on hillside tundra, Clarissa holding dog, woman holding camera]
.2448 – [George and unidentified couple sitting on hillside tundra, man holding dog]
.2449 – [group portrait of Clarissa and two unidentified couples standing in front of pine tree]
.2450 – [George standing with unidentified couple in front of house]
.2451 – [portrait of unidentified woman standing indoors]
.2452 – [portrait of unidentified man sitting indoors smoking cigarette]
.2453 – [portrait of unidentified couple, man holding dog. Cf. .2430]
.2454 – [unidentified couple picnicking, sitting on newspaper on grass, woman holding paper plate and cup]
.2455 – [George and dog on skiff with outboard motor on lake. Cf. .2487]
.2456 – [unidentified couple in small boat at dock on lake, Clarissa sitting on dock at right]
.2457 – [George, young girl, and dog on dock, George smoking cigarette and wearing bathing suit, Northwest Orient Airlines bag and other items on dock]
.2458 – [four people wearing bathing suits picnicking on dock, Clarissa eating peach at right near boat, barbecued chicken on wire rack over portable cooker, Kingsford Charcoal bag and Alaskan Maid carton near small table with other supplies, dog lying on dock next to camera]
.2459 – [portrait of George and unidentified man. Cf. .2465]
.2460 – [George, Clarissa, and unidentified woman crouched in field of fireweed. Cf. .2466]
.2461 – [Clarissa standing next to girder along gravel road next to sign for Kenai Lake, lake and mountains in background, wood frame on lakeshore at left]
.2462 – [Clarissa and two unidentified women standing on wooded shore of Turnagain Arm near Girdwood]
.2463 – April 18, 1943 [portrait of unidentified man seated on porch]
.2464 – [George holding tripod standing on road through birch trees in autumn. Cf. .2344]
.2465 – [portrait of George and unidentified man. Cf. .2459]
.2466 – [George, Clarissa, and unidentified woman crouched in field of fireweed. Cf. .2460]
.2467 – Clarissa’s hands holding 1943 Certificate of Marriage for her and George
.2468 – [Clarissa’s hands holding Extracts from the Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Relating to Marriages]
.2469 – [portrait of Clarissa holding parasol]
.2470 – [young girl wearing embroidered hat eating ice cream outdoors in winter with dog]
.2471 – [George kneeling next to dog with two puppies outdoors]
.2472 – [Clarissa holding spoon, bending over bowl surrounded by five puppies]
.2473 – [portrait of Clarissa wearing apron and holding dog outdoors]
.2474 – [Clarissa sitting in armchair in living room, wearing Alaska Native boots and cable sweater]
.2475 – [man posed next to large painted poster reading “Happy Birthday Chief!”]
.2476 – [man posed next to large painted poster reading “Happy Birthday Chief!”]
.2477 – [Clarissa on skis on winter trail through trees, second set of poles in snow next to her, mountains in background]
.2478 – [Clarissa on skis on winter trail]
.2479 – [Clarissa and unidentified man snowshoeing with dog, possibly in Turnagain Pass]
.2480 – [several people resting on gravel bar in Knik River, mountains in distance. Cf. .2844]
.2481 – Thanksgiving 1945 at Potts [George and Clarissa with unidentified man sitting at dinner table, turkey at left, candles, plates, utensils, and napkins on table. Cf. .2427]
.2482 – Class & Anch. R.R. Sta. [Clarissa wearing fur coat, standing next to Alaska Railroad Headquarters at Anchorage]
.2483 – Class & Suzie in [Fowler’s?] doorway, Nov. 1945 [Clarissa wearing headscarf and holding camera and sunglasses, standing with dog in doorway of log house, Anchorage]
.2484 – Class & Suzie, spring 1945 [Clarissa standing outdoors holding dog]
.2485 – [George and child on toboggan on hill in winter]
.2486 – [Clarissa and dog in vegetable garden]
.2487 – [George and dog on skiff with outboard motor on lake. Cf. .2455]

[Nature]
.2488 – 400. Cat [lynx in tree]
.2489 – 172. Mac’s Foto Service [salmon leaping at Brooks Falls]
.2490 – 154. Moose. McCutcheon’s Foto [eight moose in trees in winter]
.2491 – Caribou [herd of caribou on tundra]
.2492 – 328. Walrus. McCutcheon’s Foto [walrus carcass on gravel beach, helicopter in background]
.2493 – 238. Bull seal with harem. Mac’s Foto Service [northern fur seal herd on beach, probably Pribilof Islands]
.2494 – 238. Mac’s Foto Service [same image as .2493]
.2495 – 164. Bear. Photo by McCutcheon [bear cub and pan next to log cabin]
.2496 – 70. Northern Color Film Co., Robert A. Hall [ptarmigan in winter]
.2497 – [porcupine. Signed by George Allen]
.2498 – 173. Mac’s Foto Service [black bear on boulder on riverbank]
.2499 – 270. Mac’s Foto Service [ptarmigan]
.2500 – 239. Mac’s Foto Service [northern fur seal pups on beach]
.2501 – 199. Mac’s Foto Service [polar bear cub in wire enclosure outdoors]
.2502 – 335. Mac’s Foto Service [wood bison]
.2503 – 85. McCutcheon’s Foto [moose in lake]
.2504 – 116. McCutcheon’s Foto [bird’s eye view of six moose in winter. Same as .2509]
.2505 – 274. Mac’s Foto Service [young Alaska Native child wearing parka, posed with two polar bear cubs in entrance of igloo]
.2506 – Original by Cliff Collins, Cordova [caribou on tundra]
.2507 – Original by Cliff Collins, Cordova [Dall sheep lamb]
.2508 – Original by Cliff Collins, Cordova [Dall sheep lambs]
.2509 – 116. McCutcheon’s Foto. Sold this shot to Steve & Phyllis. 2 cow moose & 4 yearlings from tracks in other moose slides, Apr. ’49 [bird’s eye view of six moose in winter. Same as .2504]
.2510 – 178. McCutcheon’s Foto [brown bear on tundra]
.2511 – [Dall sheep]
.2512 – 135. McCutcheon’s Foto [cannery workers standing in loaded fish scow]
.2513 – 237. Fur seals (seal pictures taken by Steve McCutcheon), 1945? Mac’s Foto Service [herd of northern fur seals on rocky beach]
.2514 – 237. Seals on beach. Mac’s Foto Service [same as .2513]
.2515 – 118. Goats in the Chugach Mts. McCutcheon [mountain goats]
.2516 – 230. Mac’s Foto Service [seal on rocky beach]
.2517 – [bald eagle chick]
.2518 – Baby eagle, Mt. Mc. [same as .2517]
.2519 – 118. McCutcheon [same as .2515]
.2520 – 133. McCutcheon’s Foto [ptarmigan. Cf. .2525]
.2521 – 401. Mac’s Foto Service [eight moose on hillside]
2523 – 403. Goats. Mac’s Foto Service [mountain goats on tundra]
2524 – 400. Mac’s Foto Service [bull moose on tundra]
2525 – 133. Ptarmigan in summer plumage. Mac’s Foto Service [ptarmigan. Not same image as .2520]
2526 – 84. “Parka” squirrel. McCutcheon’s Foto [ground squirrel eating]
2527 – 270. Ptarmigan in summer plumage. Mac’s Foto Service [ptarmigan]
2528 – 399. Arctic lemming. Mac’s Foto Service [lemming]
2529 – 130. McCutcheon’s Foto [hoary marmot]
2530 – Bear & white moose, UAF Museum abt. 1950s [mounted specimens, Museum of the
North, University of Alaska Fairbanks]
2531 – Brandt ducks at Palmer [flock of birds flying over field]
2532 – 336. Lone bull caribou at Tazlina Lake [commercial slide. caribou on lakeshore]
2533 – 360. Arctic Eskimoe and his reindeer [commercial slide. Alaska Native man holding
reindeer on lead in winter, sled turned on its side at left. At AFN 2017, location tentatively
identified as Shishmaref]
2534 – [wood bison on tundra, snow on mountains in background]
2535 – Beaver tree [tree downed by beaver]
2536 – Bear on table [black bear on picnic table, woman and young boy at right, gravel
parking lot and building behind, mountains in background]
2537 – Arctic tern [tern on tree branch]
2538 – [arctic tern on tree branch]
2539 – [seven moose in trees in winter, woman standing in foreground. Cf. .1603 et seq.]
2540 – [lynx on log]
2541 – [Dall sheep]
2542 – [winter scenic, with tracks in snow. Cf. .1455]
2543 – [Dall sheep]
2544 – [Dall sheep]
2545 – [ground squirrel eating; print date Jul 59]
2546 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
2547 – [ground squirrels, one with cookie; print date Jul 59]
2548 – [arctic tern on dock; print date Feb 60]
2549 – [ptarmigan; print date Jul 59]
2550 – [arctic tern on dock; print date Feb 60]
2551 – [moose on side of road]
2552 – [moose on side of road]
2553 – Moose [moose on side of road]
2554 – [sandhill crane flying low over water]
2555 – [sandhill crane on shoreline]
2556 – [caribou]
2557 – [caribou]
2558 – [caribou]
2559 – [red fox on hill above road]
2560 – [whale spout]
.2561 – [shorebird on dock]
.2562 – [seagull in flight]
.2563 – [beaver dam]
.2564 – [moose in shallow creek in spring]
.2565 – [flock of birds flying over field]
.2566 – Bear [black bear standing next to cottonwood tree]
.2567 – [two moose on frozen river]
.2568 – [Clarissa in flower garden, holding up ruler to measure large head of cauliflower]
.2569 – [cauliflower]
.2570 – [Clarissa smelling peonies in flower garden]
.2571 – [wildflower, possibly Calypso bulbosa orchid]
.2572 – [shooting star wildflowers]
.2573 – [shooting star wildflowers]
.2574 – [Clarissa in flower garden]
.2575 – [dianthus flowers in garden]
.2576 – [alpine azalea wildflowers]
.2577 – [Alaska cotton]
.2578 – [field of shooting stars]
.2579 – [willow herbs wildflowers]
.2580 – [moss heather wildflowers]
.2581 – [wildflowers, possibly Labrador tea]
.2582 – [Calypso orchid wildflowers]
.2583 – [flowers in garden]
.2584 – [alpine azalea wildflowers]
.2585 – [moss heather wildflowers]
.2586 – [wildflowers, possibly arctic sandwort]
.2587 – [Clarissa with bicycle standing next to cow parsnip on shore of Eklutna Lake. Cf. .720]
.2588 – [pixie eye primrose wildflowers]
.2589 – [wild snapdragon wildflowers]
.2590 – [Labrador tea wildflowers]
.2591 – [Labrador tea wildflowers]
.2592 – [flowering fruit tree]
.2593 – [shooting stars wildflowers]
.2594 – [petunias in flower garden]
.2595 – [fireweed along Knik River]
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.2596 – [flowering fruit tree]
.2597 – [close-up of flower]
.2598 – [flowering fruit tree]
.2599 – [flowering fruit tree]
.2600 – [forget-me-not wildflowers]
.2601 – [cloudberry flowers]
.2602 – [wildflowers]
.2603 – [Calypso orchid wildflowers]
.2604 – [wildflower, possibly saxifrage]
.2605 – [wildflower, possibly Labrador tea]
.2606 – [wild calla flower]
.2607 – [cloudberry flowers]
.2608 – [wild calla flower]
.2609 – [alpine arnica wildflowers]
.2610 – [dianthus flowers]
.2611 – [garden flower, possibly poppy]
.2612 – [poppy flower]
.2613 – [dianthus flowers]
.2614 – [dianthus flowers]
.2615 – [nasturtium flowers]
.2616 – [dianthus flowers]
.2617 – [fireweed along Knik River]
.2618 – [alpine azalea wildflowers]
.2619 – [fireweed and mountain]
.2620 – [Lapland diapensia wildflowers]
.2621 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage]
.2622 – [wildflowers around small waterfall]
.2623 – [Labrador tea flowers]
.2624 – Water lilies [wild calla flower]
.2625 – Close-up of Labrador tea [flowers]
.2626 – [lupine and dandelions gone to seed in cemetery, with wooden Russian Orthodox crosses, Dena’ina spirit house, and other graves, mountains in background, Anchorage. Cf. 2630]
.2627 – [shooting stars in field]
.2628 – [shooting stars and wild iris in field]
.2629 – [shooting stars in field]
.2630 – [lupine, grave markers, and crosses, mountains in distance, Anchorage cemetery. Cf. 2626]
.2631 – [scenic view of Cook Inlet, Alaska Range mountains in background, elder with berries in foreground]
.2632 – [coins on tundra to show relative size of alpine azalea wildflowers]
.2633 – [Alaska violet wildflowers; print date Jan 73]
.2634 – [forget-me-not wildflowers; print date Jul 73]
.2635 – [fireweed above river valley; print date Aug 73]
.2636 – [wildflowers, possibly meadow arnica]
.2637 – [wildflowers, possibly buttercup]
.2638 – [wildflowers, possibly stream violet]
.2639 – [wildflowers, possibly arnica]
.2640 – [wildflowers, possibly meadow arnica]
.2641 – [wildflowers]
.2642 – [wildflowers, possibly grove sandwort]
spring crocus wildflowers

spring crocus wildflowers

spring crocus wildflowers

spring crocus wildflowers

spring crocus wildflowers

wildflowers, possibly arnica

wildflowers on hillside, possibly arnica

wildflowers

wildflowers, possibly windflower

windflower wildflowers

windflower wildflowers

wildflowers

flowers in garden

shooting stars wildflowers

shooting stars wildflowers

Kenai Lake [scenic with poppies in foreground, lake in background]

Fireweed [fireweed along Knik River. Slide mounted backwards]

fireweed

bird’s eye view of lake, possibly Finger Lake in Wasilla, termination dust on Chugach Mountains in background

bird’s eye view of lake, possibly Finger Lake in Wasilla, termination dust on Chugach Mountains in background

fireweed and cow parsnip along edge of cultivated field, Matanuska Valley

fireweed along river

fireweed along gravel road above park or campground on lake

fireweed along gravel road above park or campground on lake, George with camera on tripod in foreground

George with camera on tripod, standing on gravel road, taking photographs of cow parsnip and fireweed along edge of cultivated field, Matanuska Valley

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

view up glacier, Columbia Glacier?

view up glacier, Columbia Glacier?

icebergs floating near tidewater glacier terminus

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

aerial of icebergs at terminus of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

aerial of glacial lake and glacier terminus

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?

aerial of valley glacier

aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?]
.2683 – [aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?]
.2684 – [aerial of fjord, icebergs in distance]
.2685 – [close-up of glacier surface]
.2686 – [aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?]  
.2687 – [aerial of coastal mountain ridge, small glacier in foreground, stream running from glacier to silty delta on open water]
.2688 – [aerial of tidewater glacier, icebergs in foreground, Columbia Glacier?]  
.2689 – Columbia G. in Prince W. Sound, Chug. It terminates at the sea, superb ice cliff, over 2 ½ mi. wide, 100-500 ft., waves 20 ft. (Bunker Still M.) [high aerial of Columbia Glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2690 – [aerial of tidewater glacier in winter, Columbia Glacier?]  
.2691 – Columbia Glacier near Valdez, c. 1947 [high aerial of tidewater glacier in winter]
.2692 – Icebergs from Columbia Glacier [icebergs in fog. Cf. .2811]
.2693 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier in winter]
.2694 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2695 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier in winter]
.2696 – [aerial of Columbia Glacier in winter]
.2697 – [high aerial of tidewater glacier in winter, Columbia Glacier?]  
.2698 – Columbia Glacier, 7-48 [glacier terminus]
.2699 – Columbia G. [aerial of Columbia Glacier]
.2700 – 369. Columbia Gl. Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of Columbia Glacier terminus, airplane wing in foreground]
.2701 – [aerial of glacier in winter]
.2702 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier in winter]
.2703 – [close-up of glacier surface]
.2704 – [aerial of glacier terminus and moraine]
.2705 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2706 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and Turnagain Arm from old Seward Highway near Girdwood]
.2707 – [close-up of glacier surface]
.2708 – [close-up of glacier terminus]
.2709 – [close-up of glacier terminus]
.2710 – [close-up of glacier surface]
.2711 – [close-up of glacier surface]
.2712 – [bird’s eye view of valley glacier]
.2713 – Columbia Glacier [high aerial of Columbia Glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2714 – [aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?]  
.2715 – [close-up of glacier surface along edge of tidewater glacier]
.2716 – [distant view of glacier, brush in foreground. Cf. .2753, .2758, .2769]
.2717 – [distant view of glacier, brush in foreground]
.2718 – [aerial of glacier]
.2719 – [aerial of river delta in winter, Copper River?]  
.2720 – [aerial of glacier]
.2721 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier]
.2722 – Malaspina Glacier & Mt. St. Elias [high aerial, with airplane wing NC34970 in foreground]
.2723 – Part of Malaspina Glacier, from air [high aerial]
.2724 – Mt. St. Elias & Malaspina Glacier, Gulf of Alaska in foreground [high aerial]
.2725 – 301. Mt. Redoubt, south of Anch. McCutcheon [aerial of Mount Redoubt]
.2728 – [aerial of Mount Redoubt, airplane wing in foreground]
.2729 – Mt. Iliamna, volcano [aerial of Mount Iliamna, airplane wing in foreground]
.2730 – Mts. Iliamna and Redoubt [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2731 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground. Cf. .2730]
.2732 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of steaming vent of Mount Spurr, 1953?]
.2733 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of steaming vent of Mount Spurr, 1953?]
.2734 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of steaming vent of Mount Spurr, airplane strut in foreground, 1953?]
.2735 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of steaming vent of Mount Spurr, airplane strut in foreground, 1953?]
.2736 – Mt. Augustine, inactive volcano, Cook Inlet [aerial of Augustine Volcano]
.2737 – [aerial of Augustine Volcano, airplane wing in foreground]
.2738 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of steaming vent of Mount Spurr, 1953?]
.2739 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2740 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2741 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2742 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2743 – [aerial of valley glacier]
.2744 – [aerial of mountain range in winter]
.2745 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2746 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2747 – [high aerial of tidewater glacier, Columbia Glacier?]
.2748 – [high distant aerial of glacier, airplane wing N37645 in foreground]
.2749 – [aerial of glacier]
.2750 – [aerial of ice field, coastline in foreground]
.2751 – [aerial of ice field, coastline in foreground]
.2752 – [view across moraine to glacier, Mount Blackburn?]
.2753 – [distant view of glacier, brush in foreground. Cf. .2716, .2758]
.2754 – [glacier, Wrangell Mountains?]
.2755 – [aerial of glacier]
.2756 – [glacier terminus and icebergs]
.2757 – [view up valley glacier, river bluff at left, Wrangell Mountains? Cf. .2765]
.2758 – [distant view of glacier, brush and small lake in foreground. Cf. .2716, .2753]
.2759 – [bird’s eye view of river valley in mountain range]
.2760 – [aerial of ice field]
.2761 – [aerial of coastline with mountains, glacier at right. Cf. .2779]
.2762 – [aerial of glacier]
.2763 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2764 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2765 – [view up valley glacier, river bluff at left, Wrangell Mountains? Cf. .2757]
.2766 – [aerial of glacier]
.2767 – [aerial of glacier]
.2768 – [aerial of ice field, coastline in foreground]
.2769 – [distant view of glacier, brush in foreground. Cf. .2716]
.2770 – [close-up of glacier surface or iceberg]
.2771 – [aerial of ice field, coastline in foreground]
.2772 – [scenic of Valdez Glacier from porthole of ship at dock, buildings in foreground]
.2773 – [view up to small hanging glacier]
.2774 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2775 – [aerial of ice field]
.2776 – [aerial of ice field]
.2777 – [aerial of ice field]
.2778 – [aerial of ice field]
.2779 – [aerial of coastline with mountains and islands. Cf. .2761]
.2780 – [aerial of coastline with mountains, glacier in center. Cf. .2761]
.2781 – [aerial of ice field]
.2782 – [view up small hanging glacier]
.2783 – Between JNU & Yakutat [aerial of glacier]
.2784 – [aerial of ice field and coastline]
.2785 – [aerial of ice field and coastline]
.2786 – [aerial of glacier]
.2787 – [scenic of mountain ridge in winter, pine trees in foreground]
.2788 – [aerial of glacier]
.2789 – [aerial of glacier]
.2790 – [scenic of mountains in winter]
.2791 – [close-up of glacier terminus, Columbia Glacier?]
.2792 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2793 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]
.2794 – [aerial of glacier]
.2795 – [high aerial of Columbia Glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2796 – [aerial of glacier]
.2797 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2798 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2799 – [aerial of mountains, possibly volcano]
.2800 – [aerial of mountains]
.2801 – [aerial of mountain range and glacier]
.2802 – [aerial of valley glacier]
.2803 – [aerial of glacier]
.2804 – [aerial of valley glacier terminus]
.2805 – [aerial of glacier]  
.2806 – [aerial of glacier]  
.2807 – [bird’s eye view of Knik River valley, Knik Glacier in background]  
.2808 – [number never assigned]  
.2809 – [aerial of glacier]  
.2810 – [close-up of glacier surface]  
.2811 – [Columbia Glacier terminus and icebergs in fog. Cf. .2692]  
.2812 – [aerial of river valley, glacier at left]  
.2813 – [aerial of river valley, glacier at left]  
.2814 – [Clarissa and dog in foreground, hanging glacier in background]  
.2815 – [fireweed next to sign for Portlock Glacier and Dixon Glacier in foreground, Kachemak Bay in middle ground, glaciers in background]  
.2816 – Hanging glacier, Haines Hwy [scenic with fireweed on lakeshore in foreground]  
.2817 – [aerial of ice field, airplane wing in foreground]  
.2818 – [scenic of mountains in winter, Loop District?]  
.2819 – [Matanuska Glacier moraine, with fireweed in foreground]  
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.2820 – [Matanuska Glacier and moraine]  
.2821 – [aerial of ice field]  
.2822 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground]  
.2823 – [George sitting on shore of bay in foreground, glacier on far shore]  
.2824 – [scenic of glacier, fireweed in foreground]  
.2825 – [utility pole covered in hoar frost]  
.2826 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2827 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2828 – [tree covered in hoar frost]  
.2829 – Ice covered bush, Galena [bush covered in hoar frost]  
.2830 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2831 – [trees covered in hoar frost, tracks in snow]  
.2832 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2833 – [close-up of ice crystals]  
.2834 – [close-up of ice crystals]  
.2835 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2836 – [trees covered in hoar frost]  
.2837 – [scenic of mountains, trees covered in hoar frost, tracks in snow]  
.2838 – [view down gravel highway through taiga to mountain]  
.2839 – [scenic of snow-capped mountain, trees in foreground]  
.2840 – [scenic of mountains, trees in foreground]  
.2841 – [bird’s eye view of river valley, mountains in background, trees in foreground]  
.2842 – [scenic of snow-capped mountain]  
.2843 – [scenic of snow-capped mountain, trees in foreground]  
.2844 – [man wearing shorts, suspenders, and sunglasses wading in gravel river bed, probably Knik River. Cf. .2480]
.2845 – [scenic of snow-capped mountain range, lake in foreground]
.2846 – [aerial of fjord and coastline]
.2847 – [scenic of Denali and Muldrow Glacier]
.2848 – [aerial of coastal mountains and coastline]
.2849 – [view across ice sheet or frozen lake to mountain range]
.2850 – [aerial of mountain range, cockpit of aircraft in foreground]
.2851 – [aerial of mountain range, airplane wing in foreground]
.2852 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2853 – [aerial of mountain range, airplane wing in foreground]
.2854 – [aerial of mountain range, airplane wing in foreground]
.2855 – [scenic looking back to Turnagain Pass in winter along Seward Highway]
.2856 – [aerial of mountains]
.2857 – [aerial of mountains and glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2858 – [aerial of mountains and glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2859 – [aerial of mountains and glacier, airplane wing in foreground]
.2860 – [aerial of mountain]
.2861 – [aerial of mountains]
.2862 – [aerial of mountain]
.2863 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2864 – [aerial of mountains and glacier, airplane wing N19 in foreground]
.2865 – [aerial of mountains and river valley]
.2866 – [winter scenic, possibly in Turnagain Pass area]
.2867 – [winter scenic, George and dog in foreground, possibly in Turnagain Pass area]
.2868 – [scenic of mountains in winter, river valley in foreground]
.2869 – [scenic of Sugarloaf Mountain, grass flats in foreground, Valdez. Cf. .2934]
.2870 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing NC91008 in foreground]
.2871 – [aerial of mountains]
.2872 – [aerial of coastal mountains and coastline]
.2873 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2874 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2875 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2876 – [aerial of coastal mountains and coastline]
.2877 – [scenic with wildflowers and pine trees in foreground, snow-capped mountain visible through clouds in far distance]
.2878 – [winter scenic, with small lake in middle ground, mountain range in distance]
.2879 – [scenic, fireweed in foreground, probably Sugarloaf Mountain in background]
.2880 – [scenic of mountains in late autumn, truck on gravel highway in foreground, Mentasta Road?]
.2881 – [Clarissa standing next to truck on gravel road, mountains in background]
.2882 – [Clarissa and dog standing on gravel road through pine trees in late autumn, snow on ground, mountains in background]
.2883 – [bird’s eye view of broad braided river valley in late autumn, mountains in distance]
.2884 – [bird’s eye view of cabin or lodge on lake in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2885 – [scenic of lake in late autumn, gravel road at right, mountains in distance]
.2886 – [winter scenic of bay or passage, pine tree and gravel beach in foreground, island in middle ground, snow on mountains in distance. Cf. .2910]
.2887 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in broad valley in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2888 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2889 – [log cabin and cache in foreground, river in middle ground, termination dust on mountains in background, Mentasta Lake. Cf. .790]
.2890 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, possibly cabin in foreground, mountains in background]
.2891 – [scenic of mountains in late autumn, truck on gravel highway in foreground]
.2892 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2893 – Mt. Wrangell, center, volcano, smoking [late autumn scenic along Glenn Highway, with mountain in far distance]
.2894 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, lodge at left, mountains in background]
.2895 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2896 – [bird’s eye view of small lake in valley in late autumn, mountains in background]
.2897 – [aerial of braided river through tundra in late autumn with ice forming]
.2898 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains in spring, catkins along creek in foreground, Turnagain Pass area? Cf. .2911]
.2899 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains in spring, snow melting on creek in foreground. Cf. .2898]
.2900 – [scenic of mountains, house with stone chimney in foreground, possibly old mining headframe structure in trees in center, not Alaska]
.2901 – [aerial of coastal mountains and coastline]
.2902 – [scenic of tundra in late autumn or spring, snow-covered mountains in distance]
.2903 – [McCarthy scenic with wagon wheel, log cabin, and fireweed in foreground, Mount Blackburn in background. Cf. .1297]
.2904 – [scenic of tundra and rolling hills, Clarissa reading newspaper next to boulder in foreground, possibly automobile on highway in right distance]
.2905 – [scenic of tundra and rolling hills, Clarissa standing next to boulder in foreground, possibly automobile on highway in right distance]
.2906 – [Clarissa fishing in lake, Mount Hunter, Mount Foraker, and Denali in distance]
.2907 – [aerial of large river with oxbow and braided tributaries in late autumn with ice forming]
.2908 – [aerial of coastal mountains and coastline, airplane wing in foreground]
.2909 – 24. Robert A. Hall [scenic of sunset over water, pine trees on small islands]
.2910 – [winter scenic of bay or passage, pine tree and gravel beach in foreground, island in middle ground. Cf. .2886]
.2911 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains in spring, catkins along creek in foreground. Cf. .2898]
.2912 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains in spring, snow melting on creek in foreground. Cf. .2898]
.2913 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains in spring, snow melting on creek in foreground. Cf. .2898]
.2914 – [bird’s eye view of creek in valley, Clarissa sitting in foreground, snow-covered mountains in distance]
.2915 – [scenic of passage, with pine trees on small islands in middle ground, mountains in background]
.2916 – [scenic of lake in late autumn, snow on mountains in background, Mentasta Lake?]
.2917 – [scenic of passage, with pine trees on coastline, termination dust on mountains in background. Cf. .2919]
.2918 – [bird’s eye view of road through valley, not Alaska]
.2919 – [scenic of passage, with pine trees on coastline, termination dust on mountains in background. Cf. .2917]
.2920 – [winter scenic of bay or passage, pine tree and beach in foreground. Cf. .2886]
.2921 – [scenic of mountains, not Alaska]
.2922 – [barnacles and tide pools in rocks along sandy beach]
.2923 – [scenic with birch tree in foreground, water and mountains in distance]
.2924 – [bird’s eye view of broad river valley, trees in foreground, low mountains in distance]
.2925 – [aerial of mountain range, airplane wing in foreground]
.2926 – [winter scenic, Clarissa and dog in foreground, mountain in background, Turnagain Pass area?]
.2927 – [aerial of mountain]
.2928 – [aerial of mountains, airplane wing in foreground]
.2929 – [winter scenic, with pine trees, valley, mountains]
.2930 – [winter scenic, automobile tracks in foreground leading across frozen lake, mountains in distance, possibly Wasilla Lake]
.2931 – [scenic of water, pine trees on hills at right, snow-covered mountains in distance, possibly Cook Inlet and Alaska Range]
.2932 – [late autumn scenic of mountainous area]
.2933 – [bird’s eye view of broad river valley in winter, mountains in distance]
.2934 – [scenic of Sugarloaf Mountain, grass flats in foreground, Valdez. Cf. .2869]
.2935 – [winter scenic with pine trees and mountains]
.2936 – [winter scenic of mountains, brush in foreground]
.2937 – [scenic of passage, with snow on mountains in background]
.2938 – [scenic of grassland and mixed forest, mountains in background]
.2939 – [windmill on wind-powered water pump, manufactured by Aermotor Co., Chicago]
.2940 – [scenic view down paved highway in autumn, automobile approaching railroad crossing, snow on mountains in distance, possibly old Glenn Highway near Palmer]
.2941 – [aerial of river valley]
.2942 – [close-up of birch tree being used as fencepost, or growing up through fence]
.2943 – [close-up of birches growing up around wagon wheel]
.2944 – [close-up of birches growing up around wagon wheel]

[Yukon River trip, 1956]
.2945 – [Phyllis McCutcheon posed with large mailbox labeled “Nation P.O.” Nation was a mining settlement and Yukon River landing for the Fourth of July Creek placer mining area.]
.2946 – Nation, AK [mailbox in foreground, Yukon River in background]
.2947 – [street scene, two Alaska Native men walking past buildings including Northern Commercial Co. and T.C. Co., woman sitting in wildflowers in foreground, Tanana. Cf. .3197] 
.2948 – Boat, Queen Dora [George pointing to riverboat called Queen Donna, probably at Eagle. Cf. .3502] 
.2949 – [George on river barge at Eagle Landing, Eagle Bluff in background] 
.2950 – [men on river barge at landing, automobile on riverbank, Yukon River in background, probably Eagle] 
.2951 – [street scene in Eagle, with windmill, well house with bell tower, and other buildings] 
.2952 – Eagle Fire Guard Station [sign for station, river and mountains in background. Cf. .3020] 
.2953 – [bird’s eye view of Eagle, George standing in foreground] 
.2954 – [children playing next to Episcopal church with boarded windows, bell tower in center, metal barrels at right, Eagle Village] 
.2955 – [view down row of buildings on bank of Yukon River at Eagle Village, Episcopal church in foreground, automobile parked in center, bear skin mounted on wall of log building] 
.2956 – [Episcopal church with bell tower in center, log building with large windows and bell tower at right, Eagle Village] 
.2957 – [three Alaska Native women walking on path between Yukon River and buildings of Eagle Village] 
.2958 – [three Alaska Native children standing in Eagle Village, houses in background] 
.2959 – [three Alaska Native children standing in Eagle Village, houses in background] 
.2960 – [buildings of Eagle Village as seen from river, Episcopal church at right] 
.2961 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush] 
.2962 – [Clarissa standing next to U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush] 
.2963 – [George sitting next to U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush, Steve McCutcheon holding hatchet in background] 
.2964 – Canada border post [Phyllis McCutcheon kneeling next to U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush] 
.2965 – [George standing next to U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush] 
.2966 – [moose swimming across Yukon River] 
.2967 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat along bank of Yukon River] 
.2968 – [dog swimming in Yukon River] 
.2969 – [view from boat of remaining patches of snow along bank of Yukon River] 
.2970 – [George standing in riverboat on bank of Yukon River, Steve McCutcheon opening box of supplies, unidentified man in background, gear piled on beach] 
.2971 – [George kneeling on beach working on camera, Phyllis McCutcheon next to tripod in background, Steve McCutcheon covering supplies in boat] 
.2972 – Yukon [Clarissa and possibly the McCutcheons in riverboat tied to riverbank, George walking along bank] 
.2973 – [George sitting on beach at right, Phyllis McCutcheon next to tripod in background, Steve McCutcheon covering supplies in boat] 
.2974 – [Clarissa and possibly the McCutcheons in riverboat tied to riverbank, George walking along bank]
[cemetery on banks of Yukon River, with crosses and spirit houses. At AFN 2017, location identified as Kokrines]

Eagle, AK [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting between row of trees and picket fence, corrugated metal building in middle ground, Yukon River in background. Cf. .2985]

[Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon, and Phyllis McCutcheon on bank of Yukon River, collapsing picket fence and cross in foreground, cemetery?]

[Clarissa with camera taking photograph of U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush. Cf. .2982]

[Phyllis McCutcheon sitting near U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush]

Eagle [airplane on airstrip, Eagle Bluff in background, metal barrels next to building in middle ground, supplies in foreground]

[Kaltag village scene, Yukon River at right, person walking on boardwalk past buildings, children playing near volleyball net in center]

[Phyllis McCutcheon sitting near U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush. Cf. .2978]

[Steve McCutcheon swinging hatchet near U.S.-Canada boundary marker in brush]

Merly’s Roadhouse [sign for Merly’s Roadhouse in Eagle]

[Phyllis McCutcheon sitting between row of trees and picket fence, corrugated metal building in middle ground, Yukon River in background. Cf. .2976]

[Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting between row of trees and picket fence, corrugated metal building in middle ground, Yukon River in background]

[Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting between row of trees and picket fence, corrugated metal building in middle ground, Yukon River in background]

N.C. Co., Eagle [Ford pickup truck parked in front of Northern Commercial Co. building, Clarissa standing next to utility pole in foreground, Eagle Bluff in background, possibly greenhouse at right]

N.C. Co., Eagle [Ford pickup truck parked in front of Northern Commercial Co. building, Clarissa standing next to utility pole in foreground, Eagle Bluff in background. Cf. .2996]

N.C. Co., Eagle [Clarissa standing next to Sterling Highway sign propped against log building in foreground, Ford pickup truck parked in front of Northern Commercial Co. building in background, pile of fuel wood at left. Cf. .2997]

Clarissa sitting on bank of Yukon River next to picket fence and large cross, buildings along riverbank in background, flagpole in center, Eagle. Cf. .3001]

[large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church in background, Eagle]

[Clarissa, Phyllis McCutcheon, and Steve McCutcheon standing near large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church at left, Eagle. Cf. .3002]

[Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing near large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church at left]

[Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing near large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church at left, Eagle]

[Clarissa crouching next to Sterling Highway sign propped against log building in foreground, Ford pickup truck parked in front of Northern Commercial Co. building in background, pile of fuel wood at left. Cf. .2990]
.2998 – [bird’s eye view of Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to windmill in Eagle, well house with bell tower at right, pile of fuel wood in center, Northern Commercial Co. in background]
.2999 – [Clarissa standing near large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church in background, Eagle]
.3000 – [Clarissa standing near large cross and picket fence, Yukon River in background, Eagle]
.3001 – [Clarissa sitting on bank of Yukon River next to picket fence and large cross, buildings along riverbank in background, flagpole in center, Eagle. Cf. .2991]
.3002 – [Clarissa, Phyllis McCutcheon, and Steve McCutcheon standing near large cross and picket fence, Episcopalian church at left, Eagle. Cf. .2993]
.3003 – [Steve McCutcheon bending over to take photograph of wildflowers in foreground, buildings of Eagle in distance]
.3004 – [bird’s eye view of Eagle, Clarissa standing in foreground]
.3005 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing in front of log cabin with sod roof, moose antlers mounted above entrance, Yukon River in background, Biederman’s cabin in Eagle?]
.3006 – Circle City (gas pump) [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to store with sign for “Circle City on the Yukon”, Chevron gasoline pump in foreground]
.3007 – [dogs in pens in dog yard]
.3008 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon crouched next to kennels in dog yard]
.3009 – [Clarissa sitting on gravel beach holding camera, watching Alaska Native man load fish trap onto riverboat, Yukon River. Cf .3088]
.3010 – [Clarissa sitting on gravel beach holding camera, watching Alaska Native man load fish trap onto riverboat, Yukon River]
.3011 – [Clarissa sitting on gravel beach holding camera, watching Alaska Native man load fish trap onto riverboat, Yukon River]
.3012 – [Clarissa kneeling in front of log building, sign for The Yukon Lodge at right, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3049, .3093]
.3013 – [portrait of young Alaska Native boy. Cf .3014]
.3014 – [portrait of young Alaska Native boy. Cf .3013]
.3015 – [portrait of Alaska Native man and boy. Cf .3013. At AFN 2017, man tentatively identified as Johnson Moses]
.3016 – [portrait of Alaska Native man and boy. Cf .3013]
.3017 – [portrait of Alaska Native man and boy. Cf .3013]
.3018 – [portrait of two young Alaska Native boys. Cf .3013]
.3019 – [portrait of young Alaska Native boy blowing bubble with bubblegum. Cf .3013, .3047]
.3020 – [person standing next to sign for Eagle Fire Guard Station, river and mountains in background. Cf .2952]
.3021 – [young white boy holding balloon sitting on log outside store with signs for Pepsi-Cola, “Circle City on the Yukon” and “Yukon Coffee Shop”, Steve McCutcheon filling cans with gasoline in background, automobile parked at left. Cf .3080]
.3022 – [Phyllis McCutcheon posed next to riverboat on beach, Alaska State flag flying from bow, Steve McCutcheon in back of boat, Yukon River]
.3023 – [Clarissa posed next to riverboat on beach, Alaska State flag flying from bow, Steve McCutcheon in back of boat, Yukon River]
.3024 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Alaska State flag in foreground]
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.3025 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Alaska State flag in foreground]
.3026 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in foreground]
.3027 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Alaska State flag in foreground]
.3028 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Alaska State flag in foreground]
.3029 – Clarissa Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to log cabin with corrugated metal roof, log cache at right
.3030 – [log cabin with corrugated metal roof, log cache at left, boats in foreground]
.3031 – [Clarissa wearing rain gear walking in front of church with bell tower in birch trees, sign for “St. James Church of England, Service on Sunday at 3 PM”, Tanana. Cf. .3611]
.3032 – [Clarissa wearing rain gear standing in front of log building with sign “Roadhouse Wines Liquors & Cigars”. Cf. .3610. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Tanana]
.3033 – [Clarissa wearing rain gear standing in front of log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall. Cf. .3600]
.3034 – [log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall]
.3035 – [Clarissa standing in doorway of log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall]
.3036 – [log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall]
.3037 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon wearing rain gear in stern, Phyllis McCutcheon with back to camera]
.3038 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon at camp site, Phyllis working over camp stove in center, Clarissa washing dishes at right, tent at left. Cf. .3473]
.3039 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing amid lupine on bank of Yukon River. Cf. .3494]
.3040 – [close-up of wildflowers]
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.3041 – Undercut bank [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]
.3042 – [George, Clarissa, and Steve McCutcheon on steep riverbank. Cf. .3074]
.3043 – [close-up of plaque reading “In memory of the people of the Hudson’s Bay Company who died at or near Fort Yukon between the years 1840 and 1870 many of them being pioneers and discoverers and explorers of various portions of the Yukon and Alaska. Erected by the Hudson’s Bay Company 1923”]
.3044 – [wooden grave markers in cemetery at Fort Yukon, Eric Wards in foreground, Wolf in background, both Hudson’s Bay Company employees]
.3045 – [five Alaska Native children posed on gravel beach, one holding Mac’s Foto balloon]
.3046 – [five Alaska Native children posed on gravel beach, one blowing up Mac’s Foto balloon]
.3047 – [Alaska Native man and two young boys on porch of building or greenhouse, one boy blowing bubbles with bubblegum while sitting on can of Chevron gasoline. Cf. .3019, .3417]
.3048 – N.C., F.Y. [Northern Commercial Co. store in Fort Yukon, metal barrels piled in foreground]
.3049 – [Clarissa holding camera standing in front of log building, fuel wood pile in center, sign for The Yukon Lodge at right, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3012]
.3050 – Riverboat Tanana [passengers on bank next to Yutana Barge Lines boat *Tanana* and barge, Steve McCutcheon holding camera at left, two women holding cameras at right]
.3051 – [George with camera taking photograph of Alaska Native girl on beach, Yutana Barge Lines riverboat *Tanana* in background. Cf. .3056]
.3052 – [view down riverbank, fish traps in foreground, George and Steve McCutcheon with camera on tripod in middle ground, probably Yutana Barge Lines riverboat *Tanana* in background]
.3053 – [view of Fort Yukon waterfront from boat on Yukon River, Northern Commercial Company building in center background, riverboat docked along bank]
.3054 – [view from Yukon River of Yutana Barge Lines boat *Tanana* and barge docked at Fort Yukon, Northern Commercial Company building in center background]
.3055 – Riverboat [Yutana Barge Lines riverboat *Tanana* at Fort Yukon, pile of metal barrels in foreground]
.3056 – Riverboat Tanana [Yutana Barge Lines riverboat *Tanana* at Fort Yukon, Alaska Native girl sitting on log in foreground. Cf. .3051]
.3057 – Riverboat [view from Yukon River of Yutana Barge Lines boat *Tanana* and barge docked at Fort Yukon]
.3058 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon standing with Alaska Native children outside post office at Beaver, Clarissa wearing headscarf and camera bag standing next to wood pile in foreground, flagpole at left]
.3060 – [Alaska Native woman and children posed next to wood pile in front of Beaver post office. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Ida Pitka]
.3061 – [Steve McCutcheon in front of Fort Yukon post office, sled propped against building at right, moose antlers mounted over doorway, log cache at left, split wood piled in front of building]
.3062 – A. Circle sign [Steve McCutcheon pointing at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.035.4]
.3063 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3064 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3065 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3066 – Arctic Circle [George, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3067 – Arctic Circle [Steve McCutcheon taking photograph of George and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3068 – Arctic Circle [Arctic Circle sign on riverbank, as seen from boat]
.3069 – Arctic Circle [Arctic Circle sign on riverbank, as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in foreground]
.3070 – Beaver PO [pickup truck parked in front of Beaver post office, Alaska Native children holding balloons, Clarissa and Steve McCutcheon in foreground left]
.3071 – [Steve McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3072 – [portrait of Alaska Native girl holding balloon]
.3073 – [Alaska Native villagers gathered on riverbank, possibly at Circle. Cf. .2270]
.3074 – [George, Clarissa, and Steve McCutcheon on steep riverbank, riverboat tied to bank. Cf. .3042]
.3075 – [George, Phyllis McCutcheon and Steve McCutcheon on steep riverbank]
.3076 – [George, Phyllis McCutcheon and Steve McCutcheon on steep riverbank, dust rising possibly from small rockfall]
.3077 – [scenic of Yukon River from boat, Steve McCutcheon wearing rain gear in right foreground]
.3078 – [George leaning against fence, holding camera taking photograph, Alaska Native man walking at right, Phyllis McCutcheon at left, dog and metal barrels on house stoop, log cabin in background]
.3079 – [moose and calf walking along bank of Yukon River, as seen from boat. Cf. .3125, .3241]
.3080 – [George standing outside store with signs for Pepsi-Cola, “Circle City on the Yukon” and “Yukon Coffee Shop”, Phyllis McCutcheon at right, automobile parked at left. Cf. .3021]
.3081 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to riverboat dry docked on riverbank, Steve McCutcheon taking photograph with camera on tripod in background, Circle. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.035.16]
.3082 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign on riverbank]
.3083 – [portrait of Steve McCutcheon holding burl wood log, building in background]
.3084 – [Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Arctic Circle sign in Fort Yukon, Arctic Circle Store at right]
.3085 – [George with camera taking photograph of Steve McCutcheon holding burl wood log, Phyllis McCutcheon in foreground, building at left]
.3086 – [interior of log church, with wooden benches and altar]
.3087 – [portrait of Steve McCutcheon holding burl wood log, building and automobile in background]
.3088 – [George with camera taking photograph of men loading parts of fish trap onto riverboat. Cf. .3009]
.3089 – [view of village along Yukon River as seen from boat. Original image blurry]
.3090 – [view from Yukon River of Fort Yukon waterfront, Northern Commercial Company building in center, travel trailer parked at right]
.3091 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing on Yukon River beach with supplies and camera on tripod, Steve McCutcheon in skiff tied to beach, skiff and riverboat in background]
.3092 – [view of village along Yukon River as seen from boat. Original image blurry]
.3093 – [The Yukon Lodge with sign at right, fuel wood pile in background, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3012]
.3094 – [village scene, with log cabin at right, Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon walking past houses at left, CAA towers and airstrip in background, Eagle?] 
.3095 – [dog outside Gray Line station, fuel wood pile at left]
.3096 – [George and unidentified woman outside log building in Fort Yukon, Phyllis McCutcheon with camera crouching down to take photograph, signs for “U.S. Native Service School” and “Office of Indian Affairs, Speak English and Talk to the World”. Cf. .3115]
.3097 – [village scene, man carrying water past log cabin, dog in left foreground, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3100]
.3098 – [unidentified woman wearing moccasins sitting on log outside cabin, Fort Yukon school in background]
.3099 – [George standing outside cabin, Phyllis McCutcheon crouched down to take photograph, unidentified woman wearing moccasins sitting on log, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3098]
.3100 – [young Alaska Native boy and girl standing outside cabin with three puppy dogs, Fort Yukon. At AFN 2017, house identified as belonging to Mary Thompson]
.3101 – Ft. Yukon PO [Phyllis McCutcheon standing in front of post office at Fort Yukon, with sign and moose antlers mounted on roof, sled propped against wall]
.3102 – N.C. Co. [Steve McCutcheon walking into Northern Commercial Company store carrying wolf pelts, Royal Crown Cola thermometer on wall at left, Fort Yukon]
.3103 – NC [Steve McCutcheon walking into Northern Commercial Company store carrying wolf pelts, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in foreground left, Royal Crown Cola thermometer on wall at left, Fort Yukon]
.3104 – NC Ft. Yukon [Alaska Native elder woman with cane on steps of Northern Commercial Company store, carton of Post Sugar Crisp cereal on porch, Fort Yukon]
.3105 – NC Co. [people on steps of Northern Commercial Company store, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in foreground left, truck parked at right, Fort Yukon]
.3106 – NC [view from Yukon River of Fort Yukon waterfront, Northern Commercial Company building in center, pile of metal barrels at left]
.3107 – [Steve McCutcheon walking into Northern Commercial Company store carrying wolf pelts, Royal Crown Cola thermometer on wall at left, Fort Yukon]
.3108 – NC [Alaska Native women on porch of Northern Commercial Company store, George in doorway, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3113]
.3109 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing on beach next to skiff, holding wolf pelts]
.3110 – [Phyllis McCutcheon holding wolf pelts]
.3111 – [close-up of moose antlers and sign on Fort Yukon post office]
.3112 – [Steve McCutcheon and Alaska Native elder man outside Fort Yukon post office, pile of fuel wood in front of building]
.3113 – [two Alaska Native women posed in front of Northern Commercial Company store, Fort Yukon. Cf. .3108. At AFN 2017, woman at left identified as Mariah Thomas, woman at right as Mrs. Shewfelt]
.3114 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting outside small building with sign “Fort Yukon Territorial School”, bell tower at right]
.3115 – [Clarissa holding camera sitting outside building, possibly Phyllis McCutcheon wearing moccasins standing at left, signs for “U.S. Native Service School” and “Office of Indian Affairs, Speak English and Talk to the World”. Cf. .3096]
.3116 – [village scene in Fort Yukon, George and Phyllis McCutcheon walking down street, sign for Arctic Circle in background right]
.3117 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in foreground]
.3118 – [dogs chained in dog yard]
.3119 – [puppy dogs in dog yard]
.3120 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses seated next to his drying rack or cache. Cf. .3130, .3148, .3390]
.3121 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses playing with puppy dogs next to his drying rack or cache]
.3122 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses playing with puppy dogs next to his drying rack or cache]
.3123 – [Clarissa holding puppy dog]
.3124 – [wildflowers, possibly mountain avens]
.3125 – [moose and calf walking along bank of Yukon River, as seen from boat. Cf. .3079]
.3126 – [moose and calf walking along bank of Yukon River, as seen from boat]
.3127 – [moose and calf walking along bank of Yukon River, as seen from boat]
.3128 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]
.3129 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in foreground]
.3130 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses and holding fork standing on riverbank. Cf. .3120]
.3131 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses and holding fork standing on riverbank]
.3132 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses and holding fork sitting next to tent]
.3133 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses preparing dog food in bowl while sitting next to tent on riverbank. Cf. .3136]
.3134 – [dog chained in dog yard]
.3135 – [puppy dog asleep in dog yard]
.3136 – [puppy dogs eating from bowl]
.3137 – [puppy dogs eating from bowl]
.3138 – [puppy dogs in dog yard, one covered with mosquitoes]
.3139 – [dogs chained in dog yard on riverbank, fish wheel in Yukon River at right]
.3140 – [village scene, people walking down path paralleling Yukon River at right, Alaska Native man standing in front of cabin at left, can of Pearl Oil Kerosene in foreground, cabins and boats in background]
.3141 – [cabins at village along Yukon River]
.3142 – [log cabin on Yukon River]
.3143 – [cabin on Yukon River, wood pile in foreground]
.3144 – [cabin on Yukon River, wagon wheels in center]
.3145 – [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from boat, driftwood on beach, tent at right, drying rack at left. Cf. .3256]
.3146 – [dog with puppies in dog yard]
.3147 – [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from beach, driftwood in foreground, dog yard at right, tent and drying rack at left]
.3148 – [George playing with puppy dogs on beach, Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses standing, rifle propped against driftwood in foreground, fish camp above]
.3149 – [lynx on riverbank]
.3150 – [lynx on riverbank]
.3151 – [lynx on riverbank]
.3152 – Rampart Trading Co. [sign on building, metal barrels and log cabin in background, Yukon River at left]
[Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing outside building housing Rampart post office and Weisner Trading Co., Jeep pulling trailer parked in front of building, corrugated metal building with illegible sign in background, wheelbarrow next to fuel wood pile in center]

Rampart post office [view from riverbank up to post office, Jeep pulling trailer parked in front of building]

[cabins on Yukon River]

[village scene, with Alaska Native boy pushing puppy dog in wheelbarrow, another dog at left, heavy equipment at right, cabins in background]

[boarded up building on Yukon River, with five stove pipes and two sets of stairs to doors]

[view of village along Yukon River as seen from boat. Original image blurry]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from riverbank]

[portrait of man wearing brimmed hat, suspenders, and checkered shirt]

[portrait of man wearing brimmed hat, suspenders, and checkered shirt]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[Phyllis McCutcheon, Steve McCutcheon, and George with man wearing brimmed hat, suspenders, and checkered shirt, George smoking cigarette and holding camera, all on riverbank next to cabin]

[Phyllis McCutcheon, Steve McCutcheon, and George with man wearing brimmed hat, suspenders, and checkered shirt, Phyllis holding camera, all on riverbank next to cabin]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[Lynx [lynx on riverbank]

[lynx on riverbank]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

[moose walking in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[moose calf on bank of Yukon River]

[moose swimming in Yukon River]

[lynx on riverbank]

[Clarissa sitting on riverbank, village buildings in background. Cf. .3185. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]

[bird’s eye view of village, crosses and spirit houses in cemetery in foreground. Cf. .3147. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]

[bird’s eye view of village, crosses and spirit houses in cemetery in foreground]
.3187 – [Tanana street scene, Clarissa standing next to post office at right, Phyllis McCutcheon standing at left, pickup truck parked in front of post office, church and Northern Commercial Company store in background]

.3188 – [crosses, spirit houses, and grave markers in cemetery, including marker for Chief Philip died 1920, and Maggie Andrew. Cf. B1990.014.5.AkNative.28.6. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Ruby or Rampart]

.3189 – [crosses and spirit houses in cemetery, corrugated metal building at right, same location as .3188]

.3190 – [crosses, spirit houses, and grave markers in cemetery, including marker for Chief Philip died 1920, Yukon River in background at left, Nulato?]

.3191 – [crosses, spirit houses, and grave markers in cemetery, Yukon River in background at left]

.3192 – [old Episcopal Mission of Our Saviour chapel seen through trees, Tanana]

.3193 – [woman standing next to St. James’ Episcopal Church, Tanana]

.3194 – Tanana PO [street scene with automobiles and pedestrians on dirt road, Tanana Post Office at right, St. James Episcopal Church and Northern Commercial Company in distance]

.3195 – [two women talking over picket fence outside log cabin, Tanana. Cf. .3194]

.3196 – St. James Episc. Church [street scene with automobiles and pedestrians on dirt road, St. James Episcopal Church at right, Northern Commercial Company in background, Tanana]

.3197 – NC Co. [Clarissa walking in front of Northern Commercial Company, building at left reads “T.C. Co.,” Tanana]

.3198 – [Clarissa holding camera sitting on fence in foreground, log and shingle house in background]

.3199 – [CAA buildings as seen from water, storage tank at left, Tanana. Cf. .3216]

.3200 – [Tanana waterfront as seen from water]

.3201 – [Tanana waterfront as seen from water]

.3202 – [Tanana waterfront as seen from water]

.3203 – [man, woman, and dog on deck of riverboat Elaine G., two men in skiff pulling up alongside in foreground]

.3204 – [Tanana waterfront as seen from water]

.3205 – Riverboat [riverboat Elaine G. pushing two barges]

.3206 – Riverboat [riverboat Elaine G. of Peterson Navigation Company under way]

.3207 – [wildflowers]

.3208 – Tan., former Mission of Our Savior [old Episcopal Mission of Our Saviour chapel seen through trees, woman standing in brush in foreground, Tanana]

.3209 – Tanana Day School [George standing next to sign “Tanana Day School A.N.S. & Territorial, bell mounted over entrance]

.3210 – [red truck parked outside of white building, Tanana Hospital. Cf. .3213]

.3211 – [four Alaska Native children sitting on boards. Cf. .3229, .3282. At AFN 2018, identified as Tanana, children sitting left to right: Rodney, Shirley, and Becky Holmberg, with Ralph Holmberg standing]

.3212 – St. James E. Church [toddler holding balloon and wearing “Don’t’ Spank” pants in foreground, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in front of St. James Episcopal Church in background]
.3213 – Tanana Hosp. [Tanana Hospital as seen from water, skiffs and driftwood on riverbank]
.3214 – St. James, Tan. [Tanana waterfront as seen from water, St. James Episcopal Church in center]
.3215 – [waterfront as seen from water, Tanana?]
.3216 – CAA Tanana [CAA buildings as seen from water]
.3217 – Tan. [Tanana waterfront as seen from water]
.3218 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]
.3219 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]
.3220 – [riverboat Elaine G. pushing two barges. Cf. .3205]
.3221 – [CAA site on Yukon River as seen from water, with building and communication towers. Cf. .3236]
.3222 – Sm. riverboat “Lancaster” [boat under way on river]
.3223 – [Phyllis McCutcheon sitting in lupine on bank of Yukon River]
.3224 – [Phyllis McCutcheon sitting next to a camp fire at sunset, boat tied at right, river in background, mountains in distance. Cf. .3243]
.3225 – [Phyllis McCutcheon cooking over a camp fire at sunset, George standing at left, boat tied at right, river in background, mountains in distance]
.3226 – [crosses and spirit houses in cemetery, including one spirit house made from corrugated metal, Tanana? Cf. .3189]
.3227 – [crosses and spirit houses in cemetery, including graves of Harrmen Gregory and Lillian Gregory, both died 1947, Holikachuk? In the 1940 census, the Gregorys are listed as living in Otter. Cf. .3445, B1990.014.5.AKNative.28.4]
.3228 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to picket fence in cemetery in foreground, spirit houses on steep riverbank below, Yukon River in distance, Koyukuk? Cf. .3248, B1990.014.5.AkNative.28.36]
.3229 – [four Alaska Native children sitting on boards, Tanana? Cf. .3211]
.3230 – [George sitting on grass next to porch on log building]
.3231 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing in lupine on bank of Yukon River]
.3232 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting between row of trees and picket fence, corrugated metal building in middle ground, Yukon River in background, Eagle. Cf. .2976]
.3233 – [George holding camera, photographing crocus flowers]
.3234 – [speckled bird eggs in plover nest]
.3235 – [speckled bird eggs in plover nest]
.3236 – [CAA site on Yukon River as seen from water, with building and communication towers. Cf. .3221]
.3237 – [swallow sitting on large bird house next to Yukon River]
.3238 – [two young moose wading in pond]
.3239 – [two young moose wading in pond]
.3240 – [two young moose wading in pond]
.3241 – [moose and calf walking along bank of Yukon River, as seen from boat]
.3242 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, boat tied in foreground. Cf. .3224]
.3243 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to boat tied to riverbank in foreground. Cf. .3242, .3483]
.3244 – [crosses and graves in cemetery above Yukon River. Cf. B1990.014.5.AkNative.28.48. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3245 – [crosses and graves in cemetery above Yukon River]
.3246 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to boat tied to riverbank in foreground. Cf. .3242, .3497]
.3247 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to camp fire in foreground. Cf. .3242, .3496]
.3248 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to picket fence in cemetery in foreground, spirit houses on steep riverbank below, Yukon River in distance. Cf. .3228]
.3249 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to camp fire in foreground. Cf. .3247]
.3250 – Cemetery [Steve McCutcheon standing in cemetery above Yukon River]
.3252 – Fish camp [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from boat, driftwood on riverbank, tents and smokehouse in background. Cf. .3256]
.3253 – [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from boat, skiffs and driftwood on riverbank, tents in background]
.3254 – [crosses and graves in cemetery above Yukon River, Nulato? Cf. .3244]
.3255 – Cemetery, grave of Christopher Frank d. 1929 [grave markers, crosses, and spirit houses in cemetery next to Yukon River, Tanana?]
.3256 – [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from boat, driftwood, skiffs, and dog yard on riverbank, tent and smokehouse in background. Cf. .3147]
.3257 – [George waving from top of steep riverbank, cemetery on bluff. Cf. .3286]

B3/B4
.3258 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children, with Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon, large log building and cabins in background. Portion of image overexposed. Cf. .5595 et seq. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3259 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children, boardwalk and buildings in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3260 – [young Alaska Native girl bending down to pull up socks while standing on boardwalk, large crowd between buildings in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato, with Andrew Demoski house at left]
.3261 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to large group of Alaska Native children. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3262 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to large group of Alaska Native children. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3263 – [village waterfront as seen from river. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3264 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3265 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children, sawhorse in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3266 – [Alaska Native boy wearing striped t-shirt, jeans, and suspenders sitting on ground next to sawhorse. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3267 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3268 – [three Alaska Native children next to sawhorse, one child crying, one pointing, one playing with dog, laundry on clothesline in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3269 – [Phyllis McCutcheon walking down road past houses and caches, three children with balloons standing at right, communications tower in right background, laundry on clothesline at left. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3270 – [dogs in dog yard on beach, boats tied to riverbank in background. Cf. .3271. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3271 – [dogs in dog yard on beach, boats on riverbank at right, buildings at left, cemetery on high bluff in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3272 – [Alaska Native children holding balloons, one boy wearing cowboy shirt, adults sitting on boats in front of buildings in background. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3273 – [aerial view of wetlands in river plain. Cf. .3539]
.3274 – [aerial view of wetlands in river plain]
.3275 – [aerial of river plain]
.3276 – [aerial of bends in river]
.3277 – [village buildings as seen from river. At AFN 2017, identified as Ruby ]
.3279 – [two Alaska Native women cleaning salmon on table, Paimiut. Cf. .3291]
.3280 – [man and two Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon on table, young girl standing at right, Paimiut]
.3281 – [man and two Alaska Native woman cleaning king salmon on table, two children standing at right, Paimiut. At AFN 2017, man identified as Jake Aloysius, women as Marie Williams Aloysius Dementoff (left) and Katrina Aloysius, young boy as Patrick Aloysius, young girl as possibly Margaret Aloysius Reed, location as Aloysius fish camp]
.3282 – [Alaska Native children, some holding balloons, standing on riverbank at village, wood-plank ramp in center, corrugated metal buildings above. Cf. .3211, .3290, .3404. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3283 – [view of village waterfront from beach, boats near shore. Cf. .3567. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3284 – [six people in riverboat under way on river]
.3285 – [Alaska Native woman removing fish from net in riverboat]
.3286 – [three people at top of steep riverbank, cemetery on bluff, probably Steve McCutcheon using light meter at left, with Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon. Cf. .3257]
.3287 – [man standing in front of log building painted green, striped awning over second-story window. Cf. .3059, .3290. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3288 – [man standing in front of log building painted green, striped awning over second-story window. At AFN 2017, identified as store owner Ira Weisner at Rampart]
.3289 – [yellow church with steeple, circular window over entrance, large pine tree at right. Cf. .3550. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3290 – [village waterfront as seen from river, corrugated metal building and log building painted green with striped awning in center, laundry on clothesline at left, people and boats on riverbank. Cf. .3059, .3282. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3291 – [two Alaska Native women cleaning salmon on table, Steve McCutcheon crouched behind them holding camera, Paimiut. Cf. .3279]
.3292 – [Alaska Native woman cleaning table used to clean salmon, Paimiut]
.3293 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips on table, Paimiut]
.3294 – [Alaska Native woman putting salmon strips into basin, Paimiut]
.3295 – [view inside drying house, with salmon strips hanging from racks, people cutting fish at table, young boy walking at left, Paimiut. Cf. .3577]
.3296 – [George holding camera taking photograph of man and Alaska Native woman cleaning salmon on table, Paimiut]
.3297 – [Alaska Native boy and girl holding Mac’s Foto balloons, Paimiut. Same girl as in .3281. At AFN 2017, girl tentatively identified as Margaret Aloysius Reed wearing pugiyaq, or traditional bonnet with shirtfront. Cf. .3378, .3524, .3525]
.3298 – [four Alaska Native girls sitting on beach, one wearing Naknek t-shirt. Cf. .3527]
.3299 – [four Alaska Native girls and young boy sitting on driftwood log on beach, one girl wearing Naknek t-shirt, one girl chewing gum, fuel can at right]
.3300 – [four Alaska Native girls and young boy sitting on driftwood log on beach, one girl wearing Naknek t-shirt, girls chewing gum. Cf. .3303. At AFN 2017, identified as (left to right) Gussie, Buncy, Kathy Too Black, Carole Too Rotten, and Clarence Manny at Paimiut]
.3301 – [man carrying large salmon on shoulders as he walks up path through grass, possibly Jake Aloysius, Paimiut. Cf. .2276, B1990.014.5.AkNative.41.22]
.3302 – [boy carrying two large salmon on shoulders as he walks up path through grass, Paimiut]
.3303 – [group portrait of man and group of Alaska Native children holding balloons, one girl wearing Naknek t-shirt, corrugated metal building at right. Cf. .3300. At AFN, identified as (left to right) Carole Too Rotten, Patrick So-So, Kathy Too Black, Jake Aloysius, Gussie, Buncy, Clarence Manny at Paimiut]
.3304 – [moose swimming in Yukon River]
.3305 – [moose swimming in Yukon River, bow of boat in foreground]
.3306 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.3307 – [moose swimming in Yukon River, bow of boat in foreground]
.3308 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.3309 – [building with large windows on treeless tundra]
.3310 – [man standing in doorway of log cabin, mountains in background left]
.3311 – [fish camp on Yukon River as seen from boat, driftwood on riverbank, tents and smokehouse in background. Cf. .3256]
.3312 – [fish wheel on river, driftwood on beach]
.3313 – [fish wheel on river, driftwood on beach]
.3314 – [village waterfront as seen from water. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Russian Mission]
.3315 – [view from water of children standing on riverbank, trucks parked in front of Northern Commercial Company buildings above, Ruby. Cf. .3365]
.3316 – Riverboat & barge [riverboat and barge under way on river, bow of boat in foreground]
.3317 – Riverboat [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3318 – [CAA communications towers along Yukon River as seen from water]
.3319 – [village waterfront as seen from water, crane at dock area at left]
.3320 – [village waterfront as seen from water, with driftwood, boats, metal barrels and other debris on riverbank, laundry on clothesline between buildings in background]
.3321 – Galena PO [sign for Galena Post Office, with vegetable garden growing next to building]
.3322 – [riverboat and barge under way on river, possibly the Elaine G. Cf. .3205]
.3323 – Galena PO [Galena Post Office, with vegetable garden growing next to building]
.3324 – Airport (Galena?) [view across tarmac to large hangar, possibly Galena Air Force Base]
.3325 – [George and Steve McCutcheon standing on riverbank next to several riverboats]
.3326 – [scenic of Yukon River]
.3327 – [village waterfront as seen from water]
.3328 – Cemetery [view from river of a small cemetery in brush, with grave markers and crosses. Cf. .5602]
.3329 – Cemetery [spirit houses and crosses in trees on hillside]
.3330 – Cemetery [view through trees to George standing next to picket fences around graves]
.3331 – [view across tarmac to large hangar, possibly Galena Air Force Base. Cf. .3324]
.3332 – [young Alaska Native girl holding wildflowers, sitting near corrugated metal building. Part of image overexposed]
.3333 – [riverboat and barge under way on Yukon River, possibly Yutana]
.3334 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3335 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3336 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3337 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3338 – [paddle steamer Elaine G. under way on Yukon River]
.3339 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3340 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3341 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3342 – [view out windows of building through trees to river, possibly schoolhouse, balloon on table at right]
.3343 – [Baker family and dog posed next to windsock and sign for CAA site at Kaltag. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.84.20, .5606]
.3344 – [view past trees to village buildings, laundry on clothesline in center, river in background, Kaltag]
.3345 – [boy standing next to church bell in foreground, village in background, laundry on clothesline in center, Kaltag]
.3346 – [woman and two young boys wearing mosquito netting sitting on beach, possibly Paimiut]
.3347 – [Steve McCutcheon in boat under way on river, village waterfront in background, Tanana?]
.3348 – [village waterfront as seen from river, riverboat docked in center near fuel wood pile]
.3349 – [two men in skiffs near riverbank]
.3350 – [two men standing on boards being used as small dock along riverbank, driftwood on beach, grass in background]
.3351 – [two men in skiff on river, same men as in .3350]
.3352 – [Steve McCutcheon in boat under way on river, village waterfront in background]
.3353 – [Steve McCutcheon holding camera in boat under way on river, turning around to photograph village waterfront in background]
.3354 – [sandhill crane on shoreline]
.3355 – [sandhill crane on shoreline]
.3356 – [paddle steamer Yutana under way on Yukon River]
.3357 – [close-up of paddle steamer Elaine G.]
.3358 – [crosses and grave markers in cemetery, Holikachuk. Cf. B1990.014.5.AKNative.28.56]
.3359 – [spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, one grave marked “Yankee died 15 of June 1935”, probably Holikachuk. Cf. .5632]
.3360 – [spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, probably Holikachuk]
.3361 – [spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, two American flags flying on poles, possibly Holikachuk]
.3362 – [cemetery with grave markers and crosses on steep hillside above river]
.3363 – [spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, two American flags flying on poles, possibly Holikachuk]
.3364 – [spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, two American flags flying on poles, possibly Holikachuk]
.3365 – NC Co [dogs and pickup trucks outside of Northern Commercial Company building, Ruby. Cf. .3315]
.3366 – [Clarissa, Phyllis McCutcheon and Steve McCutcheon walking with children behind Northern Commercial Company store in Ruby. Cf. .3365, .3492]
.3367 – [scenic of Yukon River, fish wheel at right]
.3368 – [scenic of Yukon River, fish wheel in foreground]
.3369 – [scenic of Yukon River, fish wheel at right]
.3370 – [fish wheel on Yukon River]
.3371 – [fish wheel on Yukon River]
.3372 – [group portrait of Alaska Native woman and children posed next to fuel wood pile, several children holding balloons, two dogs in front of Beaver post office at left. Cf. .3393. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Ida Pitka]
.3373 – [group portrait of Alaska Native woman and children posed next to fuel wood pile, Beaver]
.3374 – [portrait of two young Alaska Native girls, one wearing bonnet]
.3375 – [portrait of young Alaska Native girl holding Mac’s Foto balloon, Tanana. Cf. .3376]
.3376 – [portrait of three young Alaska Native children, two holding Mac’s Foto balloons, Northern Commercial Company store in background, Tanana. Cf. .3197]
.3377 – [portrait of young Alaska Native girl, Tanana. Same girl as on left in .3376]
.3378 – [Alaska Native boy and girl holding Mac’s Foto balloons, Paimiut. Same children as in .3297. At AFN 2017, girl tentatively identified as Margaret Aloysius Reed]
.3379 – [portrait of Alaska Native woman, log cabin in background. Cf. .3530, .3593]
.3380 – [man standing next to boat under construction in village, dog yard at right, houses at left. Cf. .3385. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Eagle Village]
.3381 – [portrait of three young Alaska Native girls, one holding Mac’s Foto balloon. At AFN 2018, identified as Nulato]
.3382 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon walking in village past houses. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Beaver]
.3383 – [view from riverbank up to Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing with visitors outside log building painted green, striped awning over second-story window, sign at left reads in part “U.S. Govt. steamers... for damage...” At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3384 – [portrait of Alaska Native girl holding doll, buildings and log frame or drying rack in background]
.3385 – [two men working on boat under construction in village, children sitting on logs at left, one child wearing military cap, house in background, river at right. Cf. .3380. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Eagle Village]
.3386 – [village scene, with houses, caches, frame in foreground. Same location as .3380]
.3387 – [woman washing clothes in basin in front of arctic entry of house on riverbank, young child on dirt road paralleling river, green log building with striped awning in background, Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to children on beach at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3388 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to Steve McCutcheon setting up camera tripod in village, children in front of church at left, square wooden frame next to river at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Beaver]
.3389 – [children playing with balloons in village, houses and cache in background, Beaver. Cf. .3372]
.3390 – [Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses and holding fork seated next to river. Cf. .3120]
.3391 – [portrait of Alaska Native girl holding baby, Beaver. Cf. .3372]
.3392 – [Clarissa talking to Alaska Native man wearing eyeglasses standing next to tent at fish camp, fish wheel in river in background. Cf. .3120]
.3393 – [group portrait of Alaska Native woman and children posed next to fuel wood pile, three children holding balloons, Beaver. Cf. .3372. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Ida Pitka]
.3394 – [large group of children sitting on driftwood log on beach. Cf. .3397]
.3395 – [group portrait of Alaska Native woman and children posed next to fuel wood pile, three children holding balloons, Beaver. Cf. .3372]
.3396 – [four Alaska Native boys posed next to log building, three holding Mac’s Foto balloons, Beaver. Cf. .3372]
.3397 – [Clarissa sitting on driftwood log with children on beach. Cf. .3394, .3414]
.3398 – [four Alaska Native boys posed with puppy dog, log building with birdhouse in background. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Beaver]
.3399 – [Alaska Native woman and children with balloons on boardwalk in front of houses, Kaltag]
.3400 – [Alaska Native woman and children with balloons posed next to cemetery on bluff above river. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3401 – [Alaska Native woman and children with balloons posed next to cemetery on bluff above river]
.3402 – [Steve McCutcheon handing out balloons to Alaska Native children on boardwalk in front of houses in village]
.3403 – [view down boardwalk between buildings in village, cemetery on bluff in background, Kaltag? Cf. .3258]
.3404 – [Alaska Native children standing on riverbank at village, some holding balloons, one boy wearing military cap, wood-plank ramp in center, corrugated metal buildings above.? Cf. .3282. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3405 – [Alaska Native children sitting on logs on riverbank next to riverboat, one boy wearing military cap, Phyllis McCutcheon standing at center, Steve McCutcheon in boat. Cf. .3404]
.3406 – [Alaska Native children standing on boards, some holding balloons, Tanana? Cf. .3404]
.3407 – [Alaska Native children standing on boards, some holding balloons, Tanana? Cf. .3406]
.3408 – [two Alaska Native girls standing on road along river, one holding balloon, log building painted green with striped awning at left, pile of logs on riverbank at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Rampart]
.3409 – [young Alaska Native boy with puppy dog sitting outside house]
.3410 – [Alaska Native children standing on boards, some holding balloons, Tanana? Cf. .3404]
.3411 – [Alaska Native man holding kindling standing with young girl on boardwalk in front of buildings, American flag on pole at right, volleyball net next to river in background, Kaltag. Cf. .5595 et seq.]
.3412 – [Alaska Native woman with toddler sitting on boardwalk near church, Kaltag]
.3413 – [Alaska Native men and boys standing in brush on riverbank, Phyllis McCutcheon in foreground. Same location as .3397]
.3414 – [Clarissa sitting on driftwood log with children on beach. Cf. .3397]
.3415 – [Clarissa sitting on driftwood log with children on beach. Cf. .3397]
.3416 – [Alaska Native girl wearing eyeglasses sitting with young boy in doorway of building. Same location as .3417]
.3417 – [Alaska Native man and two young boys on porch of building or greenhouse, one boy blowing bubbles with bubblegum while sitting on can of Chevron gasoline. Cf. .3047]
.3418 – [two Alaska Native boys standing next to screen door of log cabin, one boy with chewing gum]
.3419 – [Alaska Native boy with chewing gum standing next to screen door of log cabin]
.3421 – [Jesuit Father Jules Convert standing in front of the Catholic church at Holy Cross]
.3422 – [Holy Cross village scene with houses and fuel wood piles, Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing at right, mission buildings in background, large cross on hill in distance]
.3423 – [view across field to mission buildings at Holy Cross, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in foreground taking photograph with camera]
.3424 – [view across field to mission buildings at Holy Cross, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in center, Steve McCutcheon in right foreground taking photograph with camera]
.3425 – [view across field to mission buildings at Holy Cross, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in center, Steve McCutcheon in right foreground with camera bag]
.3426 – [view of mission at Holy Cross as seen from water]
.3427 – [view of mission at Holy Cross as seen from water]
.3428 – [view of mission at Holy Cross as seen from water]
.3429 – [view across field to mission buildings at Holy Cross, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in foreground]
.3430 – [Holy Cross mission church]
.3431 – [Jesuit Father Jules Convert standing in front of the Catholic church at Holy Cross, George and Steve McCutcheon in foreground taking photographs with cameras]
.3432 – [man preparing to raise American flag on flagpole next to Holy Cross post office, pile of fuel wood in background]
.3433 – [house in Holy Cross, with fish dipnet frame propped against wall, sawhorses in front, weathervane at left]
.3434 – [vegetable garden at Holy Cross mission, with seedlings starting to sprout, buildings in background]
.3435 – [aerial of Holy Cross mission]
.3436 – [aerial of Holy Cross mission]
.3437 – [aerial of Holy Cross mission]
.3438 – [aerial of Holy Cross mission]
.3439 – [exterior of ANS School at Holikachuk]
.3440 – [log church at Holikachuk, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in foreground]
.3441 – [small log building, bell hanging to right of doorway, probably Phyllis McCutcheon wearing mosquito netting and sitting on fuel wood pile at left]
.3442 – [kasignuk or kashim at Holikachuk, Phyllis McCutcheon standing at left]
.3443 – [graves on riverbank as seen from water]
.3444 – [graves and American flag on flagpole on riverbank as seen from water, Our Lady of Fatima monument in back. Cf. .3590. At AFN 2017, identified as Ruby]
.3445 – [crosses and spirit houses in cemetery, including grave of Harrmen Gregory, Phyllis McCutcheon wearing mosquito netting at left, Holikachuk? Cf. .3227, .5630, B1990.014.5.AKNative.28.4]
.3446 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat pulling away from village on shore, red pickup truck parked next to dock, Eagle]
.3447 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Alaska State flag in foreground]
.3448 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground, riverboat under way with barge at left]
.3449 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3450 – [scenic of Yukon River]
.3451 – [scenic of Yukon River]
.3452 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon setting up camp on bank of Yukon River, Steve setting up camera tripod in foreground, Phyllis walking near small tent in background, person in riverboat at left]
.3453 – [black bear swimming in Yukon River]
.3454 – [black bear swimming in Yukon River]
.3455 – [black bear swimming in Yukon River]
.3456 – [black bear swimming in Yukon River, bow of boat in foreground]
.3457 – [black bear swimming in Yukon River, bow of boat in foreground]
.3458 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3459 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3460 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3461 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground, cemetery on hillside at left]
.3462 – [riverboat Elaine G. pushing two barges]
.3463 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3464 – [scenic of Yukon River, Phyllis McCutcheon sitting on riverbank next to riverboat in foreground]
.3465 – [scenic of Yukon River, Phyllis McCutcheon sitting on riverbank next to riverboat in foreground]
.3466 – [scenic of Yukon River]
.3467 – [Steve McCutcheon using binoculars, standing in riverboat tied to rocky riverbank, Alaska state flag on bow of boat, river in background]
.3468 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon picnicking on riverbank, Phyllis holding slice of bread and can of Libby's Vienna Sausages, Steve holding blades of grass]
.3469 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3470 – [Clarissa standing next to riverboat tied to riverbank, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting at right]
.3471 – [Clarissa standing next to riverboat tied to riverbank, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting at right]
.3472 – [scenic of Yukon River]
.3473 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon at camp site, camp stove in center, Phyllis and Clarissa washing dishes at right, tent at left. Cf. .3038]
.3474 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground]
.3475 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat]

B3/B5
.3476 – [riverboat under way pushing barge on Yukon River]
.3477 – [riverboat and barge OB-3 at dock on Yukon River]
.3478 – [view through fish wheel to riverboat and barge OB-3 at dock on Yukon River, George, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon on riverbank in center]
.3479 – [riverboat Elaine G. pushing two barges]
.3480 – [Steve McCutcheon carrying Phyllis McCutcheon to riverboat tied to riverbank, George loading supplies in background. Cf. .3487]
.3481 – [bird’s eye view of Alaska Native children with balloons standing on riverbank near riverboat. Original image blurry]
.3482 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground, riverboat under way in center]
.3483 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, George and Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to camp fire on riverbank in foreground, riverboat tied at right. Cf. .3243]
.3484 – [cemetery on riverbank as seen from water]
.3485 – [George and Steve McCutcheon, both wearing hip waders and standing in Yukon River next to riverboat, Steve holding oar]
.3486 – [George and Steve McCutcheon, both wearing hip waders and standing in Yukon River next to riverboat, Steve holding oar]
.3487 – [Steve McCutcheon carrying Phyllis McCutcheon to riverboat tied to riverbank, George loading supplies in background. Cf. .3480]
.3488 – [scenic of Yukon River as seen from boat, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground, CAA towers in background]
.3489 – [men standing on riverbank next to riverboat and barge OB-3 at dock on Yukon River]
.3490 – [Phyllis McCutcheon at camp on Yukon River, two tents at right, camera tripod at left]
.3491 – [CAA site on Yukon River as seen from water, with buildings, communications towers, and storage tanks]
.3492 – [Ruby waterfront as seen from water, with Northern Commercial Company in center. Cf. .3366]
.3493 – [George holding toilet paper, sitting in riverboat tied to riverbank, Alaska state flag mounted on bow, camera tripod at left]
.3494 – [George and Steve McCutcheon both holding cameras and standing amid lupine on bank of Yukon River, Phyllis McCutcheon taking photograph with camera. Cf. .3039]
.3495 – [Steve McCutcheon loading supplies into riverboat, young boy watching from riverbank, riverboat and barge OB-3 at dock in background]
.3496 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to camp fire in foreground. Cf. .3247]
.3497 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to boat tied to riverbank in foreground. Cf. .3246]
.3498 – [scenic of sunset from gravel beach, Phyllis McCutcheon silhouetted next to boat tied to riverbank in foreground]
.3499 – [George and Steve McCutcheon in riverboat tied to riverbank on Yukon River]
.3500 – [George in riverboat tied to riverbank on Yukon River. Original image blurry]
.3501 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing on riverbank watching riverboat and barge under way on Yukon River]
.3502 – [Clarissa sitting on riverbank next to riverboat Queen Donna flying Alaska state flag, Eagle Bluff in background, name of boat visible as reflection in water]
.3503 – [Clarissa sitting on riverbank next to riverboat Queen Donna flying Alaska state flag, Eagle Bluff in background, name of boat visible as reflection in water]
.3504 – [pieces of fish wheel loaded onto riverboat tied to gravel riverbank]
.3505 – [Steve McCutcheon sitting in stern of riverboat tied to riverbank, Clarissa stepping into bow, George crouched in foreground]
.3506 – [Phyllis McCutcheon sitting in riverboat tied to riverbank, Steve McCutcheon stepping into boat, Clarissa crouched at left]
.3507 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting in riverboat tied to riverbank, Clarissa crouched in background]
.3508 – [camp on Yukon River, clothing hanging to dry in foreground, tent and supplies in background]
.3509 – [village scene, with canoe propped against frame of structure under construction in foreground, buildings along riverbank in background, one with birdhouse, people and dog near fish wheel at right, Eagle Village?]
.3510 – [Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting on riverbank, trapper sitting in left foreground]
.3511 – [Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon with man holding small book and sitting next to trapper’s cabin made of wood planks, Phyllis holding camera]
.3512 – [Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon with man standing next to trapper’s cabin made of wood planks]
.3513 – [Steve McCutcheon standing with trapper holding small book]
.3514 – [Steve McCutcheon standing with trapper holding small book]
.3515 – [Steve McCutcheon standing with trapper holding small book]
.3516 – [trapper standing in doorway of cache holding ermine, fox, and other furs. Cf. .3601]
.3517 – [trapper standing in doorway of cache holding furs, Steve McCutcheon standing at left]
.3518 – [trapper standing in doorway of cache holding ermine, fox, and other furs]
.3519 – [Clarissa and Steve McCutcheon with man sitting next to trapper’s cabin made of wood planks]
.3520 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat tied to riverbank, trapper standing on beach]
.3521 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat tied to riverbank, trapper standing on beach]
.3522 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat tied to riverbank]
.3523 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon in riverboat tied to riverbank, trapper standing on beach]
.3524 – [two young Alaska Native children wearing bonnets sitting on ground, Paimiut? Cf. .3297]
.3525 – [two young Alaska Native girls sitting on ground, one holding baby, Paimiut? Cf. .3297]
.3526 – [two Alaska Native children sitting in basin next to building, Paimiut. At AFN 2017, children identified as Margaret Blackie at left and Honey Girl at right]
.3527 – [four Alaska Native girls sitting on beach, one wearing Naknek t-shirt. Cf. .3298]
.3528 – [four Alaska Native girls sitting on beach, one wearing Naknek t-shirt]
.3529 – [four Alaska Native girls sitting on beach, one wearing Naknek t-shirt]
.3530 – [portrait of Alaska Native woman, log cabin in background. Cf. .3379]
.3531 – [portrait of Alaska Native woman, log cabin in background. Cf. .3379]
.3532 – [two Alaska Native girls sitting in grass on beach at Paimiut, possibly Dubook Buncy on left. Cf. B1990.014.5.AKNative.23.50]
.3533 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon at Paimiut. Same girl as on left in .3532. Cf. B1990.014.5.AKNative.23.50]
.3534 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon with ulu at Paimiut. Same girl as in .3533]
.3535 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon with ulu at Paimiut. Same girl as in .3533]
.3536 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon with ulu at Paimiut. Same girl as in .3533]
.3537 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon with ulu at Paimiut. Same girl as in .3533]
.3538 – [young Alaska Native girl cutting salmon with ulu at Paimiut. Same girl as in .3533]
.3539 – [aerial of river. Cf. .3273]
.3540 – [aerial of river plain]
.3541 – [aerial of river plain, airplane wing in foreground]
.3542 – [aerial of river]
.3543 – [aerial of river plain]
.3544 – [aerial of bends in river]
.3545 – [aerial of river]
.3546 – [aerial of village and CAA site with airstrip on bend in river, rainbow at left. At AFN 2017, identified as McGrath]
.3547 – [aerial of village and CAA site with airstrip on bend in river. At AFN 2017, identified as McGrath, with CAA housing to left of airstrip, Alaska Commercial Company and trading post on point of land at far left]
.3548 – [aerial of village and CAA site with airstrip on bend in river. At AFN 2017, identified as McGrath]
.3549 – [aerial of village and CAA site with airstrip on bend in river. At AFN 2017, identified as McGrath]
.3550 – [yellow church with steeple, circular window over entrance, bell tower in back, rectory or other building at right. Cf. .3289, .3551. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3551 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3552 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3553 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3554 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3555 – [crosses and grave markers in cemetery above Yukon River. Same location as in .3551]
.3556 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon and silhouetted person standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3557 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3558 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3559 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to crosses in foreground, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3560 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, taken from cemetery on high bluff, communications tower at right, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3561 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, yellow church in distance. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3562 – [bird’s eye view of village on Yukon River, construction materials on riverbank in foreground]
.3563 – [village waterfront as seen from water, yellow church at left, communications tower at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3564 – [village waterfront as seen from water, yellow church at left, communications tower at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3565 – [village waterfront as seen from water, yellow church at left, communications tower at right. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3566 – [CAA site as seen from water, with buildings and communications towers]
.3567 – [view of village waterfront from beach, Clarissa sitting in right foreground near fish wheel. Cf. .3283, B1990.014.5.TV.137.21. At AFN 2017, identified as Nulato]
.3568 – [CAA housing, antenna in foreground, American flag on flagpole at right, Kaltag]
.3569 – [white buildings, probably CAA housing, American flag on flagpole at left, Kaltag]
.3571 – [CAA housing, communications towers and covered ramp, storage tanks at right, Kaltag]
.3572 – [view from top of hill with CAA communications towers and covered ramp, Kaltag. Cf. .5604]
.3573 – [view from top of hill with CAA communications towers, Kaltag]
.3574 – [scenic of Yukon River, Steve McCutcheon in boat in foreground, near Nulato?]
.3575 – [scenic of Yukon River, Phyllis McCutcheon in boat in foreground, CAA site with ramp in background, near Kaltag?]
.3576 – [scenic of Yukon River, Phyllis McCutcheon in boat in foreground, CAA site with ramp in background, near Kaltag?]
.3577 – [view inside drying house, with salmon strips hanging from racks, people cutting fish at table, Paimiut. Cf. .3295]
.3578 – [view inside drying house, with salmon strips hanging from racks, Alaska Native woman cutting fish at table, Paimiut]
.3579 – [salmon hanging from racks inside drying house, Paimiut]
.3580 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu, Paimiut. Cf. .2282 et seq.]
.3581 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu, Paimiut]
.3582 – [Alaska Native woman cutting salmon into strips with ulu, George sitting in foreground, Steve McCutcheon with camera taking photographs at left, Paimiut]
.3583 – [man pouring bucket of water over salmon strips in basin, Paimiut]
.3584 – [men pouring bucket of water over salmon strips in basins, Paimiut]
.3585 – [Jake Aloysius standing behind rack of salmon strips, Paimiut. Cf. B1990.014.5.AKNative.31.1]
.3586 – [close-up of water being poured onto salmon strips in basins, Paimiut]
.3587 – [Clarissa lying on sandy beach above riverboat, Phyllis McCutcheon standing at left eating Ritz Crackers, box from Campbell’s Vegetable Soup on ground]
.3588 – [riverboat tied to sandy beach, Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon standing at right]
.3589 – [Steve McCutcheon holding camera, standing next to fish drying rack, village buildings and cache in grass in background]
.3590 – [graves and American flag on flagpole on riverbank, Our Lady of Fatima monument at left. Cf. .3444. At AFN 2017, identified as Ruby]
.3591 – [close-up of log cabin, showing multiple wasps nests under eave]
.3592 – [interior of log church]
.3593 – [woman kneeling in grass next to white building in birch trees. Same woman as in .3379]
.3594 – [girl and young boy walking on boardwalk in village, white church in trees above at right. Same location as .3593]
.3595 – [man sitting on log on beach]
.3596 – [village scene, with log cabin in foreground, dog yard on riverbank, Steve McCutcheon standing near drying racks in background]
.3597 – [Clarissa crouched down next to entrance to semi-subterranean dwelling or ice cellar. Cf. .3616]
.3598 – [Clarissa crouched down next to dog kennels in dog yard]
.3599 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing next to log cabin, moose antlers in foreground]
.3600 – [Clarissa wearing rain gear standing in front of log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall. Cf. .3033]
.3601 – [trapper standing in doorway of cache holding ermine, fox, and other furs. Cf. .3516]
.3602 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon sitting next to two-story log cabin in Circle, with porches on both levels. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.035.12]
.3603 – [George and Phyllis McCutcheon outside two-story log cabin in Circle]
.3604 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon outside two-story log cabin in Circle]
.3605 – [Clarissa, Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon walking up to Hudson Stuck Memorial Hospital in Fort Yukon]
.3606 – [Northern Commercial Co. store in Fort Yukon, metal barrels piled in foreground]
.3607 – [Phyllis McCutcheon walking up to log building with signs for post office and “Little Chapel”, cross above doorway, Circle. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.035.15]
.3608 – [Phyllis McCutcheon walking up to log building with signs for post office and “Little Chapel”, Circle]
.3609 – [village waterfront as seen from water, church on bluff above, driftwood on beach, Kaltag]
.3610 – [Clarissa wearing rain gear standing in front of log building with sign “Roadhouse Wines Liquors & Cigars”. Cf. .3032]
.3611 – [close-up of sign for “St. James Church of England, Service on Sunday at 3 PM”, Tanana. Cf. .3031]
.3612 – [log cabin with sod roof, snowshoe and whipsaw mounted to wall. Cf. .3600]
.3613 – [Clarissa walking past log cabin, fire in burn barrel in center, fuel wood pile at right]
.3614 – [close-up of metal marker around small tree]
.3615 – [Phyllis McCutcheon standing in doorway of small building]
.3616 – [Clarissa sitting on dog kennel in dog yard below smokehouse or cache with corrugated metal roof]
[Slides with modern or dated mounts]
.3617 – [Pelly River ferry with sign for river in foreground; print date Oct 58]
.3618 – [Pelly River ferry with sign in foreground advertising open hours; print date Oct 58]
.3619 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Oct 58]
.3620 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Oct 58]
.3621 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Oct 58]
.3622 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Oct 58]
.3623 – [Clarissa and dog standing on gravel highway in autumn; print date Oct 58]
.3624 – [autumn scenic of Five Finger Rapids on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3625 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3626 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Oct 58]
.3627 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3628 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon, Clarissa standing on bridge; print date Oct 58]
.3629 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon, Clarissa standing in foreground; print date Oct 58]
.3630 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Oct 58]
.3631 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Oct 58]
.3632 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3633 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3634 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3635 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Oct 58]
.3636 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3637 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3638 – [autumn scenic at Miles Canyon on the Yukon River; print date Oct 58]
.3639 – [autumn scenic, overlooking lake; print date Oct 58]
.3640 – [autumn scenic, overlooking lake; print date Oct 58]
.3641 – [autumn scenic, overlooking lake; print date Oct 58]
.3642 – [Clarissa standing next to locomotive “The Duchess,” paddle steamer Tutshi in background, Carcross; print date Oct 58]
.3643 – [Clarissa posed next to White Pass and Yukon Route mail wagon, paddle steamer Tutshi in background, Carcross; print date Oct 58]
.3644 – [scenic at Carcross, with White Pass and Yukon Route mail wagon, paddle steamer Tutshi, and locomotive “The Duchess”; print date Oct 58]
.3645 – [scenic of river rapids; print date Oct 58]
.3646 – [Clarissa sitting on riverbank above rapids, buildings and equipment for bridge construction on opposite bank; print date Oct 58]
.3647 – [small railroad car on tracks, possibly mining railroad; print date Oct 58]
.3648 – [Clarissa and dog with small railroad car on tracks, possibly mining railroad; print date Oct 58]
.3649 – [dog sitting on small railroad car on wooden tracks, possibly mining railroad; print date Oct 58]
.3650 – [close-up of small railroad car on wooden tracks, possibly mining railroad; print date Oct 58]
.3651 – [scenic of river rapids; print date Oct 58]
.3652 – [Clarissa sitting on riverbank above rapids, equipment for bridge construction on opposite bank; print date Oct 58]
.3653 – [scenic of river rapids; print date Oct 58]
.3654 – [scenic of river rapids; print date Oct 58]
.3655 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3656 – [grave markers in Royal Canadian Mounted Police cemetery; print date Nov 58]
.3657 – [grave markers in Royal Canadian Mounted Police cemetery; print date Nov 58]
.3658 – [grave markers in Royal Canadian Mounted Police cemetery; print date Nov 58]
.3659 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Nov 58]
.3660 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Nov 58]
.3661 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Nov 58]
.3662 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Nov 58]
.3663 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3664 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3665 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3666 – [bird’s eye view of road through valley; print date Nov 58]
.3667 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Nov 58]
.3668 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3669 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3670 – [bird’s eye view of tailings from mining operation, automobile parked in lower center of image, buildings in middle distance at right; print date Nov 58]
.3671 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3672 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3673 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3674 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3675 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3676 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3677 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3678 – [mining dredge in operation; print date Nov 58]
.3679 – [tailings pile at mining operation; print date Nov 58]
.3680 – [autumn scenic, overlooking lake; print date Nov 58]
.3681 – [Carmacks ferry; print date Nov 58]
.3682 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3683 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3684 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn; print date Nov 58]
.3685 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn, automobile with Alaska plates parked in foreground; print date Nov 58]
.3686 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn, Clarissa and dog in foreground, river in distance; print date Nov 58]
.3687 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn, Clarissa and dog in foreground, river in distance; print date Nov 58]
.3688 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Nov 58]
.3689 – [automobile with Alaska plates on Carmacks ferry; print date Nov 58]
.3690 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley; print date Nov 58]
.3691 – [reindeer in pen in winter; print date Feb 69]
.3692 – [reindeer in pen in winter; print date Feb 69]

B3/B6
.3693 – [people gathered on park strip for statehood bonfire, unlit wood pile in background, Anchorage; print date Mar 59]
.3694 – [people gathered around statehood bonfire on park strip, Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage; print date Mar 59]
.3695 – [people gathered around statehood bonfire on park strip, Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage; print date Mar 59]
.3696 – [people gathered around statehood bonfire on park strip, Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage; print date Mar 59]
.3697 – [people gathered around statehood bonfire on park strip, Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage; print date Mar 59]
.3698 – [bison, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3699 – [bison herd, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3700 – [bison, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3701 – [bison herd, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3702 – [bison herd, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3703 – [bison, possibly near Delta Junction; print date Mar 59]
.3704 – [aerial of river valley with cultivated fields on one side, airplane wing in foreground; print date Mar 59]
.3705 – [aerial of river through cultivated fields, airplane wing in foreground; print date Mar 59]
.3706 – [high aerial of coastal town, smoke from fire in upper right; print date Mar 59]
.3707 – [high aerial of coastal town; print date Mar 59]
.3708 – [aerial of mountains, wing of Pacific Northern Airlines airplane in foreground; print date Mar 59]
.3709 – [Clarissa with woman and dog sitting on porch of cabin in winter, automobile parked in foreground; print date Mar 59]
.3710 – [view from cabin porch to frozen lake, Clarissa and woman standing in foreground, automobile parked on road below; print date Mar 59]
.3711 – [autumn scenic, overlooking river valley, taken from backseat of automobile; print date Mar 59]
.3712 – [scenic view down gravel highway in autumn, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Mar 59]
.3713 – [autumn scenic of mixed wood forest; print date Mar 59]
.3714 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson in autumn; print date Mar 59]
.3715 – [truck parked next to three Union 76 gasoline storage tanks in winter, one fallen over; print date Jul 59]
.3716 – [residential area in deep snow in winter, Chugach Mountains in background, probably Fairview neighborhood of Anchorage; print date Jul 59]
.3717 – [scenic of Denali; print date Jul 59]
.3718 – [scenic of Denali; print date Jul 59]
.3719 – [scenic of Denali, Clarissa in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3720 – [scenic of Denali, Clarissa in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3721 – [scenic of Denali, Clarissa in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3722 – [scenic of Denali, cow parsnip along Wonder Lake in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3723 – [scenic of Denali, cow parsnip along Wonder Lake in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3724 – [scenic of Denali, Wonder Lake in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3725 – [scenic of Denali, Clarissa and Wonder Lake in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3726 – [scenic of Denali, fireweed along Wonder Lake in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3727 – [scenic of river valley taken from road in Denali National Park; print date Jul 59]
.3728 – [scenic of river valley taken from road in Denali National Park; print date Jul 59]
.3729 – [scenic of river valley taken from road in Denali National Park; print date Jul 59]
.3730 – [scenic of Denali; print date Jul 59]
.3731 – [scenic of Denali, Clarissa in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3732 – [scenic of Denali; print date Jul 59]
.3733 – [scenic of Denali, water in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3734 – [scenic of Denali, water in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3735 – [scenic of Denali, water in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3736 – [hoary marmot; print date Jul 59]
.3737 – [hoary marmot; print date Jul 59]
.3738 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
.3739 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
.3740 – [ptarmigan; print date Jul 59]
.3741 – [ptarmigan; print date Jul 59]
.3742 – [ptarmigan; print date Jul 59]
.3743 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
.3744 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
.3745 – [ground squirrel; print date Jul 59]
.3746 – [scenic of snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3747 – [view down highway in winter, Valdez area; print date Jul 59]
.3748 – [view down highway in winter, Clarissa and dog standing on road in foreground, Valdez area; print date Jul 59]
.3749 – [view down highway in winter, Clarissa sitting in automobile in foreground, Thompson Pass; print date Jul 59]
.3750 – [view down highway in winter, Clarissa standing next to automobile in foreground, Thompson Pass; print date Jul 59]
.3751 – [view down highway in winter, Thompson Pass; print date Jul 59]
.3752 – [winter scenic, Sugarloaf Mountain; print date Jul 59]
.3753 – [winter scenic, Sugarloaf Mountain; print date Jul 59]
.3754 – [winter scenic, Sugarloaf Mountain; print date Jul 59]
.3755 – [winter scenic at Valdez with water and mountains, Clarissa on dock in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3756 – [winter scenic at Valdez with water and Sugarloaf Mountain, Clarissa on dock in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3757 – [winter scenic at Valdez with water and Sugarloaf Mountain, Clarissa on dock in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3758 – [winter scenic at Valdez with water and mountains, Clarissa on dock in foreground; print date Jul 59]
.3759 – [scenic of snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3760 – [scenic of glacier or snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3761 – [scenic of snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3762 – [scenic of snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3763 – [scenic of snow on mountains; print date Jul 59]
.3764 – 252. Mac's Foto Service [stuffed worm on snow, ice worm hoax? 1960s?]
.3765 – Chapel by the Lake, United Presbyterian Church, Auke Bay, Alaska, overlooking Auke Lake and Mendenhall Glacier [commercial slide. Interior of church overlooking lake, 1960s?]
.3766 – [scenic of Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm in winter; print date Aug 60]
.3767 – [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 60]
.3768 – [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm, Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground; print date Aug 60]
.3769 – [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 60]
.3770 – [winter scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 60]
.3771 – [scenic of Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm in winter; print date Aug 60]
.3772 – [scenic of Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm in winter; print date Aug 60]
.3773 – [aerial of coastal mountains and water, Prince William Sound? print date Mar 60]
.3774 – [portrait of Clarissa standing outdoors in winter, Girdwood? print date Aug 60]
.3775 – [portrait of George standing outdoors in winter, Girdwood? print date Aug 60]
.3776 – [portrait of George and Clarissa standing outdoors in winter, Girdwood? print date Aug 60]
.3777 – [group portrait of family and dog standing outdoors in winter, Girdwood? print date Aug 60]
.3778 – [group portrait of family and dog standing outdoors in winter, father wearing Fur Rendezvous pin, one boy wearing Alyeska pass, Girdwood? print date Aug 60]
.3779 – [Dwight D. Eisenhower on visit to Anchorage, standing in convertible car passing spectators, Clarissa in foreground; print date Aug 60]
.3780 – [Dwight D. Eisenhower on visit to Anchorage, standing in convertible car passing spectators; print date Aug 60]
.3781 – [cabbage with paper label “A nugget buy, Alaska Grown, 43 lbs., your guarantee”; print date Apr 61]
.3782 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Apr 61]
.3783 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Apr 61]
.3784 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Feb 60]
.3785 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Feb 60]
.3786 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3787 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3788 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3789 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3790 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3791 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3792 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 60]
.3793 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, Clarissa holding camera in foreground; print date Apr 61]
.3794 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake, George and dog in foreground; print date Apr 61. Cf. .3846]
.3795 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, George and dog in foreground; print date Apr 61]
.3796 – [view past automobiles in parking lot to Clarissa sitting on shore of Portage Lake, Portage Glacier at right; print date Apr 61]
.3797 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake as seen through automobile windshield; print date Apr 61. Cf. .3847]
.3798 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake as seen through automobile windshield; print date Apr 61]
.3799 – [scenic of hanging glacier, sign in foreground for Portage Glacier Recreation Area; print date Sep 62]
.3800 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Sep 62]
.3801 – [unidentified couple standing next to Portage Lake, man holding camera, Portage Glacier in background; print date Sep 62]
.3802 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date May 63]
.3803 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date May 63]
.3804 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date May 63]
.3805 – [distant view of two people in inflatable raft next to icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 63]
.3806 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date May 63]
.3807 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 63]
.3808 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 63]
.3809 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 63]
.3810 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Sep 63]
.3811 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Sep 63]
.3812 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 63]
.3813 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Sep 68]
.3814 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Sep 68]
.3815 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Aug 69]
.3816 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Aug 69]
.3817 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Aug 69]
.3818 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3819 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Feb 70]
.3820 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3821 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, Clarissa in foreground; print date Feb 70]
.3822 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3823 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, Clarissa in foreground; print date Feb 70]
.3824 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, Clarissa in foreground; print date Feb 70]
.3825 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3826 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3827 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3828 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Feb 70]
.3829 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake as seen through automobile windshield; print date Apr 70]
.3830 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake as seen through automobile windshield; print date Apr 70]
.3831 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Apr 70]
.3832 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Apr 70]
.3833 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Apr 70]
.3834 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Apr 70]
.3835 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date Apr 70]
.3836 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date May 70]
.3837 – [scenic of glacier in Portage Valley, Clarissa standing next to Portage Creek in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.3838 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake, 1960s?]
.3839 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake, Clarissa in foreground taking photograph with camera; print date Jul 73]
.3840 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, 1960s?]
.3841 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake, 1960s?]
.3842 – [scenic of double rainbow over highway, automobiles in distance; print date Aug 60]
.3843 – [view down gravel highway to Pelly Ferry, sign in foreground for Pelly River, M.P. 168.4; print date Apr 61]
.3844 – [scenic of river valley, fireweed in foreground; print date Apr 61]
.3845 – [scenic view down gravel road in autumn, snow-capped mountains in background, buildings at left, automobile parked near railroad crossing in distance; print date Apr 61]
.3846 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake, George and dog in foreground; print date Apr 61. Cf. .3794]
.3847 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake as seen through automobile windshield; print date Apr 61. Cf. .3797]
.3848 – [scenic of Portage Lake; print date Aug 63]
.3849 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Aug 63]
.3850 – [scenic of icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Aug 63]
.3851 – [aerial of Anchorage looking northeast, with park strip at right, Elmendorf Air Force Base at left; print date Sep 61]
.3852 – [aerial of Anchorage looking east, with downtown at left, 15th Avenue/Debarr Road at right; print date Sep 61]
.3853 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking northwest, Cook Inlet at left, park strip in center, Ship Creek at top; print date Sep 61]
.3854 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking northwest, Inlet Towers in center; print date Sep 61]
.3855 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking west, Inlet Towers at left, downtown at right; print date Sep 61]
.3856 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking west, 9th Avenue at left, Ship Creek at right; print date Aug 69]
.3857 – [low aerial of Anchorage looking west, park strip at left, Ship Creek at right; print date Aug 69]
.3858 – [aerial of wetlands; print date Sep 61]
.3859 – [aerial of wetlands; print date Sep 61]
.3860 – [aerial of wetlands; print date Sep 61]
.3861 – [aerial of wetlands; print date Sep 61]
.3862 – [scenic view down paved highway to snow-covered Alaska Range, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Mar 62]
.3863 – [scenic of Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3864 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3865 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3866 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3867 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3868 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3869 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3870 – [scenic of lake and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3871 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3872 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3873 – [scenic of Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3874 – [scenic of Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3875 – [scenic of Alaska Range, autumn trees in foreground; print date Mar 62]
.3876 – [scenic of Alaska Range, autumn trees in foreground; print date Mar 62]
.3877 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3878 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3879 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range, Clarissa taking photograph with camera in foreground; print date Mar 62]
.3880 – [scenic of river valley and Alaska Range; print date Mar 62]
.3881 – [Land’s End Resort, Homer; print date Jul 62]
.3882 – [waterfront as seen from water, church in center background; print date Jul 62. At AFN 2018, identified as Petersburg]
.3883 – [winter scenic in mountains, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63. Cf. .3998]
.3884 – [aerial of Alaska Range, airplane engine in foreground; print date Jul 63]
.3885 – [aerial of Alaska Range; print date Sep 63]
.3886 – [aerial of Alaska Range; print date Sep 63]
.3887 – [aerial of Mendenhall Glacier; print date Mar 65]
.3888 – [aerial of Alaska Range; print date Mar 65]
.3889 – [aerial of coastal mountains, airplane engine in foreground; print date Mar 65]
.3890 – [aerial of coastal mountains and glacier, airplane engine in foreground; print date Mar 65]
.3891 – [aerial of coastal mountains and glacier, airplane engine in foreground; print date Mar 65]
.3892 – [aerial of coastal mountains and glacier, airplane engine in foreground; print date Mar 65]
.3893 – [aerial of coastal mountains and glacier; print date Mar 65]
.3894 – [aerial of coastal mountains and glacier, island in foreground; print date Mar 65]
.3895 – [autumn scenic of Denali; print date Apr 65]
.3896 – [autumn scenic of Denali; print date Apr 65]
.3897 – [autumn scenic of Denali; print date Apr 65]
.3898 – [autumn scenic of Denali and Mount Foraker; print date Apr 65]
.3899 – [autumn scenic of Denali, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Apr 65]
.3900 – [autumn scenic of river valley, glacier at right; print date Apr 65]

B4/B1
.3901 – [Nome street scene, with elders sitting in front of The Glue Pot, pedestrians on boardwalk in front of businesses including Nome Nugget, A. Polet, and Arctic Oil, boys with bicycle in street; print date Aug 62]
.3902 – [three people swimming near breakwater in Nome harbor, buildings in background; print date Aug 62]
.3903 – [barge at Nome dock, four cranes on docks, storage tanks at right, buildings in background; print date Aug 62]
.3904 – [Nome dock scene, tug Nanuk II at right, Bronson Water Delivery truck in center, cranes and trucks on road in front of buildings; print date Aug 62]
.3905 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Aug 62. At AFN 2017, location identified as Solomon]
.3906 – [aerial of spit of land on sea coast; print date Aug 62]
.3907 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Aug 62. At AFN 2017, location identified as Elim]
.3908 – [view down riprap along Nome waterfront, buildings at left; print date Apr 65]
.3909 – [Nome street scene, with businesses including Wien Alaska Airlines, The Glue Pot, Nome Nugget, and A. Polet; print date Apr 65]
.3910 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3911 – [aerial of river, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3912 – [aerial of river, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3913 – [aerial of river, airplane engine in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3914 – [aerial of icefield, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3915 – [aerial of icefield, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3916 – [aerial of icefield, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3917 – [aerial of icefield, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3918 – [aerial of icefield, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3919 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage]
.3920 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage]
.3921 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, photographer’s shadow in foreground, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage]
.3922 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage]
.3923 – [flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3924 – [flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3925 – [flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, automobile in driveway, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3926 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3927 – [flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3928 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3929 – [dog in front yard of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3930 – [scenic view of Cassin Drive in winter, hoar frost on trees, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3931 – [winter scenic, hoar frost on trees in residential area, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jul 62]
.3932 – [flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Sep 61]
.3933 – [Clarissa and dog next to flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Sep 61]
.3934 – [Clarissa and dog next to flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Sep 61]
.3935 – [Clarissa next to flower gardens in front of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Sep 61]
.3936 – [exterior of Allens’ house at 4508 Cassin Drive in winter, Homestead Acres neighborhood, Anchorage; print date Jan 68]
.3937 – [sea gull rookery; print date Jul 62]
.3938 – [sea gull rookery; print date Jul 62]
.3939 – [sea gull rookery; print date Jul 62]
.3940 – [sea gull rookery; print date Jul 62]
.3941 – [sea bird rookery next to waterfall; print date Jan 73]
.3942 – [sea bird rookery next to waterfall; print date Jan 73]
.3943 – [aerial of possibly CAA site on spit of land; print date Aug 62]
.3944 – [aerial of road to building at site on ridge, airplane engine in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3945 – [aerial of town, possibly Canada, airplane wing in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3946 – [aerial of farms, possibly Canada; print date Aug 62]
.3947 – [aerial of farms along river, possibly Canada; print date Aug 62]
.3948 – [aerial of town and farms along river, mountain ridge in foreground, possibly Canada; print date Aug 62]
.3949 – Aerial, Dawson [aerial of Dawson, Yukon River in foreground; print date Aug 62]
.3950 – Aerial of Dawson [print date Aug 62]
.3951 – Aerial of dredge tailing piles [print date Aug 62. Cf. .3972]
.3952 – Dawson [antique steam pumper fire engine; print date Aug 62]
.3953 – [Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Aug 62]
.3954 – [Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Aug 62]
.3955 – [Palace Grand Theatre, interpretive sign at left, Dawson; print date Aug 62]
.3956 – [rusting antique locomotive in yard, Dawson? print date Aug 62]
.3957 – [Canadian Bank of Commerce and paddle steamer Keno, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3958 – [view of Yukon River from deck of paddle steamer Keno, people sitting in deck chairs at left, Canadian Red Ensign flag flying at right; print date Sep 62]
.3959 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson from deck of paddle steamer Keno, person sitting in deck chair in foreground, Canadian Red Ensign flag flying at left; print date Sep 62]
.3960 – [bird’s eye view of Dawson, possibly from pilothouse of paddle steamer Keno; print date Sep 62]
.3961 – [close-up of paddle steamer Keno; print date Sep 62]
.3962 – [close-up of paddle steamer Keno, Clarissa on deck above; print date Sep 62]
.3963 – [Dawson street scene, with boardwalk in front of buildings along dirt road, Y.O.O.P. Pioneer Hall at left; print date Sep 62]
.3964 – [interpretive sign for Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3965 – [Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3966 – [Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3967 – [playbill for Foxy and set photographs outside Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3968 – [Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3969 – [view diagonally across street to Palace Grand Theatre, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3970 – [Dawson street scene, Palace Grand Theatre at right; print date Sep 62]
.3971 – [view diagonally across street to Palace Grand Theatre, banner above advertising Mme. Tremblay’s Store, Dawson; print date Sep 62]
.3972 – [aerial of dredge tailing piles; print date Sep 62. Cf. .3951]
.3973 – [aerial of mining operation and dredge tailing piles; print date Sep 62]
.3974 – [aerial of mining operation and dredge tailing piles, airplane wing in foreground; print date Sep 62]
.3975 – [aerial of dredge tailing piles and river valley; print date Sep 62]
.3976 – Aerial of Dawson YT [high aerial of Dawson and Yukon River; print date Sep 62]
.3977 – [aerial of town, possibly Canada; print date Sep 62]
.3978 – [George holding camera, sitting on deck railing of paddle steamer Keno, Dawson; print date Aug 63]
.3979 – [aerial view of Kotzebue looking west, large ship at anchor in sound, airplane wing in foreground; print date May 63]
.3980 – [two Alaska Native women and two children outside of Eckardt’s Store, caribou antlers mounted over window, Kotzebue; print date May 63. At AFN 2017, woman wearing white headscarf identified as Ester Outwater, house at left as Ed Ward’s house]
.3981 – [two women and young boy walking past fish drying rack, Kotzebue; print date May 63]
.3982 – [view along Kotzebue waterfront, fish drying rack in foreground; print date May 63]
.3983 – [view along beach at Kotzebue, rack in foreground, gantry crane in background; print date May 63]
.3984 – [beach at Kotzebue, with fish on drying racks, metal barrels in foreground, buildings in background, sign at right reads “Warning Line at Bottom 650′ into Harbor”; print date May 63]
.3985 – [fish racks, meal barrels, and broken boat on beach, dogs at right, building in background, Kotzebue; print date May 63]
.3986 – Valdez [scenic of Valdez Glacier, fireweed in foreground]
.3987 – [scenic view down Richardson Highway through Keystone Canyon, automobile parked at left; print date Jul 59]
.3988 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63. Cf. .3998]
.3989 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63]
.3990 – [scenic of waterfall; print date May 63]
.3991 – [scenic of Lowe River in Keystone Canyon, automobile parked on highway in foreground; print date May 63]
.3992 – [automobiles on Richardson Highway along Lowe River in Keystone Canyon; print date May 63]
.3993 – [automobiles on Richardson Highway in Keystone Canyon, tunnel in background; print date May 63]
.3994 – [scenic of canyon, Keystone Canyon? print date May 63]
.3995 – [scenic near Lions Head, fireweed in foreground, Matanuska Glacier just visible in background; print date Apr 65]
.3996 – [scenic of sunset in Keystone Canyon, automobile parked on highway in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.3997 – [scenic of mountain pass, near Valdez? print date Sep 68]
.3998 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63. Cf. .3988]
.3999 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63]
.4000 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63]
.4001 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63]
.4002 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date May 63]
.4003 – [winter scenic in mountains, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Jul 63]
.4004 – [scenic view down Richardson Highway in winter, near Worthington Glacier; print date Jul 63]
.4005 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier? print date Jul 63]
.4006 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier, Clarissa standing next to Studebaker automobile in foreground; print date Jul 63]
.4007 – [winter scenic in mountains, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Jul 63]
.4008 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier, Studebaker automobile in foreground; print date Jul 63]
.4009 – [ptarmigan in parking lot in winter, sign at left for Worthington Glacier View Point; print date Jul 63]
.4010 – [ptarmigan in parking lot in winter, sign at left for Worthington Glacier View Point; print date Jul 63]
.4011 – [ptarmigan in winter; print date Jul 63]
.4012 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier; print date Jul 63]
.4013 – [winter scenic, Worthington Glacier; print date Jul 63]
.4014 – [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier in background, Clarissa sitting on rock in wetland in foreground, highway in middle distance; print date Oct 64. Cf. .4089]
.4015 – [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier in background, Clarissa sitting on rock in wetland in foreground, highway in middle distance; print date Oct 64]
.4016 – [autumn scenic view down road to Worthington Glacier; print date Oct 64]
.4017 – [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier; print date Oct 64]
.4018 – Worthington Gl. [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier, Studebaker automobile in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4019 – Worthington Glacier [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier, Studebaker automobile in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4020 – Worthington Glacier [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier, Studebaker automobile in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4021 – [bird’s eye view looking north at F Street and Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, Anchorage Westward Hotel tower under construction, with Z.J. Loussac Library and log cabin visitors center in foreground, jet airplane in sky; print date Jul 63]
.4022 – [building with four communications towers, possibly CAA site, mountains in background; print date Jul 63]
.4023 – [scenic view of Gunsight Mountain and Glenn Highway in winter; print date Jul 63]
.4024 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head; print date Jul 63]
.4025 – [scenic view of snow-covered mountains, George and dog in foreground; print date Aug 63]
.4026 – [scenic view of Gunsight Mountain and Glenn Highway in winter; print date Aug 63]
.4027 – [autumn scenic overlooking river plain, with mountain in distance, Clarissa in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4028 – [autumn scenic overlooking river plain, with mountain in distance, Clarissa in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4029 – [autumn scenic overlooking river plain, with mountain in distance, Clarissa in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4030 – [autumn scenic view of Glenn Highway and Lions Head; print date Oct 64]
.4031 – [autumn scenic view of Glenn Highway and Lions Head; print date Oct 64]
.4032 – [autumn scenic view Long Lake, Clarissa and dog in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4033 – [scenic view of Glenn Highway and Lions Head; print date Apr 65]
.4034 – [scenic overlooking river plain, with mountains in distance; print date Apr 65]
.4035 – [scenic overlooking river plain, with mountains in distance; print date Apr 65]
.4036 – [scenic view of Glenn Highway and Lions Head; print date Apr 65]
.4037 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head; print date Apr 65]
.4038 – [autumn scenic view of valley and termination dust on mountains, George holding camera in foreground; print date Apr 65]
.4039 – [scenic of river and mountains, fireweed in foreground; print date Oct 67]
.4040 – [scenic in mountains; print date Oct 67]
.4041 – [scenic in mountains; print date Oct 67]
.4042 – [scenic view overlooking river valley, fireweed in foreground; print date Oct 67]
.4043 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Long Lake, fireweed along yellow girder in foreground; print date Oct 67]
.4044 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head; print date Oct 67]
.4045 – [scenic of mountains; print date Oct 67]
.4046 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head, horse in road in foreground; print date Jan 73. Cf. .4995]
.4047 – [bird’s eye view of Beluga Slough, Homer; print date Aug 63]
.4048 – [bird’s eye view of Homer spit; print date Aug 63]
.4049 – [bird’s eye view of Homer spit and Kachemak Bay; print date Aug 63]
.4050 – Town [Nome street scene on Front Street, with children and women on boardwalk in front of drug store, Arctic Oil Delivery, and A. Polet, automobiles parked at left; print date Aug 63. At AFN 2017, girl standing at right in blue plaid shirt identified as Debbie Wall]
.4051 – [Nome street scene, with children and women on boardwalk in front of drug store, Arctic Oil Delivery, and A. Polet, automobiles parked at left; print date Aug 63]
.4052 – [aerial view of area around Nome, with mining operations, equipment, and buildings visible; print date Aug 63]
.4053 – Catholic statue [two women and child posed next to statue on tundra; print date Aug 63. At AFN 2071, identified as Bernadette at Lourdes statue near Nome, with Anvil Mountain in left background, woman at left tentatively identified as McMillan who owned Lords & Ladies]
.4054 – [six Alaska Native children posed next to house, two boys standing on metal barrel; print date Aug 63. At AFN 2017, identified as King Islanders at east end of Nome]
.4055 – [six Alaska Native girls posed next to debris, Quonset hut in background; print date Aug 63. At AFN 2017, identified as King Island Village on east end of Nome, girl at far left as Juliane Sebwenna, girl second from left as Sarah Jo Thomas, girl in front center as Karen Thomas]
.4056 – [woman walking next to buildings near Nome beach, boats, driftwood, and metal barrel in foreground; print date Aug 63]
.4057 – [two Alaska Native boys playing on plank bridge over small creek, Quonset huts in background; print date Aug 63. At AFN 2017, identified as King Island Village on east end of Nome]
.4058 – [exterior of Trinity United Presbyterian Church in winter, 3300 Wyoming Drive, Spenard; print date Aug 63]
.4059 – [exterior of Trinity United Presbyterian Church in winter, 3300 Wyoming Drive, Spenard; print date Aug 63]
.4060 – [exterior of Trinity United Presbyterian Church in winter, 3300 Wyoming Drive, Spenard; print date Aug 63]
.4061 – [exterior of Trinity United Presbyterian Church in winter, 3300 Wyoming Drive, Spenard; print date Aug 63]
.4062 – [interior of flight control tower or VOR building at airstrip; print date Sep 63]
.4063 – [man standing next to VOR beacon at airstrip with sign “Warning Do Not Approach Closer Than 150 Feet”; print date Sep 63]
.4064 – [man standing next to VOR beacon at airstrip with sign “Warning Do Not Approach Closer Than 150 Feet”; print date Sep 63]
.4065 – [aerial view of VOR beacon and building at airstrip; print date Sep 63]
.4066a – [aerial view of VOR building at airstrip. Unmounted]
.4066b – [interpretive sign for Fort Davis. Unmounted]
.4067 – [aerial of river; print date Sep 63]
.4068 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Sep 63]
.4069 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Sep 63]
.4070 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Sep 63]
.4071 – [aerial of glacier; print date Sep 63]
.4072 – [aerial of tidewater glacier terminus, termination dust on surrounding mountains; print date Oct 64]
.4073 – [aerial of tidewater glacier terminus, termination dust on surrounding mountains; print date Oct 64]
.4074 – [aerial of tidewater glacier terminus, termination dust on surrounding mountains; print date Oct 64]
.4075 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4076 – [aerial view of offshore drilling platform, mountains across water in distance, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4077 – [aerial view of offshore drilling platform, leak visible bubbling up at right, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4078 – [aerial view of offshore drilling platform, leak visible bubbling up at right, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4079 – [low aerial of aerial view of offshore drilling platform, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4080 – [low aerial of leak from offshore drilling platform bubbling up, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4081 – [low aerial of leak from offshore drilling platform bubbling up, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4082 – [low aerial of leak from offshore drilling platform bubbling up, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4083 – [low aerial of leak from offshore drilling platform bubbling up, Shell Middle Ground Shoal No. 1 discovery well? print date Sep 63]
.4084 – [autumn scenic along paved highway, Thompson Pass? print date Oct 64]
.4085 – [autumn scenic, possibly Worthington Glacier in background; print date Oct 64]
.4086 – [autumn scenic, possibly Worthington Glacier in background; print date Oct 64]
.4087 – [autumn scenic, with road along tarn at left; print date Oct 64]
.4088 – [number never assigned]
.4089 – [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier in background, Clarissa sitting on rock in wetland in foreground, highway in middle distance; print date Oct 64. Cf. .4014]
.4090 – [autumn scenic, Worthington Glacier; print date Oct 64]
.4091 – Girdwood [bird’s eye view of Turnagain Arm at high tide taken from top of chairlift at Alyeska Resort, Clarissa and unidentified woman in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4092 – Girdwood [bird’s eye view of Turnagain Arm at high tide taken from top of chairlift at Alyeska Resort; print date Oct 64]
.4093 – [damage to Four Seasons Apartments, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4094 – [damage to Alaska Sales & Service, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4095 – AK Sales & Service, earthquake [damage to Alaska Sales & Service at right, sign at left “Future Home of Alaska Sales & Service”, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4096 – [street scene showing damage to businesses on Fifth Avenue including car dealership, Chicken Delight, Marine Electronics, Ken Wray’s Print Shop, Cordova Building in background, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4097 – [damage to McKinley Apartments, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4098 – McKay Bldg. [damage to McKinley Apartments, truck parked in front of IBM office in foreground, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4099 – [view along fissure in ground in residential area, downtown Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4100 – [view along fissure in ground in residential area, downtown Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4101 – [four people standing next to fissure in ground in residential area, Four Seasons Apartments in background, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4102 – [automobile in driveway of damaged house on 9th Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4103 – [bird’s eye view from top of damaged house on 9th Avenue looking west to Cook Inlet, pedestrians and automobiles on street, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4104 – [view of fissure on park strip looking west, houses at end of park strip in background, automobiles on 9th Avenue at right, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4105 – [view of fissure on park strip looking east, Four Seasons Apartments and Providence Hospital in background, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4106 – [damage to Hillside Apartments, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4107 – [damage to Hillside Apartments, street sign for H Street and 16th Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
.4108 – [two men walking next to barricade in front of damaged J.C. Penney parking garage, small sign for Gene’s Shoe Repair, large sign for Budweiser, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4109 – [woman walking next to barricade in front of damaged J.C. Penney parking garage, small sign for Gene’s Shoe Repair, large sign for Budweiser, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4110 – [damage to building, possible office building, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4111 – [view along fissure between two houses, man in automobile taking photographs with camera, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4112 – [damage to building at 6th Avenue and K Street, Clarissa standing on corner, U.S. Public Health Service building? Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4113 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4114 – [bird’s eye view of damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4115 – Earthquake [bird’s eye view of damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4116 – Earthquake [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4117 – [damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4118 – [damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4119 – [view along beach showing damaged houses in Turnagain, downtown Anchorage in distance at right, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4120 – [view along beach showing damaged houses in Turnagain, downtown Anchorage in distance at right, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4121 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4122 – [damaged house in Turnagain, Clarissa standing in foreground, Cook Inlet and downtown Anchorage in background, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4123 – [damaged house in Turnagain, Clarissa standing in foreground, Cook Inlet and downtown Anchorage in background, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4124 – [Clarissa standing on heaved ground in Turnagain, Cook Inlet and downtown Anchorage in background, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4125 – [damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4126 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4127 – [close-up of damaged mailbox of R.H. Bean at 3101 Marston Drive, Turnagain, damaged house in background, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4128 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4129 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4130 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4131 – [damaged houses in Turnagain, Clarissa standing in foreground, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4132 – [damaged house, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Oct 64]
4133 – [street scene looking east on Fourth Avenue, workmen in front of damaged businesses including Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, Northern Jewelers, Seidenverg & Kay’s, Hobby Lobby, D & D Bar & Café, pedestrians on sidewalk at right, McKinley Apartments in distance, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4134 – [workmen in front of damaged businesses including Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, Northern Jewelers, Seidenverg & Kay’s, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4135 – [workmen in front of damaged businesses including McLain’s Camera Center, Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, Northern Jewelers, Seidenverg & Kay’s, Clarissa in foreground, Anchorage Westward Hotel in distance, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4136 – [damaged businesses including BJ’s Billiards and Mac’s Foto, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4137 – [street scene looking east on Fourth Avenue, soldier with rifle in front of damaged businesses including Denali Theater, pedestrians on sidewalk at right, McKinley Apartments in distance, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4138 – [street scene looking west on Fourth Avenue, with damaged businesses including McLain’s Camera Center, Anchorage Hardware & Sporting Goods, Northern Jewelers, Seidenverg & Kay’s, Hobby Lobby, Pioneer Loan, D & D Bar & Café, BJ’s Billiards, Mac’s Foto, pedestrians on sidewalk at left, Anchorage Westward Hotel in distance, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4139 – [damage to Bagoy’s Florist, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4140 – [street scene looking west on Fourth Avenue, with damaged businesses including McLain’s Camera Center, Denali Theater, pedestrians on sidewalk at left, Anchorage Westward Hotel in distance, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4141 – [pedestrians and automobile on gravel street in front of damaged houses, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4142 – [pedestrian on gravel street between damaged houses, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4143 – [damaged houses, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4144 – [damaged houses, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4145 – [damage to Fourth Avenue Building on H Street between 3rd and Fourth Avenues, with sign for Kenneth Jensen Law Offices, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4146 – [subsided sidewalk in residential area, Anchorage, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4147 – [damaged houses, Turnagain, 1964 Alaska Earthquake; print date Apr 65]
.4148 – [four people posed on deck of The Roundhouse at Alyeska Resort; print date Oct 64]
.4149 – [autumn scenic with truck and automobile on curving highway bridge; print date Oct 64]
.4150 – [autumn scenic with automobile pulling boat on curving highway bridge; print date Oct 64]
.4151 – [autumn scenic with curving highway bridge, Clarissa in foreground; print date May 63]
.4152 – [aerial of buildings and roads near coastline; print date Oct 64]
.4153 – [aerial of coastal town, islands in bay; print date Oct 64. At AFN 2018, identified as Sitka]
.4154 – [aerial of buildings and roads near coastline; print date Oct 64]
.4155 – [aerial of McGrath airport on Kuskokwim River; print date Oct 64]
.4156 – McGrath Airport [aerial of McGrath airport on Kuskokwim River; print date Oct 64]
.4157 – [aerial of McGrath airport on Kuskokwim River; print date Oct 64]
.4158 – Augustine [aerial of Augustine Volcano, airplane wing in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4159 – [aerial of Augustine Volcano, airplane wing in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4160 – Augustine [aerial of Augustine Volcano, airplane wing in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4161 – Augustine [aerial of Augustine Volcano; print date Oct 64]
.4162 – [aerial of Augustine Volcano; print date Oct 64]
.4163 – [large ship anchored off shore, fish on drying racks next to boats on beach in foreground; print date Apr 65]
.4164 – [Alaska Native men and women boarding large boat on beach; print date Apr 65]
.4165 – [Clarissa standing on beach next to driftwood and nets on drying rack, boats in background, Kotzebue; print date Apr 65]
.4166 – [Clarissa standing next to fish drying rack surrounded by metal barrels, meat drying on sled frame on roof of building in background, Kotzebue; print date Apr 65]
.4167 – [Clarissa standing next to fish drying rack on beach, children and boats in background; print date Apr 65]
.4168 – [five people cleaning fish on boat tied to beach, boxes lined with plastic on ground; print date Apr 65. At AFN 2018, location identified as Noorvik]
.4169 – [scenic of sunset over ocean; print date Apr 65]
.4170 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Apr 65. At AFN 2017, identified as Sand Point]
.4171 – [aerial of coastal village, airplane wing in foreground; print date Apr 65]
.4172 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Apr 65]
.4173 – [distant view of coastal village in winter; print date Apr 65. At AFN 2017, identified as Kotzebue as seen from the Noorvik-Kaikaina-Selawik Trail]
.4174 – [distant view of coastal village in winter; print date Apr 65]
.4175 – [scenic of mountains in winter; print date Apr 65. Cf. .4174]
.4176 – [scenic of mountains in winter; print date Apr 65]
.4177 – [view up Matanuska River to Matanuska Glacier in distance; print date Sep 61]
.4178 – [view up Matanuska River to Matanuska Glacier in distance; print date Sep 61]
.4179 – M. Glacier [terminus of Matanuska Glacier in autumn; print date Oct 64]
.4180 – Matanuska Glacier [terminus of Matanuska Glacier in autumn; print date Oct 64]
.4181 – [terminus of Matanuska Glacier in autumn, George sitting in foreground; print date Apr 65]
.4182 – [terminus of Matanuska Glacier in autumn, dog in foreground; print date Oct 64]
.4183 – [boats including Jeanette covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4184 – [boats including Jeanette covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4185 – [view from dock across water to buildings on coast in winter; print date Apr 65. At AFN 2017, identified as Petersburg]
.4186 – [view from small boat harbor across water to buildings on coast in winter; print date Apr 65]
.4187 – [boats including Ginger covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4188 – [boats including Ginger covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4189 – [boats including Midway covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4190 – [boats including Mary M. and Wooden Shoe covered with snow in small boat harbor, mountain in background; print date Apr 65]
.4191 – [bird’s eye view of road between two communications towers in winter, mountains in distance; print date Jun 66]
.4192 – [tug Nunivak, freighter, and other boats at Kodiak docks in winter; print date Jun 66]
.4193 – [scenic view of rocky coastline and islands in bay; print date Jun 66]
.4194 – [scenic of small channel with snow-covered mountains in distance; print date Jun 66]
.4195 – [close-up of tail of Pacific Northern Airlines Lockheed Constellation airplane number N86523 on airstrip in winter, mountains in distance; print date Apr 65]
.4196 – [aerial of Metlakatla, float of Coastal-Ellis Airlines airplane in foreground; print date Jun 66]
.4197 – [aerial of Metlakatla, float of Coastal-Ellis Airlines airplane in foreground; print date Jun 66]
.4198 – [low aerial of Metlakatla and Annette Island Packing Co. cannery buildings; print date Jan 67]
.4199 – [aerial of Metlakatla; print date Jan 67]
.4200 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4201 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4202 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4203 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4204 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4205 – [close-up of skunk cabbage; print date Jun 66]
.4206 – [view from cannery to processing facility across water, fishing boat Carole B. next to scow in foreground, Metlakatla; print date Aug 66. Cf. .4199]
.4207 – [freighter Coastal Nomad at dock, mountains in background; print date Aug 66]
.4208 – [crewmen offloading Coastal Nomad at dock, mountains in background; print date Aug 66]
.4209 – [view from cannery to processing facility across water, fishing boat Carole B. next to scow in foreground, Metlakatla; print date Aug 66]
.4210 – [bird’s eye view of crewmen in scow wrapping ballast rocks in metal caging; print date Aug 66]
.4211 – [boats including Dorothy in small boat harbor, Metlakatla; print date Aug 66]
.4212 – [freighter Coastal Nomad at Annette Island Packing Co. cannery dock, dandelions in foreground, mountains in background; print date Aug 66]
.4213 – [freighter Coastal Nomad at Annette Island Packing Co. cannery dock, dandelions in foreground, mountains in background; print date Aug 66]
.4214 – [boats in small boat harbor, buildings in background, snow on mountains in distance, Ketchikan; print date Feb 67]
.4215 – [base of Klawack Blackfish Fin post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4216 – [close-up of Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4217 – [close-up of top of Giant Rock Oyster Memorial totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4218 – [close-up of Tired Wolf house post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4219 – [Sun and Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4220 – [close-up of Sun and Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4221 – [rear view of Pointing Figure post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4222 – [front view of Pointing Figure post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4223 – [totem poles in field, Saxman Totem Park; print date Sep 66]
.4224 – [close-up of top of Raven and Frog pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4225 – [close-up of top of Eagle pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4226 – [side view of top of Abraham Lincoln pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4227 – [close-up of top of Secretary of State or Seward Shame pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4228 – [top of Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4229 – [top of on Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4230 – [top of Abraham Lincoln pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4231 – [middle portion of Dogfish totem pole, showing Wolf holding plaque and upside-down human figure, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4232 – [top of Dogfish totem pole, showing Bear and Dogfish, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4233 – [bottom portion of Loon Tree totem pole, showing Bear cubs and Bear Wife holding Kats, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4234 – [close-up of Giant Rock Oyster Memorial totem pole, showing face and Beaver, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4235 – [close-up of Weasel at base of Owl Memorial pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4236 – [Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Apr 67]
.4237 – [Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Apr 67]
.4238 – [top of Sun and Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4239 – [close-up of Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4240 – [close-up of Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4241 – [Kats and his Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4242 – [base of Klawack Blackfish Fin post, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4243 – [base of Giant Rock Oyster Memorial totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4244 – [base of Giant Rock Oyster Memorial totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4245 – [base of Giant Rock Oyster Memorial totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4246 – [totem poles in field, Saxman Totem Park; print date Mar 67]
.4247 – [Loon Tree totem pole and Secretary of State or Seward Shame pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4248 – [top of Secretary of State or Seward Shame pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4249 – [Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4250 – [top of Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4251 – [Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4252 – [Raven posts, with Eagle and Beaver memorial pole in background, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4253 – [Bear post, with Raven totem pole in background, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4254 – [top of Pole on the Point totem pole, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4255 – [base of Pole on the Point totem pole, Wandering Raven House Entrance pole in background, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4256 – [community house and totem poles, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4257 – [community house and totem poles, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4258 – [community house and totem poles, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4259 – [side view of community house and totem poles, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4260 – [Man Wearing Bear Hat totem pole, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4261 – [close-up of Master Carver totem pole, showing the Master Carver or Master Carpenter, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4262 – [Sea Monster totem pole, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4263 – [base of Sea Monster totem pole, man posing for photograph in front of Thunderer’s Pole in background, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4264 – [Thunderer’s Pole, Totem Bight State Historical Park; print date Sep 66]
.4265 – [Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4266 – [top of Dogfish totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4267 – [Bear and Raven posts, with Eagle and Beaver memorial pole in background, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4268 – [Bear and Raven posts, with Eagle and Beaver memorial pole in background, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4269 – [Raven post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4270 – [base of Eagle and Beaver memorial pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4271 – [Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4272 – [top of Giant Rock Oyster memorial pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4273 – [top of Giant Rock Oyster memorial pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4274 – [close-up of base of Giant Rock Oyster memorial pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4275 – [close-up of Giant Rock Oyster memorial pole, showing Beaver, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4276 – [base of Klawack Blackfish Fin post, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4277 – [base of Klawack Blackfish Fin post in foreground, Kats and His Bear Wife and other totem posts in background, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4278 – [Clarissa posed at base of Kats and His Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4279 – [Clarissa posed at base of Kats and His Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4280 – [top of Kats and His Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4281 – [Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4282 – [Beaver House Post, Beaver holding magic spear, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4283 – [Kats and His Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4284 – [Clarissa posed at base of Kats and His Bear Wife totem pole, Saxman; print date Sep 66]
.4285 – [top of Secretary of State or Seward Shame pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4286 – [close-up of Raven post, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4287 – [middle portion of Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4288 – [close-up of Abraham Lincoln pole, showing Proud Raven, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4289 – [close-up of Raven post, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4290 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship deck; print date Jul 73]
.4291 – [Ketchikan small boat harbor and waterfront as seen from ship deck; print date Jul 73]
.4292 – [Ketchikan docks as seen from ship deck; print date Jul 73]
.4293 – [top of Raven totem pole, Wrangell; print date Nov 74]
.4294 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4295 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4296 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4297 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4298 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4299 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4300 – [close-up of Chief Johnson totem pole, Ketchikan; print date Nov 74]
.4301 – [top of Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4302 – [close-up of Bear cub on Loon Tree totem pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4303 – [close-up of three Bear cubs on Loon Tree totem pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4304 – [top of Raven totem pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4305 – [top of Abraham Lincoln pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4306 – [top of Abraham Lincoln pole, Saxman; print date Jul 73]
.4307 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.4308 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from water; print date Jul 73]
.4309 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from water; print date Jul 73]
.4310 – [view from ship of light station in Inside Passage; print date Jul 73]
.4311 – [view from ship of light station in Inside Passage; print date Jul 73]
.4312 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship; print date Jul 73]
.4313 – [view from ship of light station in Inside Passage; print date Jul 73]
.4314 – [top of Secretary of State or Seward Shame pole, Saxman; print date Mar 67]
.4315 – [tanker Alaska Standard at dock; print date Sep 66]
.4316 – [tanker Alaska Standard at dock; print date Sep 66]
.4317 – [tanker Alaska Standard at dock; print date Jan 67]
.4318 – [tanker Alaska Standard at dock; print date Jan 67]
.4319 – [distant view of coastal town and tank farm, communications tower at right; print date Jan 67. Cf. .4352. At AFN 2017, identified as Ketchikan, with Coast Guard base in center]
.4320 – [view from dock across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, small boat docked in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4321 – [view from dock across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, small boat docked in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4322 – [view along shoreline to Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna at dock, floating timber at left, dock walkway in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4323 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna at dock at right, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4324 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4325 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna at dock at right; print date Sep 66]
.4326 – [view from dock across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4327 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
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.4328 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4329 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, timber floating in water, Clarissa standing in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4330 – [bird’s eye view of Tongass Avenue in Ketchikan, Clarissa and dog in foreground, McKay Marine Ways sign in center background, floatplanes on dock at left; print date Sep 66]
.4331 – [bird’s eye view of Tongass Avenue in Ketchikan, Clarissa and dog in foreground, McKay Marine Ways sign in center background, floatplanes on dock at left; print date Sep 66]
.4332 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna at dock at right, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4333 – [view from dock across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, small boat docked in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4334 – [boat in passage at timber raft; print date Jun 67]
.4335 – [boat in passage at timber raft; print date Jun 67]
.4336 – [view from dock across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, small boat docked in foreground; print date Sep 66]
.4337 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, Alaska Steamship Co. freighter Fortuna at dock at right, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4338 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill, timber floating in water; print date Sep 66]
.4339 – [view across water to Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill; print date Sep 66]
.4340 – [view of Ketchikan Pulp Co. mill from water; print date Nov 74]
.4341 – [Ketchikan waterfront, with Webber Air Inc. terminal in foreground, Coastal-Ellis Airlines in distance; print date Mar 67. Cf. .4381]
.4342 – [small boat harbor at Ketchikan, boats including Prince, Valentine, Barbara Lee; print date Mar 67]
.4343 – [aerial of Ketchikan, with small boat harbor at right, Ketchikan Spruce Mills at left; print date Jan 67]
.4344 – [bird’s eye view of two boats at dock, U.S. Coast Guard Cape-Class Cutter Cape Romain and boat Karen; print date Mar 67. Cf. .4392]
.4345 – [two motorboats in narrow channel, men on beach at left; print date Jan 67]
.4346 – [aerial of Ketchikan and Ketchikan Spruce Mills; print date Jan 67]
.4347 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship; print date Jan 67]
.4348 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in passage; print date Jan 67]
.4349 – [view of Ketchikan waterfront from Coastal-Ellis Airlines dock; print date Jan 67]
.4350 – [view of Ketchikan from floatplane in water, Alaska Packers Association cannery at left; print date Jan 67]
.4351 – [aerial of Ketchikan, airplane float in foreground; print date Jan 67]
.4352 – [aerial of Ketchikan; print date Jan 67]
.4353 – [aerial of Ketchikan; print date Jan 67]
.4354 – Ketchikan [small boat harbor in winter, buildings and mountain in background; print date Feb 67]
.4355 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain, small motorboat under way; print date May 67. Cf. .4357]
.4356 – [steel girders and small building at end of airstrip at airport; print date May 67]
.4357 – [scenic looking out restaurant window to snow-covered mountain, small motorboat in water, Clarissa sitting at table in foreground; print date May 67]
.4358 – [scenic looking out restaurant window to mountains, table in foreground; print date May 67]
.4359 – [scenic looking across passage to snow on mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4360 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4361 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4362 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4363 – [Brown & Root’s Foster Parker derrick barge installing offshore drilling platform in bay, barge Socrates out of Houston, Texas, at dock in foreground, snow on mountains in background; print date Apr 67]
.4364 – [Brown & Root’s Foster Parker derrick barge installing offshore drilling platform in bay, ship deck in foreground, snow on mountains in background; print date Apr 67]
.4365 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship moving away from town; print date Apr 67]
.4366 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date May 67. Cf. .4400. At AFN 2017, identified as Tamgas Mountain on Annette Island]
.4367 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date May 67]
.4368 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date May 67]
.4369 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date May 67]
.4370 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Mar 67. Cf. .4399]
.4371 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date Mar 67]
.4372 – JNU 1-4-67 [maintenance crew servicing Pacific Northern Airlines Lockheed Constellation airplane tail number N1552V at Juneau in winter, Mendenhall Glacier in background; print date Feb 67]
.4373 – 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, with boats including Rita J. and Coaster, buildings in background; print date Feb 67]
.4374 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, with boats including Maggie Deare, Surprise, and Sophie II; print date Feb 67]
.4375 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, with boats including Carol, White Horse, and Patsy Ann; print date Feb 67]
.4376 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan Spruce Mills wood waste incinerator as seen from small boat harbor in winter; print date Feb 67]
.4377 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan Spruce Mills wood waste incinerator as seen from small boat harbor in winter, sign in center reading “Transient Area,” boat Valentine in foreground; print date Feb 67]
.4378 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, with boats including Lady Bess, Glenda Jo, and Patsy Ann; print date Feb 67]
.4379 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, buildings in background; print date Feb 67]
.4380 – KTKN 1-23-67 [Ketchikan small boat harbor in winter, buildings in background; print date Feb 67]
.4381 – KTKN from KTKN Trans. Co. 1-23-67 [Ketchikan waterfront, with Webber Air Inc. terminal in foreground, Coastal-Ellis Airlines in distance; print date Feb 67. Cf. .4341]
.4382 – Same as 12 [Ketchikan waterfront, with Webber Air Inc. terminal in foreground, Coastal-Ellis Airlines in distance; print date Feb 67]
.4383 – KTKN from fill at Log Cabin Groc. 1-23-67 [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from Log Cabin Grocery store; print date Feb 67]
.4384 – Same as 14 [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from Log Cabin Grocery store; print date Feb 67]
.4385 – Bald eagle [juvenile bird perched in tree; print date Feb 67]
.4386 – [juvenile bald eagle perched in tree; print date Feb 67]
.4387 – [oblique aerial of Ketchikan; print date Sep 66]
.4388 – [aerial of Metlakatla; print date Sep 66]
.4389 – [aerial of Metlakatla; print date Sep 66]
.4390 – [aerial of Air Station Annette on Annette Island; print date Sep 66]
.4391 – [aerial of Air Station Annette on Annette Island; print date Sep 66]
.4392 – [bird’s eye view of two boats at dock, U.S. Coast Guard Cape-Class Cutter Cape Romain and boat Karen; print date Mar 67. Cf. .4344]
.4393 – [scenic view down Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm in winter, icefall at left; print date Jan 67]
.4394 – [ice along Seward Highway; print date Jan 67]
.4395 – [ice along Seward Highway; print date Jan 67]
.4396 – [scenic view down Seward Highway along Turnagain Arm in winter, Clarissa standing next to icefall at left; print date Jan 67]
.4397 – [close-up of tidal pool, with starfish and urchins; print date Apr 67]
.4398 – [close-up of tidal pool, with starfish; print date Apr 67]
.4399 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Mar 67. Cf. .4370]
.4400 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67. Cf. .4366]
.4401 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4402 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain, boat under way in passage; print date Apr 67]
.4403 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4404 – [scenic looking across passage to snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4405 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4406 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain; print date Apr 67]
.4409 – [Clarissa and dog posed with cedar canoe under construction; print date Jul 67. At AFN 2017, identified as Totem Square in Sitka, canoe commissioned in the late 1960s by the Greater Sitka Chamber of Commerce, and carved by George Benson, Herman Kitka and Andrew Hope.]
.4410 – [boat Theo and Japanese freighter at dock, Ketchikan? print date Apr 67]
.4411 – [Japanese freighter Iseharu Maru at dock, Ketchikan? print date Apr 67]
.4413 – [Skagway street scene, with sign for Chilkoot in foreground, Arctic Brotherhood Hall across street, businesses including Golden North Hotel, The Trail Bench; print date Jun 67]
.4414 – [bird’s eye view of Skagway River canyon, Skagway in distance; print date Jun 67]
.4415 – [scenic view along railroad tracks of White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Jun 67]
.4416 – [scenic view along railroad tracks of White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Jun 67]
.4417 – [scenic along White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Jun 67]
.4418 – [White Pass & Yukon Route locomotives pulling boxcars around curve; print date Jun 67]
.4419 – [view from rear passenger car of White Pass & Yukon Route locomotives pulling boxcars around curve; print date Jun 67]
.4420 – [scenic along White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Jun 67]
.4421 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, bow in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4422 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, stern and lifebuoy from Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4423 – [view of waterfront from ship at dock, American flag in foreground, Ketchikan; print date Jun 67]
.4424 – [view of waterfront from ship at dock, American flag in foreground, floatplane taxiing in water, Ketchikan; print date Jun 67]
.4425 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, man standing next to bell in bow in foreground, two boats under way; print date Jun 67. Cf. .4455]
.4426 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, bow in foreground, two boats under way; print date Jun 67]
.4427 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from inside ship, people in seating area in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4428 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, American flag in foreground, navigational aids in water; print date Jun 67]
.4429 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, boat under way, ship searchlight on railing in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4430 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, American flag in foreground, boat under way, navigational aids in water; print date Jun 67]
.4431 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, American flag in foreground, boat under way, navigational aids in water; print date Jun 67]
.4432 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, timber on mill dock at right, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4433 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, timber on mill dock at right, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4434 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4435 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4436 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4437 – [aerial of Inside Passage, airplane float in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4438 – [aerial of Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage, road along shoreline; print date Jun 67]
.4439 – [aerial of Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage, road along shoreline, airplane float in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4440 – [aerial of Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage, road along shoreline; print date Jun 67]
.4441 – [aerial of Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage, road along shoreline; print date Jun 67]
.4442 – [Coastal-Ellis Airlines floatplane at Ketchikan dock, McKay Marine Ways in background; print date Jun 67]
.4443 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku at dock; print date Jun 67]
.4444 – [close-up of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku at dock; print date Jun 67]
.4445 – [scenic of boat under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4446 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4447 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in Inside Passage; print date Jun 67]
.4448 – [Five Finger Light lighthouse as seen from ship, coiled rope in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4449 – [Five Finger Light lighthouse as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4450 – [man and small child on deck of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku; print date Jun 67]
.4451 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku coming in to dock; print date Jul 67]
.4452 – [Ketchikan docks as seen from ship, Japanese freighter at mill, with timber stacked on dock, lifebuoy from Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4453 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, freighter docked at right; print date Jul 67]
.4454 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship; print date Jul 67]
.4455 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, man standing next to bell in bow in foreground; print date Jul 67. Cf. .4425]
.4456 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, man standing next to bell in bow in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4457 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship; print date Jul 67]
.4458 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat over deck at left, signs for Liferaft Stations and Boat Station; print date Jul 67]
.4459 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4460 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, two passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4461 – [scenic of Inside Passage taken from ship, man standing next to bell in bow in foreground; print date Jun 67]
.4462 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, two passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4463 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku lifeboat and deck in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4464 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku lifeboat in foreground, boat under way; print date Jul 67]
.4465 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, boat under way; print date Jul 67]
.4466 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, man on bow in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4467 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, man on bow in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4468 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Jul 67]
.4469 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat over deck at left, signs for Liferaft Stations and Boat Station; print date Jul 67]
.4470 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, view down deck at right, seagulls following ship; print date Nov 74]
.4471 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, two passengers on deck in foreground, seagulls following ship; print date Nov 74]
.4472 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, passenger on deck at left; print date Nov 74]
.4473 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, deck in foreground; print date Nov 74]
.4474 – [scenic of sunset over Inside Passage as seen from ship; print date Nov 74]
.4475 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, passenger and two young children on deck at right; print date Nov 74]
.4476 – [barge hauling timber under way in Inside Passage, tug at right; print date Nov 74]
.4477 – [barge hauling timber under way in Inside Passage, tug at right; print date Nov 74]
.4478 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry Taku at dock as seen from water, Ketchikan? print date Nov 74]
.4479 – [barge hauling timber under way in Inside Passage; print date Nov 74]
.4480 – Fbks flood [bird’s eye view of Fairbanks, flooded automobiles and businesses including All-American Tobacconists, Pete’s Place, Elbow Room, Polaris Apartments, Taxi company, 1967 Chena River Flood]
.4481 – Fbks flood [bird’s eye view of Fairbanks, flooded automobiles and businesses including All-American Tobacconists, Pete’s Place, Elbow Room, Polaris Apartments, 1967 Chena River Flood]
.4482 – Fbks flood [bird’s eye view of Fairbanks, flooded automobiles and businesses including Polaris Apartments, Taxi company, 1967 Chena River Flood]
.4483 – [women looking at “Centennials Galore” parade float; print date Oct 67]
.4484 – [“First National Special” locomotive parade float in parking lot of Volkswagen automobile dealership, Alaska National Bank thermometer in background reads 59”, Fairbanks; print date Oct 67]
.4485 – [front of “First National Special” locomotive parade float; print date Oct 67]
.4486 – [front of “First National Special” locomotive parade float; print date Oct 67]
.4487 – [paddle steamer *Nenana* at Alaska 67 Exposition; print date Oct 67]
.4488 – [paddle steamer *Nenana* and Alaska Native building at Alaska 67 Exposition; print date Oct 67]
.4489 – [view through antique car to Palace Saloon and Northern Commercial Co. buildings on historic street at Alaska 67 Exposition; print date Oct 67]
.4490 – [Northern Commercial Co. building on historic street at Alaska 67 Exposition; print date Oct 67]
.4491 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; print date Jan 68]
.4492 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; print date Jan 68]
.4493 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; print date Jan 68]
.4494 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; print date Jan 68]
.4495 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna; print date Jan 68]
.4496 – DT Anch., Gary King & Anch. Times bldg. [bird’s eye view of west end of Fourth Avenue in winter, signs for businesses including Anchorage Times “Tell It to Bud”, Gary King’s Sporting Goods & Ski Shop, Chugiak Optical Service, Ted’s Market, Alaska Stationers, and Milky Way Café, Mount Susitna in distance, Anchorage; print date Jan 68]
.4497 – [winter scenic of Cook Inlet and Mount Susitna, signs for Anchorage Times and Gary King’s Sporting Goods & Ski Shop in foreground; print date Jan 68]
.4498 – [Ketchikan Spruce Mills as seen from ship, with timber in water, wood waste incinerator at right; print date Apr 68]
.4499 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, Ketchikan Spruce Mills at right, American flag in foreground; print date Apr 68]
.4500 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship moving away from town, American flag in foreground; print date Apr 68]
.4501 – [timber barge and tugboat under way in Inside Passage, bow of ship in foreground; print date Apr 68]
.4502 – [timber barge and tugboat under way in Inside Passage, American flag in foreground; print date Apr 68]
.4503 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat on deck at left, timber barge and tug under way, American flag at right, seagulls following ship; print date Apr 68]
.4504 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, three boats under way; print date Apr 68]
.4505 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, three boats under way; print date Apr 68]
.4506 – [boat *Mary Mack* under way in Inside Passage; print date Apr 68]
.4507 – [timber barge and tugboat under way in Inside Passage; print date Apr 68]
.4508 – [timber barge and tugboat under way in Inside Passage; print date Apr 68]
.4509 – [possibly former lighthouse site on Inside Passage as seen from ship, with buildings
  and communications tower, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Malaspina in foreground;
  print date Apr 68]
.4510 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat of Alaska Marine Highway ferry
  Malaspina in foreground, boat under way; print date Apr 68]
.4511 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground, boats under way; print
  date Apr 68]
.4512 – [Foss barge carrying railroad cars under way in Inside Passage as seen from ship, coiled
  rope in foreground; print date Apr 68]
.4513 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, boat under way; print date Mar 69]
.4514 – [exterior of new Federal Aviation Administration Air Route Traffic Control Center, 5400
  Davis Highway, Anchorage; print date Sep 68]
.4515 – [exterior of new Federal Aviation Administration Air Route Traffic Control Center, 5400
  Davis Highway, Anchorage; print date Sep 68]
.4516 – [exterior of new Federal Aviation Administration Air Route Traffic Control Center, 5400
  Davis Highway, Anchorage; print date Sep 68]
.4517 – [exterior of new Federal Aviation Administration Air Route Traffic Control Center, 5400
  Davis Highway, Anchorage; print date Sep 68]
.4518 – [exterior of new Federal Aviation Administration Air Route Traffic Control Center, 5400
  Davis Highway, Anchorage; print date Sep 68]
.4519 – [tank farm at Port of Anchorage as seen from ship, Chugach Mountains in distance;
  print date Nov 68]
.4520 – [Port of Anchorage as seen from ship, railroad dock being dismantled in foreground,
  Chugach Mountains in distance; print date Nov 68]
.4521 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, woman in foreground; print date Sep
  68]
.4522 – [glacier as seen from boat, passengers looking through binoculars in foreground; print
  date Sep 68]
.4523 – [small glacier as seen from boat, lifeboat in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4524 – [small glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4525 – [glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4526 – [glacier as seen from boat; print date Sep 68]
.4527 – [scenic of snow-covered mountains as seen from boat, American flag in foreground;
  print date Sep 68]
.4528 – [glacier as seen from boat, rigging in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4529 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, man in foreground; print date Sep
  68]
.4530 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date
  Sep 68]
.4531 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat; print date Sep 68]
.4532 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date
  Sep 68]
.4533 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, lower deck of boat in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4534 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4535 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, man in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4536 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, passengers in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4537 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, automobile on deck in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4538 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, car deck in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4539 – [terminus of tidewater glacier as seen from boat, car deck in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4540 – [boat under way in Inside Passage as seen from ship, coiled rope in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4541 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Sep 68]
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.4542 – [aerial of floating fish trap, Ketchikan area? print date Sep 66]
.4543 – [aerial of floating fish trap, Ketchikan area? print date Sep 66]
.4544 – [aerial of floating fish trap, Ketchikan area? print date Sep 66]
.4545 – [waterfront with docks and small boat harbor, mountains in distance; print date Sep 68]
.4546 – [waterfront with docks and small boat harbor, mountains in distance; print date Sep 68]
.4547 – [waterfront with docks and small boat harbor, ferry dock at right, mountains in distance; print date Sep 68. At AFN 2017, location identified as Valdez, with ferry terminal at extreme left]
.4548 – [waterfront with docks and small boat harbor, mountains in distance; print date Sep 68]
.4549 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive 1001 pulling automobiles for Whittier Tunnel; print date Sep 68]
.4550 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry Chilkat, ship name in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4551 – [autumn scenic of valley glacier, red arctic dogwood leaves in foreground; print date Sep 68]
.4552 – [autumn scenic of river canyon, valley glacier in background; print date Sep 68]
.4553 – [scenic of Sugarloaf Mountain, Valdez; print date Sep 68]
.4554 – [U.S. Coast Guard cutter 389 under way in passage; print date Sep 68]
.4555 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat over deck at right, sign for Liferaft Station; print date Sep 68]
.4556 – [boat Tatchu under way in Inside Passage; print date Sep 68]
.4557 – [boat Tatchu under way in Inside Passage; print date Sep 68]
.4558 – [steamship at dock as seen from ship, lifeboat of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *Malaspina* in foreground, Skagway; print date Sep 68]
.4559 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground, boat under way; print date Sep 68]
.4560 – [waterfront as seen from ship, ferry dock in center, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *Malaspina* in foreground; print date Sep 68. At AFN 2017, location tentatively identified as Klawock. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Petersburg]
.4561 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground, boat and barge under way; print date Sep 68]
.4562 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, tug and barges under way; print date Sep 68]
.4563 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *Malaspina* in foreground, tug under way; print date Sep 68]
.4564 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, coiled rope in foreground, timber barge under way; print date Sep 68]
.4565 – [view across Auke Lake to Mendenhall Glacier; print date Mar 69]
.4566 – [view across Auke Lake to Mendenhall Glacier; print date Mar 69]
.4567 – [winter scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship; print date Mar 69]
.4568 – [view of dock construction along Inside Passage as seen from ship in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4569 – [aerial of Inside Passage in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4570 – [aerial of Inside Passage in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4571 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, lifeboat and Alaska state flag in foreground; print date Mar 69]
.4572 – [Ketchikan waterfront as seen from ship, pile driver constructing dock in center; print date Mar 69]
.4573 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from ship, lifeboat of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *Malaspina* in foreground; print date Mar 69]
.4574 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers wearing rain gear on lower deck in foreground]
.4575 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry]
.4576 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground]
.4577 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground]
.4578 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground]
.4579 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground, navigational aids in water]
.4580 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, boat under way]
.4581 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground, navigational aid in water]
.4582 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground, navigational aids in water]
.4583 – [scenic of Inside Passage as seen from Alaska Marine Highway ferry, passengers on lower deck in foreground, navigational aids in water]
.4584 – [small boat harbor in winter, boats including Acona; print date Mar 69. Half of slide overexposed]
.4585 – [aerial of Inside Passage in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4586 – [scenic of snow and dead vegetation in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4587 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4588 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4589 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4590 – [scenic of snow-covered mountain in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4591 – [scenic of snow and dead vegetation in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4592 – [aerial of mountain range in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4593 – [aerial of mountain range in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4594 – [aerial of mountain range in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4595 – [aerial of mountain range in winter; print date Mar 69]
.4596 – [aerial of Inside Passage, community in distance at left; print date Mar 69]
.4597 – [winter aerial of glacier and islands along coastline; print date Mar 69]
.4598 – [aerial of glacier; print date Mar 69]
.4599 – [aerial of glacier; print date Mar 69]
.4600 – [aerial of glacier; print date Mar 69]
.4601 – [scenic of hoar frost; print date Mar 69]
.4602 – [winter scenic in Turnagain Pass, with sign at right for Turnagain Pass Snowplay Area, avalanche danger warning on chalkboard; print date Mar 69]
.4603 – [winter scenic in Turnagain Pass; print date Mar 69]
.4604 – [winter scenic in Turnagain Pass; print date Mar 69]
.4605 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 69]
.4606 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 69]
.4607 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm; print date Aug 69]
.4608 – [four people on small boat dock in summer; print date Aug 69]
.4609 – [woman in small sailboat on lake; print date Aug 69]
.4610 – [woman in small sailboat on lake; print date Aug 69]
.4611 – [lakeside cabin as seen from water, with boat at small dock; print date Aug 69]
.4612 – [several sailboats on lake, Nancy Lake? print date Aug 69]
.4613 – [several sailboats on lake, Nancy Lake? print date Aug 69]
.4614 – [several sailboats on lake, Nancy Lake? print date Aug 69]
.4615 – [view down gravel path along Kotzebue waterfront, three young Alaska Native boys standing near boat in middle ground, woman wearing parka walking in front of buildings, crane in background; print date Aug 69]
.4616 – [view down gravel path along Kotzebue waterfront, people walking in front of buildings, people in boat loaded with plastic totes at left, crane in background; print date Aug 69]
.4617 – [timber frame, possibly for boat, next to pile of fishing nets on Kotzebue beach; print date Aug 69]
.4618 – [Kotzebue street scene, with caribou heads in foreground, people in front of buildings in background; print date Aug 69]
.4619 – [Kotzebue street scene, three Alaska Native women sitting in front of house at right, metal barrels being used for riprap; print date Aug 69. At AFN 2017, women identified as left to right Carrie Gallahorn, Nellie Henry, Bertha Hess]
.4620 – [men offloading boat filled with plastic totes containing fish, women sitting in front of house at right, Evinrude outboard motor in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69. At AFN 2018, man in center wearing eyeglasses identified as Art Fields, possibly meeting Japanese fish buyer buying eggs in front of old Nana Seafoods]
.4621 – [Alaska Native man and woman pulling net out of boat on beach, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4622 – [close-up of skin covering of umiak, with ties to inside of wooden boat frame, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4623 – [close-up of sewing on skin covering of umiak, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4624 – [fish on drying rack in foreground, two men working near boat in background, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4625 – [people standing next to boat on beach, two boats under way in sound, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4626 – [two caribou heads on rack in foreground, boat under way in sound in background, hills in distance, Kotzebue print date Aug 69]
.4627 – [two caribou heads on rack in foreground, boat under way in sound in background, hills in distance, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4628 – [view down gravel path along Kotzebue waterfront, two women and three children walking in front of buildings, crane in background; print date Aug 69]
.4629 – [three tugs under way as seen from beach, driftwood in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4630 – [three tugs under way as seen from beach, driftwood in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Aug 69]
.4631 – [fish drying on rack on beach, sound in background, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69]
.4632 – [fish drying on rack on beach, sound in background, Kotzebue; print date Sep 70]
.4633 – [fish drying on rack on beach, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69]
.4634 – [barge and tug under way as seen from beach, fish on drying rack in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69]
.4635 – [three tugs under way in sound, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69]
.4636 – [Northland Marine Lines barge in sound; print date Sep 69]
.4637 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound; print date Sep 69]
.4638 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tugs in sound, Johnson outboard motor in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4639 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tugs in sound, Johnson outboard motor in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4640 – [Kotzebue waterfront, with tug at left, two caribou heads on drying racks in center, woman cleaning fish at right, two tugs under way in sound in background; print date Sep 69]
.4641 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tugs in sound, with boat, fishing nets and meat on drying rack in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4642 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tugs in sound, with boat, fishing nets and meat on drying rack in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4643 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, antlers in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4644 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, fish on drying rack in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4645 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, whalebone in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4646 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, umiak in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4647 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, motorboat and fish on drying rack in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4648 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, fish on drying rack in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4649 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound; print date Sep 69]
.4650 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, two me in motorboat in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4651 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug in sound, boat in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4652 – [Northland Marine Lines barge and tug at Kotzebue dock, umiak in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4653 – [tugs at Kotzebue dock; print date Sep 69]
.4654 – [tugs Tutu, Avik, and Natchik at Kotzebue dock; print date Sep 69]
.4655 – [tugs Tutu, Avik, and Natchik at Kotzebue dock; print date Sep 69]
.4656 – [boat with outboard motor loaded with supplies under way in sound, boat on beach in foreground; print date Sep 69]
.4657 – [people cleaning fish on beach, Kotzebue dock in background; print date Sep 69. At AFN 2017, woman wearing eyeglasses identified as Nellie Henry, woman at far right as Laura Riley Bacon, nee Laura May Clark]
.4658 – [people cleaning fish on beach, totes of fish in foreground; print date Sep 69. At AFN 2017, woman wearing curlers in hair identified as Edna Gregg Coffin]
.4659 – [people doing blanket toss next to Wien Airlines terminal, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69. Original image blurry. Cf. .4844]
.4660 – [people doing blanket toss next to Wien Airlines terminal, Kotzebue; print date Sep 69. At AFN 2017, woman wearing eyeglasses just left of center identified as Helen Seveck]
.4661 – [ptarmigan; print date Feb 60]
.4662 – [ptarmigan and wildflowers; print date Feb 60]
.4663 – [mountain goat on hillside; print date May 70]
.4664 – [musk oxen in farm pasture; print date Jul 73]
.4665 – [hoary marmot on rock outcropping in mountain pass; print date Jul 73]
.4666 – [Dall sheep on rock face]
.4667 – [musk oxen in farm pasture; print date Jul 73]
.4668 – [bull moose; print date Jul 73]
.4669 – [musk oxen in farm pasture; print date Jul 73]
.4670 – [Dall sheep on rock face]
.4671 – [single caribou on tundra]
.4672 – [Dall sheep on rock face]
.4673 – [Dall sheep on rock face]
.4674 – [moose standing in front of Willow post office, mail box on fence at right; print date Apr 70]
.4675 – [moose standing in front of Willow post office; print date Apr 70]
.4676 – [moose standing in front of Willow post office; print date Apr 70]
.4677 – [moose standing in front of Willow post office; print date Apr 70]
.4678 – [moose standing in front of Willow post office; print date Apr 70]
.4679 – [moose lying in front of Willow post office, mail box on fence at right; print date Apr 70]
.4680 – [moose lying in front of Willow post office; print date Apr 70]
.4681 – [scenic of Turnagain arm in spring; print date Apr 70]
.4682 – [scenic of Turnagain arm in spring, Seward Highway and Alaska Railroad tracks in foreground; print date Apr 70]
.4683 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4684 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4685 – [scenic of mountains along Turnagain Arm in spring; print date Apr 70]
.4686 – [scenic of mountains along Turnagain Arm in spring; print date Apr 70]
.4687 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4688 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4689 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4690 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4691 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4692 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date Apr 70]
.4693 – [scenic of mountains along Seward Highway in spring; print date Apr 70]
.4694 – [scenic of mountains along Seward Highway in spring; print date May 70]
.4695 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4696 – [scenic of mountains along Turnagain Arm in spring; print date May 70]
.4697 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm in spring; print date May 70]
.4698 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm in spring; print date May 70]
.4699 – [scenic of Turnagain Arm in spring; print date May 70]
.4700 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4701 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4702 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4703 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4704 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4705 – [close-up of snow on mountains; print date May 70]
.4706 – [scenic of Cook Inlet, mountain in distance possible Iliamna Volcano; print date Sep 71]
.4707 – [aerial of mountains and glacier; print date Feb 70]
.4708 – [view down ship deck with bags or tarpaulin-covered piles along railing; print date Apr 70]
.4709 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on bow in foreground; print date May 70]
.4710 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on bow in foreground; print date May 70]
.4711 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, deck in foreground; print date May 70]
.4712 – [passengers on ship deck looking at tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70. Cf. .4800 et seq.]
.4713 – [passengers on ship deck looking at tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4714 – [close-up of tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4715 – [close-up of tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4716 – [close-up of tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4717 – [scenic of tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck next to American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4718 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4719 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4720 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, lifeboat and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4721 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, lifeboat and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4722 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4723 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4724 – [scenic of passage from ship, passenger on deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4725 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4726 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, coiled rope in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4727 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, coiled rope in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4728 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jun 70]
.4729 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jun 70]
.4730 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4731 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4732 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4733 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4734 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4735 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4736 – [automobile debarking from Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett; print date Jun 70]
.4737 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett at dock, tower at left; print date Jun 70]
.4738 – [automobiles boarding Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett; print date Jun 70]
.4739 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on deck next to American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4740 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on deck next to American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4741 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4742 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, man and boy on deck next to American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4743 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa and unidentified woman on deck in foreground, woman looking through binoculars, both women holding cameras]
.4744 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa and unidentified woman on deck in foreground, woman holding camera]
.4745 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, starboard stairwell in foreground]
.4746 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, deck in foreground]
.4747 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers next to lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground]
.4748 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers next to life boats on lower deck in foreground]
.4749 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, name plate of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground]
.4750 – [sailboat under way as seen from ship, rigging in foreground]
.4751 – [sailboat under way as seen from ship]
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.4752 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, Clarissa standing with unidentified couple next to American flag in foreground, man carrying cameras and binoculars]
.4753 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa and unidentified woman on deck in foreground]
.4754 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, Clarissa standing with unidentified woman next to American flag in foreground]
.4755 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on deck in foreground]
.4756 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers on deck in foreground]
.4757 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers on deck in foreground]
.4758 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers on deck in foreground]
.4759 – [scenic of sound from ship, passenger standing next to life boat in foreground]
.4760 – [scenic of sound from ship, name plate of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground]
.4761 – [scenic of sound from ship, deck in foreground]
.4762 – [scenic of sound from ship, life boat in foreground]
.4763 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, passengers standing near lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground]
.4764 – [scenic of sound from interior of ship]
.4765 – [scenic of sound from ship, passengers in foreground, ship officer in doorway at left]
.4766 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat and deck in foreground]
.4767 – [view out windows of café area on ship, passengers in foreground, one using binoculars, lifeboat and passage visible in background]
.4768 – [scenic of sound from ship, passengers in foreground, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett at right]
.4769 – [scenic of sound from ship, passengers in foreground]
.4770 – [scenic of sound from ship, passengers in foreground]
.4771 – [scenic of sound from ship, open pilothouse door in foreground]
.4772 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers in café area in foreground]
.4773 – [scenic of sound from ship, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* in foreground]
.4774 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers next to lifeboat in foreground, one using camera to take photographs]
.4775 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.4776 – [scenic of passage from ship, passenger standing next to life rafts in foreground]
.4777 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground]
.4778 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.4779 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.4780 – [scenic of passage from ship, life rafts on deck in foreground]
.4781 – [scenic of passage from ship, man on deck in foreground]
.4782 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers next to lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.4783 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers on upper and lower decks in foreground]
.4784 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers on deck in foreground]
.4785 – [scenic of sound from ship, lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* in foreground]
.4786 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat on deck in foreground]
.4787 – [scenic of coastal mountains from ship, Clarissa on deck in foreground]
.4788 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers on observation deck in foreground, lifeboats on lower deck]
.4789 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers on deck in foreground]
.4790 – [bird rookery next to waterfall; print date Jun 70]
.4791 – [bird rookery next to waterfall; print date Jun 70]
.4792 – [bird rookery next to waterfall]
.4793 – [bird rookery next to waterfall]
.4794 – [bird rookery next to waterfall]
.4795 – [bird rookery]
.4796 – [bird rookery next to waterfall]
.4797 – [bird rookery between two waterfalls]
.4798 – [bird rookery]
.4799 – [bird rookery]
.4800 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70. Cf. .4712 et seq.]
.4801 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4802 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4803 – [tidewater glacier terminus, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4804 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers on ship deck in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4805 – [tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4806 – [tidewater glacier terminus; print date Jun 70]
.4807 – [tidewater glacier terminus, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4808 – [tidewater glacier terminus, passengers next to American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4809 – [tidewater glacier terminus, American flag in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4810 – [Clarissa and dog next to sections of Trans Alaska Pipeline pipe stored at Valdez, next to sign “Princess Aurora, V.16 X65”; print date Jun 70]
.4811 – [Clarissa and dog next to sections of Trans Alaska Pipeline pipe stored at Valdez, next to sign “Princess Aurora, V.16 X65”; print date Jun 70]
.4812 – [Clarissa and dog next to sections of Trans Alaska Pipeline pipe stored at Valdez, next to sign “Princess Aurora, V.16 X65”; print date Jun 70]
.4813 – [Clarissa and dog next to sections of Trans Alaska Pipeline pipe stored at Valdez, next to sign “Princess Aurora, V.16 X65”; print date Jun 70]
.4814 – [close-up of cupola on St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Chapel in Old Town Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4815 – [close-up of three cupolas on Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, also known as Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4816 – [close-up of three cupolas on Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, also known as Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4817 – [close-up of three cupolas on Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, also known as Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4818 – [close-up of cupola on Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, also known as Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4819 – [close-up of three cupolas on Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, also known as Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, Kenai; print date Jun 70]
.4820 – [ship next to offshore drilling platform under construction, driftwood on beach in foreground, mountains in distance, Cook Inlet? print date Jun 70]
.4821 – [ship next to offshore drilling platform under construction, driftwood on beach in foreground, mountains in distance, Cook Inlet? print date Jun 70]
.4822 – [Richardson Highway interpretive sign for Marshall Pass, mountains in background; print date Jun 70]
.4823 – [Worthington Glacier, with automobile on road at base, print date Jun 70]
.4824 – [Worthington Glacier, with automobile on road at base, print date Jun 70]
.4825 – [cargo being loaded onto Wien Consolidated Airlines airplane at Kotzebue airport, passengers and automobiles at right, hangar and other aircraft in background; print date Jun 70]
.4826 – [dust being kicked up by airplane taxiing at Kotzebue airport, snowmachine, motorcycle, Snow Trac and automobile next to small building in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4827 – [dust being kicked up by airplane taking off at Kotzebue airport, snowmachine, motorcycle, Snow Trac and automobile next to small building in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4828 – [Wien Consolidated Airlines airplane taking off at Kotzebue airport; print date Jun 70]
.4829 – [Wien Consolidated Airlines Boeing 737 airplane number N4906 on ground at Kotzebue airport, other aircraft and hangar in background; print date Jun 70]
.4830 – [passengers debarking from Alaska Airlines Arctic Tours bus and boarding “Golden Nugget” Boeing 727 airplane number N798AS at Kotzebue airport, other aircraft in background; print date Jun 70]
.4831 – [airplane taking off at Kotzebue airport; print date Jun 70. Cf. .4889]
.4832 – [airplane on approach to airstrip at Kotzebue airport, VOR beacon in background; print date Jul 70]
.4833 – [airplane landing at Kotzebue airport, VOR beacon in background; print date Jul 70]
.4834 – [Alaska Airlines “Golden Nugget” Boeing 737 airplane number N797AS landing at Kotzebue airport; print date Jul 70]
.4835 – [Helio Courier airplane number N784HT in foreground, jet airplane landing in background, VOR beacon at left, Kotzebue airport; print date Jul 70]
.4836 – [airplane taking off from Kotzebue airport, VOR beacon in background; print date Jul 70]
.4837 – [airplane taking off from Kotzebue airport; print date Jun 70]
.4838 – [scenic of Pioneer Peak, small lake in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4839 – [scenic of Pioneer Peak, small lake in foreground, possibly Glenn Highway visible in trees on opposite side of lake; print date Jun 70]
.4840 – [scenic of Pioneer Peak, small lake in foreground, possibly Glenn Highway visible in trees on opposite side of lake; print date Jun 70]
.4841 – [aerial of Kotzebue; print date Feb 70]
.4842 – [aerial of Kotzebue; print date Feb 70]
.4843 – [aerial of Kotzebue; print date Feb 70. Portion of image overexposed]
.4844 – [people doing blanket toss next to Wien Airlines terminal, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70. Original image blurry. Cf. .4659]
.4845 – [people gathered to watch two women cleaning beluga whale on beach, sled frame in center background, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70. At AFN 2017, woman cleaning beluga identified as Mrs. Harry Henry, location as Front Street near Rotman’s]
.4846 – [Kotzebue village scene, with laundry hanging on clothesline between houses, metal barrels in foreground, children with bicycles next to fish drying rack at left, antennas visible in background; print date Feb 70]
.4847 – [three women cleaning beluga whale on beach, sled frame in center background, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70]
.4848 – [woman cleaning beluga whale on beach, sled frame at right, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Mrs. Harry Henry, location as Front Street near Rotman’s]
.4849 – [woman arranging beluga whale meat on tarp on beach, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70]
.4850 – [two women cleaning meat on beluga whale beach, woman wearing fur parka looking on at left, boats in background, Kotzebue; print date Feb 70]
.4851 – [family standing next to windbreak on beach, women cleaning seal, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70. At AFN 2017, woman standing at left identified as Blanche Octuck with children Patrick and Bernice]
.4852 – [people standing next to windbreak on beach, women cleaning seal, second seal in center background, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4853 – [woman scraping seal skin with ulu on beach, people standing next to windbreak in background, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4854 – [woman scraping seal skin with ulu on beach, other people standing near windbreak, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4855 – [Kotzebue village scene, with laundry hanging on clothesline between houses, boulder in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4856 – [Kotzebue village scene, with laundry hanging on clothesline next to house, wildflowers in marshy area in foreground; print date Jun 70]
.4857 – [woman wearing kuspuk with fur trim standing on beach next to drying racks, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4858 – [meat hanging on drying rack, houses and metal barrels in background, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4859 – [two women standing on beach next to drying racks, one woman wearing kuspuk with fur trim, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4860 – [scenic of ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4861 – [man pulling in boat to Kotzebue beach, ice in water near shore, automobiles parked outside store in background; print date Jun 70. At AFN 2017, man identified as Leland Barger, building at left as Rotman’s, building on right as Kikiktagruk Inupiat Corporation, built by Don Ferguson]
.4862 – [two women standing on beach next to metal barrel and pile of fishing nets, one woman wearing kuspuk with fur trim, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70. Cf. .4859]
.4863 – [two women standing on beach next to drying racks, one woman wearing kuspuk with fur trim, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70. At AFN 2017, woman at right tentatively identified as Elsie Adams]
.4864 – [fish on drying racks on beach, ice in water near shore, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4865 – [view down beach at Kotzebue, with fish on drying racks at right, boats at left, bus parked in front of hotel in background, ice in water near shore; print date Jun 70]
.4866 – [view down beach at Kotzebue, with snowmachine and fish drying racks at left, houses at right, ice in water near shore; print date Jun 70]
.4867 – [U.S. Air Force airplane number 0-10098 at Kotzebue airport; print date Jun 70]
.4868 – [scenic of sound, boat with outboard motor in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4869 – [scenic of sound, meat on drying rack in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4870 – [scenic of sound, fishing nets in foreground, Kotzebue; print date Jun 70]
.4871 – [meat on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Jul 70]
.4872 – [meat on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Jul 70]
.4873 – [Kotzebue village scene, with laundry hanging on clothesline next to house, fishing nets on racks at left; print date Jul 70]
.4874 – [fishing nets on racks next to house, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4875 – [Kotzebue village scene, with laundry hanging on clothesline next to house, meat on drying racks in center, fishing nets on racks at left; print date Jul 70]
.4876 – [meat on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Jul 70]
.4877 – [fish on drying rack, houses in background, Kotzebue; print date Aug 70]
.4878 – [meat on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Aug 70. Part of image underexposed]
.4879 – [meat on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Aug 70]
.4880 – [fish on drying rack; print date Aug 70]
.4881 — [fish on drying rack on Kotzebue beach, boats in background; print date Aug 70]
.4882 — [three men standing next to fish drying racks on Kotzebue beach; print date Aug 70. At AFN 2018, man in center identified as Clarence Allen Senior]
.4883 — [three men standing next to fish drying racks on Kotzebue beach, Evinrude outboard motor at right; print date Aug 70]
.4884 — [fish on drying rack on Kotzebue beach; print date Aug 70]
.4885 — [fish on drying rack; print date Aug 70]
.4886 — [close-up of totes filled with fish; print date Aug 70]
.4887 — [totes filled with fish, outbuilding in background, Kotzebue; print date Aug 70]
.4888 — [totes filled with fish, outbuilding in background, Kotzebue; print date Aug 70]
.4889 — [Wien Consolidated Airlines airplane taking off at Kotzebue airport; print date Jul 70. Cf. .4827 et seq.]
.4890 — [Wien Consolidated Airlines airplane taking off at Kotzebue airport; print date Jul 70]
.4891 — [group of boys gathered next to building, probably at start of race on Fourth of July, one boy wearing a sombrero, motorcycle at left, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, boy wearing white shirt identified as Harold Lambert, boy to right of Lambert as Marvin Gallahorn, boy in back wearing blue shirt and jacket with stripe as Jerrod Davidovics, boy in back at right as Victor Geffe]
.4892 — [group of girls gathered next to building, probably at start of race on Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, girl wearing striped skirt at far left identified as Jackie Schaeffer, girl behind Schaeffer as Patsy Barger, children watching in background as left to right Ned Lambert, Marilyn Gallahorn, Robert Sheldon, Martin Shroyer]
.4893 — [two women wearing fur-lined kuspuks and mukluks, one woman wearing eyeglasses, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Minnie Gray of Ambler at left, Susie Hunnicutt nee Snell at right]
.4894 — [woman wearing eyeglasses, green corduroy fur-trimmed parka and purple fedora hat, carrying baby in parka, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4895 — [woman wearing fancy parka and Western style lace-up shoes, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Esther Outwater]
.4896 — [close-up of same woman as in .4895]
.4897 — [same woman as in .4895, walking with man, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. Cf. .4956. At AFN 2017, identified as Esther Outwater nee Ballott of Selawik with James Norton Sr., man visible just behind Esther as Tim Richards]
.4898 — [woman wearing fur-lined kuspuk and man wearing parka standing outdoors, people gathered next to building in background, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4899 — [young Alaska Native girl wearing Western style clothing, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, tentatively identified as Corina Ahmaogak]
.4900 — [young Alaska Native girl wearing fur-trimmed parka, woman wearing parka and holding movie camera at left, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as Ella Lisbourne]
.4901 — [boys participating in eating contest, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, boys eating identified as possibly Ricky Henry at left and Jimmy Allen at right, spectators as Fred Reuben at far left, Geraldine Nelson in center, Peter Lambert or Cliff Short second right, and Fred Bobby White at right]
.4902 – [boys participating in eating contest, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4903 – [boys participating in eating contest, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4904 – [woman standing with one of the boys from the eating contest, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4905 – [Alaska Native woman wearing red corduroy fur-trimmed parka and bathing cap standing with two children, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Daisy Norton Barr with daughter Phyllis in blue hat]
.4906 – [Alaska Native women in traditional dress and children gathered next to building, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman standing at right identified as Carrie Gallahorn, woman sitting at right as Elsie Barger, woman sitting second right as Bessie Shy, boy standing at back as Edmond Geffe]
.4907 – [Alaska Native women in traditional dress and children gathered next to building, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4908 – [young girl wearing caribou parka and plaid sneakers, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2018, identified as Daisy Norton with daughter Lisa or Phyllis]
.4909 – [young girl wearing caribou parka and plaid sneakers, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4910 – [Alaska Native women in traditional dress and children gathered next to building, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4911 – [Alaska Native women in traditional dress and children gathered next to building, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4912 – [Alaska Native women wearing fur-lined kuspuks gathered next to building, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4913 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4914 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, same pair as in .4913, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4915 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Lorena Williams]
.4916 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Linda Gallahorn Kramer with son Michael]
.4917 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman identified as Sarah Harris]
.4918 – [two Alaska Native women holding babies, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman at left identified as Mae Hawley, woman at right as Arlene Beltz with daughter Tanya]
.4919 – [Alaska Native woman holding baby, same pair as in .4913, probably beautiful baby contest, Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4920 – [five men sitting with drums, women and children behind them, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, drummers identified as left to right Paul Green, Walter Kowanna, Chester Seveck, Charlie Jensen, Charlie Storrs Jr., female spectators as left to right Lucy Allen, Helen Seveck, Lucy Jensen, boy wearing red jacket in background as Richard McCafferty]
.4921 – [six men sitting with drums, women and children behind them, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4922 – [woman wearing fur-lined kuspuk and mukluks dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Lucy Allen]
.4923 – [man wearing raven mask dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, dancer identified as Paul Green, woman wearing eyeglasses in left background as Linda Lincoln, girl with green headband seen behind dancer as Ruth Davis, boy wearing leather jacket sitting on stage as Boris McLuke, boy in right background wearing white shirt as Robert Nelson, boy behind Nelson as Chester Ferreira, boy to left of Nelson as Donny Smith]
.4924 – [man wearing raven mask dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4925 – [man wearing raven mask dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4926 – [woman wearing fancy parka, mukluks, and mittens dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Lucy Jensen]
.4927 – [woman wearing fancy parka, mukluks, and mittens dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4928 – [portrait of man wearing fur parka and eyeglasses, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. Same man as in .4929. At AFN 2017, identified as Charlie Jensen]
.4929 – [man wearing fur parka, fingerless gloves, and eyeglasses dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Charlie Jensen]
.4930 – [man wearing fur parka, fingerless gloves, and eyeglasses dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4931 – [man wearing fur parka, fingerless gloves, and eyeglasses dancing on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4932 – [men drumming on stage, two children wearing sombreros watching in background, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4933 – [men drumming on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4934 – [dancers wearing fancy parkas on stage, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.4935 – [airplane taking off from Kotzebue airport, VOR beacon in background; print date Jul 70]
.4936 – [woman wearing fancy parka riding in back of Hanson Trucking Co. pickup truck decorated for Fourth of July, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Alice Weber]
.4937 – [woman wearing fancy parka riding on float, children on bicycles, Fourth of July parade, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, three people sitting on back of truck pulling float identified as left to right Richard Lincoln, Linda Lincoln, Albert Bernhardt]
.4938 – [Kotzebue Fourth of July parade, woman wearing fancy parka leading dog team in foreground; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, location identified as Third Street, with Flora Davis wearing seal skin parka in foreground]
.4939 – [Kotzebue Fourth of July parade, woman wearing fancy parka leading dog team in foreground; print date Jul 70]
.4940 – [Wien Consolidated Airlines float on parade, man sitting in Eskimo kayak, woman sitting in sled frame, two young boys in back, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Chester Seveck and Helen Seveck]
.4941 – [young woman wearing fancy parka standing with sled dog, two men on motorbike in background, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, woman tentatively identified as a
Davidovics, man on back of motorbike as Joe Hill, man driving motorbike as possibly Joe Hill’s brother Tom
.
.4942 – [young woman and young man on parade float with sled frame and animal furs, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Miss Kotzebue Linda Lincoln and Richard Lincoln]
.
.4943 – [Wien Consolidated Airlines float, man sitting in *Eskimo* kayak, woman sitting in sled frame, three young boys behind, Wien bus in background, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Chester Seveck and Helen Seveck]
.
.4944 – [close-up of man sitting in *Eskimo* kayak on Wien Consolidated Airlines float, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Chester Seveck]
.
.4945 – [young woman on parade float with sled frame and animal furs, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. Cf. .4942]
.
.4946 – [close-up of woman sitting on sled frame on Wien Consolidated Airlines float, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4947 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. At AFN 2017, identified as Mae Hawley Douglas]
.
.4948 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4949 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4950 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4951 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4952 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4953 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4954 – [woman jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4955 – [person jumping in blanket toss, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70]
.
.4956 – [woman wearing fancy parka and lace-up shoes walking with man, Kotzebue; print date Jul 70. Cf. .4897]
.
.4957 – [arctic wildflower, with penny shown for size comparison, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4958 – [arctic wildflowers, with penny shown for size comparison, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4959 – [arctic wildflowers, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4960 – [arctic wildflowers, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4961 – [arctic cotton grass, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4962 – Kotzebue [arctic daisy wildflowers; print date Aug 70]
.
.4963 – Kotzebue [wildflowers; print date Aug 70]
.
.4964 – [wildflowers, possibly lousewort, Kotzebue? print date Jul 70]
.
.4965 – [man sitting on wooden crate, ice fishing, pile of tom cod on ice; print date Sep 71. At AFN 2017, identified as Dean Farquar at Kotzebue]
.
.4966 – [woman sitting on bucket, ice fishing, tom cod on ice, two people standing at right; print date Sep 71. At AFN 2017, identified as Irene Farquar at Kotzebue]

**B4/B6**
.
.4967 – [Clarissa with binoculars standing next to tree on bluff overlooking Cook Inlet, Iliamna Volcano in distance; print date Sep 71]
4968 – [Clarissa with binoculars standing next to tree on bluff overlooking Cook Inlet, Iliamna Volcano in distance; print date Sep 71]
4969 – [scenic of Cook Inlet and Iliamna Volcano, cow parsnip in foreground; print date Sep 71]
4970 – [scenic of Cook Inlet and Iliamna Volcano, cow parsnip in foreground; print date Sep 71]
4971 – [view through trees to Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, Ninilchik; print date Dec 71]
4972 – [distant view of Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, cow parsnip in foreground, Ninilchik; print date Dec 71]
4973 – [view through trees to Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, cow parsnip in foreground, Ninilchik; print date Dec 71]
4974 – [Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel at Ninilchik, with Russian Orthodox crosses in cemetery in foreground, Iliamna Volcano in background; print date Dec 71]
4975 – [Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, Ninilchik; print date Dec 71]
4976 – [Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel, Ninilchik; print date Dec 71]
4977 – Ninilchick [sic] [bird’s eye view of Ninilchik in winter, Transfiguration of Our Lord Chapel at right]
4978 – [walled tent and drying racks at Anaktuvuk Pass in autumn; print date Dec 71]
4979 – [Anaktuvuk Pass village scene in autumn, woman and two children walking near log cabin in foreground; print date Dec 71]
4980 – [sod house, Anaktuvuk Pass; print date Dec 71]
4981 – [sod house, two communication towers at left, Anaktuvuk Pass; print date Dec 71]
4982 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Dec 71. At AFN 2017, identified as Kotzebue]
4983 – [aerial of coastal village; print date Dec 71. At AFN 2017, identified as Kotzebue]
4984 – [waterfall, probably Bridal Veil Falls; print date Jan 73]
4985 – [unidentified man taking photograph of woman standing on Richardson Highway at base of Bridal Veil Falls, river at right; print date Jan 73]
4986 – [Bridal Veil Falls, with sign at left; print date Jan 73]
4987 – [Bridal Veil Falls, with sign at base; print date Jan 73]
4988 – [view down Richardson Highway passing Bridal Veil Falls at right, automobile and Volkswagen bus on road, pedestrian on shoulder at left; print date Jan 73]
4989 – [view down Richardson Highway passing Bridal Veil Falls at right; print date Jan 73]
4990 – [waterfall, probably Bridal Veil Falls; print date Jan 73]
4991 – [rock face in Keystone Canyon, with people standing next to automobiles on shoulder of Richardson Highway below; print date Jan 73]
4992 – [rock face in Keystone Canyon, with people standing next to automobiles on shoulder of Richardson Highway below; print date Jan 73]
4993 – [Lowe River in Keystone Canyon; print date Jan 73]
4994 – [summer scenic of Worthington Glacier, Clarissa and dog sitting on boulder in foreground; print date Jan 73. Cf. .5021]
4995 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head, horse in road in foreground; print date Jan 73. Cf. .4046]
4996 – [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head; print date Jan 73]
.4997 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway, possibly Ruth Glacier in center background; print date Jan 73]
.4998 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway, possibly Ruth Glacier in center background; print date Jan 73]
.4999 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Jan 73]
.5000 – [scenic of Denali, woman standing in brush in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5001 – [scenic of mountains, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5002 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5003 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5004 – [scenic of Denali; print date Jul 73]
.5005 – [scenic of Denali, cabins on lake in foreground, possibly Big Lake; print date Aug 74]
.5006 – [view down George Parks Highway to Denali; print date Sep 74]
.5007 – [view down George Parks Highway to Denali; print date Sep 74]
.5008 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5009 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5010 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5011 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5012 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5013 – [scenic of Denali, probably from George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5014 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5015 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5016 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5017 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5018 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5019 – [scenic of mountains, probably from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5020 – [spring scenic of Worthington Glacier; print date Jun 70]
.5021 – [summer scenic of Worthington Glacier, Clarissa and dog sitting on boulder in foreground; print date Jan 73. Cf. .4994]
.5022 – [summer scenic of Worthington Glacier; print date Jan 73]
.5023 – [view down road to Worthington Glacier; print date Jan 73]
.5024 – [close-up of glacier surface, Worthington Glacier; print date Jan 73]
.5025 – [close-up of glacier surface, Worthington Glacier; print date Jan 73]
.5026 – [summer scenic of Worthington Glacier; print date Jan 73]
.5027 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Aug 74]
.5028 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Aug 74]
.5029 – [close-up of glacier, man walking on ice in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5030 – [close-up of glacier, man walking on ice in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5031 – [close-up of glacier, people walking on ice in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5032 – [close-up of glacier, people walking on ice in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5033 – [close-up of glacier, people walking on ice in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5034 – [close-up of glacier; print date Aug 74]
.5035 – [close-up of glacier; print date Aug 74]
.5036 – [close-up of glacier, people walking on moraine in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5037 – [close-up of glacier, Clarissa with binoculars standing on moraine next to outflow in foreground; print date Aug 74]
.5038 – [close-up of glacier; print date Aug 74]
.5039 – [small boat harbor, cage or trap and coiled rope on dock in foreground, Valdez; print date Jan 73]
.5040 – [small boat harbor including boat *Bulldozer II*, Valdez; print date Jan 73]
.5041 – [small boat harbor including boat *Bulldozer II*, Valdez; print date Jan 73]
.5042 – [Lowe River near Valdez, Richardson Highway at right, shooting star wildflowers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5043 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* at dock; print date Jan 73]
.5044 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* at dock, hold opened to receive automobiles, men sitting on dock railing; print date Jan 73]
.5045 – [automobiles boarding Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* at dock, men sitting on dock railing; print date Jan 73]
.5046 – [bird rookery and waterfalls as seen from ship; print date Jan 73]
.5047 – [icebergs and tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jan 73]
.5048 – [icebergs and tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jan 73]
.5049 – [icebergs and tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jan 73]
.5050 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 73]
.5051 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship; print date Jan 73]
.5052 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing next to ship’s bell in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5053 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, man standing between lifeboat and life rafts in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5054 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing next to lifeboat in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5055 – [women and young boy on ship deck, tidewater glacier terminus in background; print date Jul 73]
.5056 – [aerial of glacier; print date Jul 73]
.5057 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5058 – [aerial of glacier, airplane wing in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5059 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, woman standing near Alaska Marine Highway ferry *E.L. Bartlett* lifebuoy in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5060 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5061 – [passengers on deck of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett, tidewater glacier terminus in background; print date Jul 73]
.5062 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5063 – [woman and young boys on ship deck, tidewater glacier terminus in background; print date Jul 73]
.5064 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, seals on icebergs in foreground; print date Jan 73]
.5065 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5066 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, seals on icebergs in foreground; print date Jan 73]
.5067 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5068 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on deck of Alaska Marine Highway ferry E.L. Bartlett in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5069 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, seals on icebergs in foreground; print date Jan 73]
.5070 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5071 – [seals on icebergs near glacier terminus; print date Jul 73]
.5072 – [seals on icebergs near glacier terminus; print date Jul 73]
.5073 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5074 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, man on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5075 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing next to ship's bell in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5076 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, ship's bell in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5077 – [tidewater glacier terminus, icebergs, and silty glacial outflow as seen from ship, rigging in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5078 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, rigging in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5079 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5080 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5081 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5082 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers and American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5083 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5084 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5085 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers and American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5086 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5087 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers and American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5088 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5089 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5090 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5091 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5092 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passenger and American flag in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5093 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Jul 73]
.5094 – [scenic of sound taken from deck of ship at dock, deck and ship’s bell silhouetted in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5095 – [man and woman on deck of ship in heavy fog; print date Jul 73]
.5096 – [scenic of low clouds along shoreline as seen from ship; print date Jul 73]
.5097 – [scenic of low clouds along shoreline as seen from ship; print date Jul 73]
.5098 – [distant view of tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5099 – [distant view of tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5100 – [Clarissa and dog with unidentified couple, picnicking at small mountain lake, Styrofoam cooler on outcropping in center; print date Jul 73]
.5101 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers standing between lifeboat and life rafts in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5102 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5103 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, passengers on decks and lifeboat on lower deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5104 – [scenic of sound taken from deck of ship at dock, couple standing next to lifeboat on deck in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5105 – [two ship’s crewmen working with ropes in bow of ship, low clouds along shoreline in background; print date Jul 73]
.5106 – [spectators watching military color guard on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, businesses including Royal Inn Hotel and Captain Cook Hotel, woman at left holding camera, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
.5107 – [military marching band on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing City of Anchorage Parks and Recreation grandstand, businesses including National Bank of Alaska and Music City, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5108 – [spectators watching military color guard on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5109 – [Army tanks on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5110 – [spectators watching military color guard and “Hoover” Jeep on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5111 – [spectators watching military color guard and tank on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5112 – [clown and tanks on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, automobile in background with banner for “Carl Lottsfeldt Grand Marshal,” Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5113 – [Miss Alaska and man in chicken costume on parade on Fifth Avenue in Anchorage, passing National Bank of Alaska, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5114 – [spectators watching couple with wagon and sign “Promised Valley handcarts such as this were used by the early Mormon pioneers in their trek from Nauvoo Illinois to the Great Salt Lake Valley,” passing Alaska Mutual Savings, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5115 – [spectators watching Miss Chugiak-Eagle River passing Anchorage Westward Hotel, Fourth of July parade; print date Jul 73]
5116 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5117 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5118 – [close-up of fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5119 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5120 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5121 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River]
5122 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River; print date Jul 73]
5123 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River, Clarissa and dog standing on bank at left; print date Jul 73]
5124 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River; print date Jul 73]
5125 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River; print date Jul 73]
5126 – [view down paved road to Denali; print date Jul 73]
5127 – [Sourdough Roadhouse on the Richardson Highway; print date Jul 73. Cf. .5186]
5128 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River, fish in basket; print date Jul 73]
5129 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River, fish in basket; print date Jul 73]
5130 – [fish wheel in swollen river, possibly Chitina River, fish in basket; print date Jul 73]
5131 – [scenic of sunset on Big Lake; print date Jan 73]
5132 – [Clarissa and dog in boat on Big Lake, cabins on far shore, mountains in background; print date Jan 73]
5133 – [sailboat on Big Lake, mountains in background; print date Jan 73]
5134 – [scenic of mountains from boat on Big Lake, buildings on far shore, bow in foreground; print date Jan 73]
5135 – [pleasure boats at dock on Big Lake, including Beer Barl II, mountains in background; print date Jan 73]
5136 – [scenic of Big Lake, fireweed in foreground, mountains in background; print date Jan 73]
.5137 – [sailboat on Big Lake; print date Jan 73]
.5138 – [sailboat on Big Lake; print date Jan 73]
.5139 – [sailboat on Big Lake; print date Jan 73]
.5140 – [scenic of Denali and Mount Foraker from Big Lake, cabins on far shore; print date Jul 73]
.5141 – [unidentified man piloting small boat on Big Lake; print date Jul 73]
.5142 – [dock area on Big Lake, sign in foreground “Docks Under Repair Keep Off”; print date Jul 73]
.5143 – [sailboat on Big Lake, cabins in background; print date Jul 73]
.5144 – [sailboat on Big Lake; print date Jul 73]
.5145 – [unidentified man piloting small boat on Big Lake; print date Jul 73]
.5146 – [Clarissa, unidentified woman, and dog on small dock as seen from boat, bow in foreground; print date Jul 73]
.5147 – [unidentified man with binoculars piloting small boat on Big Lake; print date Jul 73]
.5148 – [unidentified man with binoculars piloting small boat on Big Lake; print date Jul 73]
.5149 – [Clarissa sitting in folding chaise longue on small dock watching passing motorboat, Big Lake; print date Aug 73]
.5150 – [Clarissa reading book in folding chaise longue on small dock watching passing sailboat, Big Lake; print date Aug 73]
.5151 – [dog sitting on small dock watching passing sailboat, Big Lake; print date Aug 73]
.5152 – [water skier being pulled by motorboat on Big Lake, outboard motor in foreground; print date Aug 73]
.5153 – [scenic of sunset over Big Lake; print date Aug 73]
.5154 – [scenic of sunset over Big Lake; print date Aug 73]
.5155 – [Clarissa sitting at dinner table in cabin kitchen, table set with food, flowers, and grapes, dog sitting at left; print date Sep 73]
.5156 – [sailboat on Big Lake; print date Sep 73]
.5157 – [scenic of Denali from Big Lake, cabins on shore; print date Sep 73]
.5158 – [scenic of Big Lake, bow of boat in foreground; print date Jul 74]
.5159 – [sailboat on Big Lake, mountains in background; print date Jul 74]
.5160 – [sailboats on Big Lake; print date Jul 74]
.5161 – [sailboats on Big Lake; print date Jul 74]
.5162 – [sailboats on Big Lake; print date Jul 74]
.5163 – [sailboats on Big Lake; print date Jul 74]
.5164 – [sailboats on Big Lake; print date Jul 74]
.5165 – [Clarissa sitting on bluff overlooking Big Lake, cabins on small island; print date Aug 74]
.5166 – [Clarissa and dog sitting on bluff overlooking Big Lake, cabins on small islands; print date Aug 74]
.5167 – [bird’s eye view of small boat docks on lakeshore, small islands off shore, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5168 – [bird’s eye view of small boat docks on lakeshore, small islands off shore, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5169 – [bird’s eye view of small boat docks on lakeshore, small islands off shore, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5170 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5171 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5172 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5173 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5174 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5175 – [scenic of Big Lake, Denali in distance; print date Aug 74]
.5176 – [bird’s eye view of Big Lake with small islands; print date Aug 74]
.5177 – [bird’s eye view of Big Lake with small islands; print date Aug 74]
.5178 – [scenic of Big Lake, Mount Susitna in distance; print date Aug 74]
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.5179 – [Alaska Railroad passenger cars and box cars on track without locomotive, mountains in background; print date Jul 73]
.5180 – [people walking on highway bridge over Hurricane Gulch; print date Jul 73]
.5181 – [man with camera taking photograph of people posed on highway bridge over Hurricane Gulch, parking area in distance; print date Jul 73]
.5182 – [bird’s eye view of station wagon pulling travel trailer over Hurricane Gulch; print date Jul 73]
.5183 – [people and pickup truck on highway bridge over Hurricane Gulch; print date Jul 73]
.5184 – [radomes and buildings at Clear Air Force Station; print date Jul 73]
.5185 – [aerial of coastal mountains and islands, possibly Prince William Sound; print date Jul 73]
.5186 – [Sourdough Roadhouse on the Richardson Highway; print date Jul 73. Cf. .5127]
.5187 – [abandoned mine buildings, Hatcher Pass area; print date Jul 73]
.5188 – [abandoned mine buildings, Hatcher Pass area; print date Jul 73]
.5189 – [abandoned mine buildings, Hatcher Pass area; print date Jul 73]
.5190 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing on paved highway, snow-covered mountains in distance, probably Glenn Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5191 – [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing on paved highway, snow-covered mountains in distance, probably Glenn Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5192 – [unidentified woman carrying camera walking on paved highway, snow-covered mountains in distance, probably Glenn Highway; print date Jul 73]
.5193 – [bird’s eye view of river valley and mountains]
.5194 – [bird’s eye view of river valley and mountains]
.5195 – [bird’s eye view of river valley and mountains]
.5196 – [unidentified man standing on gravel road next to Plymouth automobile taking photograph of mountains]
.5197 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Aug 74]
.5198 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Aug 74]
.5199 – [close-up of glacier surface; print date Aug 74]
.5200 – [Matanuska Glacier; print date Aug 74]
.5201 – [Matanuska Glacier; print date Aug 74]
.5202 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5203 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5204 – [scenic of Denali from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5205 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5206 – [scenic of mountains from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5207 – [scenic of Denali from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5208 – [scenic of Denali from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5209 – [scenic of Denali from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5210 – [scenic of Denali from Denali South Viewpoint on George Parks Highway; print date Sep 74]
.5211 – [number never assigned]
.5212 – [scenic along Denali Park Road; print date Sep 74]
.5213 – [scenic of river valley along Denali Park Road; print date Sep 74]
.5214 – [scenic along Denali Park Road; print date Sep 74]
.5215 – [Clarissa and dog standing on bluff overlooking river valley along Denali Park Road; print date Sep 74]
.5216 – [scenic of Denali]
.5217 – [scenic along Denali Park Road]
.5218 – [scenic of river valley along Denali Park Road]
.5219 – [Clarissa standing on bluff overlooking river valley along Denali Park Road]
.5220 – [Clarissa standing on gravel Denali Park Road, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
.5221 – [unidentified woman standing on bluff overlooking river valley along Denali Park Road]
.5222 – [scenic of river valley along Denali Park Road]
.5223 – [scenic of Denali along Denali Park Road]
.5224-5227 – [interpretive panels for “The Story in the Mural” by Charles Baker and Roy Minter, with history of Skagway and White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Nov 74]
.5228 – [view down White Pass & Yukon Route railroad tracks near Skagway, freight cars on sidetrack at right; print date Nov 74]
.5229 – [White Pass & Yukon Route passenger cars on track; print date Nov 74]
.5230 – [White Pass & Yukon Route freight cars on track; print date Nov 74]
.5231 – [view along White Pass & Yukon Route railroad cars on track, including freight cars and flatbed car carrying automobile; print date Nov 74]
.5232 – [view along White Pass & Yukon Route train on track, including freight cars and locomotives; print date Nov 74]
.5233 – [view along White Pass & Yukon Route railroad cars on track, including freight cars and flatbed car carrying automobile; print date Nov 74]
.5234 – [scenic view down White Pass & Yukon Route track; print date Nov 74]
.5235 – [White Pass & Yukon Route train entering Tunnel Mountain on wooden trestle bridge, including freight cars and locomotives; print date Nov 74]
.5236 – [White Pass & Yukon Route train entering Tunnel Mountain on wooden trestle bridge, including freight cars and locomotives; print date Nov 74]
.5237 – [scenic view down White Pass & Yukon Route track to snow shed; print date Mar 75]
.5238 – [scenic view down White Pass & Yukon Route track to snow shed, river canyon at right; print date Mar 75]
.5239 – [scenic of track and bridge on White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Mar 75]
.5240 – [White Pass & Yukon Route railroad cars and locomotives in yard next to water, possibly Bennett Lake; print date Mar 75]
.5241 – [White Pass & Yukon Route rotary snowplow No. 1 in yard; print date Mar 75]
.5242 – [White Pass & Yukon Route locomotive 73 in yard; print date Mar 75]
.5243 – [White Pass & Yukon Route locomotives in yard; print date Mar 75]
.5244 – [Lake Bennett Church along White Pass & Yukon Route; print date Mar 75]
.5245 – [White Pass & Yukon Route locomotive 73 and car 909 in yard; print date Mar 75]
.5246 – [freight cars on track, including flatbed carrying vehicles; print date Mar 75]
.5247 – [White Pass & Yukon Route rotary snowplow No. 1 in yard; print date Mar 75]
.5248 – [view along White Pass & Yukon Route railroad cars on track along water, including freight cars and flatbed car carrying automobile; print date Mar 75]
.5249-5293 – [northern fur seal herd on rocks, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5294 – [thick-billed murres, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5295 – [thick-billed murres and gulls, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5296-5324 – [northern fur seal herd on rocks, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5325 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5326 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5327 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5328 – [men and young boys with buckets on killing field, seal herd in background, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5329 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5330 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5331 – [men herding seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5332 – [men clubbing seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5333 – [men clubbing seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5334 – [men clubbing seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5335 – [men clubbing seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5336 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5337 – [men skinning seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5338 – [skinned seal carcasses on killing field, seal herd in background, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5339 – [young boys with buckets on killing field, seal herd in background, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5340 – [men clubbing seals on killing field, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5341 – [men working inside seal processing plant, large bags of salt on floor, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5342 – [men scraping seal skins inside seal processing plant, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74. At AFN 2017, men identified left to right as Maxime Stepetin, Nicholia Kozoloff, and Robert Melovidov, with Feedy Krukoff in background]
.5343 – [men scraping seal skins inside seal processing plant, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5344 – [men scraping seal skins inside seal processing plant, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5345 – [men working inside seal processing plant, piles of processed skins on tables in center, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5346 – [men and women wearing rain gear working inside seal processing plant, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5347 – [men working inside seal processing plant, skins in hanging bucket in center, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5348 – [interior of seal processing plant, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5349 – [umiak tied up to fish factory ship Pribilof, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5350 – [umiak tied up to fish factory ship Pribilof, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5351 – [motorboat St. Paul pulling umiak away from fish factory ship Pribilof, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5352 – [motorboat St. Paul pulling umiak, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5353 – [three men wearing hard hats in umiak loaded with supplies, Pribilof Islands; print date Jul 74]
.5354 – [distant view of St. Paul village; print date Jul 74]
.5355 – [distant view of St. Paul village; print date Jul 74]
.5356 – [St. Paul village scene, with truck on road in foreground, speed limit sign at left, buildings in background; print date Jul 74]
.5357 – [Sts. Peter and Paul Church, St. Paul; print date Jul 74]
.5358 – [close-up of Russian Orthodox crosses on roof of Sts. Peter and Paul Church, St. Paul; print date Jul 74]
.5359 – [distant view of St. Paul village; print date Jul 74]
.5360 – [close-up of Russian Orthodox cross on roof of Sts. Peter and Paul Church, St. Paul; print date Jul 74]
.5361 – [view of St. Paul village from cemetery; print date Jul 74]
.5362 – [view of St. Paul village from cemetery; print date Jul 74]
.5363 – [view of St. Paul village, cemetery in foreground; print date Jul 74]
.5364 – [distant view of St. Paul village, wildflowers in foreground; print date Jul 74]
.5365 – [wooden fencing and small lakes, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5366 – Pribilofs [lousewort wildflowers; print date Jul 74]
.5367 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5368 – [Lehmann’s rockjasmine wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5369 – [Lehmann’s rockjasmine wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5370 – [forget-me-not wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5371 – [forget-me-not wildflowers shown with dime for size comparison, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5372 – [lousewort wildflowers shown with penny for size comparison, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5373 – [forget-me-not wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5374 – [lousewort wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5375 – [lousewort wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5376 – [arctic willow, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5377 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5378 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5379 – [bract saxifrage wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5380 – Pribilofs [lousewort wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5381 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5382 – [buttercup wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5383 – [wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5384 – [wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
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.5385 – [buttercup wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5386 – [wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5387 – [wildflowers, possibly saxifrage, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5388 – [wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5389 – [buttercup wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5390 – [forget-me-not wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5391 – [forget-me-not wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5392 – Pribilofs [scurvy grass wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5393 – Pribilofs [scurvy grass wildflowers, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5394 – [sprouting lichen or other ground plant, St. Paul Island; print date Aug 74]
.5395 – [sprouting lichen or other ground plant shown with nickel for size comparison, St. Paul Island; print date Aug 74]
.5396 – [sprouting lichen or other ground plant shown with nickel for size comparison, St. Paul Island; print date Aug 74]
.5397 – [parakeet auklets and least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5398 – [parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5399 – [parakeet auklets and least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5400 – [least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5401 – [least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5402 – [least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5403 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5404 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5405 – [thick-billed murres with egg, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5406 – [parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5407 – [parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5408 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5409 – [cormorants on beach, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5410 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5411 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5412 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
.5413 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5414 – [thick-billed murres and gulls, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5415 – [tufted puffins, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5416 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5417 – [tufted puffins, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5418 – [seabirds, possibly least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5419 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5420 – [seabird, possibly least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5421 – [parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5422 – [parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5423 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5424 – [seabirds, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5425 – [pelagic cormorants and thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5426 – [least auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5427 – [seabirds on water, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5428 – [pelagic cormorants and thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5429 – [pelagic cormorants and thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5430 – [seabirds on water, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5431 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5432 – [thick-billed murres and parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5433 – [seabird eggs, probably thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5434 – [thick-billed murres and gulls, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5435 – [nesting gulls, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5436 – [egg in gull nest, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5437 – [thick-billed murres with eggs, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5438 – [scenic of coastline, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5439 – [seabirds on rock face on coast, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5440 – [thick-billed murres and tufted puffins, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5441 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5442 – [thick-billed murres and pelagic cormorants, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5443 – [crested auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5444 – [thick-billed murres and gulls, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5445 – [thick-billed murres and pelagic cormorants, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5446 – [seabirds on rock face on coast, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5447 – [seabirds on rock face on coast, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5448 – [thick-billed murres and parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5449 – [thick-billed murres and parakeet auklets, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5450 – [thick-billed murres, St. Paul Island; print date Jul 74]
5451 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship; print date Nov 74]
5452 – [scenic of sunset over passage as seen from ship; print date Nov 74]
5453 – [scenic of sunset over passage as seen from ship; print date Nov 74]
5454 – [view along ship deck to one passenger standing at railing; print date Nov 74]
5455 – [view along ship deck to man walking with two young children; print date Nov 74]
5456 – [view along ship deck to one passenger standing at railing; print date Nov 74]
.5457 – [tugs pulling barges in passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Nov 74]
.5458 – [tugs pulling barges in passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Nov 74]
.5459 – [tug pulling barge towards dock area as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Nov 74]
.5460 – [tug pulling Foss barges loaded with girders in passage as seen from ship, deck in foreground; print date Nov 74]
.5461 – [tug and crane barge in passage as seen from ship; print date Nov 74]
.5462 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in passage, possibly Taku; print date Nov 74]
.5463 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in passage, possibly Taku; print date Nov 74]
.5464 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry under way in passage, possibly Taku; print date Nov 74]
.5465 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75. Cf. .5534]
.5466 – [scenic of Mount Edgecumbe; print date Dec 75]
.5467 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75]
.5468 – [view of Sitka and John O’Connell Bridge to Japonski Island; print date Dec 75. Cf. .5525]
.5469 – [steamship under way in passage; print date Dec 75]
.5470 – [steamship under way in passage; print date Dec 75]
.5471 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5472 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5473 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5474 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship, bow in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5475 – [distant view of Skagway; print date Dec 75]
.5476 – [distant view of Skagway; print date Dec 75]
.5477 – [Skagway waterfront as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5478 – [Skagway waterfront as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5479 – [ships at Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5480 – [ships at Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5481 – [ships at Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5482 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5483 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5484 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5485 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5486 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5487 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5488 – [Skagway dock as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5489 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5490 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5491 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5492 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship; print date Dec 75]
.5493 – [distant view of Skagway, American flag in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5494 – [distant view of Skagway, American flag in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5495 – [distant view of Skagway, American flag in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5496 – [distant view of Skagway, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5497 – [distant view of Skagway, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5498 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5499 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5500 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5501 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5502 – [scenic of Chilkoot Inlet as seen from ship, American flag and lifebuoy of Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia in foreground; print date Dec 75]
.5503 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry, possibly Taku, at dock, Russian Orthodox cross in foreground; print date Dec 75. At AFN 2017, location identified as Sitka, with Mount Edgecumbe at left, cross as part of an old park and not a cemetery]
.5504 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry, possibly Taku, at dock, Russian Orthodox cross in cemetery in foreground, Foss barge in background; print date Dec 75]
.5505 – [Alaska Marine Highway ferry Columbia at dock; print date Dec 75]
.5506 – [Yaadaas Crest totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5507 – [close-up of top of Waasgo Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5508 – [close-up of top of Waasgo Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5509 – [middle section of Waasgo Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5510 – [middle section of Waasgo Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5511 – [close-up of Bear at base of Raven/Shark totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5512 – [close-up of Bear at base of Raven/Shark totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5513 – [close-up of base of Raven/Shark totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5514 – [close-up of base of Raven/Shark totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5515 – [scenic of Mount Edgecumbe and John O'Connell Bridge, Sitka; print date Dec 75]
.5516 – [close-up of top of Yaadaas Crest corner pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
.5517 – [close-up of top of Yaadaas Crest corner pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5518 – [close-up of top of Trader Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5519 – [close-up of top of Trader Legend totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5520 – [close-up of top of Gaanaxadi/Raven Crest totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5521 – [close-up of top of Gaanaxadi/Raven Crest totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5522 – [close-up of top of Gaanaxadi/Raven Crest totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5523 – [close-up of top of Gaanaxadi/Raven Crest totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5524 – [close-up of the Bear Who Married a Woman in the middle of the Lakich’inei totem pole, Sitka National Historical Park; print date Dec 75]
5525 – [view of Sitka and John O’Connell Bridge to Japonski Island; print date Dec 75. Cf. .5468]
5526 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake as seen through automobile windshield, woman taking photograph in foreground; print date Jul 73]
5527 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, people on lake ice; print date Apr 75]
5528 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, people on lake ice; print date Apr 75]
5529 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, people on lake ice; print date Apr 75]
5530 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, people on lake ice; print date Apr 75]
5531 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, people on lake ice; print date Apr 75]
5532 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier; print date Apr 75]
5533 – [winter scenic of Portage Glacier, “Danger” sign in foreground; print date Apr 75]
5534 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75. Cf. .5465]
5535 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75]
5536 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75]
5537 – [scenic of hanging glacier; print date Dec 75]
5538 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Dec 75]
5539 – [scenic of Portage Glacier and lake; print date Dec 75]
5540 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date Dec 75]
5541 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date Dec 75]
5542 – [scenic of Portage Glacier; print date Dec 75]
5543 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5544 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5545 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5546 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5547 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5548 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5549 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Dec 75]
5550 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Nov 76]
5551 – [icebergs in Portage Lake; print date Nov 76]
.5552 – [aerial of Mount Susitna and Cook Inlet, airplane wing in foreground; print date Apr 75]
.5553 – [aerial of Mount Susitna and Cook Inlet, airplane wing in foreground; print date Apr 75]
.5554 – [aerial of Mount Susitna and Cook Inlet, airplane wing in foreground; print date Apr 75]
.5555 – [distant view of coastal town as seen from ship, Canadian flag in foreground, Prince Rupert? print date Jan 78]
.5556 – [scenic of passage as seen from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5557 – [crane barge in passage; print date Jan 78]
.5558 – [boats under way in passage as seen from ship, coastal town in distance at left; print date Jan 78]
.5559 – [fishing boat in passage, buildings on shore in background; print date Jan 78]
.5560 – [steamship at dock, Gulf oil sign on dock; print date Jan 78]
.5561 – [scenic of passage from ship, Queen of Prince Rupert lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5562 – [scenic of passage from ship, Queen of Prince Rupert lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5563 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5564 – [fishing boat under way in passage; print date Jan 78]
.5565 – [scenic of passage from ship; print date Jan 78]
.5566 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5567 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5568 – [scenic of passage from ship, sign for Muster Station in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5569 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5570 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5571 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5572 – [scenic of passage from ship, Queen of Prince Rupert lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5573 – [barge and tug under way in passage, ship deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5574 – [scenic of passage from ship, Queen of Prince Rupert lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5575 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5576 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground, motorboat under way; print date Jan 78]
.5577 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5578 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5579 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5580 – [barge and tug under way in passage, ship deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5581 – [barge and tug under way in passage, ship deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5582 – [tug under way in passage; print date Jan 78]
.5583 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5584 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5585 – [scenic of passage from ship, deck in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5586 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat in foreground; print date Jan 78]
.5587 – [tug under way in passage, buildings along shoreline; print date Jan 78]
.5588 – [crane barge in passage; print date Jan 78]
.5589 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers sitting on open deck in foreground, woman looking through binoculars; print date Jan 81]
.5590 – [scenic of passage from ship, passengers sitting on upper deck in foreground, lifeboat and life rafts on lower deck; print date Jan 81]
.5591 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, woman standing next to American flag in foreground; print date Jan 81]
.5592 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, American flag in foreground; print date Jan 81]
.5593 – [scenic of passage from ship, lifeboat on lower deck; print date Jan 81]
.5594 – [tidewater glacier terminus as seen from ship, woman standing next to American flag in foreground; print date Jan 81]
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Unmounted 35mm slides
.5595-5632 – [roll of unmounted 35mm transparencies, 1956 Yukon River trip]
  .5595 – [young boy with balloon standing on boardwalk, woman sitting at left, children playing near volleyball net at right, Kaltag]
  .5596 – [woman and young children on boardwalk, woman sitting at left, children playing near volleyball net at right, Kaltag. At AFN 2017, woman tentatively identified as last name Smenken]
  .5597 – [young girl with balloon on boardwalk, women and children playing near volleyball net in background, Kaltag]
  .5598 – [two young girls sitting on boardwalk, Kaltag]
  .5599 – [girl standing on boardwalk holding Mac’s Foto balloon, children in front of church in background, Kaltag]
  .5600 – [two boys standing on boardwalk, Phyllis McCutcheon walking near church in background, Kaltag]
  .5601 – [young girl holding balloon standing on beach, Steve McCutcheon holding camera just visible at right, Kaltag?]
  .5602 – [view from river of a small cemetery in brush, with grave markers and crosses, Kaltag? Cf. .3328]
  .5603 – [view from river of a small cemetery in brush, with grave markers and crosses, Kaltag? Cf. .3328]
  .5604 – [view from top of hill with CAA communications towers and covered ramp, Kaltag. Cf. .3572]
  .5605 – [view from top of hill with CAA communications towers and covered ramp, Kaltag]
  .5606 – [Baker family and dog posed next to windsock and sign for CAA site at Kaltag. Cf. B1990.014.5.TV.84.20, .3343]
.5607 – [Steve McCutcheon paddling riverboat into beach, Phyllis McCutcheon standing in boat with two Baker children, Baker standing near second boat at left, driftwood on beach, Kaltag. Cf. .5606]
.5608 – [birdhouse at CAA site, Yukon River in background, Kaltag]
.5609 – [bird’s eye view of riverboats on beach below hill with CAA site, Kaltag]
.5610 – [Mrs. Baker and Baker daughter posed in front of covered ramp at CAA site, Kaltag]
.5611 – [Baker son posed with rifle in front of covered ramp at CAA site, Kaltag]
.5612 – [Baker and George loading baggage, windsock and sign for CAA site at right, Kaltag]
.5613 – [Baker on beach next to windsock and sign for CAA site, Kaltag]
.5614 – [view from departing boat of Baker and dog on small dock, sign, windsock, canoe, metal barrels, and driftwood in background, Kaltag]
.5615 – [puppy dog on rocky beach]
.5616 – [puppy dog on rocky beach]
.5617 – [Alaska Native boy fishing from riverboat tied to beach at fish camp, second boat and possibly fish trap in background]
.5618 – [Steve McCutcheon talking to Alaska Native man at fish camp, kettle on stove at right, dishes and cups set out for eating]
.5619 – [view of fish camp from departing boat, people standing in entrance to tent, smokehouse above, dog at left, cut timber, fish drying racks, and metal barrels on beach, boat and fish trap at right]
.5620 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5621 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5622 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5623 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5624 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5625 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5626 – [bull moose swimming in Yukon River]
.5627 – [view from boat of man and woman working on beach at fish camp]
.5628 – [view from boat of two men standing below smokehouse at fish camp. Original image blurry]
.5629 – [scenic of slough on Yukon River]
.5630 – [Clarissa and Phyllis McCutcheon standing in cemetery with crosses and spirit houses, Phyllis wearing mosquito netting, Holikachuk? Cf. .3227, .3445, B1990.014.5.AKNative.28.4]
.5631 – [crosses and spirit houses in cemetery, including grave of Harrmen Gregory, Phyllis McCutcheon wearing mosquito netting at left, Holikachuk?]
.5632 – [Phyllis McCutcheon wearing mosquito netting standing next to spirit houses and crosses in cemetery, one grave marked “Yankee died 15 of June 1935”, Holikachuk? Cf. .3359]

Print photographs
[Print photographs are black-and-white unless otherwise noted]
.5633 – Sidney Hamilton [log cabin in winter, Pioneer Peak in background]
.5634 – Sidney Hamilton [on verso:] “Turnagain Arm” near Anchorage. #73A [scenic of Turnagain Arm, man silhouetted on beach in foreground]
.5635 – Sidney Hamilton [icebergs at Portage Lake]
.5636 – [on verso:] At Portage (Hamilton) [moose walking on frozen pond in winter, Turnagain Arm in background]
.5637 – [on verso:] Mt. McKinley (Hamilton) [winter scenic of Denali]
.5638 – [on verso:] “Buck” at Tazlina (Hamilton) [dog portrait]
.5639 – Sidney Hamilton [fall scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.5640 – [scenic with mountains, possibly Mount Drum]
.5641 – Sidney Hamilton [on verso:] Golden aspens [autumn view down gravel road, old Glenn Highway heading around curve down to Eagle River]
.5642 – “The Loop” – Alaska R.R. – mile 52, 3 miles by rail, ½ mile the way the crow flies. Alaska Shop [on verso:] Alaska R.R. Loop (Allen) [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad train in foreground]
.5643 – “The Loop” – Alaska R.R. – mile 52, 3 miles by rail, ½ mile the way the crow flies. Alaska Shop [on verso:] Alaska Railroad spirals, 1947 [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, Alaska Railroad train in foreground]
.5644 – [on verso:] Horseshoe Lake (Mt. McKinley Natl. Park) (Allen) [scenic of lake and mountains]
.5645 – [George and Clarissa sitting in field, Matanuska Valley Lines Willow Creek Stage bus on gravel road in background]
.5646 – [studio portrait of unidentified child, Clarissa?]
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.5647 – Kasilof, 1945 [man and woman outside pilothouse of Kasilof, probably Iliamna Bay. Cf. .1868]
.5648 – Kasilof, 1945 [man aboard Kasilof, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5649 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and unidentified woman aboard Kasilof, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5650 – Kasilof, 1945 [George with camera taking photograph of Clarissa and unidentified woman aboard Kasilof, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5651 – Kasilof, 1945 [Kasilof preparing to dock, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5652 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and George sitting on metal barrels on dock or barge, Kasilof in background, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5653 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa, George, and unidentified sitting on metal barrels, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5654 – Kasilof, 1945 [view from barge or boat being towed by two men in small boat, buildings on shore in distance]
.5655 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa, George, and unidentified sitting on metal barrels on barge or dock]
.5656 – Kasilof, 1945 [barge and tug at small dock, possibly Iliamna Bay]
.5657 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing with four young people and two dogs in doorway of cabin]
.5658 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and unidentified woman with woman and two children on barge]
.5659 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and unidentified couple standing on Kasilof holding stringers of fish and fishing gear]
.5660 – Kasilof, 1945 [two men aboard Kasilof, probably Iliamna Bay]
.5661 – Kasilof, 1945 [view from boat of large flocks of seabirds near shore]
.5662 – Kasilof, 1945 [town scene, looking down boardwalk or dock to buildings, signs for Coca-Cola in foreground, Seldovia? Has neg. Cf. .1949]
.5663 – Kasilof, 1945 [Clarissa and unidentified couple outside pilothouse of Kasilof, man using binoculars. has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5664 – Kasilof, 1945 [unidentified couple aboard Kasilof, man climbing rigging. has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5665 – Kasilof, 1945 [view from rigging of Clarissa and unidentified couple outside pilothouse of Kasilof, Cook Inlet. has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5666 – Kasilof, 1945 [George climbing rigging of Kasilof. has neg dated 5/27/46. Cf. .6043]
.5667 – Kasilof, 1945 [George and Clarissa aboard Kasilof. has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5668 – Kenai [row of CAA housing, circa 1946]
.5669 – Kenai [row of CAA housing, circa 1946]
.5670 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5671 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5672 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5673 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5674 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5675 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5676 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5677 – [view from bluff of boats in Kenai River, circa 1946]
.5678 – [house in trees, same house as in .2212. has neg]
.5679 – Autumn, 1947 [view across cultivated field to homestead, Pioneer Peak in background, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .5858]
.5680 – Autumn, 1947 [bird’s eye view of cultivated fields, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.5681 – Autumn, 1947 [bird’s eye view of dirt road and cultivated fields, mountains in background, Matanuska Valley]
.5682 – Autumn, 1947 [view down dirt road, Matanuska Peak in background, automobile coming up road past building with vehicles parked outside, two women standing in foreground, Palmer]
.5683 – Autumn, 1947 [Palmer school]
.5684 – Concrete foundation of former Naval coaling sta. development at Sutton on Glenn Highway [concrete stairs and arches on lot, mountains in background. has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5685 – Anchorage [spectators watching parade on Fourth Avenue passing federal building, signs in background for Crocker’s and Alaska Fur Factory, float in front appears to be woman in towering dress. has neg]
.5686 – Anchorage [exterior of house, possibly CAA housing, water tanks at left, electrical transformer at right, 1940s. has neg]
.5687 – Anchorage [exterior of houses, possibly CAA housing, electrical transformer in center, metal barrels at left, 1940s. has neg]
.5688 – Anchorage [winter view in residential area, snow on two metal barrels in foreground, probably Fairview, 1940s]
.5689 – Anchorage [puppy dogs in winter, 1940s. has neg]
.5690 – Anchorage [puppy dogs in winter, 1940s. has neg]
.5691 – Anchorage [winter street view on Fourth Avenue looking west, with automobiles, pedestrians and businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, J. Vic Brown & Sons, Food Center, The Gitchell, and Crocker’s, 1940s]
.5692 – Anchorage [winter street view on Fourth Avenue looking west, with automobiles, pedestrians and businesses including Red’s Cab, White Spot, North Pole Bakery, and Hewitt’s Drugs, 1940s]
.5693 – Anchorage [winter view of Ship Creek docks, 1940s]
.5694 – Anchorage [winter view of Ship Creek docks, ice along shore, 1940s]
.5695 – Anchorage [winter view of Ship Creek docks, 1940s]
.5696 – Anchorage [winter view of Ship Creek docks, dog in foreground, two people walking at left, 1940s]
.5697 – Anchorage [Clarissa sitting on boardwalk sorting potatoes, dog at right, 1940s]
.5698 – Anchorage [George and two dogs on boardwalk or house under construction, with nails, hammer, saw, and boards, 1940s. cf .6061]
.5699 – Anchorage [Clarissa playing with two dogs in yard, houses in background, 1940s]
.5700 – Anchorage [man on skis pulling sled on street in winter, houses in distance, 1940s]
.5701 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, snow on logs in foreground, houses in background, probably Fairview, 1940s. Cf .5726]
.5702 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, snow on logs in foreground, house and log house in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5703 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, barrels piled next to house at left, log house in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5704 – Anchorage [George and dog posed in front of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. has neg]
.5705 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5706 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, sign for East G Street in foreground, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5707 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses at right, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5708 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5709 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in foreground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5710 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, path through deep snow to house with icicles on eaves, Fairview, 1940s]
.5711 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing fur coat and headscarf posed outside house in winter, dog at left, Fairview, 1940s. has neg. Cf .5921]
.5712 – Anchorage [exterior of house in summer, Fairview, 1940s. has neg. Cf. .5728]
.5713 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on small trees in foreground, ski tracks along row of houses, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5714 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on tree in foreground, houses at left, Fairview, 1940s]
.5715 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, path through snow to houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5716 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on trees in foreground, path through snow to houses in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5717 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, path through snow to house at right, Fairview, 1940s]
.5718 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on trees in foreground, houses at left, Fairview, 1940s]
.5719 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s. has neg. Cf. .5640]
.5720 – Anchorage [cemetery in winter, with grave markers and hoar frost on trees, 1940s]
.5721 – Anchorage [view down road through residential area in winter, mountains in background, 1940s]
.5722 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in foreground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5723 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in foreground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5724 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on trees in foreground, houses at left, Fairview, 1940s]
.5725 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, path through snow to houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5726 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, snow on logs in foreground, houses in background, probably Fairview, 1940s. Cf. .5701]
.5727 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5728 – Anchorage [exterior of house in winter. has neg. Cf. .5712]
.5729 – Anchorage [Clarissa and dog standing outside house in winter, hoar frost on trees, Fairview, 1940s]
.5730 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on trees in foreground, houses in middle ground, Fairview, 1940s]
.5731 – Anchorage [view in through open door of Allens’ house, Fairview, 1940s]
.5732 – Anchorage [summer view of residential area, possibly Clarissa at left, Fairview, 1940s. has neg]
.5733 – Anchorage [summer view of residential area, roll of Pioneer Flaxine Roofing on deck in foreground, Fairview, 1940s. has neg]
.5734 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, hoar frost on trees in foreground, George and dogs in front of log house background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5735 – Anchorage [two men with dogs walking alongside winter road]
.5736 – Anchorage [winter view of residential area, icicles on log house in foreground, mountains in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5737 – Anchorage [exterior of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s]
.5738 – Anchorage [Clarissa and dog outside house under construction in winter, Fairview, 1940s]
.5739 – Anchorage [summer view of residential area, house under construction at right, Fairview, 1940s]
.5740 – View from hill back of house [summer view of residential area, houses in middle ground, mountains in background, 1940s]
.5741 – Anchorage [interior of house, possibly kitchen, showing cabinet in corner of room, table and chairs at left, 1940s. cf. .6137]
.5742 – Anchorage [interior of house, showing curtains on window, possibly radio on table, 1940s]
.5743 – Anchorage [interior of house, kitchen with tea kettle on stove, “Allen’s Princess” on oven door, 1940s]
.5744 – [view down dirt road in summer, stoplight hanging over intersection, Vern’s Quality Meats and Grocery at right, 1940s, south or east Anchorage]
.5745 – [view down dirt road in summer, automobile traffic on road, store at left possibly Vern’s Quality Meats and Grocery, truck parked next to auto repair shop at right, 1940s]
.5746 – [view down road in residential area in summer, possibly CAA housing at right, on H Street or I Street, Anchorage, 1940s]
.5747 – [summer view of residential area, houses in middle ground, water tower in background, probably East 3rd Avenue, Anchorage, 1940s]
.5748 – [passengers waiting on Alaska Railroad platform at Ship Creek, one man holding camera taking photograph of photographer, hospital visible on bluff in background, Anchorage, 1940s. Cf. .6102]
.5749 – [adults and children with dog picnicking near dirt road leading to cabin, George sitting on blanket at left, mountains in background, six-pack of Coca-Cola on grass, 1940s. has neg]
.5750 – [Clarissa and George sitting in field of shooting stars wildflowers, camera tripod on ground, Matanuska Valley. Kodachrome color print dated Sept. 8, 1948]
.5751 – [distant view of downtown Anchorage taken from hill near West Anchorage High School, Westchester Lagoon in foreground, circa 1975. Color]
.5752 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter. 2 copies, one with Heinz stamp on verso. has neg. Cf. .48 et seq.]
.5753 – [distant view of Alaska Railroad train crossing wooden trestle in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg]
.5754 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars coming off wooden trestle bridge and into section house or heating plant in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg. Cf. .248]
.5755 – [bird’s eye view of locomotive and freight cars coming off wooden trestle bridge and into section house or heating plant in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg]
.5756 – [view through trees to curve in wooden trestle bridge in winter, possibly roof of section house or heating shed at right. has neg. Cf. .200]
.5757 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge over small creek in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg. Cf. .5841]
.5759 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5760 – [view down track to locomotive and passenger cars crossing wooden trestle bridge in winter. Has neg]
.5761 – [view through trees to wooden trestle bridge in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg]
.5762 – [view through trees to wooden trestle bridge in winter. Heinz stamp on verso. has neg]
.5763 – Tunnel, Easter [scenic of Loop District, with curved section of wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5764 – [scenic of Loop District, with curved section of wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5765 – [scenic of Loop District, with curved section of wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5766 – [scenic of Loop District, with train on wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5767 – [scenic of Loop District, with curved section of wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5768 – [view down track in winter, Turnagain Arm at right. has neg]
.5769 – [view down track in winter, dirty snow banks on both sides. has neg]
.5770 – [view down curved track in winter. Has neg. cf. .5771]
.5771 – [distant view of train in Loop District in winter. Has neg. cf. .5770]
.5772 – [winter view from platform of rotary snowplow and other equipment at Tunnel. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5773 – [men walking along track next to train at Tunnel in snowstorm, station platform at left. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5774 – Tunnel, Easter [train at Tunnel in snowstorm, station platform at left. Has neg dated 5/27/46. Cf. .6095]
.5775 – [bird’s eye view of rotary snowplow in yard at Tunnel, snow fleet. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5776 – [rotary snowplow on track, snow fleet. Has neg]
.5777 – Tunnel, Easter [view from top of railroad car approaching Tunnel station in winter. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5778 – [view from top of railroad car approaching Tunnel station in winter. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5779 – [Tunnel station in winter, with sign ‘Tunnel, Altitude 491 Ft.’ Has neg dated 5/27/46. Cf. .241]
.5780 – Tunnel, Easter [bird’s eye view of track covered with snow in winter. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5781 – [view along track through tunnel in winter. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5782 – Tunnel, Easter [man walking next to track in yard, station at left, rotary snowplow in background. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5783 – Tunnel, Easter [view through trees to Tunnel station in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5784 – [George holding skis standing outside Tunnel station in winter, with sign ‘Tunnel, Altitude 491 Ft.’ Has neg dated 5/27/46. Cf. .5779]
.5785 – [view down track in winter, possibly coaling chute at left. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5786 – [view down track to Tunnel station in winter, man standing next to track in yard possibly George. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5787 – [passengers preparing to board railroad motorcar No. 111 at Anchorage. Has neg]
.5788 – [passengers preparing to board railroad motorcar No. 111 at Anchorage. Has neg]
.5789 – [mechanic working on railroad motorcar No. 111. Has neg]
.5790 – [winter scenic at Curry, terminus of pedestrian walkway just visible on far shore of frozen Susitna River. Has neg]
.5791 – [winter view of Curry station, with building at left, pedestrian bridge at right. Has neg]
.5792 – [locomotive 554 and passenger cars leaving station in winter, possibly Grandview. Has neg]
.5793 – Tunnel, Easter [winter scenic, ski poles in snow in foreground, wooden trestle bridge in distance. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5794 – [view down track to train in yard at station, probably Tunnel, men standing along track at right, 1940s]
.5795 – May 3, 1946, Tunnel, Alaska [snow jammed under pilot of locomotive pulling train into yard in winter]
.5796 – [view of avalanche chute on mountain behind section house, probably Tunnel, 1940s]
.5797 – [three men on railroad crew with maintenance car 810 at entrance to tunnel, 1940s]
.5798 – [railroad motorcar stopped on track in winter, man standing at left, 1940s]
.5799 – [view down track to train approaching station in summer, river at left, possibly Curry, 1940s]
.5800 – Taken at Curry, Alaska, weekend of July 4th, 1947 [George and three unidentified people standing next to passenger car “Nenana”]
.5801 – #1 Alaska Range from Curry, Alaska [winter scenic, 1940s]
.5802 – [distant view of railroad tunnel entrance in summer, 1940s]
.5803 – Tunnel, Easter [bird’s eye view of mountain pass in summer, curved wooden trestle bridge in foreground, 1940s]
.5804 – Tunnel, Easter [bird’s eye view of mountain pass in summer, 1940s]
.5805 – Tunnel, Easter [bird’s eye view of mountain pass in summer, 1940s]
.5806 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, 1940s]
.5807 – [Loop District in winter, with two sections of wooden trestle bridge in distance, 1940s]
.5808 – [bird’s eye view of train on curving section of track in winter, 1940s. cf. .5813]
.5809 – [bird’s eye view of section of track leading onto wooden trestle bridge in Loop District in winter, man leaning on shovel at left, 1940s]
.5810 – [section of track leading onto wooden trestle bridge in Loop District in winter, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso]
.5811 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [loop District in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.5812 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso]
.5813 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [bird’s eye view of train on curving section of track in winter]
.5814 – [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso]
.5815 – [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso]
.5816 – [winter scenic, possibly near Tunnel, 1940s]
.5817 – [bird’s eye view of track in winter, with snowbanks on both sides, train approaching in distance, 1940s]
.5818 – [bird’s eye view of train on track in winter, snowbanks on both sides, 1940s. Cf. .5823]
.5819 – [view down track in winter, utility poles at right, 1940s]
.5820 – [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance, 1940s. Cf. .5826]
.5821 – [Loop District in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance, 1940s]
.5822 – [view down track coming out of yard in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance, probably at Tunnel, 1940s. Cf. .5828]
.5823 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [bird’s eye view of train on track in winter, snowbanks on both sides, snowshoes on bank at left]
.5824 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [bird’s eye view of train on track in winter, snowbanks on both sides]
.5825 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [wooden trestle bridge in winter, railing in foreground. Cf. .5758]
.5826 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance. Cf. .5820]
.5827 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [bird’s eye view of track in winter, snowbanks on both sides]
.5828 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [view down track in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance, railing at right, Warning sign in background]
.5829 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [Loop District in winter, wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.5830 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.5831 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [bird’s eye view of track in winter, snowbanks on both sides]
.5832 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [view down track in winter]
.5833 – [view down track in winter, probably near Tunnel]
.5834 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.5835 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [Loop District in winter, train and wooden trestle bridge in distance]
.5836 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [winter scenic, train in distance]
.5837 – Tunnel, 1/17/45 [avalanche chute on mountainside]
.5838 – [avalanche chute on mountainside]
.5839 – [avalanche chute on mountainside]
.5840 – [avalanche chute on mountainside]
.5841 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge over small creek in winter. No print. Cf. .5757]
.5842 – [aerial of Seward, showing docks, 1940s]
.5843 – [aerial of Seward, showing docks, 1940s]
.5844 – [aerial of Seward, showing docks, railroad causeway, and airport, 1940s]
.5845 – [Anchorage cemetery in winter, Dena’ina spirit houses in snow in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance, 1940s]
.5846 – [Anchorage cemetery in winter, Dena’ina spirit houses in snow in foreground, 1940s]
.5847 – [Alaska Road Commission steam shovel clearing land along Knik River, Knik River Bridge in background, 1940s. has neg]
.5848 – [Alaska Road Commission steam shovel clearing land along Knik River, Knik River Bridge in background, 1940s. has neg]
.5849 – [scenic of Knik River Bridge, 1940s. has neg]
.5850 – [scenic of Knik River Bridge, 1940s. has neg]
.5851 – Matanuska Glacier, Sheep Mt. Sta. ¼ mile to left (east) [scenic of glacier, 1940s]
.5852 – [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine in Hatcher Pass, 1940s]
.5853 – [scenic of Hatcher Pass, Independence Mine buildings at left, 1940s]
.5854 – [view down poured concrete walkway to house, 1940s]
.5855 – [scenic of mountains, possibly Hatcher Pass area, 1940s]
.5856 – [view down dirt road in Hatcher Pass area, 1940s]
.5857 – [scenic of Hatcher Pass, 1940s]
.5858 – Autumn, 1947 [view across cultivated field to homestead, Matanuska Valley. Cf. .5679]
.5859 – [unidentified couple standing next to sign “Glacier Trips Inquire at Glacier View, Mile 103”, Matanuska Glacier in background, 1940s]
.5860 – [scenic of river valley, probably Matanuska River, 1940s]
.5861 – [scenic of river valley, probably Matanuska River, 1940s]
.5862 – [scenic of river valley, probably along Glenn Highway, 1940s]
.5863 – [squirrel]
.5864 – [marmot]
.5865 – [bull moose]
.5866 – Anchorage [puppy dog in yard, cages in background, 1940s]
.5867 – [marketing image of brochure “100 events that built Alaska, an Alaska Sportsman book” by Louis Huber, 1944]
.5868 – [marketing image of brochure “100 events that built Alaska, an Alaska Sportsman book” by Louis Huber, 1944]
.5869 – [marketing image of brochure “100 events that built Alaska, an Alaska Sportsman book” by Louis Huber, 1944, with a check to George Allen for $25]
.5870 – Anchorage [still life with clothing, books, playing cards, Tootsie Rolls and other items, 1940s]
.5871 – Anchorage [winter scenic with hoar frost on trees, 1940s. has neg]
.5872 – [summer scenic with lake. Has neg dated 5/27/46]
.5873 – [aerial of CAA site with communications towers and small building, road in background, 1940s. has neg. Cf. .6114]
.5874 – [log cache in summer. Has neg]
.5875 – Anchorage [dog playing in snow. Has neg]
.5876 – Anchorage [dog in snow. Has neg]
.5877 – [view down plank walkway to small dock on lake with red boat. Color]
.5878 – [red boat on small dock on lake in spring. Color]
.5879 – [scenic of lake in spring, red boat on small dock in foreground. Color]
.5880 – [scenic of lake in spring, red boat on small dock in foreground. Color]
.5881 – [view down highway in winter, mountains in distance. Color]
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.5882 – Arctic Valley [Fort Richardson Ski Bowl sign hanging in foreground, with skiers on slopes in background, 1940s]
.5883 – Arctic Valley [George and Clarissa posed on ski slopes, 1940s]
.5884 – Arctic Valley [George and Clarissa posed on ski slopes, 1940s]
.5885 – Arctic Valley [Clarissa holding skis posed with “Beginner” sign, 1940s]
.5886 – Arctic Valley [Clarissa holding skis posed with “Beginner” sign, 1940s]
.5887 – Arctic Valley [Clarissa wearing sunglasses and holding skis, posed with “Beginner” sign, 1940s]
.5888 – Arctic Valley [Clarissa posed with “Beginner” sign, 1940s]
.5890 – Arctic Valley [Clarissa posed with “Beginner” sign, 1940s]
.5891 – Arctic Valley [scenic of valley, with ski poles in snow in foreground, 1940s]
.5892 – Arctic Valley [scenic of valley, with ski poles in snow in foreground, 1940s]
.5893 – Arctic Valley [unidentified man and woman on skis on slope, building in background, 1940s]
.5894 – [George skiing in valley, other skiers following behind him, low hill in background, 1940s. has neg]
.5895 – Arctic Valley [distant view of skiers on slopes, 1940s. Has neg]
.5896 – Arctic Valley [scenic of valley, 1940s. has neg]
.5897 – Arctic Valley [scenic of valley, 1940s. has neg]
.5898 – Arctic Valley [George on skis posed in snow, 1940s. has neg]
.5899 – Arctic Valley [winter scenic in valley, railroad track in distance, 1940s. Has neg]
.5900 – [winter scenic in valley, partially frozen creek in middle ground, 1940s. Has neg]
.5901 – [scenic of Portage Glacier, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso. Has neg. Cf. .6122]
.5902 – [scenic of Portage Glacier, 1940s. Heinz stamp on verso. Has neg. Cf. .6121]
.5903 – [George, Clarissa and unidentified man at Portage Glacier, George holding camera, man with binoculars, 1940s]
.5904 – [Phyllis McCutcheon posed at Portage Glacier, 1940s]
.5905 – [unidentified woman posed at Portage Glacier, 1940s]
.5906 – [icebergs in Portage Lake, 1940s]
.5907 – [icebergs in Portage Lake, 1940s]
.5908 – [icebergs in Portage Lake, 1940s]
.5909 – [icebergs in Portage Lake, 1940s]
.5910 – [icebergs in Portage Lake, 1940s]
.5911 – [distant view of people walking out on lake to get to Portage Glacier in winter. Color]
.5912 – [distant view of people walking out on lake to get to Portage Glacier in winter. Color]
.5913 – Anchorage [Clarissa on skis posed with dog in winter, 1940s. has neg]
.5914 – Anchorage [George on skis posed with dog in winter, 1940s. has neg. Cf. .5944]
.5915 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing with dog on porch of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg. Cf. .492]
.5916 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing with dog on porch of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5917 – Anchorage [unidentified woman wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing on porch of log house in winter, same parka as Clarissa is wearing in .5915, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5918 – Anchorage [unidentified woman wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing with man on porch of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5919 – Anchorage [George wearing suit posed next to wall of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5920 – Anchorage [George wearing sweater posed next to wall of log house in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5921 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing fur coat and headscarf posed outside house in winter, dog at left, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg. Cf. .5711]
.5922 – Anchorage [George wearing suit posed outdoors in winter, log cabin in background, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5923 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing fur parka, mukluks, and knit mittens standing with George and dog in front of log cabin in winter, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5924 – Anchorage [Clarissa with garden plants in summer, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5925 – Anchorage [George posed with dogs in dandelions in summer, 1940s. Has neg]
.5926 – Anchorage [George wearing suit posed next to wall of log house in summer, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5927 – Anchorage [George wearing suit posed next to wall of log house in summer, Fairview, 1940s]
.5928 – Anchorage [Clarissa posed next to wall of log house in summer, Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5929 – Anchorage [Clarissa holding young child on dirt road, baby carriage at right, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s. Has neg. Cf. .2424]
.5930 – Anchorage [George holding young child with dog on dirt road, baby carriage at right, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5931 – Anchorage [young child in baby carriage, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s. Has neg]
.5932 – Anchorage [three young children playing in wooden boat, Cook Inlet in background, 1940s. Has neg]
.5933 – Anchorage [George posed with puppy dog on wooden boat, Cook Inlet in background, 1940s. Has neg]
.5934 – [unidentified man and woman sitting in field of shooting stars wildflowers, 1940s. Has neg]
.5935 – Anchorage [George wearing sweater posed next to wall of log house in summer, Fairview, 1940s]
.5936 – Anchorage [unidentified man posed with young child, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5937 – Anchorage [young child playing in dirt, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5938 – Anchorage [young child and dog outdoors in summer, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5939 – Anchorage [young child outdoors in summer, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5940 – Anchorage [young child playing in dirt, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5941 – Anchorage [young child playing in dirt, Linda Nappe in Fairview, 1940s]
.5942 – Anchorage [George and Clarissa holding two dogs outside in winter, log house in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5943 – Anchorage [man standing with back to camera at edge of road under construction, possibly George, two men in trees in background, 1940s. Has neg]
.5944 – Anchorage [George on skis posed with dog in winter, 1940s. Has neg. Cf. .5914]
.5945 – [Clarissa posed in field, Willow Creek Stage bus on road in background, CAA site with communications towers and building in background, Eklutna Flats, 1940s. Cf. .6047]
.5946 – Anchorage [Clarissa and dog posed in front of stack of Armstrong’s Temseal Insulating Sheathing, 1940s]
.5947 – [Clarissa holding camera, posed on lawn with three unidentified people, probably parents, 1940s]
.5948 – Ship Creek, July 1952 [unidentified woman posed next to Ship Creek, Alaska Railroad cars in yard in background]
.5949 – [George and Clarissa posed on rocks in middle of Little Susitna River, 1940s]
.5950 – [George and Clarissa posed on rocks in middle of Little Susitna River, 1940s]
.5951 – [George and Clarissa posed on riverbank, 1940s]
.5952 – [George and Clarissa posed on riverbank, George holding camera, 1940s]
.5953 – [George and Clarissa sitting with dog in field or riverbed talking to unidentified woman, automobile in background, 1940s]
.5954 – Annette, Sept. 4, 1966 [Clarissa sitting on driftwood picnicking with dog, bottle of catsup and other supplies at right]
.5955 – Anchorage [George and Clarissa holding two dogs next to birch trees, 1940s]
.5956 – Anchorage [George posed in brush covered in snow in winter, houses in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5957 – [George posed in field of dandelions, houses in background, Fairview, 1950s]
.5958 – [George posed next to birch tree, 1950s. Cf. .6132]
.5959 – [George leaning against birch tree, 1950s]
.5960 – [George posed on ship deck next to lifeboat Denali, 1950s]
.5961 – [Clarissa posed on ship deck next to lifeboat Denali, 1950s]
.5962 – Anchorage [Clarissa posed with puppy dog in field, log house in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5963 – Anchorage [Clarissa posed with puppy dogs in field, house in background, Fairview, 1940s]
.5964 – Anchorage [unidentified woman and dog on couch in living room, soldier in uniform sitting on floor, Asian art decorating room, 1940s]
.5965 – Anchorage [Clarissa holding baby indoors, 1950s]
.5966 – Anchorage [Clarissa holding baby indoors, 1950s]
.5967 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing apron, sitting at table eating dinner, 1940s]
.5968 – Anchorage [Clarissa sitting at table eating dinner, radio at right, 1940s]
.5969 – Anchorage [Clarissa wearing apron, sitting at table eating dinner, radio on table, 1940s]
.5970 – Anchorage [Clarissa standing in kitchen, puppy dog at her feet, 1940s]
.5971 – Anchorage [Clarissa in kitchen with two dogs, 1940s]
.5972 – Anchorage [George sitting in armchair inside house, 1940s]
.5973 – Anchorage [Clarissa in kitchen with dog, 1940s]
.5974 – Anchorage [portrait of Clarissa, 1940s]
.5975 – Anchorage [portrait of Clarissa and George indoors, 1950s]
.5976 – [Clarissa, George, and unidentified man on dirt road, water in background, George putting sunglasses on dog, 1950s. Original image blurry]
.5977 – [four unidentified people on scenic overlook platform, one man holding camera, 1950s]
.5978 – Clarissa sitting on ground picnicking with dog, 1950s
.5979 – Clarissa sitting on ground picnicking with dog, 1950s
.5980 – George and Clarissa picnicking next to camp fire, automobile in background, 1950s
.5981 – George wearing sunglasses picnicking next to camp fire, thermos in foreground, 1950s
.5982 – George and Clarissa with dog and unidentified woman standing on concrete walk in front of house, George holding camera, 1950s
.5983 – George and Clarissa with dog and unidentified man standing on concrete walk in front of house, George holding camera, 1950s
.5984 – George and Clarissa wearing fur coat standing in front of house, 1950s
.5985 – George and unidentified man standing in front of house, 1950s
.5986 – Clarissa, George, and unidentified man in living room, men working on table lamp, 1950s
.5987 – George and unidentified man in living room, working on table lamp, 1950s
.5988 – George and unidentified couple in living room, men working on table lamp, 1950s
.5989 – George and unidentified couple in living room, men working on table lamp, 1950s
.5990 – George and Clarissa sitting on couch in living room, 1950s
.5991 – George sitting in armchair in living room, 1950s
.5992 – George, Clarissa, and guests at dining room table, unidentified man carving turkey, possibly Thanksgiving, 1950s
.5993 – unidentified man sitting in armchair in living room, 1950s
.5994 – Clarissa and unidentified man in living room, 1950s
.5995 – George and two unidentified men sitting at card table, possibly playing cribbage, 1950s
.5996 – Clarissa and George sitting on couch in living room with unidentified couple, Christmas tree at right, 1950s
.5997 – George and Clarissa sitting on couch in living room eating dessert, 1950s
.5998 – Clarissa sitting in armchair in living room, 1950s
.5999 – George and dog sitting on couch in living room, 1950s
.6000 – Clarissa, George and dog sitting on couch in living room, 1950s
.6001 – Clarissa and George sitting on couch in living room, television set at right; print date Jan. 1958
.6002 – house interior, with couch and saucer chair in foreground, dining table and chairs in background, Clarissa standing in doorway in background left, 1950s. Cf. .6134b
.6003 – Taken by Rachel Dec 27, 1961. Note headline on paper! [Clarissa and George sitting on couch in living room with unidentified man, reading Anchorage Daily Times newspaper headlined “30 Tonight, No End in Sight”. Polaroid]
.6004 – [Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon standing in front of Alaska Constitution Hall at University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 1955?]
.6005 – man hand-feeding adult black bear, 1950s
.6006 – Taken up on the boat deck of the S.S. Aleutian on our way outside in Aug. 1945 [unidentified couple on board ship, woman holding fur wrap]
.6007 – portrait of George, 1950s
.6008 – Clarissa posed in nursing uniform on rooftop, probably University of Vermont, 1930s
.6009 – Clarissa posed in nursing uniform on rooftop, probably University of Vermont, 1930s
.6010 – Clarissa posed in nursing uniform on rooftop, probably University of Vermont, 1930s
.6011 – Clarissa and unidentified woman posed in nursing uniforms on lawn, probably Vermont, 1930s
.6012 – Clarissa and George shaking hands through glass of window in newly constructed house in trees, 1950s. Cf. .2212
.6013 – George looking out window in newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6014 – George looking out window in newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6015 – Newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6016 – Newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6017 – Newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6018 – Newly constructed house in trees, 1950s
.6019 – George and Clarissa with unidentified couple on lakeshore, 1950s
.6020 – Portrait of George, 1950s
.6021 – Portrait of Clarissa, 1950s
.6022 – Clarissa and unidentified couple outside hotel, not Alaska; print date May 62. Color
.6023 – George and two dogs posed with fireweed, 1950s. Color
.6025 – Clarissa holding dog outdoors, 1960s. Color
.6026 – George and two unidentified men sitting on couch in living room; print date Jan. 21, 1956
.6027 – Interior of log cabin with brick fireplace and folding chairs; print date September 1963
.6028 – Steve McCutcheon and Phyllis McCutcheon, both wearing fur parkas, standing next to airplane, 1950s. Color
.6029 – Man wearing suit and tie and fedora hat posed with tray full of salmon fillets; print date Sept. 16, 1947. Color. Cf. .391
.6030 – Two mushers leading dog teams on trail, possibly Fur Rendezvous World Championship Sled Dog Races, 1950s
.6031 – Alaskan grown [cabbages on scale, one with First Prize ribbon, scale reads just over 17 lbs., probably Alaska State Fair, 1940s]
.6032 – Tom-codder on the Bering Sea. Published by Northwest Magazine Distributors [photomechanical postcard. Alaska Native man sitting against snow windbreak ice fishing, ice scoop stuck in snow, fish on ice, buildings in background, Nome?]
.6033 – A67. Moose herd near Anchorage, Alaska [six or eight moose in trees, mountains in distance]
.6034 – 148. Mac’s Foto, Anchorage [photographic postcard. Automobiles parked outside Copper Center Roadhouse, 1940s]
.6035 – Elmendorf Air Force Base, MATS terminal. C-1010, color photo by Howard Robinson [Color photomechanical postcard. Airplanes next to terminal, 1960s?]
.6036 – Seasons Greetings, the Hamiltons. Taken at Grandview, Alaska, by Sidney H. Hamilton in April 1944 [photographic Christmas card. Winter scenic of mountains]
Season’s greetings, Turnagain Arm, Alaska. The McLains [photographic Christmas card. Scenic of sunrise on Turnagain Arm, woman silhouetted in foreground]

Christmas greetings from the Weschenfelders [photographic Christmas card. Man and woman wearing fur parka posed outdoors in winter]

B10 Negatives

[Clarissa sitting on dock, Sugarloaf Mountain in background, Valdez, 1940s]

[George sitting on dock, Sugarloaf Mountain in background, Valdez, 1940s]

[cannery or warehouse building on pier at left, boat Valvedere of Juneau at small dock at right, mountains in background, Valdez? Cf. .2063, .6041]

5/27/46 [Clarissa and unidentified woman standing on deck of the Kasilof holding place settings. Cf. .1892]

[Clarissa climbing rigging on Kasilof, 1940s. Cf. .5666]

[view down road in residential area, houses at right, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s. has neg. Cf. .5719]

[distant view of six people walking down road, Knik River Bridge in background, 1940s]

[Matanuska Valley Lines Willow Creek Stage bus on road approaching Knik River Bridge, 1940s]

[Clarissa posed in field, Willow Creek Stage bus on road in background, CAA site with communications towers and building in background, Eklutna Flats, 1940s. Cf..5945]

[Alaska Railroad steam shovel 102 in yard at Palmer, station at left, 1940s]

[Anchorage [parade on Fourth Avenue, with spectators watching vehicles and floats passing businesses including Kennedy Hardware and KFQD, 1940s]

[Anchorage [parade on Fourth Avenue, with group in uniforms passing City Hall, 1940s]

[Anchorage [parade on Fourth Avenue, with military marching band passing City Hall, 1940s]

[spectators gathered around parade floats and vehicles on street corner, man riding tractor with banner “Smile With Nile” in center, 1940s]

[view of residential area in spring, houses in background, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]

[view of residential area in summer, with two houses and Volkswagen Beetle in driveway, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1950s?]

[flowering bush in residential area in summer, house in background, 1940s]

[winter scenic, outbuilding in background, Anchorage, 1940s. Original image blurry]

[winter scenic, house at left, Anchorage, 1940s]

[view of residential area in winter, tracks in snow in foreground, houses in background, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]

[view of residential area in winter, tracks in snow in foreground, houses in background, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6061 – 5/27/46 [Allens’ house in Fairview with boardwalk or addition under construction, two dogs in foreground, young child at left, 1940s. cf. .5698]
.6062 – 5/27/46 [Allens’ house in Fairview with boardwalk or addition under construction, two dogs in foreground, young child at left, 1940s]
.6063 – 5/27/46 [George posed with two dogs next to road, log house and other houses in background, photographer’s shadow in foreground, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6064 – [house or addition under construction, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6065 – [man, possibly George, holding two dogs outdoors in winter, log house in background, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6066 – [winter view of residential area, houses at right, mountains in background, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6067 – [Clarissa wearing fur coat standing next to wall of log house in winter, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6068a – [house in trees, 1950s. Cf. .2212]
.6068b – [unidentified man standing on roof of house in trees, 1950s]
.6069 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6070 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6071 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6072 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6073a – [George and unidentified man on roof of house in trees, 1950s]
.6073b – [house in trees, Clarissa in window using hammer, 1950s]
.6074 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6075 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6076 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6077 – [house in trees, 1940s]
.6078 – [two men walking into cabin in winter, snowshoes hanging on wall, 1940s]
.6079 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, houses in background, block and tackle hanging at right, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6080 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, houses in background, block and tackle hanging at left, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6081 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6082 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6083 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6084 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6085 – [wrecked cars in yard in residential area, Anchorage Fairview neighborhood, 1940s]
.6086 – [Alaska Railroad locomotive 902 in the Anchorage yards, buildings along Ship Creek in background, 1940s]
.6087 – [view down curving track in winter to wooden trestle bridge, Loop District, 1940s]
.6088 – [view through trees to curve in wooden trestle bridge in winter, possibly roof of section house or heating shed at right. Cf. .200, .5756]
.6089 – [distant view of train on wooden trestle bridge in winter, Loop District, 1940s]
.6090 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, utility pole at right, Loop District, 1940s]
.6091 – [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, utility pole at right, Loop District, 1940s]
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.6092 – 5/27/46 [distant view of wooden trestle bridge in winter, railing in foreground, Loop District, 1940s]
.6093 – 5/27/46 [bird’s eye view of Loop District in winter, 1940s]
.6094 – 5/27/46 [bird’s eye view of locomotive 902 on track in winter, snowbanks on both sides, Cf. .5823]
.6095 – [train at Tunnel in snowstorm, station platform at left, 1940s. Cf. .5774]
.6096 – [men walking next to train at Tunnel in snowstorm, station platform at left, 1940s]
.6097 – 5/27/46 [man standing next to rotary snowplow in yard, possibly at Tunnel]
.6098 – 5/27/46 [view down track through railroad tunnel in winter]
.6099 – [view down track in winter, 1940s]
.6100 – 5/27/46 [winter scenic in mountain pass area]
.6101 – 5/27/46 [bird’s eye view of track in winter, snowbanks on both sides]
.6102 – [passengers waiting on Alaska Railroad platform at Ship Creek, one man holding camera taking photograph of photographer, hospital visible on bluff in background, Anchorage, 1940s. Cf. .5748]
.6103 – [winter view through trees to hotel at Curry, pedestrian bridge at right, 1940s]
.6104 – [distant view of Curry Hotel in winter, pedestrian bridge at right, 1940s]
.6105 – [summer scenic in mountain pass area, fireweed in foreground, 1940s]
.6106 – [winter scenic of Denali, Mount Hunter, and Mount Foraker, frozen river in foreground possibly Susitna River, 1940s]
.6107 – [summer scenic with flowers, 1940s]
.6108 – 5/27/46 [bird’s eye view of Big Lake with small islands]
.6109 – 5/27/46 [scenic taken from moving train. Original image blurry and overexposed]
.6110 – 5/27/46 [scenic taken from moving train. Original image blurry and overexposed]
.6111 – [winter scenic with hoar frost on brush, 1940s]
.6112 – [winter scenic with hoar frost on brush, 1940s]
.6113 – [winter scenic with hoar frost on brush, 1940s]
.6114 – [aerial of CAA site with communications towers and buildings, 1940s. Cf. .5873]
.6115 – [Dena’ina spirit houses and Russian Orthodox cross in cemetery in summer, probably Eklutna, 1940s]
.6116 – 5/27/46 [unidentified couple standing in wooded area, surveyor’s tripod in foreground, 1940s]
.6117 – 5/27/46 [two dogs outdoors in summer, 1940s]
.6118 – 5/27/46 [winter scenic with dog and ski poles in snow in foreground]
.6119 – 5/27/46 [two men and dog in mountain pass area in winter, one man holding snowshoes]
.6120 – [winter scenic of Alaska Range, 1940s. Cf. .5801]
.6121 – [scenic of Portage Glacier, 1940s. Cf. .5902]
.6122 – [scenic of Portage Glacier, 1940s. Cf. .5901]
.6123 – [winter scenic of Alaska Range, 1940s]
.6124 – [unidentified woman posed in yard of house, 1940s]
.6125 – [George wearing suit posed next to wall of house in winter, Fairview, 1940s]
.6126 – [unidentified man posed in yard of house, 1940s]
.6127 – [unidentified man posed in yard of house, 1940s]
.6128 – [Clarissa and dog posed next to surveyor’s tripod in wooded area, 1940s]
.6129 – [George and unidentified couple standing in wooded area in winter, 1940s]
.6130 – [George and unidentified couple in wooded area in winter, 1940s]
.6131 – [George wearing suit coat and tie smoking cigarette standing outdoors in summer, holding camera, 1940s]
.6132 – [Clarissa sitting next to tree in summer, 1940s. Cf. .5958]
.6133a – [two men building house in trees, 1950s. Cf. .2212]
.6133b – [George building house in trees, 1950s]
.6134a – [George and Clarissa standing next to house in trees, 1950s. Original image blurry]
.6134b – [Clarissa and dog on couch in living room, saucer chair at right, 1950s. Cf. .6002]
.6135a – [George and two unidentified men sitting on couch in living room, 1950s]
.6135b – [Clarissa and three unidentified young women sitting in living room, dog resting underneath coffee table, 1950s]
.6136a – [interior of bedroom, with bureau, chairs, mirror, and hurricane lamp, 1950s]
.6136b – [interior of bathroom, with sink, mirror, curtains on window, 1950s]
.6137 – [interior of house, possibly kitchen, showing cabinet in corner of room, table and chairs at left, 1940s. Cf. .5741]
.6138 – [interior of living room, with armchair in corner with windows, books on small table, 1940s]
.6139 – [Clarissa sitting in armchair in living room, 1940s. Double exposure]
.6140 – [woman entering outhouse in trees, 1940s]
.6141 – 5/27/46 [dog sitting in chair in living room]
.6142 – [winter scenic with hoar frost on brush, 1940s]
.6143 – 5/27/46 [potatoes on ground, with ruler for size comparison]
.6144 – [unidentifiable, possibly animal in grass]
.6145 – [bird in grass]
.6146 – [bird in grass]
.6147 – [bird in grass]
.6148 – [birds in grass]
.6149 – [bird in grass]
.6150 – [still life with jars of preserved food, 1940s]
.6151 – [still life with jars of preserved food, 1940s. Original image blurry]

Medium-format transparencies
.6152 – [view through trees of George sitting on small dock on lakeshore, 1970s?]
.6153 – [scenic of Big Lake, small boat at right, 1970s?]
- Photographic postcard. To Clarissa and George from Ruth Gear, Elmira, New York. Postmark Dec 18, 1945
- Photographic postcard. To Clarissa and George from Ruth Gear, Elmira, New York. Postmark [Aug. 29, 1945?]
- Christmas card. Clarissa to George. 1953?
- Manuscript correspondence. Clarissa in Anchorage to George in Juneau. Postmark Dec. 8, 1953. With enclosure of typescript correspondence, to Clarissa and George from Mother
- Manuscript correspondence. Clarissa in Anchorage to George in Juneau. Postmark Dec. 15, 1953. With enclosure of manuscript correspondence, to Dearest One from Mother in Auburn, Massachusetts; and manuscript note to Children from Dad
- Manuscript correspondence. To Clarissa and George from Mildred Bursiel, Greeley, Colorado. Postmark Dec. 13, 1953
- Manuscript correspondence. To Dearest One from Mother, Auburn, Massachusetts. Dec. 6, 1954
- Greeting card. To George from Anne Richmond, Pasadena, California. With enclosure of manuscript correspondence. Sept. 14, 1956
- Postcard. To Mr. and Mrs. Andrew H. Peters, Auburn, Massachusetts, from Clarissa and George. Postmark Sept. 27, 1956

Ephemera
[Filed in Box 7]
- Diagram. “Allens, Anchorage, Aaa. Nov. 12, ’44, from SE”. Ink sketch of Allens’ home in Fairview area of Anchorage
- Diagram. “Allens, Anchorage, Alaska. Nov. ’44”. Ink sketch of Allens’ home in Fairview area of Anchorage
- Receipt. Gastineau Hotel, Juneau, Dec. 19, 1953
- Clipping. Announcement of trip taken by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew H. Peters to visit George and Clarissa Allen in Alaska. No date
- Manuscript note. List of 8 x 10” black-and-white photographs with values
- Coupon. Standard Photo Service, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 3 copies
- Article. “Filters for color correction and color temperature conversion.” Eastman Kodak Company, June 1943

Films
[Shelved with moving image materials]
Reel.01: Original box postmarked Oct. 28, 1957. Approximately 75’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.03: “Edw. & Helen Brewer (farm), Helen & dad—Rotterdam (at time of Anna’s death).” “Develop before” date Nov. 1950. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.04: “4-13-61.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.05: “Malmo, Copen., Oslo, Greenland, Polar ice.” Original box postmarked May 15, ’61. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.06: “Berne, Esevrial[?], Madrid, Spain.” Original box postmarked April 27, 1961. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.07: “Grant 1545.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.08: “Amsterdam, Kukenhof.” Original box postmarked April 27, 1961. 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.09: “ANC to Oslo, 4-15-61.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.10: “Fish.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.11: “Zermat, light [studio?]” Original box postmarked April 27, 1961. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.12: “Salz., Innsbruck to Switz. 4-13-61.” 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.13: “Alaska, poor film, ½ blank.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.14: “Grant 3009.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.15: “D. Eys[?], Beyer & Oslo & Frank. 4-13-61.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.16: “Inside Passage #3.” [? see note] 200’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.17: “Alaska #2 excellent.” [? see note] 200’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.18: “From N.Y.C. to Alaska, #1.” [? see note] 200’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.19: “Leslie’s house from our living room in Bradenton, poinsettias—red, pink poinsettias, Bess patio & garden, [more flowers listed], court of flags, Bernice Russell, Cypress Gardens & water skiing, Bess house, our car, Chris & her mother, Frank & Flora, Martins, oranges on trees at Nixon’s, blue heron in front of 303, Chris & Paul, Bok Tower, sailboat racing, Fisherman’s Wharf & restaurant, children’s parade Bradenton, storm at Bradenton Beach.” 200’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.20: No notes, no date. [? see note] 200’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.21: No notes, no date. Approximately 50’, monochrome, silent, 8mm
Reel.22: No notes, no date. Approximately 50’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.23: No notes, no date. Approximately 175’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel.24: “For #18. F, excellent film, Bliss Garden Mont., Foliage—Phillips woods, Lake Mansfield front club & red fox, [Robb?]way Gulf, Anne R. down in our yard, foliage E. State St., Cummings house, skyline—Hogback Mt., Emma & folks, foliage on way to Wilmington Vt.
Reel 25: "Circus, Sarasota, parades, St. Pete, 1954." Approximately 125', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 26: "St. Petersburg, Fla., sunset beach, Bok Tower #2." Approximately 200', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 27: "Clarissa & George, Arizona? Locks?" Approximately 150', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 28: No notes, no date. Approximately 175', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 29: "Geo. Film of Alaskan frost, winter scene, at Big Lake—outboard, Seward Highway, Knik Mtns & Bridge, Mildred & [?] arrive." Approximately 200', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 30: "Victoria #4, route home & [corn?]." Approximately 150', color, silent, 8mm
Reel 31: "Grant 4637. Snow plough 1959 or ’60, Clarissa, Eisenhower 1960." Approximately 50', color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 32: No notes, no date. Approximately 50', color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 33: "Harold & Bud Parker, foliage, mts, winter." “Develop before” date May 1944. Approximately 50', color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 34: "Helen & Edward, Bar Harbor, June 1955." Approximately 10’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 35: "1945." Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 37: No notes, no date. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 38: “Zermat, east of Interlaken, Maryann.” Original box postmarked April 27, 1961. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 39: “Clarissa & dogs, Geo. digging potatoes, carpenter work (double exposure).” “Develop before” date Aug. 1942. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 40: Processing date stamp July 7, 1958. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 41: “Munich, Salzburg.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 42: “Brooksville, Key West.” Processing date stamp May 17, 1957. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 43: “Parker’s, Fla., 1958.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 44: Processing date stamp Jul 7, 1958. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 45: “St. Petersburg parade, March 1959.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 46: “Grant 1545.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 47: “#3 fishing bears of Alaska Penin.” Original box stamped Mac’s Foto Service. Approximately 50’, color, silent, 8mm
Reel 48: Processing date stamp April 17, 1958. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 49: “? ½ blank.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 50: Processing date stamp April 21, 194[?]. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 51: “4-134-61.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel 52: No notes, no date. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.53: Original box postmarked September 28, 1960. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.54: “May Festival Parade, 1950.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.55: “1949.” Two typescript pages of description laid in, all Anchorage scenes. Approximately 50’, monochrome, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.56: Original box postmarked September 5, 1967. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.57: “Process before” date Jan. 1961. Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.58: “Grant 3009. Alaska.” Approximately 50’, color, silent, Kodachrome 8mm
Reel.59: No notes, no date. Approximately 50’, color, silent, 8mm
Loose notes in original box include slips for:
  “Alaska #1, La Guardia airport, Garden of the Gods Colo., Utah state cap., Seattle Locks, on Gray Line—Seattle, Juneau, on plane to Anchorage, G & C’s house, at Lila’s, Candy & children, on road to Seward, Portage Glacier, kayak, fireweed, on way to Sheep Mt. (July), Tazlina Lodge (Aug.), fish wheel Copper River, Worthington Glacier.”
  “Alaska #2, Bridal Veil Falls on way to Valdez, at Valdez & harbor there, returning from Valdez, trapper’s hut, inform. booth, Mrs. Cunningham’s garden, king crab, Russian cemetery & church—Eklutna, Lucky Shot Pass, moose on way to Portage, Portage Glacier, camp—Big Lake, at Girdwood, on plane between Anchorage & Juneau, Juneau.”
  “Easter 1957, Pasadena M.E. Church, St. Petersburg, Sun. morning, Brooksville, Hilda [Moores?], Ben, her brother Clarence Grout, Key West, royal Poinciana tree.”
Confusion in original can numbering resulted in two cans for each of the accession numbers B1995.010.reel2-reel5 and no cans for accession numbers B1995.010.reel16-reel20.
Assumptions on can size and film length led to reassignment of four original cans to B1995.010.reel16-reel20, but within those four reels order may not have been retained.
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